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Eating and Feeling can be understood as an extended answer to the question of 

what it means to “dare” to eat a peach. Though Prufrock’s question does not appear 

until the third chapter, I argue that the scene of eating—or hungering, feeding, or 

being fed—condenses the experiences of pleasure, risk, and the possibility of 

transgression into everyday life. Theorizing risky, transgressive pleasures is one of the 

central projects of queer studies, and I locate a queerness within the pleasure of taste 

that demonstrates the role of non-normative pleasure in quotidian experience. Writing 

about eating is about what tastes and feels good, and about how immersion in the 

sensory and affective textures of everyday life can set the subject aslant from social 

convention, even at the most conventional of social occasions, the shared meal. I say 

“aslant” because the kinds of pleasures that I write about here are not necessarily 

counter- or anti-normative; their queerness emerges not from a resistance to or refusal 

of normativity, but from a disregard for it. Queerness inheres in acknowledging the 

erotic charge that can accompany eating, but it also inheres in identifying pleasures 

that exist outside of the normative realm—not because they are structured against it, 

but because it simply fails to account for them.  

 Drawing from a promiscuous archive that cuts across generic and 

geographical boundaries and building on recent scholarship that demonstrates the 



 

centrality of ordinariness to modernist aesthetics, I uncover a tradition of modernist 

writing about eating that is also, and primarily, writing about feeling. Positioning 

scenes of eating as a discrete and meaningful category within the broader modernist 

turn to the everyday, I demonstrate how these scenes chart the complex pleasures of 

life in the modern world. In addition to offering a new account of what is daring about 

the modernist turn to everyday life, my project emphasizes the centrality of pleasure to 

queer experience and thought, moving beyond the focus on negative affects that has 

characterized much recent work in queer theory.  
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction: In the Mouth 

 
“La pensée se fait dans la bouche.” 
(Thought is made in the mouth.) 
 
-Tristan Tzara, Apéritifs Littéraire (614) 

 
 
Any number of epigrams might have provided a suitable epigraph to this 

dissertation. Most of them, unsurprisingly, come from either the French, who are the 

most prolific theorists of eating, or from Oscar Wilde, who is the most prolific artist of 

the epigram.1 Yet most of these quips foreclose conversation, emphasizing the 

importance of eating while implying that the nature of that importance is a foregone 

conclusion. This dissertation emerges from a sense that it is not. And so, departing 

from the archive of English-language modernism that I discuss in the pages that 

follow, I begin with Tzara. A friend and interlocutor to many modernists, including 

Gertrude Stein and Ezra Pound, Tzara may stand as an emblematic figure of this 

project’s scope and its historical method. Rather than tracing networks of 

collaboration or influence or asserting that modernism can be identified with a single 

specific movement or aesthetic style, I assemble a set of roughly contemporaneous 

texts that draw from many movements associated with modernism. Many of the 

writers collected here knew each other—after all, Stein famously knew everyone—but 

others did not. Similarly, James Joyce lived in Zurich while Tzara did, yet there is no 

evidence that the two men ever met (at least not until actors playing them met on stage 
                                                
1 It was, I admit, hard to resist Wilde’s pithy, “I hate people who are not serious about 
meals. It is so shallow of them.” 
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in Tom Stoppard’s Travesties, a play in which they also encounter Vladimir Lenin). 

The breadth of my archive reflects a conviction that modernism must be thought 

broadly: across continents, across genres, and across the internal conflicts that 

animated its practitioners. It is also a result of a desire to think expansively, to resist 

existing narratives about what makes eating matter, and to account for the multiplicity 

of ways it might.  

Eating satisfies us in two ways; it responds to the need for sustenance and the 

desire for sensory pleasure. As French gastronome Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin puts 

it, taste “invites us, by arousing our pleasure, to repair the constant losses which we 

suffer through our physical existence,” and “helps us choose from the variety of 

substances which Nature presents to us those which are best adapted to nourish us.” 

Despite Brillat-Savarin’s avowed dedication to gustatory pleasure, both of the “main 

functions” he ascribes to taste privilege sustenance over pleasure (35). The primary 

use of pleasure, here, seems to be its capacity to make the maintenance of the body a 

desirable project; if it feels good to eat, and it feels good to eat the things that are best 

for us, we will eat more of them, and thus nourish ourselves. This idea, as lovely as it 

is, fails when taken literally; the current state of American fast food provides plenty of 

evidence for the fact that our mouths often lead us to make choices that aren’t 

motivated by the abstract ideal of health. If we consider other modes of nourishment, 

and think on a human, rather than mass scale, this definition becomes more 

interesting. Though the sensation of taste is described as a means to the primary end of 

nourishment, his definitions nonetheless point toward the kind of thinking I am 

interested in, suggesting the possibility that sensation might enable a mode of thought. 
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Taste here, invites us along and helps us choose a reparative path through the world, 

suggesting that pleasure itself might in some way buffer us against those constant 

losses. 

The thought of the mouth is not purely rational, but neither is it purely 

instinctive. Emerging from sensation, it relies on and trusts feeling. Feeling then 

becomes the basis for choice, a way of distinguishing that which will best help us 

repair our losses and give our body the things it most needs, even if those things are 

not the things that dieticians might prescribe. A pop-culture project along these lines 

might find a way of reclaiming the comic-strip cliché of Cathy as the feminist hero she 

was meant to be, a woman whose frequent recourse to chocolate is not a punch line, 

but instead a pragmatic way to care for the self and resist the normative pressures of 

thinness and efficiency, creating a life that is not organized about the imperative to 

find a man. Though thinness is not at stake in any of the texts I do discuss, and there 

is, to my great regret, no ice cream (sorry, Wallace Stevens), gustatory taste does 

become a way of operating outside of normative institutions, including the imperative 

of heteronormativity. 

In order to think this way about taste, it is necessary to separate gustatory taste 

from both aesthetic taste and dietary health. Food that tastes good, as Cathy reminds 

us so persistently, is rarely the same food that we’re told is good for us. The punch line 

is that she gives herself over to taste, and is rendered somehow hopeless as a result. 

But what if this is the best thing about Cathy? For the eaters I discuss in this 

dissertation, the ability to give oneself over to taste is liberatory, a way out of 

normative systems like those that pressure Cathy, and like that of aesthetic taste itself. 
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According to both cultural norms and theories of aesthetic taste, to have good taste is 

to be able to accurately identify and appreciate the beauty of objects. Good aesthetic 

taste is the ability to say not “I like this,” but “this is beautiful.” Contemporary food 

culture has borrowed from this metaphor, as food reviewers speak from a position of 

cultivated expertise, pronouncing judgments on restaurants, chefs, and individual 

dishes. The French Laundry is good. TGI Friday’s is bad. And taste is a sense that is 

easily trained—how else to explain the learning curve of liking coffee, from ice cream 

to lattés to black coffee or even espresso. The tongue seeks out sweet, salty, and fatty, 

but we teach it to love sour, bitter, and umami.  

Instead of teaching the tongue, this dissertation is about being taught by it: 

about allowing taste—and hunger—to reveal unexpected forms of nourishment, 

solace, and pleasure. The novels, essays, poems, and plays that I discuss show how a 

focus on the sensory experience of gustatory taste can offer an alternative to normative 

systems, beginning with the concept of queer gourmandism that I develop in the first 

chapter. Queer gourmandism is an embrace and a purposeful cultivation of what Kyla 

Wazana Tompkins has called “queer alimentarity,” a phrase that encodes the erotic 

pleasure that can be involved in eating as well as the “the alignment between oral 

pleasure and other forms of nonnormative desire” (5). In Racial Indigestion, Tompkins 

chronicles forms of resistance to queer alimentarity in the antebellum period, 

demonstrating how the domestic ideologies of the era were shaped by racism, 

heteronormativity, and a desire to protect a national economy increasingly identified 

with the chaste white body. My project complements hers by emphasizing not the 

policing of pleasure, but the embrace of it.  
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The beginning of the twentieth century was a much queerer time than the 

beginning of the nineteenth, and the catalog of authors I assemble here, which includes 

Gertrude Stein, Djuna Barnes, and Richard Bruce Nugent, among others, reflects that. 

In addition to queer authors, gay men, lesbians, and bisexuals were also influential in 

the literary scene in other ways; Ulysses was published by Sylvia Beach and her lover 

Adrienne Monnier in Paris, and serialized by Margaret Anderson and Jane Heap’s 

Little Review in the United States. Many members of the Bloomsbury circle were 

queer, and the list of prominent writers who testified for the defense when Radclyffe 

Hall’s lesbian novel The Well of Loneliness went on trial for obscenity is long. 

However, these literary circles were exceptional in their embrace of non-normative 

sexualities, and broader cultural acceptance was slower to arrive; despite its putative 

obscenity, The Well of Loneliness is a disappointingly chaste and deeply unalluring 

book, and the sadness at its core is evidence of how difficult it was to be queer. And, 

as Jodie Medd demonstrates in Lesbian Scandal and the Culture of Modernism, at 

least some of the backlash against the serialization of Ulysses emerged from Heap and 

Anderson’s open lesbianism, and the cultural unease it produced. Michel Foucault 

famously dates the invention of the homosexual to the nineteenth century, but Medd 

chronicles the ways in which the figure of the lesbian was only beginning to cohere in 

the beginning of the twentieth century, showing how what she calls “lesbian 

suggestion” functioned as a “promiscuous perlocution” that invoked scandal more 

broadly, producing unease not through reference to a known “species” like Foucault’s 

homosexual, but through the imprecise signification of unfettered feminine sexuality 

(10). Indeed, for Medd, it is “the very discursive conjuring (and then disavowing) of 
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lesbianism as a ghostly possibility—incoherent, indefinable, diffuse, mobile, evasive, 

shape-shifting—that performatively begins to bring lesbianism into being historically 

as a cultural category of identity” (92). This bringing-into-being increases legibility 

and reduces scandal, but perversely limits signification, and thereby limits the range of 

experiences that might be represented by the term, lending a pathos to Medd’s list of 

ghostly ambiguities.  

Some of the lesbian authors that I discuss here often took advantage of that 

ambiguity, and others continued to resist assigning explicit terms to their sexuality. 

Perhaps most famously, Djuna Barnes both admitted to loving women and disavowed 

the identity of “lesbian” when she said “I’m not a lesbian. I just loved Thelma” (qtd. in 

Field, 137). Similarly, in the opening pages of Richard Bruce Nugent’s Gentleman 

Jigger, as I discuss in more detail in my first chapter, his protagonist Stuartt, an 

explicitly autobiographical figure, dodges questions about his sexuality, using the 

word queer to describe all his predilections, including not just the pleasure he takes in 

men and women, but also the pleasure he takes in eating. While these disavowals do 

indicate an awareness of and protection against widespread homophobia—and the 

publication histories of both Nightwood and Gentleman Jigger are marked by a 

caution about their explicitly queer content—they also indicate something more: that 

the available terminology was not sufficient to describe the range of queer experience 

and pleasure. Indeed, as words like “lesbian,” “gay,” and even “queer” were beginning 

to signify more broadly, they were also beginning to delimit the legible range of what 

we now call queer experience. Again, The Well of Loneliness is a useful example: 

described as a lesbian novel through much of its history, it is now legible as a novel 
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that is as much about the gender dysphoria of its protagonist, Stephen, as it is about 

lesbianism. Yet even this important re-reading is at best a re-categorization, another 

way of organizing lived experience into a legible, communicable system.  

The proliferation of terminology with which to categorize sexuality is 

symptomatic of what Foucault calls the scientia sexualis, a term he opposes to the ars 

erotica, lamenting the Western world’s embrace of the former. The distinction 

between the two is deceptively simple: in the scientia sexualis, “sex [is] constituted as 

a problem of truth,” while in an ars erotica, “truth is drawn from pleasure itself, 

understood as a practice and accumulated as experience” (57). The most relevant 

example of a scientia sexualis from the modernist era is Richard von Krafft-Ebing’s 

Psycopathica Sexualis, which was developed in 1886 as a reference book for medical 

professionals, but became—as is narrated in both The Well of Loneliness and 

Gentleman Jigger—a tome in which many young queers found a language to describe 

their sexuality. The scene of discovery works very differently in the two books, 

though: where Stuartt’s discovery is a license to create his own identity, Stephen 

discovers that hers has already been codified. She is one of “thousands of miserable, 

unwanted people, who have no right to love, no right to compassion because they’re 

maimed, hideously maimed and ugly” (204). The distinction between the two novels’ 

approaches to queerness is neatly encapsulated in these moments, one of which affords 

its protagonist the opportunity for self-invention, and the other of which sees her 

giving up on not just pleasure and love, but also selfhood. The contrast between these 

two moments clarifies why one of them has a place in this dissertation, and the other 
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drops out after the introduction: one enacts a resistance to the scientia sexualis, while 

the other accepts its prescriptions as truth.  

Rather than accepting the logic of the scientia sexualis, the authors I write 

about here accept the project of the ars erotica, producing it in a form that resists even 

conventional definitions of the erotic, as an ars gastronomica. The pleasure of these 

texts is sometimes erotic, but it is always gustatory, and it is never easily classified, 

but must instead be accumulated and articulated in all of its sensual particularity. This 

pleasure is not merely the pleasure of eating, because sometimes the pleasure emerges 

in the moment of desiring to eat or refusing to eat, but also because it is the pleasure of 

reading and writing as well. Folding together literary, gustatory, and erotic pleasure 

becomes a way of demonstrating that pleasure itself is an art, enacting this fact and 

sharing it.  

Eating is an activity that binds sustenance and signification, a quality that links 

it intimately to structures of figuration. As Roland Barthes demonstrates so elegantly 

in Mythologies, foods carry meaning with them, and a single dish can congeal an 

entire cultural imaginary. Yet foods also insist on their own materiality, and remind 

us, as we eat, of our own materiality; taste has traditionally been considered one of the 

lowest of the senses in part because it points back to the subjectivity of sensation. 

Similarly, figurative uses of food rely on the reader’s literary and personal associations 

with a particular dish, and point back to the subjectivity of the reader; as a vegetarian, 

I had to ask meat-eating friends to confirm that my inability to understand Leopold 

Bloom’s taste for organ meats wasn’t simply a matter of personal preference. Yet the 

shudder induced by those kidneys is not the result of a metaphor; instead, it is their 
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insistent materiality. Throughout this dissertation, but especially in its second half, I 

am interested in the tension between the sensory pleasure of materiality and the 

literary pleasure of figuration, and the way these two pleasures can be simultaneously 

combined and opposed. 

Eating is an everyday pleasure, and it is one that, like sex, is subject to 

normative restrictions. Race, class, sex, ethnicity, age, and even gender shape our 

expectations of the foods a person will like to eat; if you doubt this claim, just think of 

the hot sauce in Beyoncé’s bag, or any yogurt ad you’ve ever seen. When I do write 

about specific foods in this dissertation, I focus on moments where eating specific 

foods allows characters to transcend these normative categories, enjoying themselves 

all the more for this minor transgression. For the most part, though, I am interested not 

in any particular foodstuffs, but in the sensory experience of eating. Eating is a mode 

of engagement with the world: a pleasure that binds the subject to the world, or offers 

a release from the world. Writing about eating is about what tastes and feels good, but 

it is also about immersion in that good taste or feeling—in the sensory and affective 

textures of everyday life—and about how that immersion might set the subject aslant 

from social convention. I say “aslant” because the kinds of pleasures that I write about 

here are not necessarily counter- or anti-normative; their queerness emerges not from a 

resistance to or refusal of normativity, but from a disregard for it. Queerness inheres in 

acknowledging the erotic charge that can accompany eating, but it also inheres in 

identifying pleasures that exist outside of the normative realm—not because they are 

structured against it, but because it simply fails to account for them.  
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My first chapter begins with the history of taste, including an extended 

discussion of a book that might seem at first to be a scientia gastronomica: Brillat-

Savarin’s The Physiology of Taste. The form of the book belies its scientific title, and I 

bring its discursive discussions of the pleasure of eating together with texts from the 

history of philosophy in a brief history of the relationship between aesthetic and 

gustatory taste, before turning to the modernist era. Early in Gentleman Jigger, Nugent 

describes his protagonist, Stuartt, as a gourmand; drawing on the French tradition of 

gourmandism, I argue that this term indicates a particular bodily and affective 

orientation not just to food, but also to sensation more broadly. Stuartt’s queer 

gourmandism operates outside the realms of discrimination and snobbery, enabling 

him to enjoy all tastes and sensations, not just those that are “good.” This concept of 

queer gourmandism also informs my readings of Katherine Mansfield’s short story 

“Bliss” and Virginia Woolf’s essays. While these texts have primarily been read as 

satires of taste, my reparative readings excavate the pleasures that they describe. 

Those pleasures are often perverse or inappropriate, such as the pleasure of eating 

“bad” food or of not eating beautiful food. Accusations of snobbery and elitism have 

kept readers from attending to the way certain modernist texts theorize aesthetic and 

bodily experience. That these texts do effectively portray the pitfalls of snobbery is 

undeniable, but the point, I want to contend, is missed in a reading that concentrates 

solely on the objects of the satire, rather than on the complex affective experiences the 

stories describe. The lesson to take from Mansfield’s snobs is not merely not to be like 

them; it is to attend to the things they fail to notice.  
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The allusion to Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s Touching Feeling in the title of this 

chapter acknowledges a doubling of its influence both on this chapter and on the 

dissertation as a whole. In this chapter, I make a reparative argument about the genre 

of satire itself; arguing that we must read these works both as satire and as more than 

satire, or as a mode of satire that is a mode of theorization imbued with a sense of 

possibility and multiplicity. My readings here are, in Sedgwick’s words, “additive and 

accretive” (149), not, I hope, in the sense that they impose upon Woolf and 

Mansfield’s works, but in the sense that they use the richness of those works to work 

toward a more complex theorization of satire. More broadly, the entire project is 

indebted to Sedgwick’s insistence on the importance of the bodily experience to 

thought and feeling, and on the necessity of theorizing the phenomenology of queer 

experience as well as its structural conditions. 

Easily overlooked desires and pleasures are also central to the project of my 

second chapter, in which I develop a concept of literary obscenity constituted by 

suggestion and desire, rather than by explicit sex. Beginning with the Ulysses trials, 

modern obscenity law has conflated obscenity with pornography and opposed it to the 

idea of literary value. Writing against this scholarly and popular convention, I 

recuperate the category of the obscene by building on a connection between hunger, 

sexual desire, and the fear of censorship that Freud describes in The Interpretation of 

Dreams. This chapter juxtaposes texts by Rabindranath Tagore, Djuna Barnes, and 

James Joyce, all contemporaries of Freud and skeptics toward psychoanalysis, in order 

to demonstrate that writing about hunger can be a way of both writing about and 

producing readerly desire. Thus, though all of the texts I discuss in this chapter allude 
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to sexual desire, I locate their obscenity elsewhere. For example, in my reading of 

Ulysses, I concentrate on “Lestrygonians,” arguing that Leopold Bloom’s hunger 

provides narrative coherence and movement to the episode, inciting a kind of readerly 

desire that is obscured by scholarly and popular accounts of the novel’s complexity. 

Though those who condemned Ulysses as obscene were most obviously 

thinking of its explicit and vivid references to sex acts, the book’s obscenity is also an 

effect of the way it reveals the potential erotic pleasure of bodily acts not normally 

considered to be sex acts, such as shitting and eating. Though not a “gay” book per se, 

it is full of non-normative sexual behaviors and is perhaps the most straightforward 

example of a straight modernist writer reveling in queer alimentarity. If Ulysses offers 

a narrative of a movement through the city that revels in desire and the disjoint quality 

of everyday life, Nightwood is one of attempted resistance and eventual, dramatic, 

destruction. I read the final scene of this novel, in which Robin Vote, on hands and 

knees, begins a brutal fight with her lover’s dog, as the culmination of a metaphorical 

hunger that extends throughout the novel, beginning with Robin’s first appearance. 

Perhaps the most dramatic transformation, which is not of the body but of the material 

world, occurs in Tagore’s short story “The Hungry Stones,” where unfulfilled desire 

leeches into the stone walls of a house, gradually infecting the dreams of all who sleep 

there. Here, an account of hunger is revealed to have sexual desire as its source and 

readerly desire as its product.  

My third chapter begins with a reading of “Prufrock” that focuses on the 

question “Do I dare to eat a peach?” and argues that the seemingly banal question is 

exemplary of the tension between intertextuality and phenomenological referentiality 
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that exists throughout the poem. In this highly referential poem, it seems clear that the 

risk involved in this eating is linked to the risk involved in eating the Biblical fruit of 

the tree of knowledge of good and evil, but the poem does not allow the reference to 

function in a straightforward manner. Food, here, is relentless and material, whether it 

be the “toast and tea” that reins in the endlessness of indecision and “visions and 

revisions,” or the coffee spoons that measure a life. One way to “make it new,” then, 

might be to make it material, to turn the fruit of the tree of knowledge into a peach. 

This reading of the poem suggests a correspondence between two now-canonical 

statements of modernist poetics: “make it new” and “no ideas but in things.” I thus 

turn to William Carlos Williams’s two poems about eating plums, “To an Old 

Woman,” and “This is Just to Say.”  In both poems, eating is depicted as a solitary 

pleasure that both constitutes and reveals the subject’s relation to the world they 

inhabit. Eating is revealed as a way of making meaning as well as a material 

connection to the everyday world. Most theories in which eating is understood as a 

way of making meaning are founded on the idea of commensality, while Williams’s 

poems suggest precisely the opposite. The pleasure of eating, in these poems, might be 

understood as one that punctures the coherence of sociality with a profoundly bodily 

and individual pleasure, not unlike that of sex.  

The chapter closes with a reading of Gertrude Stein’s love poems that focuses 

on depictions of eating, which both figure lesbian sex and index domestic activities 

and relations. Stein’s poems often mingle what seem to be multiple voices in 

conversation, complicating any claims about what it means for a subject to be alone or 

eat alone. By mingling two voices into a single lyric subjectivity that resists 
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hermeneutic interpretation, Stein demonstrates what it means to be alone together. 

This is a depiction of everyday life in which domestic bliss is founded not 

communication, understanding, or a shared vision of future happiness, but on the 

everyday pleasures of eating and sex. Just as the poems’ success is because of, rather 

than despite, their resistance to singular interpretation, domesticity is understood as a 

realm in which these momentary pleasures are enjoyed rather than understood. In 

these poems, Stein offers a new kind of lyric subject, but her depiction of everyday life 

also exposes a queerness foundational to the experience of domesticity. 

The argument of the fourth chapter complements that of the previous chapter; 

rather than investigating the pleasure of eating alone, it focuses on the difficulty of 

eating together. By revealing the theatricality of the dinner party, the plays I read in 

this chapter intervene into a discourse of commensality that understands the table 

simply as a space where genuine connection is made possible by the shared activity of 

eating. The chapter focuses on Jane Bowles’s play “In the Summer House,” Thornton 

Wilder’s play “The Long Christmas Dinner,” and Gertrude Stein’s two plays about 

dinner parties, “What Happened” and “A Play Called Not and Now.” By transforming 

stages into dining rooms, these plays suggest that dining rooms have always been 

more like stages than we admit, revealing the inherent theatricality of the dinner party, 

and suggesting, moreover that this theatricality is not a strain against the experience of 

commensality, but in fact the thing that enables us to strive for it.  

In “In the Summer House,” characters talk about food as a way of talking 

about their futures—in addition to the young lovers who fantasize about opening 

restaurants with their beloveds, other characters are constantly planning what they will 
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eat, where they will eat, and with whom they will eat. Characters talk about food as a 

way of talking about the future, but the actual experience of those meals disrupts 

normative desires by revealing that the dining room is “just a farce.”  By contrast, the 

characters in “The Long Christmas Dinner” use repeated conversations as a way to 

connect with a shared past, performing their roles in the family as a way of 

establishing connections through time, and Stein’s dinner party plays undo the 

conventions of the stage, suggesting that the setting and the action are one and the 

same.  

The dissertation concludes with a fifth chapter that moves from eating to 

feeding, returning to Nightwood and juxtaposing it with Olive Moore’s novel Spleen 

in order to reveal the ethics of care and control that are developed in each book. 

Feeding, in both novels, is a way of nurturing that is also a mode of control. This 

control is dramatically illustrated in the practice of force-feeding, to which Barnes 

voluntarily submitted for a magazine article. Barnes uses the experience of being fed 

to illustrate the body's inevitable effect on the "soul" and society's inevitable effect on 

the body.  In Spleen, a woman rejects the normative pleasures of marriage and 

motherhood, refusing to feed her child. While this might seem like a valorization of 

queer negativity in the form of the literal rejection of the child, I read the novel instead 

as one that is invested in enabling a kind of queer potentiality by refusing the coercive 

pleasures of nurture. Turning back to Nightwood, I discuss a metaphorical hunger, 

arguing that Barnes draws on the figure of the mother feeding her child to demonstrate 

how care may be coercive even in a relationship between adults.   
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The dissertation closes with a coda that reaches forward into the 1960s, to talk 

about how writing about eating has evolved in the post-war era. While the modernist 

turn to everyday life revealed new forms of queer pleasure by bringing literature into 

the kitchen and to the dining table, poets like Allen Ginsberg and Frank O’Hara 

brought eating into the street and built on this tradition in order to write poems of, as 

Ginsberg put it, “purest meat/and no symbolic dressing” (40). Using the sandwich as a 

metaphor for the rejection of metaphor, Ginsberg reopens the question of poetic 

referentiality and raises new questions of authorial sincerity. New literary possibilities 

emerge within the sensory and affective receptivity of the lunch hour, as pleasures of 

eating continue to index the pleasures of being. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 
Tasting Feeling: A New Hierarchy of the Passions 

 
 
“Literature does its best to maintain that its concern is with the mind; that the body is 
a sheet of plain glass through which the soul looks straight and clear, and, save for 
one or two passions such as desire and greed, is null and negligible and nonexistent. 
On the contrary, the very opposite is true. … The creature within can only gaze 
through the pane—smudged or rosy; it cannot separate off from the body like the 
sheath of a knife or the pod of a pea for a single instant; it must go through the whole 
unending procession of changes, heat and cold, comfort and discomfort, hunger and 
satisfaction, health and illness, until there comes the inevitable catastrophe.”  

—Virginia Woolf, “On Being Ill,” 4-5 
 

 
"But maybe I don't understand you. What do you mean by 'queer?'" 
"I mean: do you like men?" 
"Yes, don't you? And women, too. And I'm very fond of eats. Does that make me 
queer?" 
 —Richard Bruce Nugent, Gentleman Jigger, 113 
 
 

To be “very fond of eats” is perhaps the most mundane thing a person can be; 

eating is a universal necessity and ought to be an equally universal everyday pleasure. 

Even though many foods hold strong cultural meanings, eating itself is not culturally 

specific; it’s a thing almost all people like to do, a pleasure so common that, as Woolf 

points out, it often escapes literary and philosophical attention. Eating, or even liking 

“eats,” is decisively not queer—in the sense of unusual or rare—and this 

straightforward fact suggests that this phrase is one meant to deflect the question of 

queerness, to get a laugh and change the subject. Not only does the quip rely on the 

slippage between what it means to “like” someone sexually and what it means to be 

“very fond” of an everyday activity, it recasts the word “queer” too, moving in both 
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cases from vernacular slang into a more conventional usage, one that implies that the 

question is so mundane as to be unworthy of the asker’s attention. But the effect of the 

joke is not to change the subject. Instead of deflecting the question of queerness by 

turning conversation toward normative or ordinary experiences, the joke implies that 

queerness might itself be ordinary. It links queerness not with sex but with liking, and 

with a kind of pleasure that’s common to everyday experience, suggesting the 

possibility that everyone—or at least everyone who likes to eat—might be a little bit 

queer. As a way of avoiding the issue, it doesn’t work at all.  

Rather than asking why it doesn’t work, my argument in this chapter builds 

from the premise that it’s not meant to work, and stems from a desire to read satire 

reparatively, not as a closed and coded system that relies on a set of preexisting 

knowledge to allow readers to be ‘in on the joke’ and laugh at characters struggling 

within a system they already understand, but as a mode of writing that uses humor to 

identify moments of productive slippage in language and thought. My two epigraphs, 

read in this light, are not as different as they might initially seem; while Woolf’s essay 

argues for the disruptive potential of writing about bodily experience, Nugent’s novel 

demonstrates what that might look like, and how satire, often already aimed at 

exposing the dangers of convention, might be an ideal mode for thinking that 

disruption. I write specifically against the contention that, as Robert Lehman puts it, 

“For modernist authors, satire was above all a tool by means of which they could 

distinguish their works and themselves from the fallen products of mass culture, as 

well as from the (no less fallen) mass of producers,” offering protection “against the 

omnipresent threat of cultural indistinction” (69). While this may have been true of 
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T.S. Eliot and Wyndham Lewis, who are Lehman’s primary points of reference, the 

works I discuss in this chapter are more likely to examine the systems of distinction 

than to attempt to shore up their authors’ positions within them. Modernist satire, I 

argue, demands close reading not just so we can see how it works, but so we can see 

what intellectual work it is doing. In his foreword to Gentleman Jigger, Arnold 

Rampersad says that the novel “is often satirical, but at its core it is an example of 

realist fiction” (ix). Similarly, Thomas H. Wirth suggests reading the parallel novel 

Infants of the Spring, not as satire but as “a collection of campy brunch conversations 

about the escapades of Niggerati Manor’s residents, with Thurman and Nugent as the 

reigning divas” (15), a formulation that suggests both the core of affection within the 

novels’ cleverness, and the way the campy retelling of one’s own sociality is also a 

way of theorizing it and living it.  

All of the works I discuss in this chapter skirt that line, mingling aestheticized 

modernist ambiguity with clever satire, and suggesting that the difference between the 

two might not be as clear-cut as it seems. My argument in this chapter, as in the rest of 

the dissertation, does not attempt to chart a historical change or isolate a 

geographically localized strain of Modernism. Instead, it brings together a set of 

roughly contemporary works in order to describe how a diverse set of authors were 

using satire to raise similar questions about the role of bodily experience in systems of 

taste, and considering the possibility that attending to the phenomenology of the 

sensation of taste might interrupt the normativity of those systems. I open with 

Gentleman Jigger before turning to the more canonical texts in part because it offers 

the most robust account of this possibility, and in part for its explicit evocation of the 
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figure of the gourmand. My reading of Gentleman Jigger traces the connections the 

novel draws between queerness, gourmandism, and the role of the artist; I then turn to 

the question of how aesthetic and culinary taste are thought together Virginia Woolf’s 

essays, closing with a reading of some of Katherine Mansfield’s short stories that 

focuses on the stories’ theorization of the affective possibilities of the experience of 

eating.  

Not all of these works fit easily into the category of “camp,” but they do all 

share its quality of being a kind of satire that provokes laughter as part of a larger 

reparative project, drawing attention to ways of being that are, if not overtly gay, 

nonetheless quite queer. They sit in inverse relation to one of Susan Sontag’s 

descriptions of camp, as “art that proposes itself seriously, but cannot be taken 

altogether seriously” (284), yet they are aptly described elsewhere in her “Notes,” 

most succinctly near the end, when she describes camp not as a quality of art, but as a 

quality of reception. These works, I contend, both constitute and require “a mode of 

enjoyment, of appreciation - not judgment,” the latter in order to see the ways in which 

they assert “that good taste is not simply good taste; that there exists, indeed, a good 

taste of bad taste” (291). Another quality this mode of satire shares with Sontag’s 

version of camp is that it might be linked to, though certainly not reduced to, the 

experience of exclusion and otherness, and the necessity of looking aslant at systems 

of taste. Lehman describes the work of satire as “manag[ing] the dangerous proximity 

of this or that “other,”” a formulation which suggests one possible reason for the 

difference between the satires of Eliot and Lewis and those I examine here. Nugent, 

Woolf, and Mansfield are writers who are already marked as others, whether by their 
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race, class, gender, sexual orientation, or some combination thereof, but whose 

positions within the world of letters are not and have not been, in part as a result of 

their literary success, determined solely by those marginalized identities. Now, this is 

perhaps more true of Woolf and Mansfield, who are among the few female modernists 

whose works are regularly taught in courses on modernism that are not explicitly 

feminist, than it is of Nugent, whose work is rarely taught and is discussed primarily 

in the context of queer modernism or the Harlem Renaissance. Nonetheless, they 

might all be said to be managing their own otherness, charting their own proximity to 

the social structures they both inhabit and depict. The “danger” that Lehman invokes 

is bi-directional; even as these writers might pose challenges to the social order, the 

social order is revealed to be dangerous to some of its subjects. Satire, I suggest, is a 

more appropriate mode for articulating this danger than polemic, in part because 

polemic would indicate opposition, where satire allows a more careful charting of the 

subject’s complex relation to the social and literary world. In these works, satire 

affords both an articulation of exclusion and the expression of pleasure; it is a more 

capacious mode than polemic, making it useful for offering a nuanced account of how 

systems of taste might interact with other social systems.  

Though I am arguing that they might all be described loosely as satirical, these 

works do not fit easily into any single generic category or literary mode; they include 

novels, essays, and short stories, and they inhabit very different perspectives in order 

to portray distinct and culturally specific social milieux. Yet this diverse body of work 

is united by more than a thematic attention to food; they all demonstrate the 

complexity of the pleasure of eating, depicting it as something more even than the 
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“hunger and satisfaction” Woolf includes in her list. Eating, in these books, is not 

always a response to hunger, nor does it always lead to satisfaction; more than an 

automatic response to a biological drive, eating is a pleasure unto itself, and one 

whose ordinariness masks its potential to open the subject to non-normative forms of 

pleasure. In this, all of these works teach us something about how being “very fond of 

eats” might, in fact, be a little bit queer. By writing extensively about the pleasure of 

eating and the desire to eat, these authors shatter the transparent glass pane of the body 

and render it visible, exposing forms of pleasure previously obscured by literary and 

social convention. Taken together, these works suggest that when Woolf wrote that “it 

is not only a new language that we need, more primitive, more sensual, more obscene, 

but a new hierarchy of the passions,” the change she sought had already begun, even if 

novelistic treatments of love have yet to, as she archly suggests they ought, “be 

deposed in favor of a temperature of 104” (7).  

An Artist and a Gourmand 
 

Though Stuartt, who is the happy eater being interrogated in my epigraph, does 

indeed turn out to like men, this might be one of the least queer things about him. At 

the moment in the novel from which my epigraph is taken, he has not yet had a sexual 

experience with a man, and does not seem entirely certain of his own desire to do so. 

While this will not become clear until later in the novel, Stuartt is not, at this moment, 

a gay man deflecting questions because he wishes to remain closeted. He is instead a 

man unsure of his own sexuality who is deflecting questions because he wishes to 

avoid disclosing his lack of experience, in order to retain around himself “that rare 
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artificial air—the absurd, theatrical air to which he had for so long been accustoming 

himself” (172). Stuartt expects that sexual encounters with men will ratify his 

homosexuality, allowing him to “appear before [his audience] as the shimmering, 

unreal thing they expected” (172). For the men he sleeps with, there will be no parallel 

effect; they will sleep with Stuartt and remain “straight.” Similarly, I contend that it is 

not that Stuartt’s experiences make him “queer,” but that they reveal what was already 

queer about Stuartt, which is his relationship to pleasure.  

Like Wallace Thurman’s Infants of the Spring,2 Gentleman Jigger is a roman à 

clef that chronicles queer life during the Harlem Renaissance, centering its narrative 

around the adventures of the residents of “Niggerati Manor,” especially Rusty Pelman 

(Thurman) and Stuartt Brennan (Nugent himself). The novel is unusual within the 

literature of the Harlem Renaissance for its open representation of queer sexuality; 

David Gerstner calls it “forthcoming” because it “unapologetically explores Nugent’s 

penchant for same-sex encounters” (19), while Wirth speculates that its “franker 

treatment of homosexuality” would have blocked its chances for publication even if 

Thurman’s parallel novel hadn’t appeared first (xiii). Though the novel was written in 

the late 1920s and early 30s, it remained unpublished until 2008, and has received 

little critical attention. While Gerstner and Wirth emphasize the book’s open 

depictions of homosexuality, both Stuartt and Nugent might more accurately be 

described by an anachronistic reading of his self-description as “queer,” given that the 

character and his author claim a more capacious sexuality.  

                                                
2 Indeed, so much like it that Nugent alleges within Gentleman Jigger that Thurman 
was copying not just events but whole passages of his friend’s book (166-8).  
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The first mention of Stuartt’s homosexuality appears in the early pages of the 

novel, coded in a way that reveals its unintelligibility within the world of his 

childhood. The young Stuartt, a “voracious reader,” happens upon Krafft-Ebing’s 

studies of sexual deviation and identifies “the regrettable similarity between the 

symptoms manifested in one-hundred-and-twenty-seven cases and himself” (7, 11). 

The reader is given only Krafft-Ebing’s name, and is left to identify his work and to 

infer that these hundred and twenty seven are the homosexuals. The scene both depicts 

and invites paranoid reading,3 but it is also emblematic of the movement away from 

paranoid reading. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick describes this as a movement away from 

“the rather fixated question Is a particular piece of knowledge true, and how can we 

know?” toward a further set of questions that includes the question “How, in short, is 

knowledge performative, and how best does one move among its causes and effects?” 

(124). Having established some “truth” about himself, Stuartt addresses this question 

directly, by making up his own cure for his “symptoms.” He will become an artist, 

because “all artists [are] strange, or at least they are expected to be” (11). For the rest 

of the book, the question of sexuality is treated not as one with a single answer, but as 

one that raises more questions. Identities and behaviors may authorize each other 

(such as being an artist and being strange, or liking men and being queer) but the 

relationships between them are fluid and mutable. In becoming an artist, Stuartt 

transforms the diagnosis of homosexuality into an opportunity for queerness, moving 

                                                
3 As I discuss in more detail in my introduction, in addition to the historical context 
required to understand what is happening in this moment, the scene evokes its own 
literary context, echoing a moment in Radclyffe Hall’s lesbian novel The Well of 
Loneliness, which was under trial for obscenity in both England and the US at the time 
Nugent was writing Gentleman Jigger.  
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from a world of paranoid reading in which symptoms must be diagnosed in order to 

reveal a singular and terrible truth into a world in which being an artist enables and 

encourages all kinds of “strange” behaviors and appetites.  

The first scene in which Stuartt appears in this new context, as an artist and a 

“New Negro,” is a lunch scene. It begins with a description of Stuartt’s relationship to 

food, which is a particularly sensual one: 

When they entered the YWCA, the sight and smell of so much food 
was almost an inspiration to Stuartt. He was always at his best around 
food. He was a gourmand as well as a gourmet, appreciating quantity as 
well as quality. He liked the lazy feeling—the slightly overstuffed 
sensation, the Sybarite’s pleasure in the indulgence of too many 
delicacies. He was intrigued by the lavish display of biscuits and corn 
bread, by the savory steam from the soups. It was just as Stuartt was 
succumbing to the invitation of the food that Tony pointed to a table 
and said, “There is Raymond Pelman.” (20) 
 

Seeing Pelman, who later becomes his best friend, “Rusty,” Stuartt experiences a 

“distinctly unpleasant shock—so unpleasant that Stuartt lost all desire for food” (20). 

This shock, which is occasioned by the realization of Pelman’s blackness, much 

darker than Stuartt’s own, is doubled by another shock a page later, when Stuartt 

becomes aware of his own internalized racism. This moment of surprise, in which 

desire and comfort are interrupted by unpleasant affects and an awareness of pervasive 

and troubling social structures, is narrated in a way that forces the temporal experience 

of surprise upon the reader as well as the characters. The shock is named and its 

effects are described before its cause is identified, and Stuartt’s racism (especially 

toward a character previously described as “A full-fledged Negro, too! So black! So 

handsome!”) comes as a genuine surprise. Here, the structure of the narrative forestalls 

a paranoid reading; not only is there a bad surprise, there are two.  
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To think of reparative reading as simply the inverse of paranoid reading would 

be to fail to take one of the central lessons of Sedgwick’s articulation of what 

reparative reading might be, the necessity of distinguishing between strategies for 

forestalling, minimizing, or avoiding negative or painful affects and strategies for 

seeking, producing, or maximizing positive affects. Thus, while identifying Nugent’s 

narrative structure as one that resists paranoia, I also want to consider the character of 

Stuartt as one whose actions and affects, and whose status as both “gourmand” and 

“gourmet” can inform a model of reparative reading. To be a gourmand or a gourmet 

is to have a capacity to attend to the pleasurable possibilities of sensation, and it is this 

that allows Stuartt to move through the unpleasant surprise of recognizing his own 

racism toward friendship with Pelman. Sedgwick describes reparative reading as a 

mode that will allow us to learn “the many ways selves and communities succeed in 

extracting sustenance from the objects of a culture—even of a culture whose avowed 

desire has often been not to sustain them” (150-1). The gustatory, of course, is purely 

metaphorical here; the sustenance she describes is not nutritive but aesthetic and 

affective, but that metaphor can be a surprisingly useful one. We might, moreover, 

read Stuartt as a literalization of that metaphor, taking inspiration (in the scene quoted 

above) from food, and eating, often, only when he is inspired enough and entertaining 

enough that his friends and lovers will take him out to dinner.  

While the distinction Nugent draws between “gourmet” and “gourmand” is 

consistent with modern usage in English, the two terms are more often considered to 

be synonymous in the French tradition, where both originate. Despite the lack of a 

clear linguistic differentiation, the difficulty of distinguishing between the 
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appreciation for quality and for quantity has a lengthy history in this tradition, 

recorded in even the earliest and most famous gastronomical texts. Alexandre Grimod 

de la Reynière takes issue with the Dictionary of the Academy’s conflation of 

gourmandism with gluttony, proposing instead that the term “Gobbler should apply to 

intemperate and insatiable greed, whereas the term Gourmand has, in recent years, in 

polite society, gained a far less unfavorable, dare we say noble, meaning” (12) and 

Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin claims to “have thumbed every dictionary for the word 

gourmandism, without ever being satisfied by the definitions” which frustratingly fail 

to properly distinguish between gourmandism and gluttony (147). The difference, for 

him, is that gourmandism, which he describes as “an impassioned, considered, and 

habitual preference for whatever pleases the taste” is also “the enemy of 

overindulgence” (148). If Nugent’s language does not precisely match that of the 

famous French gastronomes, he is describing the same dichotomy, one we might also 

think of as a dichotomy between taste and greed, or between the sophisticated palate 

and the hungry one.  

Stuartt’s relationship to food, as depicted here, is one that breaks down that 

dichotomy. In reference to the French tradition of gourmandism and in keeping with 

an ambiguity in modern usage that allows gourmand to be used to describe either side 

of this dichotomy, 4 I use the terms gourmand and gourmandism—understood in this 

doubled sense—to describe Stuartt and his taste. His pleasure is both educated and 

                                                
4 According to the OED, gourmet is used in English only in the refined sense, while 
gourmand may be used either to indicate gluttony or to describe “one who is fond of 
delicate fare; a judge of good eating.” The latter usage is closer to the French, and they 
describe it as “only partially anglicized,” even in its pronunciation. 
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excessive, demonstrating that he has what we might call “good taste,” but that he’s 

also willing to indulge in physical pleasure in a way that exceeds the boundaries of 

what others might call “good taste.” In some ways, Stuartt’s gourmandism is a perfect 

model of the kind of sophistication and indulgence that Joseph Litvak describes as a 

particularly queer phenomenon of “unnatural luxuriousness” that exceeds and outdoes 

“the impossibly pure or disembodied pleasure of distinguished taste” (7), but the 

context for Stuartt’s sophistication is far from the rarefied worlds of Litvak’s subjects. 

Instead, Stuartt moves within the Harlem Renaissance culture of the black dandy, 

which Elisa Glick describes as appropriating the aesthetics of nineteenth-century 

European decadence in order to “[give] birth to a new aesthetic that combines the 

naturalized simplicity and vigor of primitivism with the artifice of decadence—

making legible a distinctly African-American incarnation of the queer forms of desire, 

identity, and community emerging in modern, urban culture” (418-9). Rather than 

offering a pedagogical model of aspirational sophistication for a middle-class audience 

like the nineteenth century novels Litvak discusses, Gentleman Jigger offers a campy, 

clever account of sophistication that confirms its ability to transcend the traditional 

privileged milieux of the sophisticate, suggesting the possibility of a form of 

gourmandism at home within the humble context of a YWCA, and focused not on 

haute cuisine, but on “biscuits and cornbread,” both foods associated with home 

cooking and African-American tradition.  

Like the black dandy’s “transformative appropriation of decadence” (Glick 

415), Stuartt’s version of gourmandism combines what Nugent himself once referred 

to as “the Negroes’ instinct to eat well and copiously” (“On Harlem” 156) with forms 
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of sophistication descended from the eighteenth-century European tradition of 

gourmandism, bringing them together into a way of being that enacts an implicit 

critique of the idea of an innate racial instinct and demonstrates how cultivated 

behaviors, such as those of the gourmand, might also begin to feel instinctive. Stuartt’s 

gourmandism and the larger culture of the black dandy both model ways of being that 

performatively break down the dichotomy between the “civilized” mind and the 

“primitive” body. Both resist the essentializing discourses of racial primitivism while 

at the same time responding to the necessity for what Woolf calls a “more primitive” 

language, meaning one that is “more sensual, more obscene.” It is possible, Nugent 

demonstrates, to separate this bodily awareness from the idea of primitivism as 

authenticity; indeed, this primitivism is one that can be cultivated as part of the 

cultivation of gourmandism. Stuartt’s camp sophistication, which allows him to 

identify the luxuriousness of these simple foods, is emphasized not just by his 

gourmandism and his fastidious dress, but also his habit of inventing complicated 

cocktails and giving them fanciful names. His sophistication is a consistent quality of 

his character, even when he is struggling to pay his rent, or uncertain of the source of 

his next meal.  

Indeed, Stuartt’s sophistication often seems, indirectly, to be the source of his 

next meal, as well as part of what confirms his identity as an artist. His literary and 

gustatory sophistication often work in tandem, as when he combines the unlikely 

combination of absinthe, sloe gin, dry lime soda and a quotation from Kipling to 

produce a cocktail called the “Dawn Comes Up Like Thunder” (210-1), or when he 

combines “one part absinthe, one part alcohol, tinted with crème de menthe and 
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sparkled with lime and fizzy water” to produce “green dawns” as an accompaniment 

to the pleasure of reading Proust and Firbank (131). Yet this whimsical combination of 

ingredients and allusions also has a more practical side; just as Stuartt charms his 

friends in part because he actually needs them to buy him dinner, he also very much 

wants to get drunk. His gourmandism is not simply an art of appreciation; it is 

transformative, allowing him to turn cocktails into literary allusions, and to render 

simple, hearty foods sophisticated.  

Moreover, I want to contend that Stuartt’s gourmandism is also one example of 

a broader shift within queer modernism, a shift toward thinking through the body, in 

which feeling and taste gain new positions within a hierarchy of the senses. This shift 

can be linked with modernist writers’ investment in phenomenology and the 

representation of everyday life, leading them away from literary depictions of food 

that were primarily figurative, political, and pedagogical. Litvak describes Victorian 

fiction in terms of its pedagogical function, arguing that it “teaches its readers how to 

act by dramatizing the considerable power and prestige to be gained through a 

sophisticated manipulation of cultural codes” (15). Other scholars of Victorian and 

nineteenth century literature have illuminated the ways in which scenes of eating were 

often used to figure not just cultural mores, but larger political questions. Gail Turley 

Houston describes the stomach functioning as “the synecdoche of the Victorian body 

politic” in the works of Carlyle and Ruskin and suggests that Dickens uses gustatory 

consumption to figure social problems, arguing that he “asserts that a society is 

morally sick if some of its members are allowed to go hungry, yet he also suggests that 

some individuals pollute society, and therefore, in order to learn proper behavior for 
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their class, they must go hungry” (3, 38). In the American context, Kyla Wazana 

Tompkins demonstrates the central concern with the “constitution, protection, and 

reproduction of the chaste, white body” in her archive of nineteenth century novels 

and dietetics tracts, in which “the white mouth is a public space whereupon the 

racialized erotics of the modern encounter are played out” (55, 103). In contrast with 

this figurative and pedagogical approach, modernists such as Nugent, Woolf, and 

Mansfield took a more descriptive approach, and attended to the sensation of eating as 

one with a force of its own, using this quotidian pleasure as an illustration of the effect 

of bodily sensation on cognition, affect, and subjectivity. 

 

Intimate Pleasures and the Lower Senses 
 

It is in large part due to its subjective qualities that taste has been traditionally 

considered one of the lesser senses, along with touch and smell. This hierarchy can be 

traced back to the pre-Socratic philosophers, and it persists throughout the 

Enlightenment and even in much philosophy today. The Stoic valorization of 

rationality over passion led to a devaluation of the sense and experience of taste, as 

when Seneca approvingly recounts the opinion of Posidonius: “Man’s prime art is 

virtue unqualified. Subjoined to it is useless and ephemeral flesh, fit only, as 

Posidonius says, for receiving food” (241). This philosophical dismissal of the sense 

of taste and devaluation of bodily pleasure persisted even in the works of Epicurus, 

whose name is often mistakenly invoked in defense of gluttony. While Epicureanism 

philosophy does emphasize the attainment of happiness, that happiness is located 
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within the “higher” senses; as Epicurus wrote in his letter to Menoeceus: “it is not 

drinking bouts and continuous partying and enjoying boys and women, or consuming 

fish and the other dainties of an extravagant table, which produce the pleasant life, but 

sober calculation which searches out the reasons for every choice” (31). As this list 

illustrates, the “lower” senses of taste and touch and smell, conventionally opposed to 

vision and hearing, are also those that require contact with the object (or particles 

emitted by the object) to be sensed. The importance of contact explains the proximity 

of sexual conquests to “fish and the other dainties of an extravagant table” in this list, 

suggesting a likeness between indulgence in sexual pleasure and in gustatory pleasure. 

These lower senses have, as a result, been associated with embodied experience, as 

well as with subjective experience.  

In one of the few books of contemporary philosophy to take seriously the 

question of gustatory taste, Carolyn Korsmeyer demonstrates that its philosophical 

neglect is largely due to its association with the body, femininity, and the primitive. 

Even as it provides a metaphorical basis for the understanding of aesthetic taste, 

gustatory taste, along with touch and smell, has been under-theorized as a result of 

philosophy’s persistent valorization of rationality and cognition over bodily 

experience. In modern philosophy, aesthetic taste has overshadowed gustatory taste, a 

fact that Korsmeyer attributes to the way gustatory taste poses “the threat of relativism 

to concepts of value,” because the subjectivity of taste calls the objectivity of aesthetic 

categories such as the beautiful into question (45). Pierre Bourdieu describes the 

opposition between gustatory and taste and aesthetic taste as a “sacred frontier” and a 

“magical division” which “has been the basis of high aesthetics since Kant” (6). This 
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division, which he proceeds to problematize, relies on the fact that unlike aesthetic 

taste, gustatory taste cannot be considered “disinterested” because the exercise of 

gustatory taste answers a bodily need for nourishment, involves the sensory 

experience of pleasure or displeasure, and moreover, happens within the body, inside 

the mouth. For Bourdieu, the analogy between aesthetic taste and gustatory taste is 

stronger than a mere metaphorical usage; thinking the two forms of taste together 

reveals that both are socially determined effects of habitus, demonstrating the problem 

of describing aesthetic taste as “pure.”  

Yet Bourdieu’s focus on the social determinants of taste ignores the final 

reason that gustatory taste has been termed “impure,” which is its association with 

bodily sensation and physical pleasure. Even following Bourdieu, contemporary 

theoretical and philosophical discussions of eating and taste have, with few 

exceptions—most notably the work of Lauren Berlant and Elspeth Probyn—

concentrated on the ethical implications of our food systems or the way food carries 

and produces meaning, rather than the relationship of eating to sensation and affect.  

In order to taste something, you need to put it in your mouth, an action that necessarily 

draws attention towards the mouth, and, thus, the self. Korsmeyer describes this view 

as one in which “sensation is perceived to be an alteration of the body” (96) and 

argues that this makes it “a profoundly intimate sense” because “its mode of operation 

requires that its objects become part of oneself,” and “its exercise involves risk and 

trust” (101). That taste has been devalued for its association with embodiment, 

pleasure, and the irrational should begin to flesh out its interest for scholars of queer 

studies and affect theory.   
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With a few notable exceptions, touch has been the sense given the most 

attention by affect theorists, perhaps, as Sedgwick suggests, because “its common 

sense offers all too easy support to modern assumptions about the centrality of sexual 

desire to all human contact and feeling” (17). Like sexual desire, hunger is often 

identified as a drive, rather than an affect, but separating the phenomenological 

experience of eating from the biological experience of hunger reveals an affective 

component to the experience of taste.5 Tasting a food involves not only the receptors 

on the tongue that can identify flavors such as sweet, salty and bitter; it also involves 

the sense of smell and the sense of touch, and it necessitates that we orient ourselves 

toward its object. Explicating the structure of affect in John Locke’s philosophy, Sarah 

Ahmed uses his example of a man who loves grapes to illustrate the doubling of affect 

that happy objects produce in us: “we love the grapes, if they taste delightful. To say 

we love what tastes delightful is not to say that delight causes our love but that the 

experience of delight involves a loving orientation toward the object, just as the 

experience of love registers what is delightful” (24). Her careful formulation of this 

structure may seem to elide the concept of taste entirely, but it reveals something 

about taste by doing so: taste is an affective experience as well as a sensory one. By 

pointing to the doubled structure of affect here, she reminds us that the judgment “they 

taste delightful” encodes not just the qualities of the grapes themselves, but also an 

affective response to sensation, and the production of a particular, pleasurable feeling. 

                                                
5 The importance of this separation is underscored in Kant’s pithy claim in the 
Critique of Judgment that “Only when men have got all they want can we tell who 
among the crowd has taste or not” (qtd. in Gigante 8). 
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It is the gourmand, traditionally, who is most attentive to that feeling, and to 

the kinds of relationality that it allows or makes inviting. It is the gourmand who 

knows how to attach the connotations of pleasurable commensality to the material fact 

of eating together, turning proximity into communal experience. According to 

Grimod, “only Gourmands know how to be truly congenial,” and “The Gourmand . . . 

is congenial by nature, indeed his first priority is to ingratiate himself, and he has all 

that it takes to accomplish this: his playfulness, his sparkling wit, and his infectious 

cheerfulness make him the life of the party, its very heart and soul” (24). 

Gourmandism, in his formulation, involves attending to and enjoying a meal not just 

for its foods, but also for the human interaction that takes place around the table; the 

gourmand here is someone with an educated palate and a particular set of social skills. 

That the gourmand’s palate must indeed be educated is clear despite the use of phrases 

like “congenial by nature.” The necessity of this education is implicit in the very act of 

publishing a text like The Gourmand’s Almanac or A Physiology of Taste, the latter of 

which attempts to be “something better than a cookbook,” sharing that genre’s 

pedagogical function, but attempting to impart a broader scope of knowledge, giving 

its readers not just a recipe to follow but a mode of feeling and appreciation (20). Both 

books attempt to teach taste, while simultaneously acknowledging that the palate must 

be developed through experience.  

To put that another way, we might think of the practice of the gourmand as one 

that involves learning how to both take and provide pleasure. What the gourmand 

knows is how to ensure that particular sensations will result in pleasure, whether that 

means enjoying specific foods or, as Stuartt does, “the slightly overstuffed sensation, 
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the Sybarite’s pleasure in the indulgence of too many delicacies” (20). Thinking about 

gourmandism makes visible the possibility of cultivating certain bodily pleasures, 

training the body to enjoy particular physical experiences and to associate them with a 

set of social and affective experiences. As Ahmed says, “the concept of correctible 

tastes,” implied by Locke’s assertion that “men may and should correct their palates,” 

underscores the importance of “learning to be affected by objects in the right way” to 

the pursuit of happiness (36). Though this kind of training in discernment and 

enjoyment is also a quality of aesthetic taste or taste in music, gustatory taste is the 

only one of the “lower” bodily senses that has traditionally been thought to be 

susceptible to this type of cultivation. The combination of gourmandism with gluttony 

suggests a complex relation to this kind of training, one that embraces kinds of 

cultivation that will enable further pleasure while refusing those that might limit the 

possibilities of pleasure, thereby refusing the cultural imperative of the “right way.” In 

comparison to the carefully systematized gourmandism of Grimod and Brillat-Savarin, 

Stuartt’s delight in all kinds of eating (and in the sensation of being not just stuffed but 

“overstuffed”) looks rather promiscuous, even a bit perverse. But this is not the 

polymorphous perversity of the infant; by framing Stuartt’s pleasure in the language of 

gourmandism, Nugent resists essentialism, making it clear that this relation to pleasure 

is a socially contingent formation.  

I invoke this history of gourmandism in order to suggest that this way of 

thinking about taste—as both cultivated and bodily—necessarily complicates the 

traditional hierarchy of the senses.  Moreover, I argue that the satirical representations 

of taste, gourmandism, and snobbery that I discuss in this chapter together constitute 
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an investigation into the affective and bodily experience of taste, delving into the 

relationship between sensation and affect in a way that accounts for both the 

contingency and constructedness of affect and its relationship to bodily sensation. 

These works use taste to offer a way of thinking about affect that resists essentialism 

without neglecting the role of the body or forgoing specificity, in part by 

demonstrating the contextual nature of taste, and in part by demonstrating its power. 

While these works effectively satirize the closed systems of taste that they describe, 

they also theorize the possibility that tasting itself might enable ways of being outside 

those systems, that, even if only for a moment, we might “cease to be soldiers in the 

army of the upright” as “other tastes assert themselves; sudden, fitful, intense” (On 

Being Ill 12, 20). The experience of tasting is one with a positive affective valence, a 

pleasure that is not always effectively bounded by the normative systems of taste. It is 

not, importantly, a pleasure with the potential to dismantle the normative systems of 

taste. If these texts are optimistic or utopian, and I contend that they are, it is a queer 

utopianism of the kind that Jose Muñoz describes as “an idealist mode of critique that 

reminds us that there is something missing, that the present and presence (and its 

opposite number, absence) is not enough” (100). The pleasure of eating offers at best 

an interruption, a moment of disorientation or re-orientation amid the structuring 

realities of everyday life.  

This pleasure, and pleasure more broadly, offers not a way to transcend those 

structural realities, but a way to live within a flawed world. This is demonstrated in the 

final dramatic scene of Gentleman Jigger, wherein Stuartt, who has been passing as 

white, is revealed, shortly after the premiere of a film in which he takes the starring 
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role, to be “a Negro” (324). During this very public revelation, he is surrounded by 

friends and family, and feels their sympathy and shock palpably, yet is “sorry that 

none of them could understand his pleasure in this unexpected happening” because 

“no one could understand this craving he had for the sensational” (326). Though the 

pleasure he feels at this moment is not the pleasure of eating or drinking, it is the 

pleasure of bodily sensation; his reaction to the moment, in which he “reveled and 

luxuriated, relaxed and excited” makes it clear that the double meaning of the word 

“sensational” is relevant here. The pleasure Stuartt takes in gossip and scandal is 

bodily, and it is enabled by precisely the same bodily orientation that enables his 

gourmandism, an orientation that reliably turns excesses of sensation into pleasure 

without the necessity of describing those sensations themselves as “good.” This 

orientation toward sensation suggests the possibility of a particularly queer kind of 

pleasure: one that operates outside of a normative system of taste, enabling the 

enjoyment of “bad” meals or disastrous moments like this one.  

The moment is indeed a disaster; not only is it a reminder of the racism that 

permeates American society, it is also the end of Stuartt’s engagement to a wealthy 

socialite and of his career as a performer, in part because of a historical distinction 

between the discourses surrounding queer identity and those surrounding racial 

identity. If his jocular recasting of the word “queer” makes it a label that enables 

Stuartt to avoid, forestall, or move beyond the identity of the “homosexual,” “Negro” 

is a label whose meaning is so legally and colloquially codified that he cannot laugh it 

away, even if it does not describe the way he lives or the color of his skin. That he can 

easily “pass” does not matter here; the public pronouncement of his race renders it 
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effectively real, demonstrating the material power of discursive social constructions. 

Nonetheless, the book refuses the unhappy ending; Stuartt ends the book a rich man, 

and even takes great pleasure in the moment when his race is revealed. In this, the 

scene echoes not only my epigraph but also the moment when Stuartt meets Rusty for 

the first time and is shocked by the revelation of his blackness. Again, the revelation 

of blackness is a genuine surprise; this time, in contrast to the earlier scene, it is a 

pleasure. Stuartt is able to experience it as pleasurable, I have argued, thanks to an 

orientation to sensation that is analogous to a queer form of gourmandism, but also, I 

want to contend, because this moment reproduces and multiplies the shock that Stuartt 

himself has already experienced, offering the entire assembled audience an 

opportunity to lose and regain their appetites, and to confront their own attitudes about 

race.  

Again, Stuartt takes pleasure in sensation that disrupts normative structures—

the difference this time being that the sensation is explicitly discursive, as well as 

bodily. Similarly, Virginia Woolf’s essays suggest that the pleasure to be gained from 

reading books is accessible not only from reading the kind of books one likes, but also 

from reading the kind of books that challenge received ideas. As Anne Fernald points 

out, Woolf depicts a true reader as someone who “in reading for pleasure,” will “turn 

to books they will not and do not enjoy, books that are pleasurable for their ability to 

show something about the world” (198), suggesting a distinction between the modes 

of enjoyment and pleasure, and a valorization of the pleasure that comes not from 

indulgence but from experience. Less directly, her essays also suggest that this kind of 
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challenging and counternormative pleasure can be found in sensory experiences, in the 

disruptive feeling of “being ill,” or, as I will argue, in the sensation of eating.  

 

Taking Pleasure in a Plain Meal 
 

It hardly needs to be argued that pleasure, for Woolf, is often located within 

linguistic experience, whether it be in the written word or in conversation. The 

connection between food and pleasure is perhaps less immediately clear. Indeed, most 

critical accounts of the role of food in Woolf’s writing concentrate not on pleasure but 

on privation, working from Woolf’s diaries and other biographical accounts to argue 

that her depictions of food are informed by her own struggles with eating. Moving 

beyond the biographical, I argue that expanding the definition of pleasure to include 

the kind of pleasure that Woolf suggested readers might take from difficult books 

opens up new readings of scenes of commensality and eating in her work. While it 

may be true that, as Allie Glenny puts it, “implicit for Woolf in the process of gaining 

a hold on sausages and haddock was that of gaining a hold on her own body” (xvi), 

my argument focuses not on an individualized fantasy of selfhood or mastery over the 

body, but on what precisely is shaken off in that moment. Even if Woolf’s attempt to 

gain a hold on sausages and haddock—the two foods Woolf mentions in her final 

diary entry—does not allow her to gain a sense of herself, the prospect of cooking 

them does provide “some pleasure” (A Writer’s Diary 351). To gain a hold on one’s 

own body can imply a feeling of sovereignty, but it can also imply a release from 

external pressures. Those pressures might be the interpersonal struggles and normative 
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structures of mental health that Glenny and others describe, but they might also be the 

normative pressures of systematized taste itself, which Woolf’s essays depict as an 

almost inescapable structure.   

Perhaps the most explicit critique of the system of taste and its relation to the 

class system can be found in her famous “Middlebrow” essay. A letter that was never 

sent to its addressee, the editor of the “New Statesman,” the essay is framed as a 

response to a book review in which the “reviewer omitted to use the word Highbrow” 

to describe Woolf. She asserts her claim to that title not because of any inherent 

quality of her work or of her own social status, but because it has been consistently 

bestowed upon her by another famous reviewer, who also never fails to mention her 

Bloomsbury address when he “condescends to notice [her] work in a great newspaper” 

(113). By 1932, and in the same month that saw the publication of the second volume 

of The Common Reader (Cuddy-Keane 23), at a time when Woolf was already quite 

famous both as a novelist and a critic, her excessively humble tone could not have 

been anything but mocking, an effect further heightened by her claim that the “Battle 

of the Brows” is irrelevant to the British public, and the implication that—despite her 

intention to intervene in this battle—it is also irrelevant to her.  

In order to enter into the debate she calls the “Battle of the Brows,” Woolf 

adopts a mocking caricature of its lofty tone and elevated language, but she also 

modifies her characteristically complex syntax, suggesting that to enter into this 

debate, even satirically, requires a modification of the form of thought. Adopting a 

particular position, she contends, produces a way of being, and she describes this as a 

self-reinforcing system: if highbrows are those who “for some reason or another, are 
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wholly incapable of dealing successfully with what is called real life,” this is precisely 

in order that they, as “the only people who do not do things” can observe and represent 

things, thus allowing the lowbrows “to be shown what life looks like” and providing 

fodder for the middlebrow culture industry (114, 115). Aesthetic and literary taste are 

determined and reinforced by one’s role within this system, as are bodily expressions 

of this taste—Woolf describes her highbrow resistance to eating bread and butter as 

one that arises not because she dislikes its taste, but because “the difficulty of eating 

thin bread and butter in white gloves has always seemed to me one of life’s 

insuperable problems” (116). That this seems unlikely to have been true of a woman 

whose diaries attest that she enjoyed making her own bread is beside the point; what 

matters here is that she identifies the marker of class as a determinant of taste. It is not 

that bread and butter is inherently unpleasant, but that the necessity of wearing white 

gloves makes it so. One might suspect that it is the gloves themselves she dislikes, 

despite their convenience for her argument.  

Her description of how both gustatory and aesthetic taste are produced and 

reified by the class system is striking, as is her formal and narrative depiction of the 

difficulty of interrupting this system or intervening within it. The status of the essay as 

unsent epistle suggests a frustration with the public sphere, the possibility that rational 

discourse will have little effect on this status quo. A narrated conversation within the 

essay seems to illustrate the same point: that neither conversation nor rhetoric is 

sufficient to effect change. Sitting over a meal at which no one seems likely to be 

wearing any kind of gloves, Woolf describes herself interrogating her lowbrow friends 

about their taste, finally reaching the climax of her argument while “brandishing a 
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muffin on the point of a tea spoon” and suggesting that if they “find Hamlet difficult, 

ask him to tea” (117). The image of Woolf gesturing with baked goods does not 

become any less absurd once we remember that it is not an American style muffin, but 

the smaller, more crumpet-like, British treat, and surely that absurdity is part of the 

intended effect. It underscores the absurdity of her harangue, as well as the 

improbability of the scene she has set, interrupting her narrative in a way that 

reinforces the complexity of the satire here; in dramatizing and exaggerating the 

passion and futility of her own argument, she demonstrates the correspondence 

between the formation of aesthetic taste and gustatory taste. The choice of muffins and 

honey is as inevitable as the lowbrows’ response to her questions, which is that “they 

consider themselves to be common people without education” (117). The scene she 

sets, in which her questions do not penetrate her audience and their responses do not 

register with her, makes it clear that if rational discourse is not sufficient to intervene 

within these normative systems, neither is the fellow-feeling produced by the 

experience of sharing a meal. The instruction to invite Hamlet to tea (and while the 

italicization suggests that it is the play itself that ought to be invited, the masculine 

pronoun and the corresponding invitation to Ophelia in the next line suggest that it is 

the character) is one that is implicitly vexed not simply because Hamlet is a fictional 

character, but also because of the context in which it appears, in a conversation where 

commensality does not enable any kind of understanding between highbrow and 

lowbrow.  

This failure of commensality is the result of a seemingly impenetrable model 

of literary production and consumption that maps quite neatly onto the class system. 
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The highbrows, a group to which Woolf archly describes herself more as aspiring than 

belonging, are the creators of works of art and literature, the lowbrows are its 

enthusiastic if uninformed consumers, and the much-derided middlebrows are those 

who produce criticism, claiming to make the work of the highbrows legible to the 

lowbrows. If the highbrow is “the man or woman of thoroughbred intelligence who 

rides his mind at a gallop across country in pursuit of an idea,” and the lowbrow is “a 

man or a woman of thoroughbred vitality who rides his body in pursuit of a living at a 

gallop across life,” then the middlebrow is merely “the man, or woman, of middlebred 

intelligence who ambles and saunters now on this side of the hedge, now on that, in 

pursuit of no single object, neither art itself nor life itself, but both mixed 

indistinguishably, and rather nastily, with money, fame, power or prestige” (113, 114, 

115). On first reading, the first two parts of this tripartite comparison seem almost 

perfectly in parallel both in their content and their grammar, while the third seems 

purposefully mismatched (and itself meandering), with its profusion of words and 

extra clauses, all leading up to that that final, damning list of desires. When compared 

to the forceful phrasing and intellectual velocity of the first two, the third seems to be 

affecting the ways of those it describes, syntactically mimicking the vagaries of the 

middlebrow. The third, though, with its lists and lengthy asides, is the most 

characteristic Woolfian sentence of the three. My intent here is not to catch Woolf in 

the act and declare her a natural middlebrow (though surely there are worse things 

than to be grouped among the scholars, and surely she is doing criticism here), but 

rather to suggest that the essay’s tone is explicitly performative throughout. It is this 

list which Janice Ho quotes as evidence for her claim—which is consistent with most 
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readings of “Middlebrow”—that the essay “satirized ‘middlebrows’” (51) but I argue 

that this list demonstrates that the essay’s target is not middlebrows themselves, but 

the system that defines them as such. As Melba Cuddy-Keane argues, “the 

proliferating allusions and slippages reveal [Woolf’s] true antagonist to be not a 

person, or a group of people, but a whole discursive system” (31). Yet, rather than 

attempting to answer the question of who or what is the target of the essay’s satire, I 

am more interested in the way the essay theorizes the effects of that discursive system 

on bodily experience, such that merely being called a highbrow can produce physical 

inabilities. Cuddy-Keane describes “Middlebrow” as an essay that “turn[s] the word 

prismatically about to expose the cultural values encoded in its use” but without 

necessarily endorsing those values (16). While the essay does seem to take some 

highbrow opinions as given, including the value of understanding Shakespeare, it 

dismantles the notion that these opinions or opportunities ought to be limited to the 

groups they are associated with. 

By stylistically distinguishing between these groups, Woolf is, in a sense, 

modeling one of her primary arguments, which is not about the existence of these 

groups, but about the bodily, social and intellectual effects that the idea of these 

groups can have on those who ascribe to it and classify themselves accordingly. 

Contemporary criticism routinely condemns this essay for its snobbery, describing it 

as a vituperative attack on the middlebrows it openly lambastes that also drips with 

condescension for the lowbrows it praises. These readings of the essay rarely discuss 

its attitude toward the highbrows, but rely instead on a sense that its argument is 

straightforward or at least sincere, and that Woolf “posits the dichotomy between body 
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and mind as a value-laden analogy” (McNees 48) in which the highbrows are 

associated with mind and the lowbrows with body. While Woolf does outline a system 

in which these associations exist and are value-laden, her endorsement of that system 

is undercut by her satirical tone and by the anecdotes she provides as examples, which 

illustrate the interdependence of mind and body. It is helpful to remember that, as 

Randi Saloman puts it, meaning in Woolf’s essays is developed “not solely in the 

opinions she puts forth, but in the interactive space between the reader and author that 

the essay facilitates” (55). The essays might be read as narrative accounts of a 

dialectical process in which ideas are tested and modified, but the reader is also 

expected to take part in that process, and to attend to the ways in which a claim might 

be undercut by the argument ostensibly used to support it. Even as she satirizes the 

idea that the quality of a mind might be an unavoidable effect of the shape of a face or 

the height of a brow, Woolf demonstrates the effect of bodily experience on the form 

and content of thought.  

While the conceit of “Middlebrow” necessitates the failure of the impassioned 

gesture with the spoon and makes it clear that white gloves will triumph over bread 

and butter, Woolf’s more optimistic political essays suggest that even if commensality 

and rational discourse do not have the power to make Hamlet transparent, eating might 

nonetheless have a salutary effect on thought. What she suggests, though, over the 

course of A Room of One’s Own, is that it is not good food that has this effect, but that 

bad or indifferent food might enable a startling kind of brilliance. In the beginning of 

the essay, rational discourse is described as a pleasure unto itself, one enabled by good 

food and plenty of wine: 
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And thus by degrees was lit, halfway down the spine, which is the seat 
of the soul, not that hard little electric light which we call brilliance, as 
it pops in and out upon our lips, but the more profound, subtle and 
subterranean glow, which is the rich yellow flame of rational 
intercourse. No need to hurry. No need to sparkle. No need to be 
anybody but oneself. We are all going to heaven and Vandyck is of the 
company—in other words, how good life seemed, how sweet its 
rewards, how trivial this grudge or that grievance, how admirable 
friendship and the society of one’s kind, as, lighting a good cigarette, 
one sunk among the cushions in the window-seat. (11) 
 

This pleasure, though, is a profoundly complacent one; the “rich yellow flame” is 

soothing and lulling, leading to precisely the kind of social contentment that Woolf 

deplores in “Middlebrow.” Compare the self-indulgent social isolationism of “how 

admirable friendship and the society of one’s kind” with the wry irony of “that is the 

worst of course of living in a set—one likes being with one’s friends” (118). It is easy 

to get lost in the rhythm of Woolf’s prose, just as it is easy to get lost in the rich food; 

to miss the fact that her descriptions of this meal lose their precision as the passage 

continues, and that this meal not only does not inspire “brilliance,” it leads to the 

devaluation of brilliance as “that hard little electric light.” Again, Woolf is inhabiting, 

for a moment, a particular position—in this case, she is performing for her readers the 

kind of complacency that rich foods and good wine can produce, enabling the men she 

is eating with to believe that all is right with the world, when the primary argument of 

her essay is that precisely the opposite is true. Rational discourse and extravagant 

meals might offer certain forms of pleasure, but those forms of pleasure operate within 

the closed systems of good taste and the men’s college (and, one might add, the 

philosophical tradition that values rational discourse over bodily sensation). They are 

not transformative pleasures, and the subject of the essay is transformation.    
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Much like “Middlebrow,” A Room of One’s Own can be read as an exploration 

of the relationship between material conditions and modes of thought; the clearest 

distinction between the two is that the shorter essay frames its argument in terms of 

how those conditions limit possibility, while the longer makes an argument about how 

an improvement in conditions might enable possibility. Thus Woolf’s explicit (and 

famous) claim, when she turns from the extravagant Oxbridge meal to the comparative 

deprivations of Fernham, the women’s college, that “One cannot think well, love well, 

sleep well, if one has not dined well. The lamp in the spine does not light on beef and 

prunes” (18). While Woolf’s evening is recuperated by the saving grace of a “squat 

bottle and little glasses” her friend keeps hidden away in a cupboard, and despite the 

formal repetition that links the two passages, that recuperative pleasure does not share 

the lulling quality of the earlier meal, but poses a challenge to it (18). The meal itself 

is posed as an interruption, bringing the reverie that ends the previous section to an 

abrupt halt, as a dash leads into the simple declarative: “Here was my soup.” The soup 

itself, a “plain gravy soup” offers no inspiration, “nothing to stir the fancy” (17). The 

only fancy this meal stirs, in fact, is an elaborate description of the beef’s likeness to 

filthy cattle and of the wizened quality of the vegetables; the rest of the meal is 

described in plain language that suggests even plainer food. If the indulgence of the 

earlier meal effaced the possibility of a social conscience, this meal evokes social 

conscience as a form of duty. The women have “no reason to complain of human 

nature’s daily food, seeing that the supply was sufficient and coal-miners doubtless 

were sitting down to less,” a phrase that evokes more guilt than compassion (17). On 

the level of the narrative, this exercise of conscience and nutrition has a rote quality: 
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nothing especially remarkable has happened in either the food or the conversation. On 

a syntactic and formal level, though, the interruption constituted by this meal leads to 

a shift in the argument. Each meal is followed by something like a reverie, but the two 

are markedly different in both form and tone. 

If the first meal lulls Woolf into complacency while she is eating, the feeling 

doesn’t last long; she begins to meditate almost immediately on “what is lacking” 

from the conversation (11). The after-effects of the second meal are quite different; 

when Woolf and her friend are finally “able to draw up to the fire and repair some of 

the damages of the day’s living” (18-9), glasses in hand, the conversation begins with 

easy casual talk, but soon turns serious. The plain meal fails to produce the lassitude of 

the afternoon; her mind wanders to larger questions about the college itself: “this 

college, where we are now sitting, what lies beneath its gallant red brick and the wild 

unkempt grasses of the garden? What force is behind that plain china off which we 

dined, and (here it popped out of my mouth before I could stop it) the beef, the custard 

and the prunes?” (20). While Woolf’s manners forbid any complaint about the 

plainness of the foodstuffs provided, the question erupts nonetheless—there must be 

an explanation for this food. The explanation her friend provides offers a historical 

account of the founding of the women’s college, laying ground for Woolf’s argument 

about the systematic nature of inequality. The “force” behind the food, according to 

her friend, is the positive force of the founders of the college who, “after a long 

struggle and with the utmost difficulty” were able to provide thirty thousand pounds 

but no more, enough to fund only the most basic of institutional needs, “so obviously 

we cannot have wine and partridges and servants carrying tin dishes on their heads” 
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(20). In a lengthy response to this short and factual history, Woolf sketches out a 

counterfactual history that alludes to another force behind the plainness of the food, 

the social and legal reality that produces and regulates “the reprehensible poverty of 

our sex” (21). This exchange both begins an enjoyable conversation and sets up the 

opposition that structures the rest of the essay, between the force of women who 

attempt to change their material conditions and the force that maintains those 

conditions. But this binary does not account for the force of the food itself, the quality 

of this plain meal that makes an undeniably rude question “pop” out of Woolf’s 

mouth. The verb itself is suggestive, describing the urgency of the question and 

echoing Woolf’s description of the brilliance that the earlier meal failed to elicit as 

something that “pops in and out upon our lips.” 

The essay does not offer any detailed account of this force; it merely suggests 

that such a force exists. The conversations that result from these two meals suggest a 

revision of Woolf’s oft-quoted claim that “a good dinner is of great importance to 

good talk” (18). It seems, rather, that the pleasing repetition masks an overly 

straightforward account of a complex relation; her account of her second meal 

suggests that we might do well to edit her claim and say instead that “a bad dinner is 

of great importance to good talk.” Woolf’s nuanced account of her two meals 

forecloses the binary her original phrase might seem to imply, wherein a bad dinner 

produces bad talk. What it offers instead is the idea that paying attention to the 

sensation of eating—whether that sensation be one of pleasure or privation—can lead 

to insight about bodily and affective experience, and a way of assert oneself against 

the complacency of so-called rational discourse. By performatively inhabiting both the 
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state produced by a good meal and the state produced by a bad meal, Woolf suggests 

that the production of these states is not contingent solely upon the qualities of the 

person eating the meal, but on the content and context of the meal. Thus while it is 

possible to read these essays as advocating solely for good food—privileging the 

highbrow, in another sense—I argue that they advocate instead for attentiveness to 

food, and perhaps especially to the disruptive potential of bad food. This is not quite 

the gourmandism of Brillat-Savarin or Grimod, but Woolf’s ability to savor the 

conversation that results from an unpleasant meal is not so different from Stuartt’s 

ability to savor even relatively humble dishes—rather than a myopic form of 

snobbery, this gourmandism is a mode of appreciation that allows for the possibility of 

pleasure and the possibility of rupture.  

Woolf also suggests that even thinking about food is a way of unsettling and 

disrupting an overly rigid novelistic tradition. She introduces the first Oxbridge meal 

with a passage that demands to be read alongside my epigraph: 

It is a curious fact that novelists have a way of making us believe that 
luncheon parties are invariably memorable for something very witty 
that was said, or for something very wise that was done. But they 
seldom spare a word for what was eaten. It is part of the novelist’s 
convention not to mention soup and salmon and ducklings, as if soup 
and salmon and ducklings were of no importance whatsoever, as if 
nobody ever smoked a cigar or drank a glass of wine. Here, however, I 
shall take the liberty to defy that convention . . . (10) 
 

If this passage takes a more modest tone than the other, its point is almost exactly the 

same, that this particular convention is obscuring access to a broad swath of human 

experience. The tone of this passage also begins to indicate why I include this essay in 

a chapter on satire; while the essay’s multiple voices and generic modes render it 
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almost impossible to classify, Woolf uses humor throughout to draw attention to the 

way her counterfactuals simultaneously exaggerate and reveal the real conditions of 

life. Here, Woolf prefaces her intervention into this generic norm with phrases that 

imply a triviality or capriciousness to her action, but her phrasing in “On Being Ill” 

makes it clear that this is another performance, and that she is intent on describing 

sensation—especially that of taste. As Saloman points out, A Room of One’s Own is 

“anything but the argument-driven manifesto it is often considered to be,” but the 

converse is true of “On Being Ill,” where the strangeness and beauty of the language 

and imagery have led readers to ignore the essay’s precise and pointed argument for 

the value of strangeness and beauty (76). There, she mourns the normative conditions 

of life in which “intelligence domineers over our senses,” praising instead the 

experience of illness in which “the words give out their scent and distil their flavour, 

and then, if at last we grasp the meaning, it is all the richer for having come to us 

sensually first, by way of the palate and the nostrils, like some queer odour” (21-2). 

This is certainly an argument for modernist aesthetics and defamiliarizing forms of 

representation, but the argument is not solely directed at the norms of literary 

production; it is also about modes of sensory perception. Being ill, she contends, 

produces sensations and modes of perception that enable a richer experience of the 

world, including the possibility of resisting the normative systems of taste that result 

from the class system as described in “Middlebrow.” Moreover, I contend, reading 

these three essays together suggests that even as gustatory taste is regulated by those 

systems, Woolf depicts it as offering a similar potential for ameliorative disruption, 

both to novelistic convention and to conventional perception. 
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While the scenes of dining in Woolf’s own fiction often stage this challenge 

(think of the poet Augustus Carmichael in To the Lighthouse, disrupting the entire 

dinner party simply by “drinking soup, very large and calm in the failing light” (107)), 

they do so in a way that departs from the satirical tone of her essays. Saloman 

describes Woolf as understanding the difference between the essay and the novel in 

terms of voice: “where the novelistic voice is authoritative and always, necessarily, in 

control of its fictive world, the essayistic voice is unmoored: explorative, open to self-

doubt, and prone to risky exchanges with its audience” (3). It is precisely this 

unmoored quality that allows the force of beef and prunes to take effect in A Room of 

One’s Own and which is prized in “On Being Ill,” but it is also this quality of 

exploration that enables complete immersion in the complacency that follows the 

“good” meal, and the performative satire of “Middlebrow.” While her novels are often 

undeniably essayistic, they are rarely satirical. In keeping with this chapter’s focus on 

satire, and in an attempt to follow Saloman in departing from the scholarly history of 

reading the essays as supplemental to the novels, this chapter closes with a reading of 

one of Katherine Mansfield’s short stories, rather than a reading of a scene from 

Woolf. As two of the most famous female modernists, the two writers have been 

subject to many comparisons, both by their contemporaries and by later critics; they 

were also correspondents, and were aware of real similarities underlying those 

comparisons. As Mansfield wrote to Woolf in 1917, “it is really very curious & 

thrilling that we should both, quite apart from each other, be after so very nearly the 

same thing. We are, you know; there’s no denying it” (qtd. in Kaplan 11). Sydney 

Kaplan claims that Mansfield’s satirical portrayals of the social effects of class and 
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taste differ from Woolf’s work in their motivation, arguing that Mansfield’s satire 

reflects “her persistent awareness of exclusion” (12). Yet Woolf’s own feminist 

writings attest to the problem of understanding inclusion and exclusion as binary 

systems attached solely to class or gender—if her claim in Three Guineas that the 

educated man’s daughter has less influence than the working class woman essentially 

because she cannot strike seems a bit myopic in its privilege, it also stands as an early 

example of intersectional feminism. She clearly explains why each woman’s feminism 

is influenced by not just her status as a woman, but other markers of identity and they 

experiences they produce.6 Moreover, these satires do more than simply express 

bitterness or resentment; they expose the structures of a system of taste and suggest 

the possibility of resistance to that system.  

 

A Brimming Cup of “Bliss” 
 

In a bitingly funny moment at the end of “Bliss,” Mansfield demonstrates a 

way of writing about food that is precisely opposed to the way she has written about it 

elsewhere in the story. This departure from the classically modernist density and 

ambiguity of her prose is situated as an instance of citation: one of her characters 

quotes, approvingly, from a poem whose plain language underscores a lack of interest 

in its quotidian subject. In the scene that follows Bertha’s silent witnessing of her 

husband’s desire for another woman, the charmingly overwrought writer Eddie asks 

                                                
6 Or, as Bourdieu puts it, why “sexual properties are as inseparable from class 
properties as the yellowness of a lemon is from its acidity” (107). 
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her if she has read “Bilk’s new poem called Table d’Hôte,” which “begins with an 

incredibly beautiful line: Why Must it Always be Tomato Soup?” As if the content of 

this passage weren’t enough to make the satire apparent, the italics underscore Eddie’s 

gushing tone, and when, after Bertha sees her husband adoring the woman that she 

adores, Eddie calls tomato soup “so dreadfully eternal,” it is hard not to contrast this 

version of eternity with the eternity that Bertha and Harry have presumably promised 

each other, or to remember that Eddie has already revealed his distaste for eternity, 

just a few pages earlier (134, 124). Mansfield’s satire here targets two distinct and 

seemingly disconnected institutions: heterosexual marriage and the literary world.  

That the story’s satire engages with both of these institutions should not come 

as a surprise, as Mansfield had a history of using satire to attack sexism and 

sentimentality as well as to influence the literary marketplace. As Carey Snyder 

demonstrates, the satirical columns Mansfield wrote with Beatrice Hastings for The 

New Age “contributed to a larger reorientation of aesthetic values” that helped to 

congeal the contours of what would count as “modern” literature (132).  Implicit in 

Snyder’s argument is the claim that these aesthetic values are entangled with modern 

political values, as one of the women’s parodies reveals that a novel “reinscribes 

traditional gender roles and panders to masculine sexual fantasy,” substituting “surface 

meanings of the shallowest nature” for “the prized ambiguity of a modernist text” 

(137, 139). Modernist ambiguity is linked to feminism and the possibility of a new 

aesthetic that might replace the “masculine sexual fantasy” with something less 

generically predictable, such as another, less masculine, less normative, way of writing 

about sexual desire. “Bliss” might be one realization of this possibility; the story 
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substitutes modernist ambiguity for surface meaning in order to disrupt traditional 

gender roles and notions of sexuality. I want to contend that it is the very ambiguity of 

“Bliss” that allows Mansfield to use satire to demonstrate a homology between the 

normativity inherent in the judgment of taste and the normativity of marriage, and to 

offer the possibility of a queer alternative. Set against the story’s sharp satire, the 

affective uncertainty experienced by its protagonist operates as a model of lived 

ambiguity, pleasure, and possibility that is troped, in the story, by the experience of 

tasting (or seeing) without producing a judgment of taste. This model of pleasure, like 

those suggested by Nugent and Woolf, expands our understanding of the potency of 

sensation; if aesthetic and gustatory pleasure can operate, even momentarily, as forms 

of micro-resistance against the normativity of taste, the scene of eating must be re-

thought. 

The characters in “Bliss” who do produce judgments of taste are, indeed, quite 

funny.  The seemingly gay young writer Eddie and the married couple “Mug” and 

“Face” seem to be constituted entirely by their ability to digest and regurgitate the 

stuff of culture in amusing ways. Eddie’s appreciation for the poem is conditioned 

largely, if not entirely, by its popularity and novelty (as the italicization of “new” 

certainly emphasizes), as well as by its distaste for the ubiquity of the soup, which 

offers both mass-cultural appeal and broad availability. Tomato soup, here, stands in 

for canned food more generally, and for a particularly modern kind of ordinary food 

that is eaten by ordinary people; it is the soup of the middlebrow. Of course, the joke 

is on Eddie, because it’s also a food that Bertha has served her guests earlier in the 

evening, a “beautiful red soup” over which Bertha and Pearl Fulton have shared “the 
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longest, most intimate look” (127). Yet the soup’s presence in the story does more 

than place Bertha among the derided middlebrow; it credits her with the ability to 

attend to the aesthetic qualities of food without allowing its class implications to spoil 

her pleasure. She loves to look at food—whether it be tomato soup; the “tangerines 

and apples stained with strawberry pink,” “yellow pears smooth as silk,” and “white 

grapes covered with a silver bloom and a big cluster of purple ones” that seem to 

transform her dining room into an “incredibly beautiful” place (116-7); or the distant 

pear tree at the end of the story. It is tempting to call this ability to enjoy food another 

form of gourmandism, even as the enjoyment is experienced with the eye, rather than 

the mouth. This gourmandism, if it can be called that, brings Bertha closer to Miss 

Fulton and sets them apart from the other diners. That Eddie does not seem to 

recognize this soup, which, given the Youngs’ class position, would likely not be from 

a can, suggests both his obliviousness and the possibility that the story offers 

something more than a condemnation of snobbery, and that the repeated references to 

food and eating operate not simply metaphors for aesthetic taste, but suggest a 

meaningful distinction between perception and discernment.  

That long, intimate look, whose affective charge is significant but whose 

meaning is never defined, stands in marked contrast to the model of romance that 

shapes Bertha’s relationship to her husband, Harry. He defines everything, but never 

seems to feel. He might be the character “fixated on food” who inspired Pamela 

Dunbar’s claim that this is “Mansfield’s most frequent indicator of an aggressive and 

overbearing attitude towards sex” (110). The emphasis here should lie on the fixation 

itself, rather than its object; it is the fixedness and inflexibility of his mind that blocks 
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emotion and eroticism, not his interest in food. When Bertha tries to talk with Harry 

about Miss Fulton, he dismisses Bertha’s interest and puzzlement with an unromantic 

emphasis on the material body: “Most likely it’s a good stomach.” That this is his 

habit, and not merely a clumsy attempt to cover up his affair, is demonstrated in the 

next paragraph: “He made a point of catching Bertha’s heels with replies of that kind 

… “liver frozen, my dear girl,” or “pure flatulence,” or “kidney disease,” … and so 

on” (121). Though these are not judgments of taste, they are judgments, and are, 

moreover, answers that eliminate the possibility of ambiguity. In this case, digestion 

and medicalization substitute for the lighter discourse of taste and sophistication, but 

both obscure the pleasure of tasting.  

Many critics read “Bliss” as primarily a critique of taste and its role within the 

kind of social system that Woolf describes so clearly in “Middlebrow.” This reading 

relies on a consensus that the quoted line of poetry is not beautiful, but in fact 

ridiculous or mundane, an example not of poetic transcendence, but of the claim that 

iambic pentameter truly is the everyday rhythm of natural English speech. This is what 

allows Kaplan, for example, to read the story as one of Mansfield’s “satirical portraits 

of well-to-do pseudo-bohemians” (12), where Eddie’s bad taste exposes its 

aspirational quality, and the way it has more to do with the cultural capital of its 

objects than with those objects themselves. In this reading, “Bliss” is not just a satire 

of these guests’ bad taste, but of the system that produces and rewards that taste. What 

makes Eddie’s taste seem “off” is not that it is bad, but that it is not suited to the 

position he is expected to occupy; Eddie is attempting to embody a way of being that 
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is not his own. We might read Eddie as a cautionary tale on the dangers of aspirational 

taste, and an example of the impossibility of changing the height of one’s brow.  

In this reading, taste functions primarily as a marker of a certain kind of 

normativity: that of class or education. Eddie demonstrates his taste and familiarity 

with a certain literary world by quoting the poem, just as “Mug” demonstrates her 

taste and knowledge of fashion by recounting her experience of being stared at on the 

train. But this reading rests on a normative assumption about the quality of the poem 

and Eddie’s tone that flattens the possibility inherent in Eddie’s gayness; he becomes 

just like the young marrieds, and his difference is coded as aspiration, rather than 

queerness. Other readings of the story have emphasized its satire of gender 

normativity; for example, Dunbar claims that Mansfield “dismantles conventional 

beliefs about rigid gender-roles and ‘normal’ sexual orientation” by suggesting that, 

much like aesthetic taste, “these are at least to some extent the product of acculturation 

and experience” (xii) Bringing together both of these readings of the story, I argue that 

“Bliss” must be read as a satire of certain kinds of normative taste and sociality, but 

also, and more importantly, as a story that attempts to think about how the sensation of 

taste might offer a moment of contact with other possible ways of being and about 

how shared pleasure might enable forms of relationality that aren’t dictated by 

patriarchy or heteronormativity. My aim here is to draw attention to elements of the 

story that are doubly overlooked, both by the objects of Mansfield’s satire and by 

readers who focus myopically on the satire itself.  

One queer reading of this story might finish the project of recuperating Eddie’s 

taste that I have gestured at above, but I am more interested in a recuperation of 
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Bertha, her taste, and her affect. She is, of course, the protagonist of the story, the 

character who experiences the titular bliss, and the character with the most complex 

relationship to taste, both aesthetic and culinary. It could be argued that we never see 

Bertha exercising her taste in the story, but that is precisely my point. The 

metaphorical linkage of culinary taste and aesthetic taste is the only thing that allows 

us to perceive this character as one with taste, and her version of taste mixes the 

metaphor. The model of taste that Bertha offers, and which seems to afford her an 

insight into to the workings of sophistication, taste, and heteronormativity, is one in 

which bodily perception takes priority over discernment, and perception produces not 

judgment, but heightened affective response. To put that another way, she exposes and 

revels in the ways in which aesthetic taste can be like culinary taste, emphasizing its 

embodied, subjective, and fleeting pleasures, rather than attempting to produce any 

sense of objective beauty or goodness. The sense of Bertha’s detachment from the 

scene in which she participates is only heightened by the limited third person 

narration, which emphasizes the absence of judgment in her reactions to events and 

experiences. When Bertha notices a “funny little habit,” that accompanies Face’s 

performance of her sophisticated taste, her interior reaction is ambiguous if not 

ambivalent: she “must laugh or die” (129), and the quality of that laughter is uncertain, 

even, it seems, to her. Just as Bertha perceives Face’s habit, she perceives her own 

reaction, but without classifying it as a particular kind of emotional response. 

That Mansfield repeatedly calls Bertha’s ambiguous emotional state 

“hysterical” hints at the gendered quality of her perception, but I want to argue that 

Bertha’s receptivity is also meaningfully queer. Though Bertha’s “modern” marriage 
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and her class position clearly allow her to escape some of the duties of normative 

femininity, trusting instead to a nurse to care for her child and a cook to prepare the 

dinner, she nonetheless plays the role of the hostess. Diane McGee, reading the story 

as a satire tinged with tragedy, claims that the dinner party “rather than being a 

triumph for Bertha, ultimately demonstrates her failures as a woman” (121). But even 

McGee seems to acknowledge that these failures (which include the sophistication of 

her dinner guests, her aesthetic appreciation of the soup, and her lack of sexual desire 

for her husband as well as his desire for another woman) reveal more about the 

normative requirements of modern femininity than they do about Bertha. If Bertha is 

to be read as a failure, it should be the queer kind of failure described by Judith 

Halberstam as both “a way of being in the world” and a way of “unbeing,” where 

“modes of unbeing and unbecoming propose a different relation to knowledge” (23). 

Bertha’s relation to knowledge is not unlike her relation to her own emotions and 

desires: she seems detached, yet open. 

The queerness of Bertha’s desires is evident both in the way she feels her 

desire and in the objects of her desire. Until the evening of the party, Bertha’s 

“modern” marriage has kept her insulated from sexual desire; her husband has desired 

her, but she has been “cold.” During the party, she finds herself feeling desire 

“ardently! ardently!” and though it is identified as desire for her husband, it is clearly 

provoked by the thought of Miss Fulton, with whom she has shared something 

ineffable, and who will prove to be the object of her husband’s desire as well (132). 
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That her desire is at least in part for Miss Fulton is apparent,7 but what’s perhaps even 

more queer than the lesbian subtext is the way that desire is experienced, and its link 

to the experience of aesthetic perception. Bertha’s desire is inspired not just by the 

thought of Miss Fulton, but by the thought of what the two women have shared, the 

moment in which: 

the two women stood side by side looking at the slender, flowering 
tree. Although it was so still it seemed, like the flame of a candle, to 
stretch up, to point, to quiver in the bright air, to grow taller and taller 
as they gazed—almost to touch the rim of the round, silver moon.  
How long did they stand there? Both, as it were, caught in that circle of 
unearthly light, understanding each other perfectly, creatures of another 
world, and wondering what they were to do in this one with all this 
blissful treasure that burned in their bosoms and dropped, in silver 
flowers, from their hair and hands? (130) 
 

 This vision of the pear tree binds the two women together, and as the description of 

the tree reaching toward the moon evokes the tentative stirrings of desire, the women 

remain still. It is possible to read this passage as illustrating a contrast between active, 

masculine desire, and passive, feminine desire, but I want to argue that it depicts not 

an inherently feminine form of desire, but one that hinges on another kind of likeness, 

as well as another kind of liking. What binds the two women together is not their 

admiration of each other, or, not only their admiration for each other, but the shared 

experience of aesthetic perception and, moreover, the shared experience of taste.  

What I am attempting to suggest here is that this shared experience of aesthetic 

perception, or taste, produces a kind of intimacy that shares qualities with both the 

                                                
7 Though it is worth noting that this subtext has not always been so apparent; as 
recently as 1982, it was considered subtle enough that its presence was the central 
thesis of an article by Walter Anderson, entitled “The Hidden Love Triangle in 
Mansfield’s ‘Bliss’.” Twentieth Century Literature. 28.4 (1982): 397-404.  
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sense of casual familiarity that might arise between subjects who recognize their own 

ways of being in the world in each other and with the situational intimacy that results 

from sharing a meal. Sociologist Luce Giard describes eating as a way to orient 

oneself in the world; it serves “to make concrete one of the specific modes of relation 

between a person and the world, thus forming one of fundamental landmarks in space-

time” both ontologically and culturally (183).  Eating food with others is a way of 

orienting oneself toward those others. That sharing food together produces an affective 

connection between those at the table is such a commonplace that it barely needs to be 

argued; however, most theorizations of this connection describe it as a result of the 

shared experience of discernment rather than the unspoken experience of shared 

perception. In other words, it is not only the taste of shared food that produces 

intimacy, but also its meaning. It might even be that it is talking about food, and 

decoding that meaning, that produces this intimacy as “the pleasures of the mouth are 

twice submitted to the laws of orality: as much by absorbing food (the pleasure of 

swallowing) as by support of a profuse linguistic activity (the pleasure of speaking), 

which describes, names, distinguishes, nuances, compares, makes iridescent, and 

doubles” (186). 

But this discursive activity, this work of describing, naming, distinguishing, 

etc., is precisely what the two women do not share, setting them in distinct contrast to 

the other characters. Their experience is iridescent inasmuch as it resists explanation. 

The only words they share in this moment are murmured, vague, and perhaps even 

imagined: “did Miss Fulton murmur: “Yes. Just that.” Or did Bertha dream it?” (130). 

The question is left open, producing a sense of indeterminacy that is essential to the 
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kind of affective perception Mansfield evokes in this scene, wherein Bertha finally 

shares the inexplicable aesthetic bliss she has experienced several times within the 

story. As Patricia Moran notes, “women’s relationships to each other remain in the 

realm of the imaginary. . . . in their tactile relationship to food, which they handle but 

never eat” (61). For Moran, this is indicative of an impassible distance between the 

women, but it might also be read as a form of intimacy that resists legibility and 

definition. By allowing this intimacy to remain unspoken, the two women resist the 

impulse to transmute experience into codified judgment that Bourdieu associates with 

the social performance of taste. Throughout the story, Bertha’s pleasure, which is 

almost always occasioned by looking at food, is accompanied by uncertainty, 

questions, and a feeling that exceeds logic, something “far-fetched and absurd” (117). 

Perhaps it is equally absurd to read “Bliss” as a love story, but to read it solely as a 

satire on the pitfalls of taste or modern marriage and femininity seems too much like 

the kind of cleverness Mansfield assigns to Mug and Face. Instead, this experience of 

looking and not speaking seems to produce a kind of illegible and unarticulable 

closeness between the women. The story ends with Bertha again looking at the pear 

tree, and with another open question: ““Oh, what is going to happen now?” she crie[s]. 

But the pear tree [is] as lovely as ever and as full of flower and as still” (135). 

Understanding the story as one about the pleasure of uncertainty and its role in 

aesthetic experience enables a reading of this ending that sees it not as a moment of 

crisis, but as one dilated with possibility.  

The pleasure of eating, or of seeing something beautiful, seems to offer a 

momentary interruption of the normative pressures of everyday life, raising questions 
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like “What can you do if you are thirty and, turning the corner of your own street, you 

are overcome, suddenly, by a feeling of bliss—absolute bliss!—as though you’d 

suddenly swallowed a bright piece of that late afternoon sun and it burned in your 

bosom, sending out a little shower of sparks into every particle, into every finger and 

toe?” (115). Though Mansfield isn’t describing a literal experience of eating here, it’s 

telling that she uses the verb “swallowed,” which suggests the way the body 

incorporates aesthetic pleasure, producing a kind of unsettling and uncertain bliss. 

What this bliss offers Bertha is not just pleasure, but a sense of multiple possibilities, 

new branches in the previously rigid path of her life, the possibility of turning the 

corner of her own street and wondering what to do, rather than simply knowing that 

the next step is to walk to her home. Moran describes this as a “baffled search for 

meaning [that] parodies the reading process” and exposes the reader’s desire for 

interpretive mastery, but this reading misses what’s radical about Mansfield’s refusal 

to satisfy that desire—either Bertha’s desire or that of the reader (65). At the end of 

“Bliss,” readers may know that the next step is to end the marriage, to repair it, or to 

ignore the fact that her husband has taken a mistress, but Bertha turns to the beautiful 

pear tree and does not know what to do. The uncertainty here is not simply a choice 

between the usual heteronormative narratives of success and failure and an alternate 

narrative of lesbian happiness. Instead, the completeness of Bertha’s uncertainty offers 

the queer possibility that, at least in this moment of questioning, there exists another 

kind of relationship, even another kind of relationality. 
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Disruptive Pleasures 
 

For Mansfield, Woolf, and Nugent, gustatory pleasure is enabled not solely by 

good food or good company or even the combination of the two, but by a bodily, 

affective, and even aesthetic orientation toward food and eating. This pleasure also has 

effects that exceed commensality, offering intimacy in new forms and raising 

questions about seemingly concretized social relations, such as Bertha’s marriage. 

Similarly, Stuartt’s gourmandism seems to signal a kind of openness; when he gives in 

to his own internalized racism, his appetite disappears, but it reappears when he is 

meaningfully engaged with the world around him. What enables Woolf and her friend 

the science teacher to enjoy their evening is not a judgment of the meal, but a 

discussion, had over a drink, that raises the questions that structure the remainder of 

the essay. I want to argue, moreover, that these writers’ sense of gustatory pleasure as 

linked to a kind of affective openness and uncertainty has meaningful implications 

when applied to the experience of eating and the scene of conviviality.  

Bourdieu’s theorization of habitus suggests that our pre-cognitive responses to 

experience primarily operate in a way that reinforces existing behaviors; the ways of 

being that we learn at an early age and without knowing that we are learning shape our 

actions throughout our lives, but this influence is also buttressed by a day-to-day 

experience in which those actions feel “right” or appropriate. This is an essentially 

normative model of subject formation, one which maintains and reproduces certain 

familiar, accepted ways of being, one which leaves little room for open questions or 

uncertainty, and one in which, as Giard points out, “food practices are just as 
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immobile as others, if not more so, because they are always linked to earliest 

childhood, to the maternal world” (183). In other words, food preferences are not just 

historically and culturally conditioned, but are also founded in childhood experience, 

and thus serve as links both to a specific sociocultural context and to an individual 

past. Yet, as Sedgwick reminds us, it is possible to read seemingly totalizing models of 

experience reparatively: “for someone to have an unmystified view of systemic 

oppressions does not intrinsically or necessarily enjoin that person to any specific 

train of epistemological or narrative consequences” (127). This is to say that 

understanding the ways in which a particular social milieu can reinforce normative 

systems of taste needn’t involve assuming that those systems are impermeable or 

completely immobile. This means attending to Bourdieu’s description of habitus as a 

“generative formula” that exists in dialectical relation to the conditions of life, rather 

than a mechanical structure determined solely by a set of quantifiable characteristics 

(170-2), as well as the careful way that Giard specifies not that food practices are 

entirely immobile but that they are “just as immobile” as other practices, and to the 

possibility that there is room for transformation within day-to-day experience. 

This reparative model also enables this chapter’s reading of its literary objects, 

which might otherwise easily simply contribute to a sense of the system of taste, along 

with the other social systems with which it is entangled, as one that is systematized, 

exclusive, and entirely immobile. Drawing a contrast with older models of satire that 

demonstrate the possibility that the individual might be harmoniously reintegrated into 

society, Lisa Colletta has argued that modernist satire suggests “nothing in the form of 

social change and view all ideological systems-from religion and domestic hierarchies 
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to political power structures-as essentially the same, oppressive to the individuals 

within them because of the inability of any system to address adequately the complex 

nature of human existence” (44). While the contrast she identifies is a real one, I 

contend that the difference is not that modernist satire offers no sense of possibility, 

but that the sense of possibility offered by modernist satire operates not on the level of 

sweeping social change, nor even on the level of the individual subject, but on the 

level of sensation. This sense of possibility is also not necessarily oriented toward 

futurity, but instead is founded in the idea that moments of pleasure might interrupt the 

experience of normativity and enable a new orientation toward the world. The pleasure 

that Bertha, Stuartt, and Woolf take in food and in aesthetic experience illustrates this 

possibility; their pleasure is not founded in necessity or social context, and it remains 

indeterminate, neither reaffirming prior beliefs or feelings nor promising a new and 

inclusive social order, but raising questions instead. 

What these texts suggest is that experiencing food as a momentary pleasure 

(rather than something to “fixate” on or something to judge) may also offer a 

momentary interruption of the normative trajectory from childhood to adulthood, a 

moment where pleasure is allowed to remain illegible and undefined. For Lauren 

Berlant, what we call “mindless eating” can be a way of “interrupting the liberal and 

capitalist subject called to consciousness, intentionality, and effective will,” a way of 

slowing down experience that “reveals confusions about what it means to have a life” 

(116-7).  These texts offer a way of extending that claim, revealing that even 

deliberate, aestheticized experiences of eating might enable a similar kind of 

interruption. While Woolf demonstrates that a meal needn’t be luxurious to offer this 
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kind of possibility, Nugent and Mansfield make it clear that aestheticizing the food 

itself might be one way of accessing that sensation, giving in to pleasure and 

uncertainty in order to disrupt an otherwise ordered life.     

I have described this disruption as a moment of bodily sensation and pleasure 

that can reveal the social structures framing an experience and allow a subject to be 

released, if only momentarily, from them. Yet these structures are, as many theorists 

have made clear, constitutive of modern life; for Roland Barthes, the increasing 

systematization of food is a mark of modernity, in which all food, rather than just that 

attached to festive occasions, has become “an organic system, organically integrated 

into its specific type of civilization” (173). That increasing systematization, combined 

with literary modernism’s emphasis on the depiction of everyday life, means that these 

quotidian moments of counternormative pleasure are depicted both more frequently 

and as if their occurrence is more frequent. The result is that these moments 

themselves come to seem more mundane, suggesting the possibility that the 

experience of counternormative pleasure might itself be an integral part of modern 

life. 

Part of being a modern subject, then, might be an openness to this experience, 

an ability to integrate the experience of what Tompkins calls “queer alimentarity,” in 

which eating itself is a site of counternormative erotic pleasure, into everyday life. In 

the nineteenth-century novels and dietetics tracts that Tompkins discusses in her book, 

queer alimentarity is a mark of otherness and danger—if the “mouth [is] a sensual and 

erotic space,” it is “one which must be disciplined lest counternormative desires burst 

forth” (63). In contrast, Nugent, Woolf, and Mansfield depict the mouth as a sensual 
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and erotic space that enables the recognition and enjoyment of counternormative 

desires and pleasures. In Gentleman Jigger, Stuartt’s gourmandism is linked with his 

identity as an artist and a queer, but Woolf and Mansfield suggest that the 

microresistant properties of taste might make a queer kind of pleasure available to 

even subjects who do not explicitly identify as queer. Even if it is true, as Wirth 

suggests, that Gentleman Jigger’s unequivocal representation of queerness would have 

lessened its chances of publication, representations of the pleasure of eating held no 

such stigma, even when that pleasure seems to have a queerness of its own. At a time 

when books with openly queer content were either unpublishable or subject to 

obscenity trials when they were published, Woolf and Mansfield were able to depict 

this queer response to pleasure as one component of modern subjectivity, a way of 

integrating resistance into everyday life. Being “very fond of eats” might, as Stuartt 

jokingly suggests, make a subject a little bit queer, but it does not, importantly, mark 

that subject as queer.
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CHAPTER 3 

 
Hunger and Lust: Obscenity in Joyce, Tagore, and Barnes 

 
 
“For one of the thoughts which my hunger introduced into the dream was this: 'One 
should never neglect an opportunity, but always take what one can even when it 
involves doing a small wrong. One should never neglect an opportunity, since life is 
short and death is inevitable.' Because this lesson of 'carpe diem' had among other 
meanings a sexual one, and because the desire it expressed did not stop short of doing 
wrong, it had reason to dread the censorship and was obliged to conceal itself behind 
a dream. All kinds of thoughts having a contrary sense then found voice: memories of 
a time when the dreamer was content with spiritual food, restraining thoughts of every 
kind and even threats of the most revolting sexual punishments.” 
 —Sigmund Freud, The Interpretation of Dreams (207-8) 
 
“‘In Ulysses I have recorded, simultaneously, what a man says, thinks, and what such 
seeing, thinking, saying, does to what you Freudians call the subconscious—but as for 
psychoanalysis,’ he broke off, ‘it’s neither more nor less than blackmail.’” 
 —James Joyce to Djuna Barnes (Interviews 293) 
 
 

Dreams are an accidental leitmotif of this chapter, not because of some kind of 

latent Freudianism, but because, in literature, dreams offer a space of indeterminacy 

that is conducive to the exploration of the unspeakable. The dream is a space in which 

literature can risk obscenity without risking pornography, and in which the 

associations between appetites can be exposed and examined. As Roland Barthes puts 

it, reconfiguring the associations Freud spells out in my epigraph, “appetite relates to 

dreaming, for it is both memory and hallucination.” For Barthes, hunger produces a 

kind of “predictive imagination” that encompasses “the entire memory of previous 

pleasures” and enables the hungry subject to stitch together an imagined scene of 

future pleasure in which he is enjoying a meal (Reading 264). Like the dream, hunger 

is an experience of sensation simultaneously remembered, imagined, desired, and 
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deferred; even as hunger is a bodily sensation itself, it is also felt as the conspicuous 

lack of another bodily sensation. To be hungry is not to be eating; it is to be wanting to 

eat. For Freud, the dream is a space in which the parallel between wanting to eat and 

other forms of wanting is revealed, while for Barthes, taking this parallel as a given 

reveals the likeness between hunger and the dream. In this chapter, I assume that the 

dream, like the fantasy, like the “predictive imagination” of hunger, is a space that 

illuminates the pleasures of suggestion—in part because dreams “can be intense 

pleasure yet exempt from real sensuality” as Barthes claims—but also because the 

logic of dreams is fluid and elliptical, and pushes at the boundaries of realism, 

revealing and then dissolving the implicit connection between sexual and readerly 

desire (264).  

The connection between psychoanalysis and literary modernism was also a 

fluid and shifting one, as Freud’s theories of the mind were evolving alongside and 

often in tension with modernist theories of art. Not one of the three authors I discuss in 

this chapter endorsed psychoanalysis; instead they parodied it, dismissed it, railed 

against it, or called it, as Joyce does in my epigraph, “blackmail.” Nonetheless, all 

were influenced by its insights, even as they resented its overly schematic nature and 

found it intrusive, implausible, and offensive. This chapter attempts a similar, though 

less caustic, form of engagement, one that reflects the centrality of psychoanalysis to 

modernist thought about desire without either affirming Freud’s theories or reducing 

their resonance with these texts to a historical footnote. That resonance is, of course, 

rooted in a shared historical moment; not only were Freud, Joyce, Barnes, and Tagore 

all writing about the experience of subjectivity in the modernizing world, they were 
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also all writing about the centrality of all kinds of desire to that experience. My 

readings of Ulysses, Nightwood, and “The Hungry Stones” all track the way these 

texts are animated and shaped by the dual forms of desire that give this chapter its 

title: hunger and lust. 

Near the end of Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Freud makes a passing 

reference to his initial formulation of the drive system, describing its reliance on “the 

popular division of the instincts typified in the phrase ‘hunger and love’” (51). This 

reliance, he explains, was abandoned upon the discovery of the death drive, a 

discovery which was itself in part a result of the realization that “the self-preservative 

instincts are too of a libidinal nature” (52), or, more simply, that hunger can’t so easily 

be separated from love and desire. An awareness of the libidinal quality of hunger, 

though, seems implicit in much of the text of The Interpretation of Dreams. Both the 

content of the narrated dreams and Freud’s analyses of those dreams confirm the way 

hunger limns both sensual pleasure and forbidden desires. It is a dream of his own that 

Freud describes in my epigraph, wherein “one of the thoughts which [his] hunger 

introduced into the dream was this: ‘One should never neglect an opportunity, but 

always take what one can even when it involves doing a small wrong. One should 

never neglect an opportunity, since life is short and death is inevitable.’” This feeling, 

he goes on to claim, “had reason to dread the censorship,” in part because of its 

relationship to sexual desire, but more broadly of what it reveals about the structure of 

all forms of desire. This moment, I contend, is worth revisiting, not necessarily 

because it accomplishes Freud’s primary aim of bettering our understanding of the 

mind or of dreams, but because it might help to better our understanding of the 
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relationship between hunger, sexual desire, and the obscene. Hunger, Freud 

demonstrates, has the ability to provoke the censor. While the censor that Freud is 

describing is internal to consciousness, and is not the juridical censor that haunted so 

many modernists, this model of the relationship between hunger, obscenity, and 

censorship might be useful in thinking about literary forms of censorship as well.8 

Because Freud had not yet articulated the libidinal qualities of hunger, what he 

describes here is more complex: the dream-thought of hunger provokes the censor not 

because of its own inherent qualities, but because it teaches “this lesson of ‘carpe 

diem’” which includes sexuality but is not only sexual. The kind of obscenity I am 

tracking has a similar quality; while it is not solely or even necessarily explicitly 

sexual, it evokes a kind of desire that includes the erotic. This chapter locates a sense 

of possibility in that textual production of desire, thinking about how certain forms of 

obscenity can teach the lesson of “carpe diem,” rather than focusing on how or why 

other, more explicit, forms of obscenity have been suppressed. 

Hunger’s ability to arouse both desire and the censor is reinforced, especially 

in literature, by the special linguistic status of the word “hunger,” which is so often 

used to trope sexual desire and sensory desire more broadly. Despite the traditional 

status of taste as the “lowest” of the five senses, a status that I have argued makes it an 

especially interesting sense for scholars invested in thinking about non-normative 

                                                
8 My claim here is in some ways anticipated by Patricia Cotti’s claim that the analysis 
of Freud’s dreams during the writing of The Interpretation of Dreams in 1898 
“emphasizes how the references to Schiller’s works and to the drive of self-
preservation cover sexual impulses, in particular, those connected with the relationship 
to the father. The food drive or drive of self-preservation also enabled Freud to 
construct a heroic romance” (167).  
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forms of pleasure, taste is the only one of the five senses that has been blessed with a 

commonly-used word in vernacular English that signifies the non-sexualized desire for 

that form of sensory experience. The root cause of this surprising linguistic distinction 

is no doubt baldly biological: hunger, like thirst, is a word that can indicate either 

bodily necessity or bodily desire. In order to keep alive, it is helpful to be able to 

communicate hunger, and the same is simply not true for the desire to experience other 

sensory pleasures. Despite its pragmatic origins, this unusual linguistic status lends 

taste and hunger a special role in discourses about desire and sensation. The sensation 

of hunger, in Freud’s formulation, is not itself obscene or indecent; instead, it 

produces the dream within which obscenity both arises and is censored. Similarly, I 

argue not that hunger itself is inherently sexual—though that the two desires can be 

combined is certainly apparent in some of the texts I discuss in this chapter—but that 

writing about hunger is often a way of writing about desire that is more than 

metaphorical. Writing about hunger is a way of writing about desire that can be 

explicit without being explicitly sexual, and that may excite the internal censor 

without inviting the attentions of the state censor.  

Hunger offers a fruitful way of thinking about obscenity because it limns 

desire and evokes the possibility of visceral and counternormative pleasures, but 

without inciting—at least in the twentieth century—the editorial or juridical censor. 

Thus hunger operates as a mode of obscenity that is never officially termed obscene. 

In this chapter, I attempt to trace an ephemeral kind of obscenity, one that is more 

about desire than about sex, and that can be located both in texts that were described 

or condemned as obscene and in those that weren’t. Though my argument in this 
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chapter is decisively not a historical one, I do not mean to ignore history. My 

argument emerges from the historical confluence of the birth of psychoanalysis, the 

rise of literary modernism, and a popular discourse about obscenity that haunts them 

both. I choose not to dwell on the legal implications of the Ulysses trials, or on how 

the fear of obscenity charges influenced T. S. Eliot’s editorial decisions as he helped 

bring Nightwood to press, but these historical facts are of course among the reasons 

these two novels appear in this chapter. “The Hungry Stones,” is included precisely 

because it was never described as obscene, perhaps in part because it situates the 

experience of insatiable desire and hunger firmly in the realm of the fantastic, enacting 

the kind of transformative dream-work that Freud describes in my epigram. This 

chapter juxtaposes one of the most notoriously obscene novels of the century with 

another that escaped juridical censure, but not popular condemnation, and a short story 

that has, at least in English-language criticism, escaped the term entirely. Nonetheless, 

all of these texts were, like The Interpretation of Dreams, written and published in a 

literary world that was haunted by the threat of obscenity.   

The Interpretation of Dreams was first published in 1900, shortly after Oscar 

Wilde had been released from the two-year prison sentence (for the euphemistically-

named crime of “gross indecency”) that resulted from his tortuous legal battles with 

the father of his lover, Alfred Douglas. It was first translated into English in 1913, the 

year Douglas accused Wilde’s biographer, Arthur Ransome, of libel, for his portrayal 

of the relationship between Wilde and Douglas. “The Hungry Stones” first appeared in 

English in 1916, to no controversy at all. Two years later, the first installments of 

Ulysses appeared in The Little Review, which was prosecuted for obscenity after the 
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appearance of the “Nausicaä” episode. This was only the first of many legal battles 

about the novel’s alleged obscenity. Beyond the Pleasure Principle was first published 

in 1920, the year that Radclyffe Hall began the first legal battle concerning her 

sexuality, a slander suit in which she was the plaintiff, rather than the defendant. In the 

years that followed, Hall would go from aggressively defending herself against the 

accusations of lesbianism to defending her openly lesbian, but sexually quite tame, 

novel against accusations of obscenity. Nightwood was published in 1936, a year when 

The Well of Loneliness was in print in America despite having been declared legally 

obscene both in the US and the UK, and after the landmark case in which Ulysses was 

essentially deemed too good to be obscene by US District Judge John M Woolsey. I 

provide this constellation of dates of trials and publications not in order to posit any 

coherent narrative about how standards of obscenity were changing in the early 

twentieth century, but in order to demonstrate both the historical entanglement 

between psychoanalysis, modernism, and obscenity and how the immanent threat of 

obscenity charges was complicated by shifting, illusory, and inconsistent definitions 

and legal standards.  

A legal history of the challenges to Ulysses could perhaps be used to 

demonstrate the inconsistency of obscenity standards between countries or across 

time, but it is also important to account for the role of queerness in some, if not all, of 

the period’s obscenity trials. Unlike Wilde and Hall, Joyce was not implicitly or 

explicitly on trial for his own personal life, even if it did provide fodder for some of 

the dirtier sections of Ulysses. If Tagore’s personal life was relevant to the reception of 

“The Hungry Stones,” it was only inasmuch as he had been established, by Ezra 
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Pound among others, as the image of a kind of exoticized masculinity “in sharp 

contrast with the Western mode,” and was thereby held to a different set of cultural 

standards. By contrast, one source of Eliot’s fear that Nightwood would be banned was 

his sense, recorded by Barnes’s friend Emily Coleman, that “the English are against 

Lesbianism particularly” (qtd. in Plumb xxii). Eliot, who was aided in the task of 

editing the novel by Coleman and Frank Morley, was careful to avoid the possibility 

of the book coming to trial, considering it both in editorial choices and in the mode of 

publication, ensuring that the first edition was an expensive and elegant one “in order 

to attract the right audience and avoid prosecution” (Plumb xxii). While all of these 

texts flirt with obscenity, none of them can be straightforwardly described as obscene 

by a contemporary standard, either legal or vernacular.  

It is easy to chart a narrative in which shifting legal and cultural standards of 

obscenity reveal social progress and increased tolerance. My aim is quite the opposite; 

I argue that such narratives obscure the identification of other forms of pleasure. To 

reduce obscenity to pornography is to render it toothless, while my goal is to render it 

toothsome. Elizabeth Ladenson claims that “we are titillated by the idea of dangerous 

literature—especially the idea of a classic like Madame Bovary as dangerous—

precisely because literature no longer poses any danger” (xvi), but I want to suggest 

that reading for the obscenity in canonical texts might reveal the dangers that literature 

still can and does pose. To that end, my readings in this chapter track complex forms 

of desire that are easily overlooked or purposefully unspoken. I read Ulysses as an 

account not only of “what a man says, thinks, and what such seeing, thinking, saying, 

does to what you Freudians call the subconscious,” as Joyce described it to Barnes 
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(Interviews 293), but also as an account of what a man hungers for, and of how that 

hunger shapes his experience of everyday life. In “The Hungry Stones,” thwarted 

sexual desire is transformed into hunger, framed by a narrative of interruption and 

substitution that demonstrates how literary omissions can produce readerly desire. 

Rather than an instance of successful self-censorship, though, I read the story as one 

that warns against the dangers of narrative, sexual, and gustatory privation and 

celebrates the pleasure of giving in to all of those seductions. My reading of 

Nightwood, by contrast, hinges on a moment of giving in that is anything but 

celebratory, and charts the way an insatiable hunger can be simultaneously attractive 

and horrifying. The novel’s final scene, not at all sexual but almost universally 

described as obscene—both by Barnes’s contemporaries and mine—reveals how 

obscenity is constituted by desires that, whether as a result of their objects or their 

intensities, test the boundaries of legibility. These readings, taken together, develop a 

concept of obscenity that is rooted in hunger and desire. This kind of obscenity is 

difficult to track, in part because of a history in which obscenity has been 

conceptualized as the explicit depiction of sexual activity or transgressive sexuality. 

This version of obscenity resists identification as such, inviting prurient reading 

without inviting censorship, and enabling these texts to depict the complex way that 

non-normative desires were both assimilated by and unassimilable to the experience of 

life in the early twentieth century.  
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Suggestion and Seduction 
 

During the modernist period, the legibility of queer subjects was in flux and 

implicit or elliptical references to homosexuality in literature were as likely to be 

condemned as obscene as explicit references to heterosexual sex. As Jodie Medd 

demonstrates in her study of these interwar trials, Lesbian Scandal and the Culture of 

Modernism, this period saw a shift in “the phenomenology of scandal” away from 

narratives of exposure or what we would now call outing and toward what she calls 

“curious deployments of lesbian suggestion” (18) even in those cases, such as the 

Ulysses trials, where lesbianism existed only peripherally to the text itself. For Medd, 

what makes these trials distinct from those of the Victorian era is the way the 

organizing figure of the lesbian resists articulation and definition, suggesting 

something salacious without the necessity of specific accusations. Lesbianism, as she 

puts it, “was not so much a coherent category as it was a provocative suggestion that 

always leant itself to figuring something else” whether that suggestion circulated 

within the legal system, in the pages of the newspaper or a little magazine, as gossip 

within the informal social networks of modernism, or in private correspondence (19). 

The role Medd ascribes to the suggestion of lesbianism is remarkably like that Freud 

assigns to the sensation of hunger; both arouse the censor without being obscene in a 

quantifiable way, simply by evoking the specter of libidinal desire.  

Yet, just as the unquantifiable or apparitional qualities of the range of 

behaviors and desires that Medd calls lesbianism (and she uses the term in an 

appealingly inclusive way) differentiate its cultural role from that of the “open secret” 
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of male homosexuality, the self-preservative role of hunger kept even Freud from 

recognizing its libidinal qualities for quite some time. Medd describes the suggestion 

of lesbianism functioning as a “promiscuous perlocution” or an “aleatory invocation” 

that was introduced primarily “for its potential scandalous effects” (10), and it is hard 

to imagine the suggestion of hunger working this way. Hunger is too universal, too 

domestic, and too mundane to be obscene; hunger does not arouse the censor except in 

the dream. Nonetheless, the link I draw between obscenity and hunger is not without 

some precedent. As Ladenson demonstrates in Dirt for Art’s Sake, descriptions of food 

haven’t always seemed harmless; one of the ways in which fiction that called itself 

realist or naturalist threatened existing standards of decency was its inclusion of “such 

unmentionable banalities as ordinary food” (52). She locates this particular taboo 

within the French tradition, including Flaubert, Zola, and Baudelaire among its 

nineteenth-century victims, and tracing it back to Rabelais, whose name was often 

invoked in criticisms of Ulysses, an allusion that she links with Joyce’s references to 

the twin banalities of defecation and food.9 Similarly, Kyla Wazana Tompkins locates 

an awareness of the potential eroticism of eating within the prescriptive dietetics tracts 

of nineteenth-century America, demonstrating the way in which these texts’ 

prohibitions and warnings afford seemingly minor dietary choices “the power to 

disrupt both the individual body and the social order” (69). Dietary restrictions, in 

these texts, operate like a form of censorship, suggesting, for example, that adherence 

                                                
9 More recently, Jane Marcus has repurposed this allusion in praise of Nightwood, 
describing Barnes as a “female Rabelais” who “writes scatology as ontology” (153). 
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to a strict diet of bland food might be understood as a form of chastity that would help 

maintain both bodily and social integrity.  

Tompkins locates an eroticism within these prohibitions themselves, offering a 

Foucauldian account of how these books’ attempts to regulate the normative, healthy, 

white body also locate and describe counternormative forms of pleasure. But Ulysses 

was subject to an entirely different form of censorship, and those who called the novel 

obscene did not, for reasons that are relatively obvious, focus on scenes of hunger or 

eating. Nonetheless, Tompkins’s concept of queer alimentarity, which she defines as 

“a form of nonnormative sensuality that centers on orality and the mouth” and is 

associated with the act of eating (68), can help to illuminate the eroticism that Ulysses 

locates within scenes of hunger and eating. Joyce’s depictions of hunger arouse a 

whole complex of reactions; a description can be mouth-watering, tantalizing, 

repellent, or all of the above, like the “grilled mutton kidneys” that are Leopold 

Bloom’s favorite food because they give “his palate a fine tang of faintly scented 

urine” (45). There is nothing obscene, in the vernacular sense, about this passage, yet 

it describes and, one might argue, incites a kind of desire that exceeds normative 

understandings of biological hunger. Like Medd, I am interested in attempting to chart 

an ephemeral version of obscenity, understanding obscenity as a form of seduction, 

rather than a form of exposure. 
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Moving beyond the kind of exegesis that maps the list of Bloom’s favorite 

foods in terms of its associations of meat with masculinity,10 or of organ meat with 

national identity,11 I want to argue that what matters here is the way the passage 

seduces even a reader without a taste for organ meat, describing the “relish” with 

which Bloom eats “thick giblet soup, nutty gizzards, a stuffed roast heart, liverslices 

fried with crustcrumbs, [and] fried hencod’s roes” (45) before the surprising revelation 

of that final favorite flavor: urine. Even if the specific meats themselves might seem 

unappealing to many twenty-first century readers, the adjectives and details of 

preparation are appetizing, as is the evident gusto with which Bloom eats and the 

narrator lists these foods. Valerie Bénéjam describes Bloom’s taste for the tang of the 

kidney as an “unquestioned idiosyncrasy” that introduces Bloom’s aesthetic 

appreciation of the process and products of digestion, but the structure of the 

paragraph forces the reader to linger on this idiosyncrasy, suggesting that it merits at 

least a momentary pause (29). That final flavor is also the final world of the 

paragraph; as such, it interrupts the momentum of the list and forces the question of its 

specific contents to the fore—Bloom is hungry for, desiring of, a very specific set of 

                                                
10 For scholarly work that substantiates this common association, see Nancy J. 
Armstrong’s The Sexual Politics of Meat, or “Men, Meat, and Marriage: Models of 
Masculinity” by Jeffery Sobal.  
11 Though it may be true, as Bonnie Roos argues, that “trying to read Ulysses without 
reference to the Irish Potato famine is to miss this ‘All important’ key” (160) my 
interest is in another kind of hunger entirely, and I do not pretend that my argument 
about Ulysses is by any means comprehensive or complete. For scholarship that 
considers the national and historical context of the foods in Ulysses, see Roos’s “Feast, 
Famine and the Humble Potato in Ulysses” and Miriam O’Kane Mara’s “James Joyce 
and the Politics of Food.” 
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flavors, and one of those flavors is urine. Hugh Kenner rather wryly asks if the list 

might be “perhaps a parody of dead-end naturalism” (46), and other scholars have 

described this list as a humorous one, a “tongue-in-cheek presentation of Bloom’s 

appetites” appropriate to the presentation of the hero of a mock epic (Tymoczko 86), 

but the pleasure Bloom takes in that flavor (and, later, in chewing the “toothsome 

pliant meat” of the kidney (53)) is more than a punch line. Urine carries associations 

with filth, shame, and waste; draws attention to the fact that the organs Bloom eats 

with such relish are analogous to the organs within his own body that will process the 

food; and, as Freud himself would no doubt remind us, comes from the genitals. All of 

these associations are folded into the pleasure that Bloom experiences in eating 

kidneys, lending complexity and queerness to both that pleasure and the hunger and 

anticipation that precede it.  

Describing Bloom’s liking for kidneys as both queer and obscene, in the face 

of a scholarly tradition that has had much to say about it but has rarely used either of 

those terms, raises the question of the relationship between them. During the 

modernist period, even the suggestion of queerness could earn a book the moniker of 

“obscene.” Nonetheless, this historical entanglement does not imply that the two terms 

are synonymous. It is the seductive quality of the language that renders Bloom’s 

hunger obscene, while it is the object of his hunger that renders it queer. Like the 

queer gourmands I discuss in the previous chapter, Bloom takes evident and even 

excessive pleasure in a food that pushes against the boundaries of good taste. It is 

because his pleasure is so palpable and the food so unappealing that so many critics 

have read this as a moment of parody; taking it seriously requires thinking outside of 
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the normative strictures of taste. To move beyond the pun on the word “relish” and 

contend with Bloom’s desire to taste the tang of urine in his meat is to engage with a 

kind of counternormativity that is presented as a source of enjoyment. If one defining 

project of queer theory has been to articulate and argue for the value of the complex 

pleasures of non-normative sexualities, or to, as Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner 

once claimed, entertain “the idea that queerness can be anything other than a 

pathology or an evil, let alone a good” (345), then one natural offshoot of that project 

is an engagement with non-normative pleasures, such as those of seemingly “bad” 

tastes, that are not strictly sexual. The kind of queer taste for bad foods that I am 

tracking here might be located at the opposite end of the spectrum from sophistication, 

which Joe Litvak has linked with queerness, artificiality, excessiveness, and 

stylization. Like Litvak, though, my inquiry proceeds from the questions of “what 

makes “enough” pleasure enough and what makes “good” pleasure good,” leading me 

to argue not only for “the utopian exemplarity of “excessive” pleasure” but also for the 

goodness of “bad” pleasure (18, 7). 

If scholars of queer studies have resisted the imperative to define or delimit the 

field (consider Berlant and Warner’s assertion that “queer theory is not the theory of 

anything in particular, and has no precise bibliographic shape” (344)), the implicit 

ideology of the current legal code has rendered it impossible to describe what it means 

for a work of art or literature to be obscene. Wendy Steiner articulates the logic of this 

conceptual gap concisely: “It is not the concept of obscenity but the concept of 

obscene art that is being discarded. And so it should be. The law says that obscenity 

has no artistic value. Art has artistic value. Therefore art cannot be obscene” (37). 
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Rather than accepting this logic and discarding the concept of obscene art, though, I 

propose to excavate the value of obscenity, writing, as it were, against the law. If my 

argument runs counter to legal definitions of obscenity, it nonetheless might find a 

hold in vernacular ones, as suggested by Graham Greene’s assertion, in a largely 

positive review of Nightwood, that the novel “is no more for general and 

indiscriminate reading than is Mr. Joyce's Ulysses. It is sometimes obscene, though 

never pornographic” (22). I aim for a more capacious definition of the term, and for 

one that endorses its pleasures and identifies the way those pleasures can be reinforced 

by the very idea of transgression. Some of the most important work in queer studies is 

work that traces the possibility of forms of pleasure located within seemingly 

unpleasant experiences, such as those of abjection or shame. In a sense, I am 

attempting to do something similar with the concept of the obscene, tracing the way 

obscenity is constituted by an interplay between seduction and prohibition that is itself 

a pleasure. Queer desire is often depicted in a way that emphasizes this tension, 

making it a frequent site of obscenity, but by no means the only one. Obscenity, I 

argue, is much more about desire than it is about sex. 

My willingness to use the term “obscene” to describe texts or moments in texts 

that were never legally identified as such stems in part from a desire to think queerly 

about obscenity. Just as scholars of queer studies have moved beyond the biological 

and biographical in order to understand queerness as a way of being in the world, I 

aim to think about obscenity as a textual quality that is as much about seduction as it is 

about representation. In a sense, I am trying to identify a mode of obscenity that is the 

inverse or complement to the self-censoring mode of “negative narration” that 
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Florence Dore detects in the more sexually explicit novels of American modernism. 

For Dore, the representation of sexual desire is rendered powerless by “a model of 

subjectivity that erases that sexuality” and constructs it as a “prohibited, negative 

aspect of civic identity” (7-8). If Dore locates the self-censorship in the novels she 

reads precisely in their explicit depiction of sexuality, I attempt to do the opposite, 

locating a resistance to censorship in depictions of desire that are seductive without 

being explicitly sexual. For Dore, explicit representations of counternormative 

sexuality perversely reify existing standards of decency, demonstrating the existence 

of desires that exceed those standards, while implicitly excluding those desires and 

those desiring subjects from the realm of the social. I attempt to chart the ways in 

which explicit representations of counter and non-normative desires that are not 

precisely or only sexual—though they may be entwined with the sexual—can reveal 

and even stretch the contours of those standards. We are both arguing, though, for a 

distinction between pornography and obscenity, and that the latter is constituted more 

by its relation to the social order than by its degree of explicit content.  

The texts I read in this chapter all use hunger as a way of thinking about desire 

and insatiability, and the problem of assimilating desire to a normative social order. 

Hunger, in these texts, is a pleasure, but also an insatiable desire that fastens onto 

unconventional objects or takes unusual form. It should be clear that I am working 

from a very specific definition of hunger, foregrounding the desire for pleasure, rather 

than the experience of pain. As my readings of Nightwood and “The Hungry Stones” 

will emphasize, the two are sometimes difficult to disentangle from each other. I am, 

though, specifically not writing about the kind of hunger that is experienced in the 
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context of famine or starvation, though other scholars have written fruitfully about the 

role of Irish Potato Famine in Joyce’s work. Similarly, I am not writing about the 

hunger experienced in the hunger strike, or anorexia, as Maud Ellmann does so 

eloquently in The Hunger Artists. Self-imposed hunger is, as she points out, a mode of 

communication in which, paradoxically, disembodiment and erasure are the body’s 

primary forms of expression, leading her to understand “writing and starvation as the 

arts of discarnation” (4). For Ellman, “self-inflicted hunger is a struggle to release the 

body from all contexts” that “de-historicizes, de-socializes, and even de-genders the 

body,” a claim that does suggest the way hunger can transfigure the body and its 

legibility (14). Yet her example of the body de-gendered, the moment when Wole 

Soyinka “discovers” himself to be “pregnant” as his body swells during the fifth week 

of a hunger strike, is a moment when gender is emphasized rather than erased. 

Soyinka ironically re-genders himself, drawing attention to the way the body is shaped 

by its overlapping social, political, and historical contexts. Even as self-inflicted 

hunger might attempt to release the body from its social contexts, the sensation of 

hunger is an inescapable reminder of the body, and of the way that attempt always 

anticipates its own failure. Rather than arguing that the experience of hunger produces 

the possibility of escape—from the social, from the body, or from intelligibility—I 

understand hunger as a sensation and a desire for sensation that enables moments of 

re-articulation and re-orientation, allowing the movement of desire to flicker into 

legibility.   

At the end of the previous chapter, I argued that modernist satire contends with 

the increasing systematization of everyday life in part by depicting the experience of 
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gustatory pleasure as a kind of interruption, an everyday moment of abeyance, 

possibility, and flexibility. The experience of hunger, on the other hand, cannot be 

confined to a moment, and thus has a very different relationship to the experience of 

everyday life. If the pleasure of taste is fleeting, these books reveal that the 

temporality of hunger is one of ongoingness and recurrence; hunger is thus seen to 

structure the experience of the everyday, even as its excesses and oddities seem 

antinomical to the very idea of structure. It would be foolish to argue that hunger 

exists outside of the systematized experience of modernity; as Roland Barthes puts it, 

“people may well continue to believe that food is an immediate reality (necessity or 

pleasure), but this does not prevent it from carrying a system of communication” 

(Psychosociology 168). I do want to argue, though, that the way hunger signals the 

necessity of pleasure (rather than “necessity or pleasure”) can reveal something about 

how that system is constituted. It is possible to read all of the texts I discuss in this 

chapter as depicting hunger, desire, and the drive structure as things that operate 

outside of or prior to modernity in ways that are determined by race, gender, and class, 

but I contend that they all in fact demonstrate the way these forces exist in constitutive 

tension with the systematization of the modern world. If the juridical or popular 

category of “the obscene” serves, like “the queer,” as a constitutive outside that makes 

visible the contours of normative decency and popular taste, then it is worth thinking 

about how hunger oscillates between these two categories, as a kind of libidinal desire 

that can be depicted without fear of censorship. 
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The Dream-Work 
 

A story about storytelling that narrates the challenge to credulity, “The Hungry 

Stones” depicts a world in which the line between dream and reality is very difficult to 

discern. One contemporary reviewer described this as a source of frustration, stating 

his “desire that a story should have a certain definiteness of purpose” and mourning “a 

fluidity which baffles this desire” in Tagore’s fiction (149). For this reviewer, “The 

Hungry Stones” lost its ability to “thrill” as it turned “to sheer poetry,” a turn that 

made the story’s surreal elements lose all novelty because “in the world of poetry, 

such things are not strange; they are perfectly natural” (150). One might, in hindsight, 

suspect that this reviewer was less than delighted by the rise of literary modernism, 

and while we might also wonder about his definition of poetry, he does make one 

important point. The story takes place in a world that is not quite that of realistic 

fiction. This is a subtler point than it may seem, as all of the fantastical events 

described in the story are wrapped in layer upon layer of fictionalization, irony, and 

allusion. The story constructs a world in which these layers are surprisingly difficult to 

unwrap.  

In describing the world of the story as the world of poetry, this reviewer was 

no doubt alluding to the fact that Tagore was better known as a poet. He had won the 

Nobel Prize in Literature four years earlier, and Ezra Pound had published him in 

Poetry and praised his poetry effusively there and elsewhere. In a notice in the 

Fortnightly Review, Pound describes Tagore as “a great musician, [and] a great artist 

who is familiar with a music much subtler than our own” and recounts a day when he 
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“went to Mr. Yeats’ rooms and found him much excited over the advent of a great 

poet, someone “greater than any of us.”” In this context, Tagore’s reputation as a poet 

might seem a natural explanation for his divergence from reviewer’s expectations of 

the short story. More recently, critics have understood the story as staging an 

encounter between two worlds, a “collision of Indian traditions and Western 

influences” in which a modernist short story both is and is about a “recounting of 

India’s rich pre-Western past” (Doloff 13, 14). Without neglecting the importance of 

colonial tensions in the story, I want to offer another reading, which is that the logic of 

the story must be understood as the logic of the dream. Moreover, I argue, the 

difficulty of disentangling the story’s many framing devices and subtleties of tone 

suggests that this dream-logic operates, as it does in Freud, not as another kind of 

logic entirely, but in relation and response to the logic of the mind.  

A set of Tagore’s “Epigrams” that were published in Poetry in 1916, the same 

year that “The Hungry Stones” first appeared in English, includes the following bit of 

dialogue: 

“I obey not law, I am free!”—this is the boast of Dream. 
Truth says sadly to him, “That is why thou art false.” 
Dream says, “Truth is bound in an endless chain of necessity.” 
Truth says, “That is why I am perfectly true.” (583) 
 

Like many of Tagore’s stories, these “epigrams” stage not a clash between, but a 

harmonious combination of, older literary forms with modern ones. Tagore’s epigrams 

are ambiguous, difficult or impossible to resolve into a neat moral or single punch 

line, giving them more in common with Wilde’s quips than with Ancient Greek 

models of the form, and lending complexity to the brief, fable-like tales they tell. 
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Here, Truth closes with the tautological claim that “I am perfectly true,” suggesting 

both the virtue of truth and its inability to express anything more complex than simple 

identity. If Dream is sometimes false (and this does seem to be the case), it is 

nonetheless more free, making it a useful tool for thinking through complex questions. 

I do not mean to imply, by drawing attention to the importance of dreams in Tagore’s 

thought at this time, that he was at all a Freudian. The historical record attests that this 

is not the case. Santanu Biswas has carefully chronicled the history of Tagore’s 

relationship with psychoanalysis, and he demonstrates that while offhand comments 

seem to indicate that Tagore was aware of Freud’s work as early as 1915, he was 

likely quite skeptical. When Tagore did write about psychoanalysis, a few years later, 

his objections were quite specific. According to Biswas, he “questioned whether 

psychoanalysis was a science at all” because of its emphasis on the unmeasurable 

phenomenon of the dream (720), and later argued that psychoanalysis “had no part to 

play in literature” (qtd. in Biswas 721). Taken together, these remarks might seem to 

suggest some anticipatory disapproval of my current undertaking, but I contend that 

Tagore’s objections are countered by an approach that treats psychoanalysis not as 

science but as interlocutor, drawing on the model of the relationship between hunger, 

sexual desire, and the obscene that Freud posits in The Interpretation of Dreams to 

disentangle how the interaction between sexual desire and hunger constitutes the 

obscene in the dream world of “The Hungry Stones.” The problem Tagore notes in 

psychoanalysis seems neatly, if circularly, summed up in the lines I have quoted 

above; truth, in the scientific sense, cannot be isolated within the dream. But the 
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dream, in its lawlessness, might find the realm of fiction a better location for its 

simultaneous capacity to entertain and to illuminate the workings of the mind.  

In “The Hungry Stones,” a fantastical story is encased in an ironic frame, 

retold by a narrator who seems to be a caricature of rural naïveté, experiencing his first 

contact with a “modern” man. He and his kinsman are “struck dumb” (3) with wonder 

upon their encounter with this man, who peppers his speech with Shakespearean 

allusions (that they, of course, miss), references to science, and quotations from 

Persian poetry. At 10 P.M., just as the men are about to “lie down for a comfortable 

doze” the sophisticated stranger begins a story which keeps our narrator from sleep 

(4). The story, which will be about dreams—which will, more specifically, be a tale in 

which even the modern man becomes briefly unable to distinguish them from 

reality—is thus experienced in the temporal space of a dream, adding a further layer of 

uncertainty to the whole story. Within this story within a story, the connection 

between sexual desire and hunger is literalized in the most fantastical of ways, but this 

fantastical literalization, in which the unsatisfied sexual desire of a former inhabitant 

leaches into the stone walls of an old palace and makes the palace itself hungry, is 

recounted as if it were a factual part of the storyteller’s history.  

Before he realizes that it is the palace that is possessed, the storyteller fears that 

it is his own hunger that has produced his visions, making him vulnerable to 

possession by “the Muse” because “it is the empty stomach that all sorts of incurable 

diseases find an easy prey.” Fearing this, he orders a large and luscious meal, a 

commonsense reaction that both introduces the idea that desire is a form of 

vulnerability and reproduces in brief the story of the palace’s hunger and its 
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consumption of its inhabitants, with the “rich sumptuous moghlai dinner, redolent of 

spices and ghi” playing the role of the storyteller and the storyteller playing the role of 

the hungry palace (9). Instead of existing within his dreams, the hungry palace 

precipitates his dreams, as he sleeps inside it and feels it “slowly and imperceptibly 

digesting [him] by the action of some stupefying gastric juice.” The sense of 

objectivity and authority conferred by the pseudo-scientific language in which this 

unlikely occurrence is described is both undermined and reinforced his preface to this 

claim, which is the admission that it is “difficult to describe or to induce people to 

believe” (6). Rather than enabling or discouraging the suspension of disbelief, the 

tension between his admission of difficulty and his confident explanation thematizes 

and ironizes the possibility of that suspension, demonstrating its importance to reader, 

listener, and storyteller alike. The many layers of irony and fictionalization should not 

obscure the fact that hunger takes the place here of a kind of unspeakable female 

desire, the story of which is doubly denied, both to Tagore’s naïve narrator and to the 

readers of his story.  

Tagore’s story ends with the naïve narrator concluding, after having been 

denied the satisfaction of hearing the end of the stranger’s story (which is, itself, the 

beginning of another story), that what he has just been told was “pure fabrication from 

start to finish” (25). Even as the difficulty of disentangling start from finish 

complicates this eruption of disbelief, his claim causes him to break with his kinsman, 

seeming to imply that the two options for readers are to believe the story to be true or 

to believe it to be false. It should be clear, though, that the choices are neither so 

straightforward nor so dichotomous, and that the sense of finality offered by this 
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ending is undermined by its relation to the rest of the story. A stylistically and 

contextually distinct echo of a repeated refrain within the story of the hungry palace, 

the narrator’s calm declaration has the same content as the incoherent shouts of crazy 

Meher Ali, whose daily cries of “Stand back! Stand back!! All is false! All is false!!” 

repeatedly wake the storyteller from the sensual dreams the palace has induced finally 

inspiring him to ask “What is false?” (20, 23). This question, undoubtedly one of the 

central questions of the story, indirectly leads to the story’s final revelation, which is 

the story of the palace transfigured—made hungry—by the excess of desire between 

its walls, and its later transformation of Meher Ali into a truth-speaking fool. Because 

“The Hungry Stones” is itself a work of fiction, the narrator is of course likewise 

speaking a form of truth that is undermined by its context, but more interesting than 

this neat recursion is the possibility that his declaration might, just as Meher Ali’s 

does, point toward a set of questions that reveal what has been left unspoken.  

Before proclaiming his disbelief, the narrator expresses clear frustration with 

the lack of narrative resolution, as the story’s conclusion is preempted by the 

stranger’s disappearance; he is taken into another compartment on their train, hailed 

by an Englishman who has, suggestively, “apparently just aroused from slumber” (24). 

The story within a story is broken off at a moment of suspense, a moment at which the 

story’s frame threatens to descend into mise-en-abyme as the modern man begins to 

recount a story that another man promised to tell him. That untold story is the story of 

the desire that has effected this transformation. This kind of circumlocution is, 

according to Radha Chakravarty, characteristic of Tagore’s writing about female 

sexuality, which consistently acknowledges the reality of female sexual desire but 
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without explicitly depicting it. For Chakravarty, that “these moments in his texts are 

not viewed from a moralistic or judgemental perspective” is a mark of Tagore’s 

modernity that distinguishes him from his contemporaries (27), a contention that 

might seem hard to reconcile with his description of the palace transformed by desire 

as “a famished ogress” (24). The image of the graceful palace as a hungry and 

markedly female monster links fear and desire and femininity, suggesting that there is 

something ugly and frightening about the specter of female desire that must be 

obscured, necessitating the turn to figuration or circumlocution.  

The story of female desire isn’t told within “The Hungry Stones,” but it is 

alluded to, as the old man prefaces his story with an explanation of what it will be 

about. An echo of the nested story structure of the Arabian Nights, this preface is 

designed to incite curiosity and desire in its audience. His tale, the old man explains, 

will reveal how it came to pass: 

 
That at one time countless unrequited passions and unsatisfied longings 
and lurid flames of wild blazing pleasure raged within that palace, and 
that the curse of all the heart-aches and blasted hopes had made its 
every stone thirsty and hungry, eager to swallow up like a famished 
ogress any living man who might chance to approach. (23-4) 
 

What we are denied here, in plainer terms, is the story of how sexual desire is 

transformed into thirst and hunger. A writer more directly influenced by 

psychoanalysis might have figured this as a fantastical form of repression, but here it 

is figured as an alternate form of expression. Rather than being repressed, desire is 

redirected and transformed. It loses none of its intensity or appeal. The ornate and 

dramatic quality of the language is important here; it emphasizes the allure of this 
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unspoken story and links it to the lustful visions and dreams that the house inspires in 

the storyteller, which are narrated in similarly overwrought language. That male desire 

is described within the story suggests that the desire that cannot be described is 

unsatisfied and unspeakable at least in part because it is female desire that operates 

outside of the bounds of monogamous heteronormative marriage. Its objects are not 

specified, but are clearly multiple and, by the standards of the storyteller, excessive. 

The story of this desire promises to be obscene, both because it is a story of 

“unrequited passions and unsatisfied longings and lurid flames of wild blazing 

pleasure” and because of the erotic dreams the house’s hunger has produced in the 

storyteller. When the stranger disappears into another train compartment, the 

possibility of similar titillation is foreclosed along with the promise of narrative 

resolution—the latter disappointment clearly foreshadowed by the story’s many 

references to the Arabian Nights—and the censor does its work, excising the luridity 

and leaving modernist ambiguity, irony, and allusion in its place. 

Like Tagore’s personification of Dream, “The Hungry Stones” refuses the 

temptation of a singular form of truth. At first, the story seems to be a kind of fable 

itself, inviting a reading in which the naïve listeners are exemplars of colonial 

subjects, dazzled by the modern, anglicized man they encounter on the train. Yet it is 

the modern man who is put in the position of Scheherazade, spinning a fantastical tale 

throughout the night and substituting narrative desire for sexual desire. The frame 

narrative produces another set of substitutions that transforms those listeners into 

storytellers themselves, implicitly drawing attention to the presence of a reader. The 

story is one of continual, dizzying substitution, in which the substitutions illuminate 
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both likenesses and discontinuities. Chakravarty argues that Tagore’s fiction displays 

an understanding of modernity as “a cluster of ideas” and a kind of humanism that 

“promotes the idea of difference and heterogeneity while still insisting on the 

underlying affinity of all human beings (16, 17). A flat retelling of “The Hungry 

Stones” might seem to emphasize the discontinuities between its characters, but a 

careful anatomization of its many levels of telling and retelling reveals the extent to 

which the story relies on an affinity between the characters and, indeed, the reader: the 

shared desire to hear more, which is both a desire for narrative resolution and a desire 

for the untold story of unspeakable desire.  

Hunger substitutes for sexual desire because it is another form of sensory 

desire; that substitution keeps the story clean, but does not preclude a prurient 

response. Indeed, Tagore’s story, like Freud’s dream, exposes the ways in which an 

allusion to desire invokes the possibility of obscenity and might enable a kind of 

prurience that explicit sexual description does not. Sexual desire is doubly displaced, 

both into hunger and into the palace, but the story provokes a kind of desire 

nonetheless. The story is interrupted, leaving the narrator “with no chance of finding 

out who the man was nor what was the end of his story,” and with a clear desire to 

know these things, a desire that undermines his professed disbelief in narrated events 

(25). The reader is, implicitly, in the same situation. Narrative circumstance operates 

like a form of censorship here, revealing a link between the unspeakability of female 

desire and the disavowal of readerly desire. By revealing that link, and by binding 

together all of the story’s unnamed characters and its reader in their desire for the story 

to continue, Tagore subverts the kind of “negative narration” that Dore diagnoses in 
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the American novel. This allusion to obscenity reveals the centrality of shared desire 

to the social order, suggesting that perhaps it is not female desire itself that 

transformed the palace from graceful pleasure dome to hungry ogress, but the 

censorship that renders that desire unspeakable and necessitates that figuration. Rather 

than a source of violence, unsatiated hunger is, along with unfulfilled desire, revealed 

to be a site of vulnerability, confirming the storyteller’s early decision to eat a rich 

meal and suggesting the value of both speaking about and indulging in desire. The 

story literalizes one of the foundational assumptions of this chapter, which is that 

thinking about hunger is often a way of thinking more broadly about desire, but it also 

illustrates the ways in which the textual substitution of hunger for sexual desire can 

raise the question of obscenity. Unlike Ulysses, “The Hungry Stones” could never be 

described as pornographic, but it both evokes and depicts the prurience of readership 

and is haunted by the specter of the obscene. That specter appears both within the 

narrative, as the ghostly hunger of the house, and on a formal level, as the unspoken, 

unwritten, and unread obscenity incites desire and haunts the tale itself.  

 

Looking Hungry 
    

The most obvious distinction between the way obscenity operates in Ulysses 

and the way it operates in “The Hungry Stones” or even Nightwood is that there is a 

lot more sex in Ulysses. If we simply equate obscenity with pornography, this seems 

to be the sole reason for the novel’s condemnation and its continued infamy, but this 

vernacular understanding of obscenity is precisely the one against which I have been 
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arguing. Because of this, my reading of the novel skips its most infamous passages. 

While the most likely places in the novel to locate the obscene might seem to be the 

“Penelope” episode, in which Molly Bloom recalls a wealth of sexual adventures, 

including deflowering herself with a banana; the “Nausicaä” episode, in which Bloom 

masturbates to climax while watching the young Gerty MacDowell; or the “Circe” 

episode, in which Bloom is asked “what was the most revolting piece of obscenity in 

all your career of crime?” and told to “puke” the answer out (438), I focus instead on 

“Lestrygonians.” It is possible that this episode contains, as Kevin Birmingham 

speculates, the passage that first drew the attention of U.S. censors (123-4), but the 

reason for my focus on this episode is most succinctly and elegantly summed up in the 

words of Hugh Kenner: “ventral and sexual pleasures, this episode implies, are 

intertwined” (52). 

This episode mirrors an episode in The Odyssey in which Odysseus encounters 

a race of giants who eat some of his men, a parallel which has led one critic to read the 

episode as a narrative of consumption and digestion, in which “the text progresses 

through a symbolic intestinal tract, is churned, digested, becomes peristaltic and 

sphincteric” (Yared 476). Other critics have pointed out the way the text parallels 

writing and digestion, arguing that “Joyce thus draws a parallel between the two ends 

of the digestive process and the reading and writing experiences, one that might be 

revealing of his own writing practice” (Bénéjam 34). Leaving aside the derogatory 

implications of this digestive metaphor, I want to note the unmentioned parallel drawn 

here between hunger and readerly desire. If to read is to eat (and to write is to shit), 

then the motive force of the reader is not the automatic peristaltic motion that drives 
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the prose, but in fact a kind of hunger, much like the one that drives Bloom on his 

quest for an enjoyable lunch.  

Bloom’s quest for his lunch structures the text of “Lestrygonians” in two ways: 

his walk to Davy Byrne’s pub provides the narrative content of the episode and his 

hunger makes food permeate his every thought, lending thematic cohesion to the 

otherwise disjunctive steam-of-consciousness prose style. The plot of the episode is 

simple: Bloom, in the grip of hunger, walks along the street, looking at the world 

around him. The first thing he notices on his circuitous route to Davy Byrne’s pub is 

food: “Pineapple rock, lemon platt,12 butter scotch. A sugarsticky girl shovelling 

scoopfuls of creams for a christian brother” (124). If the list of candies seems a 

childish counterpoint to the earlier list of organ meats, it quickly takes on a sexualized 

tone with the mention of the girl’s “sugarsticky” body. As he continues to walk, he 

ascribes his own hunger to the people and animals he encounters; when he espies 

Dedalus’ daughter selling furniture, he thinks she looks “underfed” due to her diet of 

“potatoes and marge, marge and potatoes.” A flock of gulls “looking for grub” under 

O’Connell bridge inspires him to compose a rhyming couplet, “The hungry famished 

gull/ Flaps o’er the waters dull,” as well as to buy “two Banbury cakes” from a 

woman who is also selling “glazed apples” with “shiny peels” so he can feed the birds 

(125). His hunger acts as a lens that both sharpens and distorts his view of the world, 

bringing the skins of apples into focus while reducing their seller to an “applewoman” 

who “polishes them up with a rag or a handkerchief,” and whose humanity is obscured 

                                                
12 A candy that also plays a key role in the opening pages of A Portrait of the Artist as 
a Young Man, where “she sold lemon platt” is the only quality the young Stephen 
Dedalus, or “baby tuckoo” ascribes to Betty Byrne.  
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by that role. The few phrases I have quoted here barely hint at the way Bloom’s 

hunger determines both the direction of his gaze and the content of his thought. In the 

two pages from which I have culled these examples, Bloom is not just unusually 

attentive to the seductions of food and the appetites of others, he is also distracted by 

seemingly irrelevant thoughts of food, which crop up with a frequency that would be 

surprising if it were not so predictable. The pleasure he takes in hunger does not seem 

to afford Bloom an ethical way of moving through the world—he is more focused, 

after all, on the “hot mockturtle vapour and steam of newbaked jampuffs rolypoly” 

that he smells outside of Harrison’s than on the “barefoot arab” he sees inhaling those 

vapors in order to “deaden the gnaw of hunger” or on the conversation he is meant to 

be having with Mrs. Breen—but it does afford him an aesthetically satisfying 

experience of the world (129). His obscene hunger offers pleasure without regard to 

the social contract. 

The logic of the encounters in which hunger shapes Bloom’s perception is 

clear: his hunger determines what he notices, leading his eye toward food and toward 

the hungers and desires of others. Hunger produces a kind of myopia; just as a lover 

has eyes only for her beloved, Bloom has eyes only for eats. The effect of hunger on 

Bloom’s consciousness is not limited to his perception; thoughts of food intrude upon 

and shape all other trains of thought as well, as when his memories of doing business 

with convents turn to a disquisition on fats and then a sexual fantasy. The nuns, he 

recalls, “really were short of money. Fried everything in the best butter all the same. 

No lard for them. My heart’s broke eating dripping. They like buttering themselves in 

and out. Molly tasting it, her veil up. Sister?” (127). The chain of associations is 
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interrupted by the final question, which both stops the movement from recollection to 

fantasy and identifies it, drawing attention to the fact that Bloom’s wife has appeared 

in place of the nun. The final image of Molly in a nun’s habit, “tasting it”—and it’s 

not entirely clear if the antecedent of that “it” is the butter or the nun who has buttered 

herself inside and out or something or someone else entirely—transforms the 

sensuality of butter into sexuality. The linkage between hunger and sexual desire here 

is not metaphorical; they are linked instead by association and contiguity. Both are 

potential pleasures. What becomes clear in moments like this one is that even when 

hunger is not shaping Bloom’s perception, it shapes his thought, as his mind almost 

always turns toward thoughts of pleasure. Sexual fantasies dominate in other sections 

of the book, but within “Lestrygonians” the pleasure of food intrudes upon or recurs 

within almost every train of thought.  

Gustatory fantasy and sexual fantasy are thus doubly linked, much as they are 

in Freud’s account of his dream. In The Interpretation of Dreams, Freud suggests that 

hunger can take on a structural role that is parallel to that of sexual desire, evoking the 

pursuit of pleasure itself. He describes this theoretically: the feeling produced by the 

dream-thought of hunger is that one should “always take what one can even when it 

involves doing a small wrong,” and this feeling “ha[s] among other meanings a sexual 

one” (207). Hunger operates this way in “Lestrygonians,” as its ability to shape and 

interrupt Bloom’s perception and thought demonstrates the single-mindedness of his 

pursuit of pleasure. Yet hunger and sexual desire also overlap and intermingle in 

Bloom’s mind, an experience that is accounted for by Freud’s realization in Beyond 

the Pleasure Principle of the libidinal quality of the self-preservative instincts, though 
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hunger is, in most cases, still not included in the “concept of ‘sexuality’, and … of the 

sexual instinct” that was “extended so as to cover many things which could not be 

classed under the reproductive function.” Freud’s frustration is palpable when he 

describes this theoretical advance as causing “no little hubub in an austere, 

respectable, or merely hypocritical world” (51). The hubbub he describes clearly isn’t 

just the result of talking explicitly about particular sexual acts, but is a result of 

thinking broadly about what kinds of acts and desires might produce sexual pleasure 

or operate under the umbrella of “sexuality.”  

One way of reading the obscenity in this section, then, is to follow that lead 

and consider how Bloom’s taste for taste leads to the implication that eating might 

operate as a kind of sexual fetish for Bloom. While it is undeniably true that some of 

the charges against Ulysses stem from the breadth of acts and experiences—including 

the scatological and the scopophilic—that it depicts as offering sensual pleasure, what 

makes the book’s depiction of these acts so seductive is that, even if they are depicted 

as forbidden, they are not depicted as excessive or unusual. They are not pathologized 

or described as fetishes. Instead, the stream-of-consciousness style of “Lestrygonians” 

offers a kind of extended vision of a seamless syncretism between the senses that 

demonstrates the banality of the interrelation between sensory and sexual forms of 

desire. The movement between the senses becomes a kind of repetitive oscillation, 

operating on both the level of the narrative, in which Bloom is seeing, smelling, and 

wishing he could taste the world around him, and on a linguistic level, as “the similar 

sounds” and “the flow of the language” produce associations—like that between “Our 

Lady of Mount Carmel” and “caramel” that produces the reverie about the nuns’ taste 
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for butter—that demonstrate the permeability of these boundaries (125, 127). In 

addition to demonstrating the way hearing intermingles with the other senses, this 

linguistic play indirectly implicates the reader, who cannot be expected to experience 

Bloom’s meetings and conversations directly, but who may or may not find her mind 

producing similar word associations as she reads. If, as Leo Bersani argues, the novel 

as a whole invites the production of scholarship that maps intra- and inter- textual 

connections, “Lestrygonians” invites the production of readerly hunger, both in the 

literal and the literary sense. All of the “connections” in this section seem determined 

by Bloom’s hunger, leading to a chapter that is full of food imagery and where the 

density of those connections invites an immersive and hurried reading experience. 

Like Bloom, the reader is hurried along by hunger, and offered a new mode of 

engagement. Hunger is seen here to influence all of the senses, operating as a motive 

force that shapes both perception and thought. Hunger affords Bloom a particular 

focus in his view of the world, revives a specific set of memories, and awakens the 

subset of his sexual fantasies that concern food. In short, hunger supplies a way of 

engaging with and focusing within the sensory onslaught that constitutes the city street 

and the literary onslaught that is Ulysses. That the experience of walking is an 

overwhelming one is emphasized by the erratic, jumpy quality of the narrative, the 

stream-of-consciousness that alights on unexpected sights and small details, denying 

the possibility of cohesive description. Hunger both emphasizes this effect, in that it 

draws Bloom’s eyes toward any object that might remind him of food, and balances it, 

in that it provides thematic cohesion to the text itself. Kenner describes Bloom as 

“adrift, erratic” and “virtually in shock” and cautions readers against getting caught up 
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in the “meticulously rendered detail which we may be misled into taking for the real 

theme,” while I contend that all of this meticulously rendered detail exposes the 

problem of searching for “the real theme” (51).13 Instead, this meticulously rendered 

detail demonstrates the way hunger might operate as a guiding principle, helping to 

shape Bloom’s path through the world and lend both literary and experiential 

coherence to an otherwise erratic journey.  

In a theorization of how the mind processes experience that emerges from his 

reading of Beyond the Pleasure Principle, Walter Benjamin describes the modern city 

street as a space replete with shocks, producing a kind of protective mechanism in 

those who walk through it. “The reception of shocks,” he writes, “is facilitated by 

training in coping with stimuli” so that each shock can be “cushioned, parried by 

consciousness” (162). What I have tried to suggest here is that it is not just the mind 

that does this work, and that bodily desires such as hunger might have the effect of 

simultaneously cushioning and sharpening experience. As Alison Armstrong argues, 

“hunger gives direction to Bloom’s steps, brings thoughts to his mind, colors his 

vision, affects his hearing and all other faculties by which he evaluates the phenomena 

of his worldly context—by which he reads the text of his own life, or any sub-text” 

(235). The analogy between Bloom’s walk and the reader’s experience of Ulysses is 

implicit here, underscored by Joyce’s own description of the “peristaltic” prose of 

                                                
13 Kenner is by no means the only critic to dismiss the role of food in “Lestrygonians.” 
In Stephen and Bloom at Life’s Feast, Lindsey Tucker provides an extensive catalog 
of apologetic and even disdainful critical references to what she calls Bloom’s 
“affinity with things alimentary” (45-7). Even she, though, argues that the references 
to food are worthy of critical attention not because Bloom’s hunger is itself 
interesting, but because of “the presence of three other features, cannibalism, sacrifice, 
and creativity” (62).    
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“Lestrygonians.” Drawing that analogy out, though, suggests that Bloom might offer 

another model for how to read Ulysses, a model that resists the scholarly imperative to 

catalog and disentangle its complexity, and allows instead for the possibility of a 

reading practice that drifts from pleasure to pleasure, guided by readerly hunger and 

desire. Bloom, by allowing his hunger to shape his journey through Dublin, models 

the possibility that readers might allow their hunger to shape their journey though 

Ulysses, giving in to the seductions of the text.  

Even as the form of Ulysses demonstrates the artificiality of other forms of 

cohesiveness and continuity, Bloom’s experience of hunger evinces the possibility that 

bodily—or readerly—desire might enable the perception or production of thematic 

continuity, and that selective vision might be one very good way to enjoy the world. 

For Bloom, at least, the hungry body seems to lead the way, suggesting routes both 

through the city and through thought, offering a way of organizing sensory experience 

while at the same time attending to its inherent disorganization. Bloom’s hunger 

demonstrates the way his experience is necessarily subjective, selective, and limited, 

because it is shaped by his bodily needs. To understand this way of being as a model 

of readership appropriate for the reader of Ulysses is to pit oneself against the ideas of 

literary value and appropriate readership that undergird the courts’ dismissal of the 

obscenity charges against the book. As Loren Glass has demonstrated, the 1934 US 

obscenity case against the publishers of Ulysses had a pivotal role in cementing the 

canonical status of the novel, and in making Kantian aesthetic theories central to legal 

discourse about obscenity. As Glass puts it, by “contending that Ulysses must be read 

“in its entirety,” Woolsey’s decision overturned earlier obscenity tests that required 
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only that portions of a text be deemed obscene while also affirming the doctrine of 

aesthetic integrity so central to modernist literary and critical practice” (346). By the 

logic of the case, a single passage should not be considered obscene, if the work itself 

has sufficient literary merit.  

In effect, the legal standard distinguishes between works of art and works of 

pornography, a distinction that is based on the assumption of a shared standard of 

literary value, and a shared practice of readership. That practice of readership is 

assumed to be one that attends to the literary value of the work, which is presumed to 

be located in both its beauty and its complexity; Ulysses is not obscene for precisely 

the reasons that it is such a productive site for scholarship. But Bloom, whose eyes and 

mind are both so thoroughly guided by his hunger, seems to offer another model of 

how reading could work, one that attends to the possibility of obscenity, and 

illuminates other pleasures within the novel. Indeed, his example reveals the difficulty 

of disentangling perception from desire, suggesting that a better way of reading 

Ulysses might be one that attends to what it makes us want: whether the text produces 

the impulse toward scholarship, as Bersani argues; the hunger for apples, caramel, and 

sex; or both. Following Bloom, as readers of Ulysses inevitably must, requires 

thinking about the episodic and varied experience of subjectivity in the modern world. 

Rather than narrating a journey in which his hero encounters a series of discrete 

challenges, as Homer does, Joyce presents the world as a series of overlapping 

experiences, in which his heroes quietly change not their tactics, but their ways of 

being in the world. As readers, we might attempt to do the same, allowing our 

readings of Ulysses to be guided by all of the desires the text produces in us, and 
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attending and responding to the ways it produces those desires. Even as the legal 

history of the novel itself tells us that it is not obscene, we might be better served by 

making our own judgments while adhering to another, even more famous, legal 

description of obscenity: Justice Potter Stewart’s famous claim that “I’ll know it when 

I see it.” 

Sleepwalking 
 

Even Potter Stewart, though, might be puzzled by the last scene of Nightwood. 

While the obscene hunger that drives Leopold Bloom is appealingly literal, the 

obscenity of Nightwood is rooted in a much more abstract desire. If the novel as a 

whole is, as Jane Marcus describes it, “strangely canonized and largely unread” (145), 

its brutal final page might be one reason why. Even Marcus, who argues for the 

necessity of close reading the novel and praises it as one in which Barnes was 

somehow able to include “every word, image, and story women have never been able 

to tell, to flaunt every possible taboo from the excretory to the sexual, and to invent … 

taboos uncatalogued even by Freud” (167), alludes only in passing to the final scene, 

describing it in allegorical terms or as “the novel's controversial last scene with the 

dog” (154). Marcus’s list of taboos suggests one reason for the overwhelming critical 

silence about this scene: its violence seems to exceed the category of taboo. In their 

attempts to contend with this difficult scene, some critics have described it as 

depicting a sexualized encounter between woman and dog, a reading that seems most 
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likely to stem from a conflation of the obscene and the pornographic.14 If Robin Vote’s 

laughter is, by the end of the scene, “obscene and touching,” and obscenity is 

constituted by sexual explicitness, then the physical encounter the scene describes 

must be a sexual one and the scene itself must be obscene by virtue of its content 

(139). It is not just Robin’s laugher that is obscene, though; the passage itself provokes 

a visceral response, one which I argue is produced in part by the fact that the desire 

that drives the scene cannot be understood as solely sexual.  Indeed, Daniela Caselli’s 

contention that the obscenity of Barnes’s “improper modernism” stems from the 

thematics of “authority, femininity, and sexual orientation” that permeate her work 

demonstrates that Barnes creates a kind of obscenity that exceeds the pornographic 

(4). But a fourth term is implicit in the three Caselli lists: desire. The infamous 

obscenity of those final pages of the novel has nothing to do with sexual orientation, 

and everything to do with a kind of desire that encompasses sexuality without being 

solely or even primarily sexual. It is obscene in the sense that it narrates a moment in 

which bodily hunger and violence are so extreme as to become almost unspeakable.  

On the level of the plot, it is possible to describe this scene as utterly 

conventional: at the end of the novel, the long-separated lovers are reunited at last. But 

the shape of the plot that has preceded it is much less conventional, and their reunion 

is not a happy one; it is violent, haunting, and strange, a refusal of the narrative 

satisfaction the love plot generally promises. This refusal is unlike the denial of 

narrative resolution that occurs at the end of “The Hungry Stones.” Tagore’s story 

                                                
14 According to Chester Page, Barnes herself was “indignant at misinterpretations of 
the final scene of Nightwood.” He quotes her insistence that “The dog is not being 
romantic towards Robin!” (362, italics in original).  
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ends with readerly desire unfulfilled, with the specter of obscenity still absent; in 

contrast, Nightwood ends with a moment that is so obscene and visceral that it seems 

to foreclose the possibility that there is any more story to tell, despite the fact that the 

language of the scene was altered “to lessen the sexuality of the passage” before 

publication (Plumb xv). Earlier in the novel, the cross-dressing Dr. Matthew 

O’Connor, a kind of queer oracle himself, predicts something very like what happens: 

“Nora will leave that girl some day; but though those two are buried at opposite ends 

of the earth, one dog will find them both” (89). The dog might be O’Connor’s figure 

for fate, but it is a strikingly bestial figuration of fate that is made literal in the final 

scene, which finds Robin on her hands and knees, fighting Nora Flood’s dog before 

collapsing in tears, bringing the dog down with her. The scene is one in which 

figuration gives way to physicality, a death of metaphor that is, I will argue, not just a 

metaphorical death but also a rearticulation of what it means to be alive.  

The scene is one of physical submission and refusal, and the movements of 

Robin’s body are mirrored in the body of the text, as the language simultaneously 

absorbs and rejects metaphor and the novel’s pattern is both broken and completed. As 

Brian Glavey points out, “the novel’s queer conclusion refuses to deliver from this 

pregnant moment the satisfaction of narrative closure, but it does assert a certain for-

mal coherence” (760). That sense of formal coherence derives from multiple sources: 

the lovers’ reunion, the way the events of the scene echo other scenes of physical 

collapse and animality in the novel, and the sense that Robin’s transformation in this 

scene is the culmination and materialization of a metaphor. Throughout the novel, 
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Robin is figured as a “beast turning human” and “flesh that will become myth” who is 

both infected by and contagious with a kind of obscene and vampiric hunger: 

 
Such a woman is the infected, carrier of the past—before her the 
structure of our head and jaws ache—we feel that we could eat her, she 
who is eaten death returning, for only then do we put our face close to 
the blood on the lips of our forefathers.  (36) 
 

Robin’s hunger is figured here as a kind of contagion. We (and that “we” implicitly 

includes the reader) want to put our lips to her lips, both to kiss and to chew. Our 

aching jaws are symptomatic of her infection. As Julie Taylor argues, the novel is 

shaped by “notions of moving and being moved,” a formulation whose double 

meaning draws attention to the way that physical movements and affective movements 

are mutually constitutive and reinforcing, and serves as a reminder that a feeling can 

be contagious (111). That contagious hunger binds Robin’s lovers to her, but it also 

binds her to the dog; her confrontation with the literal beast is also a confrontation 

with her bestial nature, and her desire to put her face close to its face. 

The rise of queer criticism and animal studies have garnered both the novel and 

its final scene more attention in recent years; it is no longer sufficient, as it once was, 

for a critic to summarize the scene as one in which Robin “ends by carrying out a 

bizarre ritualistic ceremony with the beast which brings her down to its level” 

(Kannenstine 94). What makes this description seem so dated, though, is not its 

interpretation of the scene, but the condemnation implicit in its tone. Indeed, many 

contemporary critics persist in understanding the scene as one in which Robin 

descends into animality. For example, Julie Taylor describes it as “a depiction of 

abject shame as Robin becomes as bestial as the dog himself” (142). Where these 
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critics differ from earlier accounts of the scene is in their careful articulations of the 

complexity, ambivalence, and potential for pleasure inherent in shame, and in their 

sense that becoming bestial might be a movement that is meaningfully queer, 

functioning as a renunciation of the social or a withdrawal from the category of the 

human, rather than simply a bizarre and painful kind of collapse.  

Yet these readings still seem to suggest that inarticulability might be a quality 

of an individual, and more specifically that Robin, queer, bestial, and on the floor, 

might count differently than her lover Nora, who watches. They seem to be premised 

on the idea that bodies and lives come to count or matter not through repeated and 

ongoing practices of negotiation and rearticulation, but through a kind of self-

contained continuity. This understanding of subjectivity, though, is difficult to 

reconcile with the way the novel depicts the love between Nora and Robin, as a force 

that draws them together, transforms both of them, and allows them to infect each 

other with feeling. As Nora puts it, in an oft-quoted passage: “have you ever loved 

someone and it became yourself?” (126). There is no need to rehearse the lovely 

ambiguities of the “it” in that question, save to say that it demonstrates the 

impossibility of distinguishing not just Nora from Robin, but either of the women 

from their feeling for the other. Despite this, Nora’s presence in the final scene is 

either forgotten or ignored in many critical accounts, perhaps because the relationship 

between the women raises so many questions about the relationships between liking 

and likeness, loving and knowing. Yet the scene seems to be focalized through Nora, 

whose affective response to her lover’s behavior bleeds into the language of the 
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narrative, enabling one of the most direct descriptions of Robin in the entire novel, a 

description that refuses metaphor by literalizing it.   

Like the hunger of Freud’s dream, Robin’s hunger includes sexual desire, but it 

is not simply a figure for an excess of sexual desire; it also figures a kind of radical 

emptiness and insatiability. Her every movement is “an image of forgotten 

experience” that incites sexual desire and seems to congeal time around her (36). 

Throughout the novel, Robin’s movement is dictated by this hunger; her hunger leads 

her to wander in the night, to abandon old lovers in favor of new ones, to leave one 

continent for another, and finally, to return. That moment of return, in which she and 

Nora are brought together by the circular wanderings of Nora’s dog, literalizes the 

figure of Robin as “human hunger pressing its breast to its prey” and suggests that 

what is left unresolved at the end of Nightwood is not a love plot in the conventional 

sense, but a plot whose circular and irresolvable shape is dictated by the restless 

contagion of Robin’s hunger (36). Yet that formulation obscures what is so radical 

about the nature of this hunger: it is not just that Robin’s hunger shapes her subjective 

experience of the world, as Bloom’s hunger does in Ulysses, but that her hunger 

replaces the feeling of subjectivity. Robin does not have hunger; she is hunger.    

It is not quite sufficient to say that Nightwood queers the love plot by 

interrupting the tradition in which, as Barthes explains, “amorous absence functions in 

a single direction, expressed by the one who stays, never by the one who leaves: an 

always present I is constituted only by confrontation with an always absent you” (LD 

13). Barthes goes on to describe this duality in gendered terms, using Penelope’s 

patience as the feminine archetype, and Odysseus’ wandering as the masculine, 
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detailing the spatial structure of the classical plot that Joyce draws upon in Ulysses. 

The structures of desire and motivation are rather more complicated in Ulysses than in 

The Odyssey, since the thought of Molly’s infidelity and the specter of her lover haunt 

and, more prosaically, necessitate, Bloom’s wanderings. Nonetheless, she remains at 

home while he wanders. In Nightwood, though Nora’s name is often interpreted as a 

reference to Joyce’s wife, Nora, and the presence of the dog at the lovers’ final 

reunion evokes Odysseus’ faithful Argos, the dialectic of absence and presence isn’t 

expressed in gendered or dualistic terms. Robin’s absence is more than physical; her 

hunger makes her perpetually absent even when her body is present. She is a “born 

somnambule,” sleepwalking through life with only hunger to guide her, and that 

promiscuous hunger shapes the novel as well (34). Though the novel’s structure 

privileges Nora as Robin’s most important—or, at least, most persistent—lover, she is 

not the only one. It is clear that Robin’s hunger infects many of the people she 

encounters, beginning with her husband, Felix Volkbein, and including the woman 

who takes her to America, Jenny Petherbridge. Indeed, in earlier drafts of the novel, it 

is Jenny who witnesses Robin’s fight with the dog, and the scene does not come at the 

end of the book (Plumb xvii). Even in the final version of the novel, this scene is not 

the only scene in which we see someone physically overcome by an excess of 

thwarted desire—almost every chapter of Nightwood ends with a scene of physical 

violence or collapse. Sometimes, it is both at once, as when Nora finds Robin with 

another woman in her arms and falls to her knees, “experiencing a sensation of evil, 

complete and dismembering” and “feeling that if she turned away from what Robin 

was doing, the design would break and melt back into Robin alone” (56-7). The 
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“design” here is the pattern made by the two bodies and their doubled shadows, but 

seems also the be the design of the novel, in which Robin’s insatiability consistently 

deflects the progress of the conventional love plot. 

The novel’s “design” does not allow the dialectic of presence and absence that 

constitutes the love plot to be mapped onto sex or geography, as both women become 

desperate wanderers, leading to a reunion that cannot be described as a return. More a 

convergence than a return, their final reunion comes at the end of a period of sustained 

restlessness that seems to affect almost all of the book’s characters. Robin leaves Nora 

and flies to America with Jenny, before leaving Jenny “walk[ing] up and down in her 

darkened hotel room, crying and stumbling,” and then wandering through the 

countryside, sleeping in the woods and circling ever closer to Nora, who has flown to 

America to find Robin. Teresa de Lauretis describes the narrative of Nightwood as one 

with an “elliptical arrangement” (S118), and the phrase is apt both as she uses it, to 

describe the temporality of shifts in the narrative voice, and to describe the characters’ 

geographical movement through the narrative, which often consists of a kind of wary 

circling. De Lauretis alludes to this too, when she describes Robin as “the empty 

center around which [the other characters’] lives and passions spin” (S119), a figure 

which is echoed in Glavey’s description of her as “a black hole of images” and his 

claim that “Robin Vote is the singularity around which Barnes’s other characters 

circle” (757); both critics link this structure with a kind of blankness and silence in 

Robin, but their shared metaphor also alludes to the way her magnetism is a result of 

her insatiable hunger. When objects orbit a black hole, they do so because they are 

attracted by the enormity of its emptiness. Scientists might scoff at the idea that a 
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black hole desires the light and matter it absorbs, but black holes nonetheless seem to 

devour the sky around them, at least in the popular imagination. Throughout 

Nightwood, Robin’s hunger does more than just draw others in; it also dictates her 

own movement, as she traces a path that leads her, elliptically, eventually, seemingly 

almost by chance, back to Nora.   

The doctor, who identifies himself early on as a queer gourmand in the most 

literal sense, has no trouble diagnosing Robin’s hunger. Sighing, he tells Nora: “every 

man dies finally of that poison known as the-heart-in-the-mouth. Yours is in your 

hand. Put it back. The eater of it will get a taste for you; in the end his muzzle will be 

heard barking among your ribs” (116). If the doctor, as Marcus argues, represents a 

kind of Freudian excess that is central to the text’s “parody of the discourse of 

diagnosis of female hysteria,” it is because of the way he embodies his own neuroses 

and not because his diagnoses are necessarily wrong; on the contrary, he is revealed to 

be “a brilliant feminist psychoanalyst” who elsewhere advises Nora to “deal with the 

animal in herself” (144, 165). Here, he seems to be warning her, but implicit in that 

warning is the fact that it is too late, that her heart has been tasted and Robin’s hunger 

piqued. The scene I have been circling around is the one in which her heart is eaten, a 

scene that seems to enact a kind of death or transformation, as well as the promise of 

the novel’s original title: “Bow Down.” This is the scene in which Robin bows down, 

giving in to her hunger, and giving herself over to it.  

In this final scene, the two lovers do not touch. Robin touches the dog, and 

Nora touches the church: “at the moment Nora’s body struck the wood, Robin began 

going down, down, her hair swinging, her arms out” (139). After this moment, the 
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passage seems to be focalized through Nora, but she is silent, inactive, witness to a 

scene in which she does not or cannot participate. Nora’s momentum toward Robin is 

halted first by her own inattention, as she stumbles, blinded by her own tears, into the 

doorjamb, and then by a scene which holds her attention completely. As soon as Nora 

sees what is happening inside the church, the language starts to condense, description 

taking the place of narration and producing an anatomy of the emotions that animate 

every part of the two fighting bodies. Glavey links this scene with the other scenes in 

which Robin is described in order to develop the concept of a kind of queer ekphrasis 

that aestheticizes abjection and thematizes its own failure; by this account, the 

encounter between Robin and the dog is indescribable, and the attempt to transfigure it 

into language celebrates its own inevitable failure. Yet, a close reading of this 

notoriously unsettling scene reveals a difference between the quality of the description 

here and earlier in the novel, suggesting that the language of this final scene does more 

than fail; it begins to illuminate what it means for Robin’s hunger to be human, 

thereby sketching a distinction between what is legibly human and what is not.  

The complexity of the sentence structure and the intensity of the violence in 

this scene can make it difficult to disentangle, at first, which body belongs to the dog 

and which to the woman. Both are on all fours, and fully engaged in their encounter. 

Yet even as the dog’s body seems to orbit Robin’s, the dog is not drawn in by the 

intensity of her hunger; he is repelled: 

 
The dog, quivering in every muscle, sprang back, his tongue a stiff 
curving terror in his mouth; moved backward, back, as she came on, 
whimpering too, coming forward, her head turned completely 
sideways, grinning and whimpering. Backed into the farthest corner, 
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the dog reared as if to avoid something that troubled him to such agony 
that he seemed to be rising from the floor; then he stopped, clawing 
sideways at the wall, his forepaws lifted and sliding. (139) 
 

The dog, the doctor’s figure for fate, is the figure that can most obviously be 

understood to exist outside of the social. Carrie Rohman reads the dog’s fear of Robin 

here as an indication that Robin has “become-animal so fully” as to no longer seem 

human, a reading that implicitly reverses the terms of Barnes’s earlier description of 

Robin as “beast turning human,” figuring her instead as human turned beast (81). Yet 

the dog’s rejection might be read another way: Robin’s animality is so terrifying 

precisely because of its imbrication with her humanity, and because the transformation 

is not full or complete. The density and precision of the description of the dog’s body, 

which is syntactically reduced to a set of trembling, fearful parts, only emphasizes his 

animality, his instinctive fear of Robin’s desperation, and his helplessness in the face 

of an attacking human.  

The dog is described in a way that denies him the possibility of complex 

emotion; when he rears away from Robin it is “as if” he is troubled by her, a 

construction that recurs later when he runs at her, head-on, “as if to circumvent her” 

(139). In both of these cases, the “as if” is a reminder that the narrative is imposing 

human intentionality upon an animal. He is reactive: a set of parts that respond only to 

physical sensation and cannot, as the narrative does, identify Robin’s hysteria. The 

dog’s response to Robin is not to find her “obscene and touching,” but to shrink away 

from her violence (139). Robin’s actions are never qualified by this kind of distancing 

or speculation, and are instead described with precision. I do not mean to argue that 

this shift in description suggests the possibility of a transparent language that is 
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capable of mimesis; rather I want to suggest that this shift enacts the desire for such a 

language. In the final pages of the novel, the struggle between Robin and the dog 

parallels the struggle for a language that is not “deceptive, unstable, temporary, and 

grotesquely and humorously duplicitous” (Caselli 14). In the end, neither struggle is 

decisively won or lost; as Caselli demonstrates, “human and inhuman are questions, 

searched rather than known, and the novel’s tragedy is not given as a content but 

produced as the problem of legibility and interpretability” (157). The direct language 

of this final scene exposes another facet of this same problem, never offering a 

solution or an escape.  

That the only tenderness in this scene is expressed in its language suggests that 

it depicts not a complete withdrawal from the social, as Glavey contends, or a 

renunciation of identity and humanity, as Rohman claims, but rather a negotiation with 

the boundaries of the social and the category of the human. As the fight progresses, the 

language with which Robin is described undergoes a change: at first she is anatomized 

like the dog, as “down she went, until her head swung against his, on all fours now, 

dragging her knees,” but later her movements are described as recognizable if 

incoherent expressions of human emotion, like the “fit of laughter” that is “obscene 

and touching” until finally she is seen “grinning and crying with him; crying in shorter 

and shorter spaces, moving head to head, until she gave up, lying out, her hands beside 

her, her face turned and weeping; and the dog too gave up then, and lay down, his eyes 

bloodshot, his head flat along her knees” (139). The book ends here, in silence and 

exhaustion, and in the semblance of a kind of peace. In this final sentence, the dog’s 

actions seem to mimic the sovereignty and intentionality of Robin’s actions, and his 
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final movement, of laying his head flat along her knees, seems to signify the beginning 

of a new kind of relationality. Even if Robin and the dog engage here in a posture and 

with a physicality and wordlessness that suggest that she is given over to her animal 

nature, the fight’s end in affection enacts the beast turning human.  

Here, Nightwood demonstrates the way bodily interaction can both shape and 

share the kinds of feelings that refuse articulation, as well as the possibility that this 

physical transmission of such feelings can, despite its own illegibility, be part of the 

process that constitutes the social. The fight has, somehow, turned Robin’s relentless 

and insatiable hunger into stillness and sadness, and if this is a withdrawal of some 

kind—and it certainly is one from violence and aggression— it is a withdrawal that 

allows the narrative to engage with Robin in a new way.  

For most of the book, Robin, despite being driven by her bodily desires, seems 

to have an aura instead of a body; in this final scene, her body is described in a way 

that reveals both its physicality and the way it expresses feeling. No longer obscured 

by swaths of metaphor, Robin becomes visibly human, with a body that moves and 

feels and wants, rather than a black hole that swallows the possibility of legibility. 

Earlier in the novel the contagious qualities of her hunger seem to pose a kind of 

danger that must be described in metaphorical terms, while in this final scene her 

physical challenge to the dog enables a kind of literal description that encompasses 

both movement and feeling, even after the fight ends and the dog shares her silence. 

This, I contend, is when we see the seam between culture and its destruction that 

Barthes describes as the source of eroticism in The Pleasure of the Text, a moment in 

which a subject is constituted at the brink of the loss of the self, and in the margins of 
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the social. Marcus famously and aptly describes Nightwood as making “a modernism 

of marginality” (147), a phrase which is doubly suggestive, given the novel’s 

marginalized status and its illumination of what it means to live in the margins of the 

social.  

Indeed, if it is Robin’s “refusal to abject animals and animality that saves her 

from the perils of reification in the human,” as Rohman claims, this redemption 

emerges not as the result of a retreat or exclusion from the category of the human, but 

from the way she is revealed to be within it (82). While agreeing with Christine 

Coffman’s contention that Barnes’s rearticulation of the terms of the social “does not 

offer us a subject whose life such a rearticulation has made more livable,” I do want to 

suggest that the scene offers us a subject who has been made more legible (135-6). 

This is expressed in the scene’s final description of Robin, which is distinct both from 

the anatomizing descriptions of the dog’s body and from the book’s earlier 

descriptions of Robin, which privilege abstraction and figuration over clear description 

of her body or face.  

If the language of the fight demonstrates the difficulty of describing certain 

ways of feeling, the critical silence surrounding the scene demonstrates another kind 

of difficulty. Taylor documents how the book as produced a “specifically literary kind 

of embarrassment” in early readers, especially Eliot, who provided a famously 

disapproving preface for the first edition (140). That literary embarrassment, she 

contends, is the result not just of Nightwood’s open depiction of queer pleasures, but 

of its “unpalatable literary resonances,” which challenged notions of modernism that 

divorced the movement from its nineteenth-century literary predecessors, especially 
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sentimental fiction (141). In more recent years, the book has produced a kind of 

critical embarrassment that I trace to the difficulty of its final scene. In the final 

moments of the novel, Robin finally bows down—enacting the bodily posture of 

submission or shame that gave the novel its initial title and still names the first 

chapter—and this seems to produce a kind of critical shame in its readers, who allude 

knowingly to its obscenity without attending closely to what makes it so obscene. 

Even before Barnes edited the scene to make it less sexual, it was not especially 

sexual; it might better be described as visceral, its obscenity emerging from the fact 

that it is too animal, too intimate. But reading this bowing down as a pose of shame, as 

Taylor does, both opens out the possibility of “thinking about the various ambivalent 

pleasures of the downwards position” and reveals the role of the social in forming 

these bodily movements and making them legible (115). Even as bowing down is a 

descending movement that places Robin at the level of the dog, her body articulates 

and absorbs feeling in a way that is distinctly human.  

The scene is, as I hope I have demonstrated above, one that can profitably be 

given a close reading, a fact which suggests that it is underread not because it is 

illegible, but precisely because it is legible: because of the nature of the challenge it 

poses to the concept of the individual, and because of what it reveals about the 

contours of the category of the obscene. Because the scene is unmistakably obscene 

but never pornographic, it refuses to be domesticated by a narrative of progress that 

echoes the repressive hypothesis, casting the moderns as transgressive, misunderstood, 

victims of an age of repression and ourselves as the lucky enlightened who are 

comfortable, finally, with sex. It demonstrates how the movements of marginal bodies 
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can still make readers, even academic readers, uncomfortable. It demonstrates, too, 

that we cannot discard the idea of obscene literature or ignore its potency. Here, 

obscenity is constituted not by explicit sexuality, but by something that is equally 

discomfiting: an excess of embodiment, and in this case, of hunger. De Lauretis 

describes Nightwood as “the textual inscription of the death drive,” horrifying for the 

ways it reveals a complicity between the sexual drive and the death drive (S129), but 

what I have attempted to argue here is that Robin’s hunger shouldn’t be reduced to 

sexuality, and that it figures, like the hunger in Freud’s dream, the drive system in its 

entirety, and the devastating potential of that whole complex of desires. 

The final scene of Nightwood is not a dream, and if it were, it would be hard to 

know whose dream it might be—Robin, the “born somnambule,” seems always to be 

dreaming, but the narration is focalized through Nora, who watches, powerless, as the 

fight plays out. It would be equally hard to distill a single lesson from this hypothetical 

dream—it is certainly not “carpe diem”—but there is a lesson, I think, in the fact that 

there is no single, easily palatable lesson. The narration of the scene is so insistently 

material, so unshrinkingly precise, and such a repudiation of the dream-like language 

that surrounds Robin elsewhere in the novel that Robin’s hunger is laid bare, and so 

are the novel’s own seductions. The final scene revels in the insatiable hunger that has 

motivated its plot and occasioned its metaphors and allusions, demonstrating its 

central concern and, as a result, the thing that has kept its readers turning its pages. 

Here, it says, is what you have wanted this whole time. Like Nora, you have had your 

heart in your hand, and now it is being eaten. 
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A Desire for the Ephemeral 
 

Much like the reparative readings of satire that constituted the last chapter, my 

readings of obscenity in this chapter are concerned more with the question of what 

obscenity does than with a quasi-legal quest to identify a passage or work as obscene 

or not. This is motivated by a definition of obscenity that understands it to be an 

ephemeral quality, one that can be identified not by a strict set of criteria like those set 

forth in obscenity law, but only by careful attention to the experience of reading the 

text and giving in to its seductions.  These readings come from a place of love, as all 

reparative readings do, but they also come from a place of lust, and they chart its 

movement. Especially in reading Ulysses in this way, I stake myself against both legal 

precedent and much of the body of criticism, but I follow the example of Bersani, who 

suggests that to indulge in the “sophisticated and artificial luxury” of reading Ulysses 

naïvely might be the best way to produce a reading that does more than disentangle 

and recapitulate the intertextual complexity of the novel (202). Ignoring the Homeric 

structure that undergirds Ulysses as well as the many allusions that fill the novel, 

Bersani argues that the kind of scholarship that consists in decoding these references 

and charting their recurrence and constellation within the novel “is the domestication 

of literature, a technique for making familiar the potentially traumatic seductions of 

reading” (224).15 This is one form of readerly seduction that the novel practices, but 

                                                
15 It is also a kind of scholarship the novel itself invites; attentive readers of Ulysses 
will have noticed that I neglected to mention the way passages in both 
“Lestrygonians” and “Sirens” echo (or to borrow Bénéjam’s phrase, “digest”) the 
language used to describe Bloom’s taste for organ meats, and will notice that the brief 
reading with which I close this chapter fails to attend to the complexity of how the 
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my focus in this chapter has been on the other form of readerly seduction that the 

novel offers—the prurient one. 

Similarly, I have attempted to follow de Lauretis and “let myself sustain the 

traumatic process of misreading” Nightwood, “not looking for the plot, that is, for 

narrative or referential meaning, but going instead with the figural movement of the 

text and acquiescing to the otherness in it, the “inhuman element” in language” 

(S118). That both Bersani and de Lauretis prescribe a way of reading that is open to 

the possibility of trauma suggests both the necessity of attending to the temporality of 

repetition and recurrence that structures all of these texts and the difficulty of reading 

their obscenity. Indeed, the complexity of these texts might be one reason for that 

difficulty; canonicity obscures obscenity, but so can complexity. Through allusion, 

repetition, and ambiguity, these texts invite a kind of scholarship that seeks to resolve 

questions. Reading for obscenity requires attending not to possible answers of those 

questions, but to which questions are raised, and how they might be left open. It is, 

perhaps, a kind of amateurish reading. As Carolyn Dinshaw argues, amateur reading 

“can help us to contemplate different ways of being, knowing, and world-making,” 

precisely because its pace is not dictated by these scholarly imperatives (24). 

Amateurs, she points out, “can linger at moments of pleasure when the professionals 

must soldier duly onward” (22). As scholars, we are trained not to respond pruriently, 

not to let our mouths water or our jaws ache. If I claim that this might be another 

reason for the curiously unread status of Nightwood, I’m only half joking. For me, the 

                                                                                                                                       
word “wine-dark” and its Greek equivalent oinopa recur throughout the novel. There 
is much to say about these recurrences, but it is tangential to my point. 
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process of attending to the novel’s inhuman element has been quite literal, and has 

become a way to excavate a kind of plot—albeit one that emerges from metaphor and 

resists the kinds of narrative and referential meaning often associated with the idea of 

plot. In order to write about the obscenity of these texts, I have had to ignore many of 

the kinds of literary and historical points that provide concrete evidence for specific 

claims and enable a certain kind of satisfying criticism, choosing instead to linger at 

moments of pleasure and, like Leopold Bloom, let hunger dictate my path. What I am 

after is more ephemeral.  

Throughout this chapter, I have been writing against legal definitions of 

obscenity, which were largely codified in the United States and England as a result of 

the 1934 Ulysses case. The kind of obscenity I am attempting to describe is the kind 

that contemporary obscenity law has, as Steiner so clearly articulates, made 

unthinkable. Sometimes, though, it can be found in the margins of legal discourse. In a 

private letter to Ezra Pound, John Quinn, the lawyer who defended the editors of The 

Little Review against obscenity charges after they published first installment of 

Ulysses, denounced the magazine, writing: “they advertise on the cover “Making no 

compromise with the public taste.” They should add to that “or commonly accepted 

ideas of decency or propriety.”” What Quinn unwittingly reveals in the following 

sentences, in which “scrotumtightening” is declared to be offensive to taste, and 

“snotgreen—you can almost taste it” to decency (qtd. in Medd 134), is the redundancy 

of his addition to the magazine’s tagline. Decency and propriety are standards of taste 

themselves, as socially contingent and contextually determined as the question of what 

one ought to wear to a funeral or a fancy dinner. In addition to illustrating the 
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interdependence and historical contingency of taste and standards of obscenity, 

Quinn’s examples also reveal something about the cultural standards of obscenity in 

his particular historical moment. Both of his examples are taken from the first few 

pages of Ulysses, and neither has anything to do with sex. Instead, bodily sensation 

here is used to suggest a new literary mode, wherein direct description of bodily 

sensation can also be a form of literary allusion; “snotgreen” is the new “wine-dark.” 

“Scrotumtightening” simply describes the inevitable result of jumping into the cold 

sea, whatever its color.  

Joyce puts this suggestion in the mouth of Buck Mulligan, whose ebullience 

and vulgarity render it comical, but the passage is worth reading carefully—both in 

order to explicate precisely what Mulligan is suggesting about literary language and in 

order to excavate precisely what makes it so obscene. The passage begins with 

Stephen Dedalus pulling out his handkerchief in order to loan it to Mulligan, so that he 

can wipe his razor. Mulligan responds in his characteristically overwrought register, 

“The bard’s noserag! A new art colour for our Irish poets: snotgreen. You can almost 

taste it, can’t you” (4). Moving seamlessly from making fun of Dedalus to mocking 

the pretentions of modern literature, Mulligan insinuates that the domain of new Irish 

art is the mundane and the gross, but that the mundane and the gross might operate in 

a new way in that art—a claim that is borne out by much of the text of Ulysses. 

Mulligan’s use of “snotgreen” combines multiple modes of reference: to the literal 

mess on Dedalus’s handkerchief, to the association of the color green with Ireland, and 

to the lexical similarity between “snotgreen” and “wine-dark,” even as that lexical 

similarly is obscured by the fact that the latter word appears only indirectly in this 
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passage. Yet none of this referential density explains Quinn’s disgust at the passage, 

which I nonetheless want to claim is not merely the result of a too-literal imagination 

that balks at the idea of the taste of snot.  

As a result of the way it combines several modes of referentiality, Mulligan’s 

exclamation proposes an almost synesthetic relationship between the senses. This 

effect is heightened by Quinn’s error in transcribing its punctuation, the substitution of 

an em-dash for a period.16 This substitution further elides the distinction between the 

perception of color and flavor, and raises the question of what, exactly, Mulligan can 

almost taste. That elided sensory movement parallels the opening of the passage: snot 

is more often associated with touch and smell than with vision, yet Mulligan moves 

immediately to a visual description. Just as the transformation of snot from waste to 

art to eats in one brief remark demonstrates a kind of referential syncretism, the 

movement from smell and touch to vision and then taste proposes a kind of perceptual 

syncretism, and these two movements combine to produce what Kenner calls “a 

swerving approximation of two experiences, one sensual, one textual” (40). The 

echoes of Homer demonstrate that this syncretism is not exactly new, but it is 

nonetheless notable.17 By omitting the rest of the phrase’s context and using a dash in 

place of the period, Quinn literalizes both of these multiplicities, implying that both 

the pronoun “it” and the word “snotgreen” refer solely to some material thing, one 

                                                
16 His error is not, it should be clear, a result of variation between editions; while there 
is significant textual variation between the early editions of Ulysses, the Little Review 
punctuates the passage as I have quoted it above, as does the 1922 Shakespeare and 
Company edition. 
17 Indeed, one might go so far as to claim that this syncretism is precisely what makes 
“wine-dark” such a universally memorable phrase. 
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being evoked so vividly that it is the reader who can almost taste it, and it certainly 

tastes of snot. This literal reading is belied by the rest of the passage, which 

problematizes the idea of referentiality, suggesting a model of sensory experience 

wherein the distinctions between the senses are blurred.  

Nonetheless, this literal reading clarifies how the experience of taste can 

become obscene: when it exposes the polymorphous qualities of sensory pleasure and 

challenges the traditional boundaries between, and hierarchies of, the senses. 

Mulligan’s rhetorical question is as much about vividness and pleasure as it is about 

taste, and it suggests that it is the commingling of these sensory experiences in 

language that produces that vividness and pleasure. If this passage is obscene, and if it 

transcends “commonly accepted ideas of decency or propriety,” or did at the time of 

its publication, then what makes it obscene is not its graphic description of a particular 

bodily experience, but the way it thinks about bodily experience and pleasure. If taste 

itself can be obscene, this supplies a further explanation of the relationship between 

hunger and obscenity that I have attempted to develop in this chapter. In the last 

chapter, I described the experience of taste as one that, while sometimes enabling 

moments of non-normative pleasure, does not incite the censor. The pleasure of these 

moments is an aleatory one and its temporality helps to cloak it. Brevity and 

unpredictability contribute to the unintelligibility of this pleasure. Hunger, on the other 

hand, is predictable, recurrent, ongoing, and inescapable. Hunger indexes, as Freud 

points out in my epigraph, the drive system itself, evoking sexual desire simply by 

evoking the idea of sensory desire. More specifically, and more literally, hunger is a 

recurrent and ongoing desire for the potentially counternormative pleasures of taste, 
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revealing that even if the kind of pleasure Mulligan describes and incites here is a 

momentary one, the possibility of that pleasure, and even the desire for it, is recurrent. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 
Stonefruit, or, the Queerness of the Lyric 

 
“The stakes are simple. A mere question of the apple: Does one eat it or not? Will one 
enter into contact or not with the intimate inside of the fruit? 
The book begins with a primitive Scene. Scene of the meal in which desire and 
prohibition coexist, opposing currents. Will I take pleasure, the hero asks himself, will 
I go so far as to take this pleasure and give you pleasure? And softly, the text asks 
itself. Come eat!” 
--Helene Cixous, The Author in Truth (149) 
 

Certainly the most famous question in modernist poetry, and perhaps even in 

the broader canon of English poetry, Prufrock’s “Do I dare to eat a peach?” collapses 

the world-changing into the banal. Just as Gertrude Stein rewrites Shakespeare when 

she says, “Rose is a rose is a rose,” stripping Juliet’s Saussurean claim of its scent and 

its pathos, Eliot rewrites the Old Testament in this line, substituting an anxious aging 

man for curious young Eve. Recognizing the Biblical scene in Prufrock’s question 

raises the stakes of his self-examination, so that it no longer seems absurd to suggest 

that to eat a peach might be daring, or that it might even “Disturb the universe.” But of 

course it is absurd. If the literary reference lends weight to Prufrock’s question, it does 

not do so unequivocally; the poem doesn’t allow it to. In this highly allusive poem, 

identification of a reference is insufficient, superficial; no one wants to read poetry the 

way the women who wander in the poem’s refrain look at art. To ignore the reference 

would reduce the poem to one kind of banality, but to read the peach solely as an 

allusion would reduce it in other ways.  

As the title of this chapter suggests, it is a chapter that is largely about eating 

fruit, so the 
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Biblical allusion is hard to ignore. Yet I contend that tracking this allusion too 

carefully can obscure the poems’ engagement with materiality, the way ideas inhabit, 

to paraphrase William Carlos Williams, things, rather than words. I take my epigraph 

from Cixous because though she is writing about Eve, she doesn’t say so. This 

omission makes it clear that it is not Eve herself Cixous is writing about, but the 

structure of Eve’s interaction with the apple. She neatly reveals the way the materiality 

of pleasure and exchange inform her primitive scene, suggesting how Prufrock’s 

question—and Williams’s two poems about eating plums, and Stein’s love poems, in 

which eating is both literal and an explicit metaphor for sex—might both rely on and 

subvert this allusion. A survey of modernist poetry might suggest that eating fruit is 

one of the favorite pastimes of the lyric subject—consider H.D.’s “Priapus,” Countee 

Cullen’s “One Day we Played a Game,” Claude McKay’s “The Tropics in New 

York,” and any number of others that could easily fit into this chapter—and I draw on 

the work of Eliot, Williams, and Stein in order to demonstrate how all of this fruit-

eating is exemplary of a modernist investment in and exploration of the tension 

between intertextuality and phenomenological referentiality.18 

Cixous describes the stakes of the question as simple, but her elaboration of 

those stakes reveals that they are anything but. However, their complexity emerges not 

from their enormity but from their inwardness; what matters here is not whether this 

apple will change the world, but whether this apple will change the self. Because 

                                                
18 Kevin Young’s anthology The Hungry Ear: Poems of Food and Drink provides an 
excellent sampling of modernist and contemporary poetry about eating, including a 
lengthy section entitled “forbidden fruit,” whose admirable range should not obscure 
the fact that it is by no means—and this is by no fault of its editor—comprehensive.  
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Cixous is talking about Eve, we know that the encounter with the apple is also an 

encounter with prohibition, and that part of what she learns is guilt and shame and the 

power of the law. But she learns also about desire and pleasure, specifically “the 

desire to know with the lips the strange fruit and the common fruit” and pleasure of 

“losing oneself” in the act of tasting that apple (152). As with my discussion of 

obscenity in the previous chapter, I am here less interested in the law or in prohibition 

than I am in the feeling that the law attempts to regulate, the pleasure it forbids. 

Prohibition, of course, offers a certain additional frisson even to already enjoyable 

activities—we might discern this thrill in Prufrock’s hesitation, or wonder if it 

contributes to the deliciousness of Williams’s plums—but it is important that this is 

not the only pleasure in these poems.  

Part of the pleasure of the apple is the pleasure of transgression and defiance, 

but it is important not to let that pleasure obscure the physical pleasure of eating, the 

sensation of biting into a piece of fruit, of chewing and tasting it, of feeling it in the 

mouth. Cixous’s intervention here is in discarding the idea that “the apple is an 

insignificant screen for the war between God and me,” and identifying Eve’s 

discovery as a material one, as the sensory realization that the apple “has an inside, 

and that inside is good” (152, 151). This is, of course, a revelation that maps onto 

Eve’s body; it is about insides, which leads us to Eve’s own insides, and her 

penetration of the apple suggests her own penetrability, as will as her ability to 

penetrate. Biting into the apple is a material interaction that enables a subjective 

interpenetrability, an openness to changing and being changed, a way of losing the self 

that produces not a loss of self, but an awareness of relationality. Eve, here, gives 
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herself over to sensation in order to locate herself in that sensation, not shattering, but 

opening and spreading out. In Cixous’s reading of the story, Eve doesn’t fall; she 

opens. 

Eve opens, moreover, to a form of queer sensuality that emphasizes continuity 

over distinction, sameness over difference, homo over hetero. The apple, or, as this 

chapter continues, the peach, plum, or fig, is both penetrated and penetrating, as Eve’s 

teeth puncture its skin and its flesh dissolves in her mouth. The pleasure Eve takes in 

the apple derives in part from prohibition and in part from a kind of newness, but it 

also emerges from this erotics of insides, which is an erotics of similarity. I would not 

be the first to note a certain similarity between the sticky process of eating stonefruit 

and other, more intimate activities, but this is not what makes this fruit-eating queer. 

Its queerness, in which we might locate its potential to “disturb the universe,” emerges 

instead from its capacity to release the subject into physical pleasure that is not 

ordered by normative expectations. It is, ironically, when the poems begin to refuse 

this ordering allusion that their pleasure becomes truly transgressive, suggesting that 

queerness emerges not just in the refusal of religious law or heteronormativity, but in 

the broader refusal of all governing assumptions about what feels good. In so doing, 

they transform the foundational story of heteronormativity into one that undoes it.  

Cixous’s Eve, then, might be a model for the modern fruit-eaters that make up 

the bulk of this chapter; in savoring the taste of fruit, they open themselves to the 

possibility of interpenetration, letting the world in. Yet part of their pleasure lies in the 

rejection of such models, or, as Eliot argued in “Tradition and the Individual Talent,” 

their ability to reorder them. For Eliot, it is not just that new works are influenced by 
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old ones, but that “the past should be altered by the present as much as the present is 

directed by the past" (39). Eve is an explicitly literary figure; she is, even if my 

epigraph refuses to name her as such, inescapably Biblical. The poems I read here 

suggest the possibility of an escape from or a reordering of that tradition, a way of 

recognizing the presence of a “significant emotion” that contains tradition without 

being governed by it (44). Even as Eliot offers the Biblical allusion as one way to read 

Prufrock’s peach, the poem’s form leads us away from that satisfying answer, and 

Williams and Stein resist the allusion entirely, insisting on materiality as a kind of 

opening, a way into things that is also a way away from words.  

 

A Peach 
 

Unlike Cixous’s question—“Will I take pleasure?”—, Prufrock’s parallel—

“Do I dare to eat a peach?”—is on the face of it an absurd one. It is characteristic of a 

speaker who describes himself as, “Politic, cautious, and meticulous;/ Full of high 

sentence, but a bit obtuse;/At times, indeed, almost ridiculous—/Almost, at times, the 

Fool.” Or, it would be if he didn’t describe himself that way, and if that telltale capital 

F didn’t remind us of the literary history condensed into the word “fool.” Prufrock is 

full of high sentence in two ways: like Chaucer’s Clerk of Oxford, from whom the 

description is borrowed, he speaks eloquently, but unlike the Clerk, his speech is full 

of literary allusions. He is full of high sentence and full of others’ sentences. And in 

this highly allusive context, there is an easy way to render Prufrock’s fear reasonable, 

even prudent. We all know when, in Western literary history, it is dangerous to eat 

fruit. We all know that a piece of fruit can bring, simultaneously, knowledge and 
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pleasure and ruin. And the succulence of the peach condenses all of that rather more 

effectively than the more traditional crisp and rather wholesome apple.  

The poem also insists formally on the importance of this question. Even as 

Prufrock’s choice of snack seems obviously trivial in comparison with such weighty 

questions as, “Do I dare/ Disturb the universe?” the poem’s form suggests that to 

compare the two questions is not the right move. The two questions are not opposed, 

but aligned; they are variations on a theme. The opening “Do I dare” is repeated 

several times at the beginning of the poem, isolated each time from its predicate, either 

by line breaks (as above) or by the complete absence of any predicate. In a sense, the 

question of daring becomes the refrain of the poem, a refrain that is completed only in 

the encounter with the peach. This completion suggests a parallel between the 

question’s two predicates, such that to eat a peach somehow is to disturb the universe. 

The peach is a site of potential disruption. On the one hand, the line disturbs the form 

of the poem, and on the other hand, the bite disturbs the universe. The latter claim 

might seem at first to be over-dramatic or unlikely, but the allusion satisfies it neatly. 

And yet, the poem does not wholly allow us this indulgence. Prufrock’s peach 

is not Eve’s apple, or at least it is not only Eve’s apple. Indeed, Chris Trombold, on his 

way to arguing that Prufrock’s fear stems not from his religion but from his digestion, 

calls it “one of the most persistently interesting, because never-quite-resolved 

questions about [Eliot’s] work” (45). As Trombold is suggesting, this is in part 

because of the insistent materiality of the peach. He bolsters his argument with an 

impressive slew of citations, demonstrating that digestion was indeed a concern for 

Eliot, both in his writing and in his life. Digestion, for Eliot, was both a material 
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concern and a metaphorical one, and the peach, for Trombold, thus stands as a marker 

both of Eliot’s oft-obstructed bowels, and of the difficulty of digesting a literary 

tradition, an apparently necessary step in inserting oneself into it. This account of the 

poem, which neatly locates the source of Prufrock’s fear within the authorial stomach 

and the authorial mind, in some ways anticipates my own. A shift, though, is 

necessary.  

Prufrock’s fear emerges, I argue, not from his author’s stomach but from his 

own mouth—and not because, as some critics have claimed, he is worried about his 

aging or perhaps false teeth—and from his own mind. Prufrock is, I am well aware, a 

character, a persona, and thus not a person with a mouth or a mind, but my willingness 

to credit him with these things stems from precisely the kind of character he is. Kenner 

describes Prufrock as “the generic Eliot character,” meaning that he is not so much a 

character, but “the name of a possible zone of consciousness where the materials 

which he is credited with being aware of can exist” (37). Here, Kenner neatly elides 

the world of literary allusion and the world of physical objects into a single word: 

materials. This elision is purposeful and powerful.  

The materials of which Prufrock is aware include both the literary context of 

his question—the Biblical story as well as the tale from Augustine’s confessions in 

which pears are the forbidden fruit—and the sensory encounter with the peach, which 

may or may not provoke anxiety about digestion, etiquette, or getting peach juice on 

one’s white flannel trousers. By bringing together the seemingly discrete categories of 

the sensory and the literary, Kenner reveals one aspect of the poem’s resistance to 

digestion, or, to put that another way, one of the reasons it is a hard poem to make 
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heads or tails of. Prufrock is not, in the nineteenth-century sense, a digester. He is not 

given to mulling over or cogitation. He would prefer not to be pinned down, and is 

bluntly impatient with those who ask, “what is it?”.  

What Prufrock is, I argue by contrast, is a taster. While the stomach provides, 

as critics of Victorian and nineteenth-century American literature have demonstrated, 

an apt and common metaphor for extended cogitation and the complex machinations 

of the body politic, the mouth has its own temporality, and a distinct relationship to 

meaning. Robert Fleissner frames Prufrock’s hesitation to eat the peach as a choice 

between ethics and aesthetics, suggesting that Prufrock fears the peach because to eat 

it would involve giving up the possibility of disinterested aesthetic appreciation for its 

beauty. What this framing misses is the possibility of a positive risk: the fear not of 

loss, but of experience—more specifically, the fear of gustatory pleasure, and what is 

gained along with it. As I discuss in greater detail in my first chapter, it is in large part 

due to its association with irrational and bodily pleasure that taste has long been 

considered one of the “lower” senses, along with touch and smell. Even as it provides 

a metaphorical basis for the understanding of aesthetic taste, gustatory taste has been 

under-theorized as a result of philosophy’s persistent valorization of rationality and 

disinterested thought.  

Taste is risky because it might feel good in ways we can’t explain. It might feel 

good in ways that don’t fit into existing systems of thought, and it might disrupt 

notions of beauty or value that are predicated on disinterestedness. Taste is risky 

because it measures something other than beauty or value, something that cannot be 

isolated to the perceived object, but must be felt in the moment of perception. And 
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here, of course, we return to Eve: the fruit of the tree of knowledge, whatever kind of 

fruit it is, is dangerous not because it brings sex, but because it brings knowledge, and, 

along with it, new ways of both feeling and understanding desire, love, and shame. 

Prufrock’s peach is dangerous not because of what will be lost once it is eaten, but 

because of what will be changed in the process of eating it, because of the potentially 

disruptive experience of having it in his mouth.  

This experience is on the one hand purely material—this is a poem that does 

not let us forget that the world is constituted of physical objects—and on the other 

hand purely textual—this is a poem that insists equally on its status as a poem within a 

literary tradition. And indeed, this is the problem of the poem, and the problem of the 

peach; it challenges us to think not about the division between ethics and aesthetics, 

but about the traffic between thingly referents and allusive ones. It does so, moreover, 

not by setting them in contrast, but by setting them in equal terms, as part of the 

“materials” which Prufrock is, as Kenner puts it, “credited with being aware of.” 

It is as easy to make the peach a metaphor for the universe as it is to assign it to 

Eve. Earlier in the poem, Prufrock wonders if it would have been “worth it, after all” 

to have “To have bitten off the matter with a smile,/To have squeezed the universe 

into a ball/To roll it towards some overwhelming question.” Here, the simplicity of the 

ball reminds us that the earth and the peach are essentially the same shape, and that 

one can be bitten and the other cannot. The overwhelming question, rather than being 

“unarticulated in the poem” as critics have claimed, is insistently rearticulated, which 

is necessary, because it both is and is not a single question. Would it be worth it, 

Prufrock seems to ask here, to have made this peach into a metaphor, asking about the 
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value of doing precisely what the question itself does. Yet the question also undoes the 

metaphor. The unavoidable metaphor here is undercut by the materiality of its 

articulation. The question as posed here is about matter being represented by not by a 

specific object, like the peach, but by the abstraction of the ball, which contains a 

universe but remains pure form: a perfect sphere. Everything that matters, which is to 

say, all the materials of Prufrock’s world, becomes undifferentiable matter. To roll the 

world up into a ball is to collect those materials in a way that erases their 

heterogeneity, an impulse the poem resists. 

 The metaphor is undercut, too, by the many things that intercede between the 

question’s opening and its articulation. There are a few lines between that “after all” 

and that smiling bite, in which the poem seems to delimit what “all” might be, making 

it rather small and personal. If “after all,” is not “at the end of the world,” but “After 

the cups, the marmalade, the tea,” and if it happens “Among the porcelain, among 

some talk of you and me,” we are necessarily back in everyday life. This is no longer 

matter condensed into a ball, it is cups made of porcelain and filled with hot tea, which 

is sipped alongside marmalade made of oranges. I won’t bother to speculate about the 

ingredients of the “cakes and ices” that appear a few lines earlier, but it is clear that 

they do have ingredients; they are not abstractions. The temporality of this poem is 

notoriously complex, making it necessary to admit that they may be projections, but 

even if they are the cakes and ices of an imagined future, even if Prufrock cannot, at 

this moment, smell the tea or bite the cakes, these foodstuffs are—like the coffee 

spoons with which he measures out his life—material objects that evoke sensory 

experience. 
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The sensory experience they evoke is multiple, of course: we imagine not just 

taste, but also the smell of the tea, the sounds of spoons clinking against porcelain, the 

heat of a cup against the hand, and the visual contrast between dark tea and white 

china. But taste is paramount here, and in a way that is a result not just of the objects 

of Prufrock’s contemplation, but of Prufrock himself. Taste—and by this I mean 

gustatory taste, not aesthetic taste—is individual, and often incommunicable. If I say 

that something tastes good, I mean that I like the way it tastes, and you might disagree. 

Taste is the opposite of disinterested. Taste is also fleeting—while digestion works as 

a metaphor for thought because it signifies a slow turning over and sloshing around 

and processing—taste works as a metaphor for feeling because it is over before it can 

be fully processed; even when we try to savor a thing, taste cannot be captured. To 

digest a thing means, eventually, to reproduce it in some other form: to break it down 

and absorb it, but also to produce a new version of it. Remaining in the metaphor here, 

for reasons of politeness, we can say that to digest an idea is to incorporate it into 

one’s own thought and either make it more legible or use it to make something new. 

To taste is the opposite; it means only to experience a thing, and to produce nothing. 

Taste resists extension and explanation both.    

This resistance can help us understand Prufrock’s relationship to the materials 

of his world—his relationship to the matter that surrounds him in the physical world, 

and his relationship to the references that matter cannot help but evoke. J. Hillis Miller 

describes Prufrock as a man paralyzed; this “paralysis” is, for Miller, a result of his 

subjectivizing of everything; because “each consciousness is an opaque sphere,” and 

those spheres are impenetrable to each other (139). By this logic, Prufrock and his 
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interlocutor will endlessly talk past each other, as he asks his repetitive questions and 

she responds, “that is not what I meant at all.” In figuring consciousness as a set of 

spheres, Miller makes visible how the risk of biting into a peach, of biting off the 

matter, is also the risk of puncturing this other kind of orb. To bite into the peach is to 

pin it down—to render it purely and simply material, stripping it of its metaphorical 

and allusive valences, and stopping the interaction between them. To eat the peach is 

to end this conversation, to settle—perhaps to agree—on a single meaning. To hold 

the peach as a suspended possibility is to remain within the inconclusive and 

irresolvable mood of the poem, to keep open—for readers—the pleasurable question 

of what it might mean and how it tastes.  

Except this is not quite everything. Because while not eating the peach offers 

the pleasures of desire, deferral, and suspension, eating the peach offers the pleasure 

of, well, eating the peach. Which is, as I have been arguing, a very similar kind of 

pleasure: an aleatory, immersive, subjective, incommunicable pleasure. The question 

is, again, but in a new way, absurd. The literary consequences of eating and not eating 

are the same, because the pleasure of eating the peach is the same kind of pleasure as 

the pleasure of not eating the peach. Either way, Prufrock remains ensconced in his 

opaque sphere, and either way, we cannot grasp his experience of the materials of his 

life. Whether he tastes the peach or not, our access to his consciousness is as limited as 

our access to his taste—it is ephemeral and opaque. The peach is, in this, exemplary of 

the materials of which Prufrock is aware; his awareness does not simply flatten 

distinctions between material objects and literary ones, it renders all objects both 

material and literary, and it does so by way of its opacity and its subjectivity. It does 
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so by refusing to digest and choosing instead to taste. Opting for this momentary 

pleasure does more than unsettle the poem’s relation to its own allusivity, it unsettles 

the poem itself, forestalling the possibility that it might become a normative force. The 

poem resists resolution, and thus by its nature cannot be prescriptive; it queers its own 

relationship to the originary apple, and it queers the possibilities of its own readership, 

keeping the question of the peach perpetually open in order to avoid determining 

others’ answers.  

 

 

A Body 
 
The association between the pleasure of eating and the pleasure of sex dates 

back long before Eve; the association doesn’t rely on the Biblical tale, it authorizes it. 

Indeed, what happens when the serpent tempts Eve is an augmentation of the sensory 

with the cognitive; her risk is the risk of pleasure, but also the risk of intellection. Her 

shame emerges not from sensory experience, but from awareness of that sensory 

experience. Indeed, we might think of her shame as a precursor to or even facet of the 

kind of aversion that Leo Bersani anatomizes in “Is the Rectum a Grave?” When 

Bersani describes the intentions of both anti- and pro- sex feminists and queer activists 

as “pastoralizing,” he evokes the verdancy of Eden, the innocence and beauty of Eve’s 

life before she tasted the fateful fruit. And while his intervention in this essay, his 

insistence that we must value sex for the ways in which it is “anticommunal, 

antiegalitarian, antinurturing, antiloving,” has been foundational to queer theory, and 

enabled ways of thinking about sex itself that separate the act from the ideology that 
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surrounds it, I want to suggest that remembering the ways in which sex is like eating 

allows another way of valuing it, and of theorizing it (215).  

Bersani opens his essay with one of the most famous—and surely the most 

memorable—claims in queer theory, that “there is a big secret about sex” and that this 

secret is that “most people don’t like it” (197). But most people do like eating; people 

especially like eating fruit. And, Eve’s apple and Prufrock’s peach aside, most people 

don’t worry about eating fruit; unless you’re on the paleo diet (and if you are, I 

apologize, because this chapter will be full of temptation), fruit is a dessert sanctioned 

by even the most careful of weight watchers. Indeed, if Bersani is the father of anti-

relational queer theory, I propose here a turn to something like a non-relational or non-

subjective queer theory, a theory that might allow us to think of sex not as something 

that shatters the subject, as Bersani would have it, but as something that, like eating, 

offers a kind of suspension from subjectivity. Lauren Berlant describes sex and eating 

as “aleatory modes of self-abeyance that do not occupy time, decision, or 

consequentiality,” suggesting that these activities might offer a kind of respite from 

the pressures of daily life (98). Berlant’s interest is in theorizing the ways these 

fragmentary moments of pleasure can insulate a subject from the larger structures of 

precarity, and how we might understand them as forms of accretion or self-extension 

that can help reshape our understanding of sovereignty. Rather than thinking about 

what these moments resist, my aim here is to think in more detail about how they feel, 

and what that feeling does not against the world, but for the (paradoxically suspended 

or non) subject. These moments are anti-relational in that they undo the differentiation 
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between subject and object implicit in the idea of relation, but that undoing is itself 

profoundly relational.   

I borrow the term “non-relational” from the British Idealist philosopher F. H. 

Bradley, though I do so only partially, since a whole-hog adoption of Bradley’s 

metaphysics might require a retraction of that last sentence, and an acceptance that the 

distinction between the world and the subject is a false one. For Bradley, the result of 

this acceptance is not solipsism, but an understanding that it is inadequate, and, he 

maintains, logically inconsistent, to conceive of the world as composed of distinct 

objects in relation to each other. And while he acknowledges that we cannot fully 

account for the world without these abstractions, he maintains that we can begin to 

understand this philosophy by thinking of immersive moments where experience 

seems to transcend thought. Sex and eating are obvious examples. If it is true that 

remembering these experiences can help us understand Bradley’s philosophy, it is 

equally true that Bradley’s philosophy can help us understand these experiences. Just 

as the poems I discuss here enable new readings of both the Biblical Eve and Cixous’s 

Eve, I aim to enable a re-thinking of Bradley’s philosophy. 

My reading of Bradley is filtered through Eliot, whose debt to Bradley was 

first pointed out by Hugh Kenner, whose discussion of Bradley in The Invisible Poet 

inspired Eliot to publish his doctoral dissertation, an exegesis of Bradley’s work. In 

his introduction, Eliot admits that he himself finds the dissertation both 

incomprehensible and “quaintly antiquated,” and most scholars since then have 

agreed; I won’t argue with them (10). Nonetheless, Eliot’s reading of Bradley hints at 

the model of non-relationality that I propose to develop here.  
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 Prufrock can also help us make sense of Bradley; my reading of the poem 

above offers one way of thinking about what it means to say that “my state, whatever 

else it is, is a whole of which I am immediately aware. It is an experienced non-

relational unity of many in one” (qtd. in Eliot, 21). Eliot is at pains to clarify that 

awareness can be reduced to neither knowledge nor feeling, and that the two are co-

constituted. “There is no greater mistake,” he warns us, “than to think that feeling and 

thought are exclusive” (18). He is full of warnings. Most importantly for my purposes, 

he warns against precisely what I aim to do: 

 
Hence any history of the process must be only relatively true: it must be 
a history of the object side, postulating the subject, or a history of the 
subject side, postulating the object side. For feeling, in which the two 
are one, has no history; it is, as such, outside of time altogether, 
inasmuch as there is no further point of view from which it can be 
inspected (22). 

 
This is not a history of feeling, of course, but it is a theory of feeling. It is specifically 

a theory of what it means to imagine subject and object as one, a question that arises 

when we begin to, like Eve, accept the goodness of insides and to, like Eliot, think 

about what differentiates biting into a peach from looking at a painting. In his reading 

of Bradley, Eliot uses the example of looking at a painting to show how consciousness 

enables (or forces) the subject and object to “emerge” from the “‘confusion’ of 

feeling,” but in Prufrock his suspension of the question of the peach shows us how to 

maintain that confusion, to keep it “complete and satisfactory” (20). Perhaps the 

appropriate “point of view” from which to approach feeling, then, is the lyric.  

 This claim seems to accord with Wordsworth’s famous postulation, that 

“poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings: it takes its origin from 
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emotion recollected in tranquility.” Though the latter part of this line is the most oft-

remembered, the chiasmus that structures the whole matters to this point. Spontaneity 

seems opposed to tranquility, the present-tense overflow distinct from the calm 

recollection. The first clause suggests feeling; the second suggests thought. Poetry, 

then, or at least lyric poetry, is a way of thinking about feeling that also is feeling; it is 

a way of thinking about feeling that brings us back into that “confusion.” Yet the 

genre of the lyric is a slippery one, and turning to Wordsworth for a definition may be 

overly simplistic. Yet turning to Wordsworth offers one way, as Virginia Jackson 

points out in her essay in a 2008 PMLA forum on “The New Lyric Criticism,” to do 

the necessary work of thinking historically about the category of the lyric, and to resist 

“the notion that poetry is or ever was one genre” (183). And yet, while we can easily 

categorize these modernist lyrics against Wordsworth’s claims, and identify the ways 

in which they undermine his Romantic ideals—starting, notably, with the relation 

between the speaker of the poem and their surroundings—it is worth thinking too 

about continuity. After all, Wallace Stevens, in his introduction to Williams’s 

collected poems, describes him as a Romantic poet, as does Yvor Winters, though the 

former means it as praise, and the latter most decidedly does not.  

Here, there is continuity not in the kind of feeling, or in the language or poetic 

form that seems to best express that feeling, but in the relationship between the feeling 

and the poem. In the same issue of PMLA, Jonathan Culler mounts a defense of the 

category of the lyric, arguing among other things that “if narrative is about what 

happens next, lyric is about what happens now” (202). The study of lyric has been 

hampered, he argues, by our insistence that it, like narrative, ought to cede 
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information, and by our resulting lack of attention to its formal qualities. While 

Culler’s defense of the lyric pointedly contrasts with Rei Terada’s institutional critique 

of the category and her claim that “lyricism’s specialness and its emptiness are the 

same,” her further articulation of lyric’s specialness and emptiness can help think 

differently about Culler’s “now” (197). For Terada, lyricism is a category that requires 

something of the reader; it is a problem that needs to be placed “firmly within the 

perception that a lyric is there to be read” (198). And while she responds to this 

problem by suggesting important institutional and discursive shifts within the structure 

of the discipline, it is also worth turning her point back on itself, and thinking about 

how the genre of the lyric is constituted by our reaction to that specialness and 

emptiness, and what happens in the “now” of reading.  

To read a lyric is not—and on this all of these scholars agree, though 

Wordsworth might not—to access the fully realized persona of a feeling subject. It is 

also not—and this is perhaps a more contentious claim—to access a fully realized 

persona at all. Instead, I contend that we should think of a lyric, or at least the 

modernist lyric, as a formal realization of non-relationality, or, as Williams puts it in 

Spring and All, as “dynamisation of emotion into a separate form” (24). For Williams, 

poetry is “new form dealt with as a reality in itself” and its aim is to “record at the 

moment when the consciousness is enlarged by the sympathies and unity of 

understanding which the imagination gives” (24, 22). Importantly, poetry’s role is not 

to record the moment, it is to record at the moment; it is an “actual force” that 

produces not transparent representation but reality itself (22). For Williams, the poem 

is neither mirror nor lamp; it neither represents nor illuminates the world. Instead, it is 
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“a new object, a play, a dance” that becomes part of the movement of the world, not 

revealing the relationships between subjects and objects, but partaking of them (25).  

While Williams’s defense of poetry explicitly repudiates the second half of 

Wordsworth’s definition, it nonetheless shares the sense of immediacy that animates 

its first half. To say that “poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings” is 

to situate it firmly within a present-tense experience, and to emphasize indexicality 

over representationality. That present-tense quality, importantly, should not be isolated 

in either the moment of writing or the moment of reading; the lyric is of the moment in 

the sense that it is of what Williams calls “that eternal moment” and it unites not just 

poet and life, but also poet and reader, who are “henceforth (so long as you read) 

locked in a fraternal embrace” (16). Thus, we can understand the lyric as both 

something that is structured by affect and as something that produces a particular 

affect in its readers. Affect, here, animates both form and the reader.  

Just as it is Pound who reminds us that we don’t actually know that Prufrock is 

old, it is Pound who can help us clarify what “form” means in this context. 

Responding to critics who call Williams’s work “formless”—and not disagreeing with 

them—Pound opposes form to texture, thinking form in a classical way, as that which 

unites, coheres, clarifies, and provides shape to a work of literature (32). For Pound, 

form is what makes literature clever and diverting, yet it can also be “very tiresome,” 

as, for example, when the number of pages left in a volume reveals a necessary, 

predictable conclusion. Pound’s “texture,” on the other hand, is something we might 

think of as a formal element; it is a relationship between the structures of language and 
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the moments they represent. It is also, and here Pound’s language conveniently 

predicts the next turn in this argument, “mental cud for any ruminant tooth” (34).  

That Pound’s metaphor here involves eating is not, to my mind, a coincidence. 

The cud is a telling metaphor because it foregrounds not sustenance, but experience. 

Setting aside the evolutionary question of why cows chew their cuds at such length, 

which is no doubt a matter of the shape of their teeth and the acidity of their saliva, it 

remains to consider instead the literary question of what Pound was evoking, which 

has nothing to do with biology. Thinking through Nietzsche’s use of a similar 

metaphor, Diana Fuss asks whether the cow “provides a better model for deliberate 

and unhurried thought than the restless and irritable figure we call “modern man,”” a 

question that underscores the temporality of rumination (6). Cows eat slowly, 

reminding us to savor our meals. Pound uses his cows to evoke the extended aural 

pleasures of eating: the sense of taste, the sensation of chewing, and the gradual 

undoing of the line between subject and object, as the food becomes a part of its eater. 

Even if that undoing is more properly a part of the process of digestion, Pound’s 

emphasis on the cow’s tooth, rather than its many stomachs, keeps the action in the 

mouth and revises the discourse of digestion by choosing an animal famous for 

keeping food in its mouth for as long as possible.  

Taste is that which exceeds satiety—taste comes to the fore in moments when, 

as Williams writes in “Spring and All,” we have filled our stomachs and “annihilated 

all eating: quite plainly we have no more appetite,” and when “having eaten, the man 

has released his mind” (18). Taste comes to the fore, then, in moments when we eat 

not out of appetite, but out of desire, and moments when we pause before eating, 
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question whether or not it is the right thing to do—whether or not we dare, whether or 

not it will give us the pleasure that we hope or imagine it will. And taste comes to the 

fore when the urgency of hunger abates—no longer are our minds bound up, like 

Leopold Bloom’s, with a physical need that determines what and how we will 

perceive the world. Taste allows us to see the ideas in things, as Williams might have 

it, or to see the allusions in things, as Eliot might have it, or to see ourselves and our 

lovers in things, as Stein might have it. Indeed, by tasting, by taking these things—

these fruits, specifically—into our mouths, we apprehend them as part of a world in 

which things, ideas, and people are bound together in a unity that transcends 

differential relations.  

 

Several Plums 
 

At the end of what might be his most famous poem, Williams substitutes an 

account of pleasure for an apology: “they were delicious/ so sweet/ and so cold.” The 

theft of plums should be forgiven not because the thief is contrite, but because the 

sensation of eating them was so exquisite. The unwritten rules of a household and the 

moral imperative not to steal are rendered irrelevant by the pleasure of taste, which the 

poem recounts, and the pleasure of reading, which it produces. Though it’s obviously 

not fair to elide the speakers of Williams’s poems with Williams himself, critics have 

generally agreed that “This is just to say” should be read as an intimate and loving 

address from a man to a woman, in which he expresses his love and desire via an 

apology for interrupting the economy of her kitchen. It is nearly always read as a 

poem about sexuality—a poem in which the luscious flesh of the plums alludes to the 
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no doubt equally luscious flesh of a lover. This reading is premised not upon an 

allusion to the story of Eve—as Williams was famously uninterested in allusion19—but 

on the poem’s feeling of intimacy, a result both of its domestic setting and its familiar, 

casual language. The poem, read this way, posits a particular relationship between 

people, and is not about plums at all.  

Indeed, his wife’s “reply” to the poem both serves as a feminist rejoinder and 

confirms this heteronormative reading. It also, and perhaps more importantly, helps to 

clarify the stakes of thinking of this poem as one that is about eating plums, and about 

the way that eating plums seems, for a moment, to offer an alterative to the domestic 

scene, a way of feeling that is also an escape. Framed as an artifact of the domestic 

scene, the poem that is Flossie’s “reply” begins with a parenthetical aside that suggests 

authenticity and intimacy, implying that our readership of this poem (first published in 

The Atlantic) has an illicit quality akin to the act of stealing the plums. The plum-thief, 

who we identify with Williams, has taken fruit that was not for him; we are reading a 

note that was found “crumpled on her desk” (536). The editors of Williams’s collected 

poems surmise that the poem originates in an actual note left by Florence Williams, 

but its origins matter less than its effects. 

The poem responds to “This is Just to Say,” beginning a dialogue in which a 

hardworking wife reminds her husband of the extent of her domestic labor. “Dear 

                                                
19 Writing in praise of Marianne Moore, Williams praised her evocation of Eve’s apple 
for emphasizing “the hard and unaffected concept of the apple itself as an idea” as 
well as its “edge-to-edge contact with the things which surround it” (Williams Reader 
390). Yet even his resistance to allusion contains an acknowledgement of its power: 
“the purely stated idea,” he writes, “has an edge exactly like a fruit or a tree or a 
serpent” (393). 
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Bill,” the poem begins, stripping away the ambiguity of the earlier poem, and situating 

us explicitly in the Williams household. Following this moment of address, Floss, as 

she signs the poem at its end, lists the things she has done for her husband: the foods 

she has set out (some of them waiting for him in that infamous icebox), the tea she has 

measured out so all he has to do is make it (and she provides instructions for that), and 

the phone calls she has answered (along with her parting instruction to turn off the 

telephone, since he, presumably, either would or could not answer it himself). This 

decidedly un-sexy poem confirms for us the sexuality of the earlier poem, 

emphasizing the way Bill’s leisure and indulgence are enabled by his wife’s work. 

Taste, this poem tells us, is something that the wife provides for the husband. The 

plums are gone, but she sets out blueberries and grapefruit, coffee and tea, and finds it 

necessary to tell him that eggs, butter, and bread are available, specifying, even, that 

the bread is “in the breadbox.” Are we to surmise that he’s so unfamiliar with the 

kitchen that he couldn’t check for himself? After this list of ingredients, she seems to 

apologize for the necessity that he make his own eggs: “I didn't know just what to/ 

make for you” (536). Yet the poem is patently not an apology, just as “This is Just to 

Say” is also patently not an apology. Instead, each poem is part of a dialogue that 

reveals what its speaker has done with their day: the hard work of domestic 

management, or the pleasure of disrupting that system.   

 What Flossie Williams does—or what William Carlos Williams does in the 

voice of Flossie Williams—in this poem is to expose the domestic labor that is ignored 

in “This is Just to Say,” and to demonstrate the heteronormative structures that enable 

the speaker’s pleasure. This poem articulates a system whereby women work to enable 
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their husband’s pleasure, but it does not proffer an alternative. It catalogs a list of tasks 

that have been completed, and in so doing it offers both a gentle rebuke and an 

affirmation of affection; the poem does not protest this labor, it merely asks for 

acknowledgement. Flossie Williams is not going on strike, what the poem is saying is 

something more like: please remember that I went to the store and bought those plums 

and brought them home and rinsed them off and put them in the ice-box, and that I do 

this every day.  

A poem about Flossie eating plums would do another kind of work entirely—

we get a hint of this in Williams’s story “Country Rain,” when he and Floss stop by 

the side of the road during a long drive. He spots the raspberry bushes by the side of 

the road and points them out to her: 

Look, I said, after we had rolled forward another half mile or so, do 
you see what I see? 

Oh, said Floss, raspberries! 
We stopped again, it was still raining, so I told her to stay where she 

was while I got down to pick some of the fruit, the remainder of what I 
could see had been an abundant crop recently growing at the side of the 
road sloping toward the stream. 

Oh, taste them! said Flossie when I had brought them to her in my 
hand. They’re dripping with juice. Anyone who would put sugar on 
such berries, well, would be just a barbarian. Perhaps we could stop 
again here tomorrow and pick enough for everybody. (316) 

 
 
Here, again, we see the emphasis on unmediated taste: the barbarism of adulterating 

such fruit with sugar is the barbarism of systematized taste. To put sugar on wild 

raspberries is to adhere to cultural expectations, to add a refined product to a natural 

one, and to prioritize sweetness over complexity, interrupting the experience of tasting 

the berries by shaping it in advance. Yet, even in her insistence on unmediated contact 
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with the berries, Williams’s Flossie differs from Williams’s presentation of himself in 

“This is Just to Say.”  

The narrative, which is focalized through Williams himself, elides the moment 

when Flossie actually tastes the berries. Instead, we are treated to her response to that 

moment, which looks beyond that immersive experience in order to locate the 

experience of taste within the social, rather than charting the ways it exceeds the 

social. Taste shouldn’t be constrained by refinement, here—the berries don’t need 

sugar—but it should be shared with others, and it should be shared in a way that is 

essentially forward-looking. This is a narrative, and thus it, like Flossie, seeks to share 

that experience in the future tense. We, as readers, don’t and can’t know how this feels 

for her, but we do know what it looks like, and how it extends into time and sociality. 

We are given access to her defense of unmediated taste and her desire to share that 

experience, but we do not know what it feels like for her. Williams does not speculate 

about this; he does not even say, importantly, that she tastes them. We don’t see the 

berries go into her mouth, and we don’t feel what she feels when they do. 

We get closest to this, in fact, in Williams’s other poem about eating plums, a 

poem that foregoes the first person to observe someone else’s pleasure, a poem that 

evokes an experience pointedly in contrast with the claustrophobic heteronormativity 

of “This is just to say” and Flossie’s response. Instead, “To a Poor Old Woman” 

observes a queerly decentered and decentering experience of gustatory pleasure, and 

allows that pleasure to take over the form of the poem, if not its point of view. The 

seemingly innocuous phrase “they taste good to her” operates something like a refrain, 

as its repetition both condenses meaning and opens it out. As in many of Williams’s 
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poems, the line breaks do significant work; the second stanza consists solely of this 

repeated phrase, broken in ways that reveal the structure of the affect the rest of the 

poem articulates: 

They taste good to her  
They taste good 
to her. They taste  
good to her (4-7) 
 

The first line affirms the conventional statement, continuing the plain language of the 

first stanza, which sets the distinctly ordinary scene—the titular old woman is walking 

along the street, eating a plum, and holding a paper bag full of plums. The repetition of 

this banal phrase both confirms it as accurate and points toward its importance, while 

the form of the repetition demonstrates that it is an assertion not simply of a quality of 

the plums or of the woman’s experience, but of, more precisely, the woman’s 

experience of and orientation toward the plums.  

The poem closes with a final repetition of the phrase, whole, and on a line by 

itself. If the line breaks in the second stanza suggest a series of possible ways of 

understanding its meaning—locating the goodness of taste first in the plums (“they 

taste good”) and then in the woman’s mouth (“good to her”)—then this final, 

unbroken repetition suggests the impossibility of choosing a singular interpretation, 

and the necessity of attending to the proliferation of meaning and multiplicity of 

experience that the phrase describes. Stephen Burt likens these line breaks to “a 

scientific experiment” that gradually reveals a set of possibilities, but this is an 

experiment that does not settle on a single result. Even Burt admits: “to know more 

about what “good” means to her, we have to look longer at her.” The poem invites us 
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to look longer, but not to look solely at her; instead, those line breaks enact the 

mingling of the plums, their good taste, and her taste for them. They immerse us in the 

kind of confusion that Bradley describes as non-relational, the mingling of subject, 

object, and sensation. Charles Altieri has described Williams’s poetics as one in which 

“words do not copy but produce meanings,” and thus “focus our attention on the 

activities of the artist and his constructed characters as they engage in that process of 

production,” and “reflect upon forms of behavior in which we are not fully conscious 

of the quality of our activities” (497). Here, Williams’s line breaks draw attention both 

to the meaning produced by the phrase “they taste good to her” and to the meaning 

that the old woman herself is producing in the act of eating the plums: the “solace of 

ripe plums” (13). 

A comparison between this poem and “This is Just to Say” is helpful in 

thinking about what constitutes that solace, as well as what necessitates it. The two 

poems share many similarities, starting with the short lines, plain language, and the 

direct address of the titles. But the address functions quite differently in the two 

poems: “This is just to say” is a direct address from the speaker of a poem to an 

unnamed second person addressee, but “To a Poor Old Woman” is not. It sits, instead, 

in another poetic tradition entirely: it seems to be not an address to the poor old 

woman, but an ode to her. This is both appropriate and not; if she is an unlikely 

subject for an ode, she is a fitting one within Williams’s poetics of the urban everyday.  

The old woman is also, in being the subject of the poem, rather than its 

speaker, rendered voiceless, her experience described not in her own words, but in 

those of the poem’s speaker. In both poems, the speaker of the poem makes 
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assumptions about the thoughts or experiences of others (recall the “probably” in the 

middle stanza of “This is just to say” that both brings the “you” into the poem and 

makes it apparent that the poem’s premise involves quite a bit of conjecture about 

them), and in both cases, it is a woman’s voice that is lost, even if Flossie claims hers 

back in her “reply.” Both poems might be easily located within the aesthetic tradition 

of “idealization of female muteness” that Barbara Johnson tracks in “Muteness Envy” 

(134). As she demonstrates, the stakes of this muteness are high; the two subjects on 

which women are silenced are “their pleasure and their violation” and this dual 

silencing “helps culture not to be able to tell the difference between the two” (136, 

italics in original). Though neither of these poems elides the kind of dramatic sexual 

violence that Johnson locates in many of her sources, they do elide both pleasure and 

violation. Flossie’s household management is disrupted, and the only pleasure that is 

narrated is that of her husband. The old woman most certainly takes pleasure in her 

plums, but she may feel violated by the gaze of the poet.  

If these forms of violation and pleasure are less dramatic than those Johnson 

tracks, it is equally crucial that we are able to tell the difference between them. The 

interpretive lesson is a subtler one, that we must distinguish not only between rape and 

orgasm, but also between tolerance and enjoyment, between a woman who is trying to 

please her husband and a woman who is pleasing herself. This is not to accuse 

Williams of drowning out marginalized voices entirely; my claim is rather that he 

demonstrates the way discourse is dominated by the unmarked subject (the speaker of 

the poem) by drawing attention to the marked subject (female, poor, old) who cannot, 

or is not allowed to, speak for herself. Williams both partakes of the aesthetics of 
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muteness and, in this poem, offers us something more, suggesting that the old woman 

is producing meaning in a way that exceeds the poem’s discourse. Thus, “To a poor 

old woman” proffers us a moment of queerness—both depicting an experience of 

queerly decentering pleasure and allowing that pleasure to shape its second stanza—

but it formally delimits that queerness through point of view, as the use of the third 

person asserts the poem’s separation from her experience. The poor old woman 

remains mute, as rather than inviting us to taste the plums along with her, the poem 

invites us to watch her taste them, refusing immersion and privileging rationality over 

sensation. 

The qualities that limit the poor, old woman’s speech are also those that dictate 

the terms of her meaning-making. I return here to Altieri’s claim that Williams’s 

poetics is one that attends to the activities by which its subjects make meaning within 

the world. Just as the poet makes meaning by writing about a poor, old woman eating 

a plum, the poor, old woman makes meaning by eating the plum. But the meaning that 

she makes by eating a plum is quite different from that made in “This is just to say.” 

Eating in that poem is sheer pleasure, an indulgence indicative of a kind of domestic 

sensuality and undertaken with the knowledge that this slight transgression of the 

kitchen’s rules will be met with forgiveness. Eating in “To a Poor Old Woman” is also 

a pleasure, but the stakes are different. The slowness of “This is just to say,” whose 

line breaks elongate its two brief sentences, is replaced, in “To a Poor Old Woman,” 

by a sense of urgency built upon repetition and density of language. This poetic 

urgency mimics an unspoken potential urgency that undercuts the poem: the urgency 

that poverty brings to the experience of hunger. 
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It is only the title of the poem that indicates the woman’s poverty, but her 

poverty helps to make sense of the way she eats the plum, giving a material reason for 

her urgency, the completeness with which “she gives herself / to the one half” (9-10), 

as well as why she might need some kind of solace. Hunger also changes the 

experience of taste, underscoring the distinction between the two poems yet again; 

these plums taste “good” in part because they fill a void, while the other plums taste 

“delicious” in part because they do not. Yet the poem’s insistence on that goodness 

foregrounds the fact that this experience is a pleasurable one; that the old woman’s 

sensation is not just satiety, but taste itself. She may need to eat, but she also needs to 

feel good. Pleasure matters as much as the maintenance of the body. Hunger and 

satiety may be understood primarily as physical bodily experiences, but these poems 

demonstrate the way these bodily experiences produce distinctly different forms of 

pleasure and feeling. For something to taste good means a very different thing in each 

of these contexts. These two poems do not clarify what it means for something to 

“taste good,” but they do make it clear that the meaning of the phrase is always both 

subjective and affective. Both of these poems offer us access to a person experiencing 

pleasure in the act of eating, or, as Sara Ahmed might put it, feeling a loving 

orientation toward a plum, but a comparison between them reveals the breadth of 

experience that is encompassed by those phrases.   

One way to frame the division between them is as an ethical one; one plum-

eater has broken the rules, and must apologize, while the other has purchased these 

plums for herself and can eat them without compunction. But, as Burt points out, the 

poems do more than this. The poor old woman is, as he puts it, “an example,” but her 
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exemplary status exceeds the political or ethical; she is exemplary because “she (via 

Williams) might help us to enjoy life—to enjoy what we hear, and what we taste—

ourselves.” Her pleasure is democratic, but it is also adaptable and self-generated; it 

exists outside of the domestic sphere, and her plums were not carefully stored in an 

ice-box by her loving wife. The queerness of this pleasure emerges from its immersive 

qualities, but also from its status outside the reproductive order. Even if she is eating 

for nourishment, she is transforming necessity into enjoyment, and offering us a 

queerer vision of the sensation of taste.  

 

Sweet and Figs 
 

 
For Williams, the queerness of taste emerges outside of the context of 

marriage, where it is not contingent on the structures of care that shape domestic 

relationships. Stein, in depicting the sensual pleasures of a very different kind of 

marriage, demonstrates how the immersive qualities of taste can shape domesticity, 

one structured by the non-relational feeling of being alone together. Like Williams, 

Stein refuses allusion, attuning herself instead to the stutters and rhythms of daily life, 

and operating in a poetic register that emphasizes ordinary speech, including the 

hermetic qualities of intimate conversation. One of her earliest critics, Richard 

Bridgman, memorably compared her early work to “an interminable tape recording 

made secretly in a household” (149). Though this was not a compliment, coming from 

Bridgman, it nonetheless points toward part of what’s so arresting about these early 

poems: their refusal to translate a household’s idiom into traditionally poetic language 
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or even language that “makes sense.” Rather than making literary sense, these poems 

anatomize the process of sensation, both in their form and in the world they depict. 

It is traditional, when writing about Stein and food, to write about Tender 

Buttons. This makes sense; one of the book’s sections is, after all, called “Food,” and 

one of its poems is called “Apple.” Even its other sections allude to food, drink, 

kitchens, kitchen implements, and the normative timing of the meal. And indeed, a 

reading of Tender Buttons would in some ways further my claims in this chapter. As 

Michel Delville argues, “Stein’s food poetics, by undermining the taken-for-granted 

syllogistic and mimetic transparency of the descriptive and definitional still life 

(Stein’s vignettes often read like parodies of dictionary entries), prepares the ground 

for a creative investigation of the conditions that allow the 

observer/smeller/taster/listener to relate to things which can only acquire 

nonpermanent sensory features and identities” (42). The “real point” of Tender 

Buttons, for Delville, is “the changing complexities and mutabilities” of objects, and 

the sense that “food occupies a transitional status between self and object” (41, 37). If 

food is both a thing and not a thing for Delville, this inconsistency speaks to its liminal 

status; food is transitional in the sense that it reveals the permeability of boundaries 

between self and object; as it is taken into the mouth, it dissolves that foregiven 

distinction.   

Instead of talking about Tender Buttons, though, I focus here on Lifting Belly, a 

book-length love poem that is Stein’s most openly lesbian and most insistently erotic 

work. The title phrase, “lifting belly,” is one that Stein and Toklas used to indicate sex 

acts, sexuality, and eroticism, and it is central to this poem’s depiction of their 
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domestic lives. Like Tender Buttons, Lifting Belly immerses us in a domestic scene; 

however, it foregoes the earlier book’s emphasis on distinctions between objects. If 

Tender Buttons gives us, as Delville claims, something like a list of definitions, Lifting 

Belly refuses the separation inherent in the idea of definition. Lifting Belly, which was 

written in the late 1910s, but not published until after Stein’s death, refuses the 

equivocation that marked her other textual representations of queer sexuality. 

Catharine Stimpson describes Stein’s linguistic avoidance of explicit lesbian language 

as a kind of coding that “does what Morse Code does: it transmits messages in a 

different form which initiates may translate back into the original” (499). Yet even as 

the language of Lifting Belly is arguably coded, it does not do what Morse Code does. 

“Lifting belly” is a phrase that both means and does not mean, and it fills the text in a 

way that emphasizes its permeation of the two women’s domestic lives.  

It is no good trying to decode Lifting Belly. It is also no good trying to decode 

“lifting belly.” That these sentences mean different things is important: “lifting belly” 

is the central term of Lifting Belly, and it seems to suffuse all of its other content, but 

that intermingling should not eclipse the content or form of rest of the poem. The 

poem’s vision of domesticity is one where words resist singular meaning, as I’ll 

discuss in more detail later, but it is also one where voices resist singularity. The poem 

at times reads like a dialogue, but the voices are so similar as to be indistinguishable 

from each other, and the logic of the poem resists this duality, producing what feels 

more like a shared consciousness, in conversation with itself. Early on in the poem, the 

question of meaning is raised explicitly: 
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What did you say lifting belly. I did not understand you correctly. It 
is not well said. For lifting belly. For lifting belly not to lifting belly.  

Did you say, oh lifting belly. 
What is my another name. 
Representative. 
Of what. 
Of the evils of eating. 
What are they then. 
They are sweet and figs. 
 

When evil and eating and sex come together in a poem, there is a temptation to think 

allusively, to return to Eve and to the scene that opened this chapter. And Stein knows 

this; the allusion is there, but it’s a joke. The allusion is too easy; this is not how 

representation works in this poem, and “sweet” and “figs” are sufficiently vaginal to 

remind us of this. While this is most certainly a poem about eating—both pussy and 

food—it is certainly not a poem about evil, or a poem in which representation is at 

stake. More interested in experiential questions than ethical ones, this is a poem in 

which enactment and play take over for representation, and decoding becomes 

impossible.  

On the one hand, this passage is a cunning play on poetic conventions and 

Biblical allusions, but on the other hand, it is an example of how the poem’s syntax 

refuses those conventions, undoing dialogue and binary logic through a process of 

accretion and play. To read it as a joke requires reading it as a muddled but logical 

exchange—yet to do so requires ignoring its syntactical complexity. There are two 

ways to read this joke: we can read it as a joke about the “evils” of lesbian sexuality, 

and thus an uncharacteristic defense of Stein’s own way of life, or we can read it as a 

joke about representation, allusion, and a queer poetics that undoes those literary 

constants. The desire to claim the consistently apolitical Stein as a queer hero might 
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lead to the former, but the latter reading is one with a politics as well, albeit a subtler 

one. The politics at play here is a politics of undoing, a queerness that is not identical 

to lesbianism, but that emphasizes instead the intimate possibilities of immersion in a 

private language.  

That private language is more than a code; as Susan Holbrook points out, one 

paradox of this poem’s criticism is how much attention has been paid both to its veiled 

nature and to its explicitness. For her, this prevailing interest in the question of coding 

is symptomatic of two things: “a liberal heterosexist politics” undertaking a kind of 

surveillance of lesbianism, and lesbians’ own fervent desire to read about themselves 

(751). While I concur with her that attempts at decoding seem to “miss the mark,” it 

seems important to attend to the qualities of the poem—rather than just the qualities of 

its readers—that incite this form of reading (752). Holbrook locates a slippery 

eroticism in the text’s slippage of signification, theorizing it not as a code, but as a 

form of emergent translation that emphasizes not differences between words, but 

possibilities within them.20 Building on Holbrook’s insight, I argue for thinking 

through the way Stein’s language is invested not just with the possibility of a queer 

kind of signification, but with a queer kind of syntactical ambiguity.  

While the poem’s dialogic feeling emerges from the sense of a call and 

response, the way a line that poses a question is often followed by a seemingly 

declarative line, this feeling is undone by the content of those questions and answers. 

Sometimes it works, as in “Of what. /Of the evils of eating,” but sometimes it doesn’t. 

                                                
20 She uses the term trans-poetic to describe this phenomenon, a term that I avoid here 
in part because its modern connotations have shifted away from her intended meaning, 
which is a reference to the immanence of translation. 
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Consider the opening of the passage: “What did you say lifting belly. I did not 

understand you correctly. It is not well said. For lifting belly. For lifting belly not to 

lifting belly./ Did you say, oh lifting belly./ What is my another name.” The first line 

asks for clarification, and there are two ways we might read its opening salvo: it is 

either addressing lifting belly (read as: what did you say, Lifting Belly?) or it is 

suggesting a possible answer to its question (read as: what did you say? “lifting 

belly”?). The next sentence confirms this confusion, suggesting that to not understand 

may in fact be to understand correctly, and that this is a quality of the saying, not a 

quality of the listener: “It is not well said.” Yet, and this is apparent, it is said well 

enough for the conversation to continue. The next line varies the question, and the line 

after that seems, perhaps, to move on. But if we read “lifting belly” as the addressee of 

the previous line, a reading that “oh” seems to support, we can also read this as a 

continuation of the question: Did you say, oh lifting belly, “what is my another 

name?”.  

Here again we might feel tripped up, not, this time by the order of the lines, but 

by the syntax of a single line, the “an-” that appears in the middle of an otherwise 

unremarkable question, marking both singularity and differentiation. This self-

interruption is both syntactical, in that it interrupts the question, and subjective, in that 

it interrupts the singularity of the speaking self. The differentiation that happens here 

is not binary, and it refuses disambiguation, suggesting instead an accretive logic. 

Here, again, we are not in Morse Code; to say another is to indicate, as the OED 

specifies, “anything additional or remaining beyond those already considered; an 

additional.” More pointedly, “Another is distinguished from the other, in that, while 
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the latter points to the remaining determinate member of a known series of two or 

more, another refers indefinitely to any further member of a series of indeterminate 

extent; it is not therefore applied to the determinate second of two.” The answer to this 

question, thus, will not be something we can use to sketch the boundaries of a 

speaking self or even to delimit a set of names for that self; instead, it suggests the 

futility of those pursuits. Even if we pin down one answer, there might be more. Even 

if we learn that lifting belly’s another name is sex, or that Stein’s another name is 

lifting belly, or that Toklas’s is, the question remains open, pointing to an 

indeterminate series of names.  

If it seems far-fetched to make lifting belly itself a character in what seems to 

be a conversation between two lovers, it is exactly the kind of move this poem 

makes—except that in doing so, it undermines the possibility that we can differentiate 

between the lovers, their conversation, the sex they’re talking about, the sex they’re 

having, their love, the food they eat, and their shared domestic life. Lifting belly is 

perhaps most frequently described as “so kind,” but she/it/they inhabits multiple parts 

of speech and takes on many qualities throughout the poem. Some of my favorites 

include the delightful rhyme of “Lifting belly is to jelly” (19), the whimsical “Lifting 

belly is such a windmill” and “Lifting belly is a picnic” (12), the moment when 

“Lifting belly says pardon” and then is not pardoned (30), and then the one where 

Stein tells us what we are doing: “Lifting belly in reading” (42). All of these phrases 

offer one form of accretion and pleasurable confusion, one kind of “permanent caress” 

(37). 
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Even as lines like “There was an instant of lifting belly” seem to suggest its 

momentary quality, its permanence and permeation of the women’s lives becomes 

apparent through repetition (10). A few pages later, a rhyming quatrain interrupts the 

poem’s form: 

Lifting belly is so near. 
Lifting belly is so dear. 
Lifting belly all around. 
Lifting belly makes a sound. (14) 
 

Lifting belly is near both temporally and physically, throughout the poem and 

throughout the women’s daily lives. It appears multiple times on almost every page of 

the poem’s 50 (in the Yale Edition), and its repetition produces a rhythmic quality that 

brings the poem together, suggesting that “lifting belly” both is all around and gives a 

sense of shape to that all-aroundness, delimiting the boundaries of the poem and of the 

lovers’ domestic space.  

Here, lifting belly—which we know is sex, sexuality, love, the lovers’ coming 

together—produces a lyric space of immersion, in which we cannot distinguish 

between subjects, or between subject, sensation, and object. Lifting belly is non-

relational, both linguistically and materially. Its non-relationality is linked to taste both 

by the orality of lesbian sex, and by the poem’s preoccupation with food. Even David 

Owens, who argues that the poem is, fundamentally, “a war poem” cannot escape its 

gustatory references (617). For him, the mention of pigeons early on in the poem 

seems disappointing; rather than a reference to the carrier pigeons used in World War 

I, it is “probably only a culinary one,” referring instead to a conversation between 

Toklas and their cook about how to prepare the birds for dinner (612). If that “only” 
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seems dismissive, that is perhaps symptomatic of how common Stein’s culinary 

references are.  

In addition to the link between taste and lifting belly, which is  “so sweet,” 

“rich,” “famous for recipes,” and “sugar,” can apparently be done “fattily” or 

“hungrily,” and has “three eggs in” it, other references to food (which I will not 

catalog here) litter the poem (13, 35, 46, 52, 20, 31, 49). One way to read these is as 

references to Toklas, who was indeed “famous for recipes,” but to dismiss them in this 

way is to attempt to decode the poem, to reduce the language to a singular system of 

referentiality, as Owens does when he says that “the word ‘butter’ appears in the final 

lines of the poem to be a code word for eroticism and sexual intimacy” (616). Yet just 

as butter is slippery, “butter” is slippery. It’s eroticized, yes, but not a code word, and 

not only because it’s also a very literal reference to wartime rationing. Butter’s 

eroticism is its slipperiness, its ability to work its way into the poem. We might call 

butter the materialization of an inside, a physical object that melts not into air, but into 

dishes and meanings. When ink is “better than butter” earlier in the poem, it is also 

“better than anything,” a couplet that suggests both just how good butter is (if only 

ink, which is linked with poetry in the preceding lines, is better), and how its 

malleability makes it stand not for sex, but for anything, or perhaps for everything 

(48). The next line, “Any letter is an alphabet,” reinforces this emphasis on expanding 

the possibilities of signification, substituting an entire range for a singularity, anything 

for butter.  

Butter stands in contrast to oil, which opens the poem. On the poem’s first 

page, Stein writes, “There is a great difference of opinion as to whether cooking in oil 
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is or is not healthful” (4). She does not seem to care about health; the passage is about 

a quarrel, not about its topic. Butter is interesting; oil is not. Oil is health, and butter is 

indulgence, but butter also enables a kind of mixing that oil does not; as Toklas points 

out in her cookbook, “the French use butter, and of an excellent quality, for nearly all 

their cooking, not only because it gives a flavour that no substitute does but because it 

“marries” as they say, that is it amalgamates all the flavours” (5). It is butter’s ability 

to “marry” that makes it so perfectly emblematic of this poem and this marriage, not a 

code word, but one that gathers together a wealth of meanings, refusing the one-to-one 

signification of Morse code, but nonetheless indicating a private language. The private 

language of this poem—of lifting belly—though, is not one that responds to careful 

parsing; instead, it responds to immersion, to sensation, to taste.  

 

Come Eat 
 

In the first chapter of this dissertation, I described the sense of taste as a feeling 

that can enable a moment of suspension, a release from the normative pressures of 

everyday life. This chapter fleshes out an answer to the question of what that feels 

like; expanding that moment into lyric form, and suggesting further possibilities as to 

what the wanderers who inhabit my second chapter hunger for. If the sensation of taste 

takes us out of normative sociality, it takes us into the world of objects, as we take 

food into our mouths. The immersive qualities of eating, I have argued, are not limited 

to the material actions of chewing, swallowing, and digesting, but extend into 

sensation. Eating is quite obviously a way of bringing the outside in, but tasting is a 

way of confusing outside for in, and discovering the pleasure of insides. Perhaps these 
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are Stein’s “evils of eating,” its capacity to undo the divide between I and not-I, 

enabling a move away from subjectivity that is not shattering, but immersion. Rather 

than taking away the feeling of autonomy, eating releases us from it, offering instead a 

way of being amid the world of objects and sensations.  

Like sex, taste has long been associated with excess. This association with 

excess takes two forms, one that emphasizes the value of taste, and one that 

emphasizes its dangers. The former is rooted in Kant’s famous distinction between 

hunger and taste; taste is what is left over when hunger has been satisfied. Taste 

emerges not out of desperation, but out of choice, and it enables a more careful choice, 

a better one. When we are not hungry, we can select our food based on its merits, and 

we can savor it more carefully, because we won’t be in a hurry to fill our stomachs. 

Taste, by this logic, is Williams eating his plums, but not the poor old woman eating 

hers. By decoupling the sensory experience of taste from the system of taste, this logic 

offers an effective analogy for aesthetic taste, but gives short shrift to eating itself. 

Those plums, the poem insists, taste good to her. And anyone who has ever been 

hungry knows that food often tastes best when we are hungry; that if distinction 

dissolves in the face of hunger, it is because hunger makes everything taste so good.  

That goodness—that feeling so overwhelming that I initially felt compelled to 

italicize both “best” and “so good” in that sentence—is the other kind of excess that is 

associated with taste. It emerges, too, from a Kantian understanding of taste, but 

merged with Calvinist distaste for excess and mistrust of pleasure. If taste is what 

exists in excess of hunger, it is unnecessary, unproductive. As Denise Gigante puts it, 

“while the exertion of the higher senses theoretically leads to more mind, the exercise 
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of the lower senses of taste and smell can result in too much body and its various 

forms of sensuousness” (3). Too much body, too much sensuousness, and too little 

contribution to the maintenance or reproduction of society; taste here occupies the 

position of the queer. This is not, though, the queer taste of sophistication that Litvak 

theorizes; this is unrefined and indulgent, excessive and without distinction. If the 

excess of the previous paragraph is one that has been jealously guarded by the 

wealthy, the excess of this paragraph is one that has been relegated to the poor, who 

are vilified for choosing flavor over health, for daring to want a fast-food burger when 

a pot of lentils would cost half as much.21  

Being unproductive and being unreproductive are often described as ways of 

nourishing the self, modes of “self-care.” Looking past nourishment, though, helps us 

look past the self, suggesting that they may instead be modes of being that offer 

something more, something that expands our sense of what it means to feel. Rather 

than understanding taste as an excess of subjectivity, then, thinking through the 

pleasure of taste—the pleasure of that old woman, the pleasure Prufrock denies 

himself, and the pleasure that Stein expands into her continuous present—might help 

us think beyond subjectivity, understanding sensation as something that both is 

individual and exceeds the individual. We might begin to think about feeling not as 

something we do, but as something we experience. 

                                                
21 Stop, if you are doing it, mustering practical defenses. Many of the material 
circumstances of impoverishment bring people back to fast food. But so does taste: 
salt and fat are things we savor, and having an arsenal of rationalizations can be a way 
of avoiding the question of taste. If we never admit that fast food tastes good, we risk 
implying that pleasure is an accidental by-product of this choice, and that it’s an 
unimportant or undeserved part of life.   
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CHAPTER 5 

 
Commensality and Theatricality at the Dinner Party 

 
“Why do we bother to have a dining room … is it just a farce?” 

—Jane Bowles, “Camp Cataract” (367) 
 
This question, which is asked in the first few pages of Jane Bowles’s rather 

long short story “Camp Cataract,” goes unanswered. Or, rather, the characters to 

whom it is addressed refuse to answer it, but the narrator supplies an extended 

exegesis that provides something like an answer. That thing, whatever it is, is exactly 

the thing that is omitted from a playtext; more than a fleshed-out stage direction, the 

passage that follows clarifies and develops the interpersonal situation that produces 

this question. When Evelyn asks her sister Sadie this question and Sadie responds, 

levelly, “How was the office today?”, the domestic tension that animates the exchange 

is palpable. What’s less obvious is the source of that tension, and how seriously we are 

meant to take the question. The passage that follows, which begins by setting the 

scene with an extended description of the cramped dining room, makes it evident that 

shared mealtimes both congeal that tension and produce it, and suggests that the 

question is more than a rhetorical one. The dining room is not just a farce, but it 

contains, among other types of theatricality, the farcical. The plays that I discuss in the 

rest of this chapter transform stages into dining rooms and dining rooms into stages in 

ways that reveal the heightened theatricality inherent in the dinner party.  Being at a 

dinner party involves something more than the everyday performativity that queer 
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scholarship has long recognized as part of the experience of being in the world. It 

produces something I am calling dinner-theatricality.  

In Bowles, as I’ll argue in more detail later in this chapter, the answer to 

Evelyn’s question is almost always “yes.” The other texts I discuss in this chapter, 

though, demand a broadening of the question, at least if the answer is to remain 

consistent. In all of these texts, though, the question of why we bother to have a dining 

room is an explicitly theatrical one. The relationship between theatricality and the 

dinner party is thematic; the rest of this chapter will be concerned with the way the 

dinner party has become the exemplary subject of modern drama. Before turning to 

the plays themselves, it is instructive to compare Bowles’s farce with a moment from a 

story I’ve already discussed: Katherine Mansfield’s “Bliss.” In “Bliss,” Bertha Young 

looks around her dining table and revels in the theatricality of her dinner party; she 

longs “to tell them how delightful they were, and what a decorative group they made, 

how they seemed to set one another off and how they reminded her of a play by 

Tchekof!” (128). Though some critics have read this allusion to theatricality as a 

moment in which Bertha’s hysteria transforms a painful awareness of the artificiality 

of social relations into an expression of pleasure that is itself artificial, this reading 

ignores the story’s aesthetic investment in language and the literary, as well as the 

status of Chekhov among British modernists, including Mansfield herself.22 Most 

importantly, to be in a play by Chekhov is not to be in a farce.  

                                                
22 Mansfield herself was highly influenced by Chekhov, if inconsistent in her 
transliteration of his surname. In 1917, just before Bliss was first published, she wrote 
in her journal, among other admiring things, “Tchehov is quite right about women; 
yes, he is quite right” (84). 
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Though this chapter focuses on modernist drama, it would be equally possible 

to write an entire chapter about the theatricality of meals in modernist prose; for 

example, a Woolf scholar might consider the way Mrs. Dalloway undoes the “grand 

deception practiced by hostesses in Mayfair from one-thirty to two” before the 

extended theatrical scene of Clarissa’s party, in which she feels “this feeling of being 

something not herself, and that every one was unreal in one way; much more real in 

another,” a feeling she attributes “partly to their clothes, partly to being taken out of 

their ordinary ways,” and partly to the kinds of speech the party enables (104, 171). Or 

they might turn to biography, and the “appalling” dinner party to which Woolf invited 

Lytton Strachey, among others, promising to serve “no wine; no food; nothing,” and, 

in doing so, revealing her understanding of the party as a genre, a repeated formal 

structure to be joked about, alluded to, and re-made in modern terms (Letters 154). If 

these are some of my favorite of Woolf’s parties, they are by no means the only ones; 

as Bryony Randall makes evident in “Virginia Woolf’s Idea of a Party,” parties were a 

fertile creative site for Woolf, who she describes as excited “by the idea of a party,” 

and its enactment of “the inconsecutive, the shifting, the ‘dance’” (97, 108). Randall’s 

essay appears in the most obvious critical precursor for this chapter, a collection 

simply called The Modernist Party.23 Like the critics who contributed to this volume, 

my aim is to take seriously the party as, among other things, a space that “provides 

inspiration, food for thought, and a model for creativity,” and is “a forum for testing 

                                                
23 Though Roger Shattuck’s seminal study The Banquet Years might seem another 
candidate for this role, the banquet is for him a “surface aspect” of his analysis, despite 
its status as “the supreme rite” of modernist Paris (3). For Shattuck, the meal is a 
historical stage, rather than a spectacle worth staging. 
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the relationship of the individual to other people, exploring the nature of the self, and 

critiquing the state” (2).  

My project, though, is more narrowly focused; where they refuse to impose a 

definition of the term party, I hone in on the dinner party, and where they encompass a 

range of literary genres (and have much to say about authors who appear elsewhere in 

this dissertation), my argument is solely about plays. The dinner party, in which guests 

are gathered, in general, around a single table, condenses the action of a party both 

spatially and narratively. The practical limitations of the stage are naturalized at the 

dinner party, where the primary action always takes place in a single room and food 

emerges from backstage as if by magic. A menu provides a loose script, upon which 

guests are free to embroider and improvise, as long as they do not depart too far from 

expectations. What is so striking about Bertha and Evelyn’s observations is not that 

they liken their respective dinners to plays, but that they take the theatricality of the 

dinner party for granted; in each case, their insight is to realize what kind of play their 

dinner party is like.  

I open with examples from narrative fiction in part because they make explicit 

the stakes of this question, and in part because they articulate a distinctly modernist 

understanding of the relationship between the theater and the dinner party. Their 

innovation is not to identify that relationship. We need only remember Marlowe’s 

seductively theatrical Piers Gaveston inviting a traveller to “wait at my trencher and 

tell me lies at dinner-time” to realize that dinner-theater, in its broadest sense, is not 

exactly a new thing, and that playwrights have long been aware that it can happen 

around any table (Edward II 1.30-1). As Gaveston’s sly invitation makes clear, there is 
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a long dramatic history of scenes at table that are scenes about the seductive qualities 

of theatricality. The plays I read here, though, invert that relation; instead of using the 

scene of the dinner party to think about theatricality, these plays use theatricality to 

think about dinner parties. 

The inversion is not complete: it might be more precise to say that these plays 

reveal the theatricality of the dinner party itself. In doing so, they intervene into a 

discourse of commensality that understands the table as a space where genuine 

connection is made possible by the shared activity of eating. Though most definitions 

of “commensality” stick to the material facts, like the OED’s straightforward, if 

redundant, “commensal state; the practice of eating at the same table,” the illustrative 

quotations chosen by that volume make its social connotations clear. Commensality, in 

these four short lines, is revealed to be something that “promotes good will,” but also 

something that must be restricted, lest it become “promiscuous” and perhaps promote 

too much good will—thus rules of “intermarriage and commensality” and religious 

restrictions on what and with whom it is possible to eat. Commensality is 

“benevolent,” but its very interpersonal benevolence makes it dangerous. More 

recently, Luce Giard has described the pleasure of commensality as one that emerges 

first from food and then from talking about food; for her, the pleasure of the table is 

both the pleasure of eating and the pleasure of speaking about eating (186). Similarly, 

Lorna Piatti-Farnell acknowledges the way that food carries meaning, and describes 

commensality as a process that consolidates social ties. For her, “every food 

communicates a social narrative which contributes toward the formation of a concept 
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of mutual belonging” (14). What these plays reveal, though, is how elusive that feeling 

of belonging can be. 

We are accustomed, by now, to thinking of this feeling as one that excludes; 

you need a seat at the table in order to experience commensality, and not everyone is 

granted a seat. Piatti-Farnell carefully articulates the ways in which regionally and 

culturally specific cuisines can demarcate boundaries between social and ethnic 

groups, producing a sense of belonging at the same time that they reveal the 

inadequacy of the metaphor that describes America as a “melting pot.” We might take 

a more literary example from Langston Hughes, whose short poem “I, too” ends with 

the triumphant promise that, once its speaker is allowed to sit at the table, “They’ll see 

how beautiful I am/ And be ashamed—.” Even as that beauty is described as the result 

of having eaten well, the poem reveals the essential theatricality of commensality, 

describing the table as if it were a stage. To be at table is to be seen, and to be seen and 

recognized as beautiful is to demonstrate belonging. Yet this belonging is conditional, 

and not exactly congenial. It is founded on a feeling of shame, compounded by the 

shared knowledge of a history of oppression. The poem also partakes in a complex 

temporality that distinguishes it from the lyrics I discussed in the previous chapter; 

rather than enacting an immersion in the present tense, it looks forward to a future 

moment in which what is already obvious to its speaker will become visible to others.  

While Hughes looks to a future meal to reveal what already is and what should 

be, the plays I discuss in the rest of this chapter enact dinner parties in a way that 

undercuts our understanding of the present tense. In his 1941 essay, “Some Thoughts 

on Playwriting,” Thornton Wilder listed four fundamental characteristics of drama that 
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distinguish it from the other arts, the first of which is that it “is an art which reposes on 

the work of many collaborators,” and the last of which is that “its action takes place in 

a perpetual present time” (106). Later, he clarifies this latter statement in a way that 

links the two ideas: “a play is what takes place” (114). To put that another way, the 

play is a process of performative collaboration between a playwright and a group of 

performers, who like a host and a group of guests, constitute and determine their 

particular present. The plays I read here draw attention to that process of collaboration, 

thematizing the theatricality of the dinner party in order to theorize the way the 

unfolding of dramatic action is, whether it happens on stage or around a table, both 

predetermined by theatrical conventions and particular scripts, and constituted in the 

moment of performance. Dinner-theatricality is a kind of performance that relies on 

the generic resonances of the present tense, playing on predetermined scripts in order 

to reveal the way the clash between expectations and desires can structure the 

experience of shared time.  

 Yet complicating what exactly “the present tense” connotes, modernist 

dramatic experiments reveal the dinner party to be a theatrical space in which we also 

enact our desires for imagined pasts and fantasies of the future. As Gertrude Stein 

herself recounts in both the Autobiography and in “Plays,” she was inspired to start 

writing plays at a dinner party. That party resulted in the play What Happened. 24 A 

Play Called Not and Now was written later, and was famously inspired by a dinner she 

                                                
24 Intriguingly, when Harry Dunham proposed a film version of What Happened to 
Stein, Jane Bowles’s husband Paul was to write the music for the film. Though a 
contract was signed, not enough money was raised and the film was never made 
(Letters 483n).    
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and Alice B. Toklas attended in California. To borrow Stein’s own dichotomy, if the 

love poems discussed in the previous chapter unveil a private language to produce a 

sense of “now,” the almost taxonomic epithets and repetitive negations of this play 

contribute to a sense of “not” or at least “not now,” and the sense that the dinner party 

is structured not by the experience of commensality but by the desire for 

commensality. The theatricality of the party is not just a result of the Hollywood 

setting, and it also permeates Wilder’s own The Long Christmas Dinner, which 

chronicles a failure of commensality, as continuity and repetition reveal that the 

consolidation of the family is founded on its protracted fracturing. The contrast 

between the future-oriented experience of table talk and the present-tense pleasure of 

eating is linked explicitly to the heteronormative love plot in Jane Bowles’s play In the 

Summer House. Her characters talk about food as a way of talking about the future, 

constantly planning what, where, and with whom they will eat.  

Even as they enact and theorize dinner-theatricality, these plays share a 

common quality of literariness. None of them are, as their performance histories make 

evident, impossible to stage, but neither are they straightforward to stage. In one of the 

few essays to discuss In the Summer House at length, David Savran puns on the phrase 

“closet drama,” turning it into a joke about how the play refuses to come out of the 

closet, as it were, staging queerness by refusing to name the queer desires that animate 

its plot. The term, though, might also be more broadly useful. In Uncloseting Drama, 

Nick Salvato describes the essential feature of modernist closet drama not as the 

impossibility of performance or the resistance to performance, but as an “undecided—

and undecidable—relationship to performance” that enables a play to be “always half 
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on and half off the stage” (5). The queerness of the modernist closet drama, for 

Salvato, inheres in a kind of movement that is proper to this undecidability, and that 

makes possible a theatrical “affront to the transparency of both sexual identity and its 

representations” (10-11). Without necessarily claiming the plays I discuss here for the 

genre of closet drama, I am interested in the way these plays partake of that 

undecidability, and the way each uses specifically literary tools to think queerly about 

theatricality as an experience that exists both on the stage and around the dining table. 

Thus, the primary method of this chapter is, as with the rest of the dissertation, the 

close reading of literary texts. For the most part, when I think about performance in 

this chapter, it is about the way the texts of the plays generate potential performances, 

rather than about a specific production of any of the plays.  

 

Dinner-Theatricality 
 

Though the lesson most often taken from the works of Brillat-Savarin is that 

we are what we eat, he was also very conscious, as my first chapter discusses, of how 

much it matters with whom we eat. The pleasure of eating is complete only in the 

presence of a charming dining companion, especially if their eyes sparkle as much as 

their conversation does. And just as friendly banter can enhance the taste of a dish, the 

effects of eating together can extend beyond the meal: eating together produces a 

momentary feeling of intimacy and a longer-term social bond. These bonds need not 

necessarily be romantic ones; as innumerable teen movies make abundantly clear, the 

only thing worse than eating alone in the high school cafeteria is sitting down at a 
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table where you aren’t welcome. Sociological studies of commensality generally take 

up this aspect of the experience, understanding it as system that codifies both inclusion 

and exclusion. Claude Fischler, for example, argues that we can describe eating as 

“the primary social function,” in part because the physiological primacy of the need to 

eat necessarily produces a system of cooperation, which then reifies a social structure 

(530). Yet, as the high school cafeteria makes painfully evident, the relationship 

between commensality and social stratification remains even when starvation is not at 

stake. Claude Grignon describes commensality as “a way for the group to make itself 

visible and concrete to itself” because “to include means first of all to exclude, to 

invite to avoid” (29). This is as true of dietary systems as it is of individual gatherings: 

just as a careful seating system keeps the jocks away from the stoners, dietary laws 

divide religious and ethnic groups along sensory lines. Not only do we eat together, 

we eat the same thing.  

This understanding of commensality, which sees it as a force that consolidates, 

might be one reason for what Savran describes as the “curious nonappearance of both 

Jane Bowles and her play” in the canon of queer theater scholarship (157). Bowles is 

also often overshadowed by her famous husband Paul, and, despite the nature of their 

marriage, her queerness is sometimes obscured by the fact of her having had a 

husband. These biographical factors, though, do not account for the way In the 

Summer House manages to, as Savran puts it, “safeguard homosexual identities and 

facilitate an almost wild proliferation of queer desires only by keeping the homosexual 

perpetually out of sight, invisible, elsewhere” (157). For Savran, this invisibility 

inheres largely in the way the play’s queer desire is framed by a series of erotic 
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triangles (which he likens to feminized versions of those Sedgwick theorizes in 

Between Men), and through the emotional intensity of the mother-daughter bond (a 

commonplace nineteenth-century metaphor for lesbian relationships, as I discuss in the 

next chapter). He describes In the Summer House as a play that reveals the 

“pathology” of a “melancholy heterosexuality,” but this melancholy is balanced by the 

play’s dark humor (169). Reading In the Summer House with an eye to its meals 

reveals another way in which the play suggests that heterosexuality is, like the dining 

room, a farce.   

The play, like much of Bowles’s fiction, includes a lot of meals. Millicent 

Dillon seems to have been understating her case when she described food as “not 

unimportant” to Bowles in her biography, but where she seems to find it merely 

humorous that “in the middle of thoughts of profound conflict about sex or love comes 

a thought about food,” it strikes me as telling (105). Thinking about food becomes a 

way of thinking about sex and love, and Bowles’s characters tend to operate the same 

way. The plot of In the Summer House might be described either as one in which two 

couples court, become engaged, marry, and then drift apart, or it might be described as 

one in which mothers and daughters grapple with the intensity of their love for each 

other. It might, alternately, and it will be no surprise that this is how I choose to 

describe it, be described as one in which people try to eat together and either fail to do 

so or find that they do not at all enjoy the experience. Those failures and refusals of 

commensality are often, undeniably, very funny, but they are not distractions from the 

profound questions of sex and love; they are ways of thinking them through.  
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This reading of the play also points toward a more complex temporality of 

commensality, one that sees it not as a force that consolidates group identity within a 

singular present moment, but as a force that reveals the desire for that consolidation, 

as well as its difficulty. The most obvious example of this desire comes in the 

character of Mr. Solares, whose desire to marry Gertrude—which he eventually does, 

though the marriage is not a success and does not last—is often expressed both at 

meals and in the form of invitations to dine. Her reactions to his offers of food follow 

the same logic as her reactions to his romantic overtures. Just as she refuses his love 

but accepts his financial support, she consistently rejects his attempts at commensality 

while accepting his offers of food. Early on in the play, he brings a picnic to her home, 

and spreads it out on her lawn. Though she is begrudgingly willing to eat his spaghetti, 

she will not come down to the lawn and sit with him. Instead, she says, “I think I’ll 

stay here on the balcony, thank you. Just spread yourselves on the lawn and we’ll talk 

back and forth that way. It’s all the same” (214). Her reaction makes it obvious that 

it’s not all the same, and that this physical separation disrupts the kind of connection 

that might otherwise be made over a meal.  

 This is underscored when, midway through the picnic, Mr. Solares asks 

Gertrude if she likes chop suey. When she says that she’s never tried it, he makes an 

offer: “I’ll bring you some chop suey tomorrow in a box, or maybe we better go out to 

a restaurant, to a dining and dancing. Maybe you would like to try some chop suey.” 

Gertrude, in a chilly tone, rejects his offer, claiming to dislike both entertainment and 

dancing, and suggesting instead that he try to “describe chop suey to me and I’ll try 

and imagine it” (216). The absurdity of this exchange is underscored by the action: not 
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only is Gertrude eating from a large plate of spaghetti and meatballs as she makes this 

haughty request, the spaghetti is part of a large picnic that has been provided by Mr. 

Solares, and we have just seen Gertrude accidentally dump an entire plate of spaghetti 

on the head of Mr. Solares’s sister. The spaghetti, which he describes as “Italian 

spaghetti with meat balls!” is implicitly set in parallel with the chop suey; both dishes 

are late nineteenth or early twentieth century American inventions that adapt the 

flavors of foreign cuisines for American palates (215). Mr. Solares, in attempting to 

woo the American widow with his knowledge of exotic foreign foods, ironically offers 

her dishes that are from where she is from. Despite, or perhaps because of, this 

misstep in seduction, she again rejects his offer of commensality and accepts his offer 

of food, doing so indirectly by offering to imagine it. Though the offer doesn’t quite 

seem sincere, it nonetheless has an effect; it’s impossible to read this scene, let alone 

watch it, without imagining chop suey. 

This is a distinctly farcical moment, but it is one worth pausing over, in order 

to consider the way it thematizes the line between theatricality and performativity. For 

J. L. Austin, whose theories of performativity have been foundational to so much of 

contemporary queer theory, the theater is a space in which performative language is 

always rendered infelicitous. As he explains, literary and dramatic texts will be 

excluded from his analysis because “a performative utterance will, for example, be in 

a peculiar way hollow or void if said by an actor on the stage” (22). The italics are 

Austin’s, and they seem to presciently and implicitly suggest that the texts he excludes 

would be a fruitful site for other thinkers. This divide is breeched when Judith Butler 

uses the concept of drag and her own experience of “going to Yale to be a lesbian,” to 
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explain how the marked performance of gender or sexuality in these spaces “enacts the 

very structure of impersonation by which any gender is assumed” (311-2). 

Nonetheless, Butler’s primary interest is in what we might call a kind of everyday 

performativity; the theatricality of drag queens and academic conferences is a useful 

metaphor by which to illuminate the everyday experience of gender, but it is not her 

topic.  

The task of articulating the particularities of the peculiarity Austin notes has 

been taken up most substantively within the field of performance studies. This field 

both encompasses staged performances and conventional behaviors, and 

acknowledges that the distinction between them may be cultural; as Diana Taylor 

points out, “to say something is a performance amounts to an ontological affirmation, 

though a thoroughly localized one” (3). To put that another way, what appears 

theatrical in one milieu may be naturalized in another. Taylor’s definition of 

theatricality, which she understands as one of several domains of performance studies, 

is helpful. For her, theatricality is a quality that “sustains a scenario, a paradigmatic 

setup that relies on supposedly live participants, structured around a schematic plot, 

with an intended (though adaptable) end.” Theatricality is that which “activates” the 

scenario, makes it “live,” and “highlights” its mechanics (13). These verbs, including 

“sustain,” demonstrate how theatricality can be both felicitous for performativity—

making the scenario work, as it were—and how it necessarily produces a peculiar kind 

of performativity—as it reveals the mechanism that makes it work. Theatricality is 

thus understood as a kind of liveness that, in its unfolding, reveals itself without 
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undoing itself. Theatricality may be artificial and constructed, but this does not make it 

any less effective. Quite the opposite.  

Taylor’s definition of theatricality also helps to clarify what it means to think 

of the dinner party as a kind of theater. We must understand the dinner party as 

something with a plot that unfolds, and in which the particularity of that plot is 

constituted collaboratively and as it happens. The party itself can be conceived as the 

“scenario,” in which the schematic plot is the movement from commensality to 

conviviality, and the intended end a solidified social relation in which goodwill is 

shared over dessert or perhaps a post-prandial brandy. The dinner party is a space in 

which the performativity of everyday life is heightened, and transformed by its 

theatricality. It is a space for which we don costumes, sharpen our wits, and prepare to 

sparkle, so that when we arrive, we are ready to play our roles. While these roles may 

be set in advance, the scripts are not written, and this makes it a particularly expansive 

theatrical space, an excellent example, I argue, of the “more homely, less manageable, 

and hence more uncanny region” of the unhappy or peculiar performative. Timothy 

Gould describes this as “a region in which our utterances find (or fail to find) their 

various relations to the world and its other inhabitants” (24). Thinking about 

theatricality rather than performativity enables a shift toward understanding the 

heightened performance of social relations, rather than the everyday performance of 

identity.   

One objection to the equation I am drawing between the dinner party and the 

play will be the question of audience. A dinner party takes place in private, while a 

play is performed on stage. The latter half of this dichotomy, though, is one that 
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modernist theater explicitly challenges. As Martin Puchner writes in the introduction 

to Against Theatre: Creative Destructions on the Modernist Stage, one of the key 

characteristics of modernist theater is “a newly heightened aesthetic self-reflexivity or 

attention within art to its art-ness, its media, and especially in theatre, to the 

constituting role of the audience” (4). This takes many forms, including Brechtian 

attempts to “expose, foreground, and overdetermine” the stage, and Artaudian 

attempts to “dissolve, transgress, or supercede” its framing of the action (9). The Stein 

plays I discuss in the next section have generally been invoked as an example of the 

latter. In Against Interpretation, Susan Sontag describes a “quasi-Artaudian” 

performance of What Happened (172), and Julia Fawcett argues convincingly in 

“Looking for the One Who Looks Like Some One: The Unmarked Subject(s) in 

Gertrude Stein's A Play Called Not and Now” for the claim that Stein evokes the 

presence of an audience in order to dissolve the hierarchy implicit in the boundary 

between audience and actors. In Stein, this dissolution inheres in the form of the play 

itself, which challenges generic conventions in a way that has led critics to describe 

her plays as unstageable. Bowles and Wilder take a different tack, and their plays 

challenge this dichotomy dually; both problematizing the framing role of the stage in a 

theatrical production and suggesting that the dinner party itself partakes of a kind of 

shifting stage, in which the guests constitute a kind of interactive audience.  

To demonstrate this, think back to chop suey. There are two images that might 

reasonably spring into your mind if you follow that instruction. The first is, naturally, 

a plate of chop suey. The second is the scene I described a few pages ago, in which 

Gertrude is invited to imagine a plate of chop suey. Both are of interest here, the first 
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for the way in which it is evoked, and the second for its visual reference to the theatre 

itself. As Gertrude invites Mr. Solares to describe chop suey so that she might imagine 

it, she is seated on her porch, looking out over the picnic he is sharing with his family. 

If this division of the stage and the direction of her gaze suggest that she is an 

audience to the picnic they are staging for her, it also suggests the inverse, as they sit 

and gaze up at her. By inviting Mr. Solares to describe chop suey, Gertrude invites 

him to perform, but she also promises an invisible performance of her own: she will 

imagine it. This is funny in part because it’s impossible, but it’s funny too because it’s 

impossible for her but inevitable for the audience, as the chop suey we are imagining 

draws us into this circuit of performance.  

In the most recent revival of this play, directed by David Cullen for the Royal 

Academy of Dramatic Art in 2013, the stage was effectively divided into three parts: 

Gertrude’s porch, her daughter’s summer house, and the sandy beach that makes up 

the rest of the stage.  
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Illustration 1. Gertrude, on her porch 

 

Gertrude’s porch is raised above the stage on stilts and at a level with the window of 

the summerhouse, yet despite their similar lighting and color palettes, the two spaces 

could not be more different. The summerhouse is, as in the play, a space of withdrawal 

and retreat; to see Molly, the audience must look back into the dark, past a tangle of 

vines, and into a window. The summerhouse is clearly a private space, and to look is 

to intrude. To see Gertrude, on the other hand, is almost unavoidable. Her porch juts 

on to the stage, and she sits proudly, as if waiting for her audience. Her audience 

consists both of the paying audience of theatre-goers who will fill the seats that are 

visible at the edges of the frame and of the characters who will look up at her from the 

rest of the stage. This duality is emphasized by the shape of the stage, which forces the 

audience to see itself from time to time, looking across the sandy expanse to see other 

viewers’ immersion or distraction behind the action of the play. 

All of the plays I discuss in this chapter invite this kind of oscillation between 

immersion in the action of the play and awareness of its theatricality. Bowles often 
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accomplishes this by recourse to absurdity and farce, but rather than lessening the 

emotional weight of these moments, the ridiculous foods and physical humor of the 

play emphasize their underlying complexity. The dining room may be a farce, but it is 

always one whose comedy is pointed. The play is both very funny and very sad, and it 

knows that its characters are not the only ones in the room who are invested in the love 

plot. For Bowles, staging the hopeful movement toward commensality is a way of 

representing the love plot that incorporates both absurdity and a feeling of genuine 

desire, while in Stein, commensality is a goal unto itself. In both of the plays I discuss 

in this chapter, her characters—to the extent that we can identify distinct characters—

seem simply to want to enjoy eating together.  

 

What is Happening? 
 

In the previous chapter, I argued that Gertrude Stein’s love poems disclose a 

kind of domestic intersubjectivity, in which the hermetic language of daily life 

becomes a language of love. The plays, I will argue here, do almost the opposite, 

dramatizing a talking-past rather than enacting a talking-with. This talking-past, 

though, is also a talking-toward; it is an attempt at commensality, rather than a rote 

performance of a series of necessary social gestures. Being at table is, for Stein, a kind 

of performance, but this performance is not a thing to be dismissed as inauthentic or 

unreal. Moreover, what happens around the table at a dinner party is not the kind of 

performativity that we are by now accustomed to understanding as constitutive of 

everyday experience; it is a kind of heightened theatricality. Understanding everyday 
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experiences as theatrical ones offers a way of thinking about how conversations fit 

into both genres and spaces, and how those structures shape interpersonal relations.  

 Before turning to the plays themselves, it is worth reviewing Stein’s own 

sense of the genre. Drama, for her, was linked with geography, landscape, and vision. 

As Betsy Alayne Ryan demonstrates in Gertrude Stein’s Theater of the Absolute, Stein 

believed that the twentieth century enabled a new way of seeing the landscape, one in 

which “possibilities for interminglings and disappearances of lines and sections was 

the natural vision” (9). Cubism, here, is figured as the necessary outcome of 

modernization; looking down from an airplane allows us to see the way the world has 

always been, and to begin to depict it accurately. Ryan links this new way of seeing 

with Stein’s innovations in theater by developing a parallel between the narrative 

development of traditional theater and the experience of driving in a car, which makes 

visible the extensibility of space, rather than its condensation.  

What Stein does in her plays, then, is allow us to see the landscape from this 

new angle, showing both interminglings and disappearances, rather than a cohesive 

whole. But even as the plays are like landscapes, they are not about landscapes; her 

primary concern, as in most of her post-Making of Americans writing, is with the 

expression of the “continuous present.” What she is allowing us to see, then, is the 

way the continuous present is constituted by gaps and overlaps, interminglings and 

disappearances. She describes this, in her theoretical writing about drama, as a kind of 

failed perception. As she recounts in Everybody’s Autobiography, “whenever I write a 

play it is a play because it is a thing I do not see but it is a thing somebody can see that 

is what makes a play to me.” Here, she distinguishes between plays and “other things 
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not plays,” which are the things she can see (166). A play, then, is constituted by a 

fundamental failure to perceive. It is safe to assume, knowing Stein’s confidence in 

her own acuity, that this failure stems not from any deficiency in her perception, but is 

a quality of the thing. The thing is, necessarily, both the topic of the play and the play 

itself. She writes the play because of the thing she cannot see, but it is the play that is 

transformed if she begins to see that thing, as it immediately “ceases to be a play” 

(166).  

In “Plays,” she offers a fuller account of what it means to see a play (which is 

meaningfully distinct from seeing the thing), describing it as a kind of “syncopated” 

experience, in which the audience’s emotional reaction is always out-of-time in regard 

to the scene being staged. This emotional asynchronicity, according to her, is both 

endlessly troubling and “the fundamental thing about plays” (93). If  “the business of 

art” is, as Stein reiterates here, having “tried to explain” this in “Composition as 

Explanation,” to “live in the actual present,” the challenge is to reconcile the 

fundamental asynchronicity of the play with its status as a work of art. Though Stein 

does not formulate this problem as explicitly as I have here, and does not explain how 

she manages it, she does describe how she came to begin writing plays: “I had just 

come home from a pleasant dinner party and I realized then as anybody can know that 

something is always happening” (118). Though the dinner party is both the occasion 

for Stein’s realization and the event that the play stages, the play’s title indicates a 

kind of pastness: the play is called not “What is Happening,” as this account of her 

inspiration might lead us to expect, but “What Happened. A Play.”  
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The distinction between happening and happened is not, though, a simple one. 

In one of the few full-length studies of Stein’s dramatic works, Sarah Bay-Cheng uses 

this play as an example of how Stein’s early dramatic work resists traditional notions 

of plot. She is dismissive of these early plays, which she describes as formally anti-

theatrical and “not terribly stage-worthy” (35). For her, “the “plot” of such works 

follows the technique of artistic creation, not the story of events” (124). That binary is 

complicated both by Stein’s own theorization of her dramatic work and by the play 

itself. As Maria Irene Ramalho de Sousa Santos observes, “There are no characters, no 

stage directions, no dialogue, no action. But there is certainly the play acting, or rather 

writing-as-acting” (28). What Stein means when she says “something is always 

happening” is explicitly textual, with the result that “‘what happened’ must be a 

linguistic event, a speech act” (Bowers 11). Even as the plays themselves don’t tell 

stories, they are concerned with storytelling. Similarly, even as this play dramatizes 

what happened, it is concerned with how that past tense event felt when it was 

happening. This acknowledgment of pastness might seem antithetical to her interest in 

“the continuous present,” but I argue that it reflects an awareness of the way the dinner 

party incorporates both past and future into its present, as it yearns for the possibility 

of future commensality and is founded on an unnarrated past.  

What Stein notices at the dinner party is that “there is always a story going on” 

and the stories she is interested in are those that don’t get told. She doesn’t mean this 

in the sensationalist mode of the unauthorized biography, but in a much more 

quotidian way. She is interested in the stories that are not told because “everybody 

knows them, so why tell another one” and in “what everybody did not always know 
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nor always tell” (119). Though there is a relationship between these unknown and 

untold stories and the moments from everyday life that permeate her love poems, it is 

not quite an equivalence, in part because the poems do seem to live in the actual 

present, while the temporality of these stories is much more layered. Though she 

describes this as something that’s happening, this not-knowing and not-telling are 

present-tense activities that implicitly evoke the past they do not narrate. What’s not 

known or told is, unavoidably, what has already happened. Moreover, as all the 

negations in this paragraph make evident, the thing that’s happening is that another 

thing is not happening. What’s happening is already a kind of syncopation, even 

before it makes it onto the stage. And it’s not a coincidence that Stein realizes this at a 

dinner party.  

While it’s not exactly obvious that What Happened takes place at a dinner 

party, it is discernible, and the dinner party provides a kind of structure to the script. 

The play does not exactly have a plot, and the dinner party is not exactly a setting in 

the traditional sense. Instead, the party is the landscape of the play, both the thing that 

the play depicts and the thing that it is. The play, which is divided into five acts, lacks, 

as most of Stein’s plays do, any kind of discrete stage directions or clear 

characterization. Each of the five acts is punctuated by non-consecutive numbers that 

appear, spelled out, in parentheses. They might be scene numbers, but it’s equally 

plausible that they are unspoken interjections, the names of characters, the number of 

voices that should come together to pronounce the next set of lines, or the characters’ 
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positions around a dining table, as if numbered on a waiter’s seating chart.25 The text 

of the play consists largely of nouns, descriptions of possible conversations, and the 

content of those conversations. It is, truly, “an exchange in parts and complete” (205). 

The nouns provide perhaps the most explicit evidence for the fact that the play stages a 

dinner party. They include all kinds of food, which are presumably arrayed on the 

“perfect central table” (208).   

These foods are syntactically entangled with both the conversations and the 

descriptions of conversations. For example, in the play’s first act, we encounter “A 

vegetable window and clearly most clearly an exchange in parts and complete” (205). 

The sentence, or, more accurately, sentence fragment, seems to begin as a list (a 

vegetable window and…) in which, as is often the case in Stein, readers must supply 

their own commas. The list might be read as a kind of stage direction, specifying what 

should be on the stage, but it might also be a line of dialogue in which a character 

narrates their own perception of what’s on stage already. This is doubtless the kind of 

ambiguity that leads Bay-Cheng to describe these plays as anti-theatrical, because it 

does raise difficult questions about how the play could possibly be staged. Those 

questions, though, are not anti-theatrical but meta-theatrical. The play’s form points to 

its own theatricality, as setting and plot are interwoven into sentences that move as 

abruptly as conversation around a table. Here, the feeling of syncopation is, rather than 

resulting from the divide between performers and their audience, inherent in the 

                                                
25 I am not the first to speculate about these numbers; Bowers says authoritatively that 
they “are not scene numbers; rather they seem to specify the number of speakers to 
whom the text is to be assigned” (8) while Santos describes the experience of 
developing and then discarding the comforting “hypothesis” that each signals “the 
number of paragraphs that follow” (28). 
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playtext itself, where it is produced by an unpredictable syntax that incorporates 

elements of setting, such as the aforementioned list, into its dialogue. After the list, 

this sentence hinges on the word “clearly,” which links the transparency of a window, 

a kind of material clarity, with the linguistic or narrative clarity of a conversation. That 

conversation is, like the play and like the sentence, “in parts and complete.” 

This syntactical entanglement suggests that the relationship between these 

elements of Stein’s sentences is more complex than it seems at first. Ryan 

characterizes the syntax of “What Happened” as one of disjunction and juxtaposition, 

saying that, “A wide oak, for instance, can hardly be said to lead to a wide enough 

oak, a very wide cake, etc.” and describing each of these noun phrases as “a distinct 

sentence element retaining its identity at the expense of any forward movement or 

transition” (70). Yet, even her own repetition of this list reveals that there is a kind of 

movement in the sentence, even if it not straightforwardly narrative or logical. She is 

quoting from the middle of the second act, which seems to momentarily give itself 

over to nouns: “A wide oak a wide enough oak, a very wide cake, a lightning cooky, a 

single wide open and exchanged box filled with the same little sac that shines” (206). 

Here, “a wide oak” does lead to “a wide enough oak”—it’s not hard to read this as a 

clarification, perhaps a backing down from hyperbole as a dinner guest notes the 

disbelief on their companions’ faces. And “a wide enough oak” does lead to “a very 

wide cake,” not just because of the slant rhyme but also because a cake as wide as an 

oak would be very wide indeed. The relationship between that cake (which is 

mentioned several times in the play) and the cooky that comes next should be obvious, 

and the “single wide open and exchanged box filled with the same little sac that 
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shines” borrows its shine from the lightning and reveals how the concept of wideness 

both condenses oak and cake into singularity and shapes an exchange.  

Even as a close reading is necessary to reveal the conceptual links that animate 

this sentence, its accretive rhythm reveals a much more bodily kind of logic. There is 

movement here; it’s just not necessarily forward movement. It is a kind of sideways 

shifting of focus, a metonymy that moves quickly from part to part without revealing 

the whole. Like an overheard conversation between intimates, it offers only glimpses 

of clarity, illuminating the fact of a whole without revealing its contours. This kind of 

movement draws the reader’s (or, presumably, audience’s) attention to the way words 

take on bodily forms of movement. In this play, dialogue is shaped by its surroundings 

(think of that recurrent cake), and the surroundings are at the same time revealed by 

that dialogue. As Ryan puts it, “the relationship between words, textures, and rhythms 

keeps the perceiver aware of the dynamics of the work itself” (48). Not only does the 

play reveal what is happening at a dinner party, it reveals that what happens is a 

quality of the dinner party itself; the forms of conversation can’t be separated from the 

objects that occasion them. The continuous present of this dinner party is one whose 

slippages enfold its objects, and whose gaps are openings, rather than absences.  

The opposite is true of Stein’s other dinner-party play. In “A Play Called Not 

and Now,” the text’s many slippages and gaps are sites of irresolvable and 

uncomfortable ambiguity, rather than playful possibility. Though the play ends with a 

confident repetition of the by-now familiar idea that “that was what was happening,” 

the antecedent of that first “that” is nearly impossible to pin down (439). In this play, 

the difficulty results not from syntactical ambiguity and the lack of defined narration, 
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as it does in What Happened, but from an excess of narration. In What Happened, 

Stein’s dense and elliptical sentences reveal the problem of distinguishing narration 

from description, and demonstrate how objects can become events. In A Play Called 

Not and Now, objects are no longer a primary concern; instead, the play tracks 

interactions between characters, who look (both like and at each other) and speak 

(sometimes to each other and sometimes not).  The play seems primarily to be 

interested in the problem of characterization, as emblematized in its opening lines, 

which list a series of characters, beginning with “A man who looks like Dashiell 

Hammett,” and following this formula in order to list a set of characters who look like 

the attendees at the dinner party that inspired the story, followed by a second set of 

“women” in the same format (422). This foregrounding of identity has led the play to 

be read primarily as a critique of theatricality and celebrity; as Jane Bowers points out, 

“Stein’s language never allows us to forget that a character is not a real person, that a 

public self is not a real self” (88). The play’s investigation of the relationship between 

not and now is not limited, though, to an issue of identity and projection.  

Stein is interested, of course, in the relationship between identity and 

performance. Conceiving of the play solely in terms of this binary, though, limits its 

scope. The performance of identity is thematized not only through the characters’ 

names, but also through dialogue and interactions between characters, in a way that 

forces the question of the relationship between interaction and performance. What is 

performed is not just how we are but also how we are with each other. Indeed, the 

primary concern of the play is not the distinction between the “public self” and the 

“real self,” but the indistinguishability of these two selves, which are co-constituted 
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through sociality. If “the difference between not and now” is, as is stated in the play’s 

opening lines, “what makes anyone look like someone,” it is also what makes anything 

happen between those people (422). And if each character in the play has two selves, it 

is not that one is real and one is public, but that one is possible (but not, or at least not 

yet) and one is happening (now).  

Each interaction in the play is described in a way that foregrounds the problem 

of perception that Stein describes as fundamental to theater itself. The characters’ 

names are all formulated in a way that uses the language of resemblance to point 

toward discontinuity, and this structure inheres in most of the play’s action as well. 

For example, the first thing that “happens” in the play (after the play begins, which is 

itself a thing that happens) is that “All the characters are there and the one that looks 

like Doctor Gidon is the one that says what has just been said only it is not what 

Doctor Gidon would say but is said by the one that is like him” (422). One way to read 

this sentence is as a stage direction, a reading that might suggest the possibility of 

contrasting this suddenly almost conventional-seeming play—which has both 

characters and stage directions—with the experimental landscape of “What 

Happened.” That reading though, requires a willingness to stretch one’s definition of 

“stage direction” and a willful inattention to the action that is described here. Indeed, 

as Fawcett points out, the identity of Doctor Gidon is especially vexed, since he does 

not appear in the list of dramatis personae, and thus adds a further layer of 

complication to the already surprising division between “characters” and “women” 

(141). Thus, this is a stage direction that introduces a previously unknown character, 

retrospectively informing us that we have already heard him speak. Paying close 
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attention to what’s happening reveals that these stage directions chart a similar kind of 

relationship between setting and action to that expressed by the lack of stage directions 

in the earlier play.  

“What Happened” is a pleasure to write about, in part because its density of 

linguistic associations invites a kind of generative reading. For Ryan, this complexity 

is part of what makes the play evoke “an easy comfortable ambience,” at the same 

time that it “keeps the perceiver aware of the dynamics of the work itself” (48). The 

opposite is true of “A Play Called Not and Now,” where the dense syntax results in a 

process of reading that is more like disentangling, as layers of resemblance and 

possibility are revealed in each action. Yet the pleasure of one mirrors the displeasure 

of the other. Reading the sentence I quoted in the previous paragraph as a “stage 

direction” means losing most of its precision, and reducing it to the bare facts: all of 

the characters are assembled, and the sentences that precede that sentence should be 

said by one of them. Reading the sentence well requires doing the opposite, and 

attending to the way it both encodes and complicates that set of facts, drawing 

attention to the way the distinction between the one who looks like Doctor Gidon and 

the one who is Doctor Gidon is located in its verb tenses. Somehow, it is possible to 

know what Doctor Gidon “would” say, but this conditional suggests that being Doctor 

Gidon and looking like Doctor Gidon are both performances, both ways of enacting 

identity that trouble essentialist accounts of what it is to be. In both plays, identity is 

revealed to be performative and contextual, and dialogue is revealed to come not out 

of characters, but out of situations. What is said is both constitutive of and an effect of 

what is happening.  
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When What Happened is read, which is not often enough, it is generally read 

as a play that complicates our understanding of the generic category of the play or as a 

play that is not really a play, though perhaps it wants to be. When A Play Called Not 

and Now is read, which is happily more often, it is generally read as a play that 

critiques theatricality and identity—one of Stein’s “most virulent attacks on the 

theatre’s superficiality” (Fawcett 137). Fawcett offers an intriguing corrective to this, 

arguing that the play adheres more closely to biography than most critics have 

thought, and that the character “who looks like Picasso” is Stein herself—looking like 

Picasso’s famous portrait of her—rather than an ahistorical insertion of Picasso into a 

dinner party he did not attend. Even as her argument hinges on this question of 

characterization, it proceeds by means of a method that I have followed here: looking 

at Stein’s verbs, rather than her nouns. For Fawcett, the verbs reveal the play to be “a 

celebration of performance” that offers new possibilities for self-definition, enabling 

the performer “to define himself or herself not by who she or he is but rather by who 

she or he performs” and producing a kind of theater that evokes the presence of the 

live audience in order to subvert the boundary between those who watch and those 

who are watched (151-2). Yet even this reading of the play is premised on the idea that 

Stein’s plays are fundamentally and quite literally about theater itself. Fawcett’s 

description of the way the play breaks down the traditional spatial boundaries of the 

theater is almost utopian, as the “undefinability of this some one subverts the 

boundary – and, with it, the hierarchy” that structures the physical space of the theater 

by placing some people on stage, some behind it, and some in front. Both Stein’s 

dinner party plays enact a very different kind of spatial organization.  
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Putting a dinner party on stage reduplicates a kind of erasure that is already 

inherent in the party; backstage is the kitchen, and the work that is done there is a kind 

of magic that must remain invisible. Stagehands dress in black and servants dress in 

uniforms, because it is their job to make things appear while making themselves 

disappear. Recipes don’t generally make it to the table, and stage directions are rarely 

said aloud. As appealing as the thought might be, I can’t argue here that Stein is 

making a political point about how both public art and private life are supported by 

invisible labor. She is not Brecht. What I can say, though, is that by bringing the 

structure of theater onto the stage, she reveals the structure of the dinner party. She 

does not expose the work that goes on in the kitchen, but she does expose the work 

that goes on in the dining room itself, which she reveals to be not a space of inevitable 

coming-together, but a reactive space of striving toward commensality. The plays 

ascribe a formal quality to the kinds of exchanges that are possible at a dinner party, 

but they also reveal the way the party itself can take on a kind of momentum: even as 

the characters in A Play Called Not and Now visibly “hesitate about making witty 

remarks to each other,” it is immediately confirmed that “they do do it just the same” 

(423).  

They do it just the same, and she did it just the same. Perhaps even more than 

for her work, Stein is famous as a hostess, as a woman who meticulously stage-

managed her own domestic space (with considerable help from both Toklas and their 

servants). Stein and Toklas’s home was the site of their famous salons, and has long 

been an object of both scholarly and popular attention, celebrated and studied for the 

art that it contained and the encounters that took place within its walls. It might, thus, 
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be tempting to think of these plays as meditations on the work and pleasure involved 

in being a hostess: the effort that goes into orchestrating a gathering, and the pleasure 

that makes that effort worthwhile. These are indeed key questions for Stein. As Sara 

Blair claims of Stein’s poetry, “at bottom, Stein aims to explore the tensions inherent 

in her own domestic economy, a space that also functions literally as the site of avant-

garde cultural networking, production, and display” (419). Yet these plays are not 

about Stein’s own domestic economy, they are about evenings spent immersed in other 

domestic economies; they are about the experience of being a guest in someone else’s 

home. Being a guest is fundamentally different from being a host, and while Stein and 

Toklas were able to curate their own domestic space in such a way that they could see 

the whole thing, these plays explore the inherent loss of control involved in being at 

someone else’s table. As such, they are about the difficulty and pleasure of striving 

towards commensality without being in charge of the space or the script, and they are 

about watching and reading and reacting and finding a way to act.  

 

Planning and Picnicking  
 

As I have already begun to argue, the parties and picnics in In the Summer 

House enact a similar desire for commensality. In Bowles’s play, though, this desire is 

linked explicitly with heterofuturity, as men provide lavish meals to women in order to 

prove their ability to be good husbands. I have already described Mr. Solares’s 

incessant invitations to Gertrude, as well as the meals he actually gives her, but eating 

is at stake in the play’s other marriage as well. As Charlotte Goodman puts it, in one 
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of the few pieces of criticism about the play, “Molly will, at the very least, be well fed 

as a result of her own marriage” (66). To the extent that the play is about the ability to 

provide, it might be expected to fit more neatly in the next chapter of this dissertation, 

which would also accord with its critical reception; most of the writing about the play 

is about mother-daughter relationships. Yet, as Savran points out, this focus on the 

mother-daughter relationship has obscured the play’s queerness. Rather than 

functioning as a metaphor for lesbianism, as it does in Nightwood and other queer 

modernist texts, the mother-daughter relationship is used here to, in Savran’s words, 

“guarantee the preposterousness of an all-too-obvious homoeroticism” (169). Indeed, 

Savran is the only critic to affirm the play’s queerness. In her literary history of Jane 

Bowles, Jennie Skirl acknowledges the play’s lesbian “elements,” but nonetheless 

describes it as “a woman’s play about mothers and daughters” (9), while Peter 

Christensen briefly turns to biography to suggest that Bowles’s ability to treat the 

“problem” of potential homosexuality “with adequate complexity and understanding” 

was due to her “capacity to love others of her own sex” (61).  

Yet the play’s queerness is not limited to the possibility that one of its 

characters is a lesbian or experiences lesbian desire. As Savran argues, the play’s 

queerness also inheres in the “disconcerting clarity” with which it depicts 

heterosexuality, revealing a kind of emptiness that structures the marriages that shape 

its plot (157). For Savran, this is part of what makes the play a tragedy—he calls it an 

“almost unimaginably sad text,” and he is not wrong—but it’s also part of what makes 

the play a comedy, if an almost unimaginably dark one (157). The play stages two 

versions of the horror of straight marriage, the first of which is structured by absence: 
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after hours at the oyster bar, Molly and Lionel play cards and talk past each other. This 

conversation, which ends with an allusion to the sexlessness of their marriage, before 

Lionel goes out and Molly goes upstairs to their “God-forsaken bedroom” (273), is 

one of the saddest in the play. Lionel and Molly are replaced on stage by Gertrude and 

Mrs. Constable, and then rejoined by Lionel, whose surprise at seeing his mother-in-

law reveals another kind of silence that structures his marriage. Gertrude rushes to fill 

this silence, and in her volubility offers an account of straight marriage that positions it 

as a farce, horrifying not because it is structured by silence, but because it of “the 

confusion … the racket … the pandemonium” (277, ellipses in original).  

The confusion, racket, and pandemonium of marriage are described succinctly 

in her next line: “There were twelve of us at table every meal” (277). One element of 

the humor here comes from Bowles’s scathing exaggeration of Gertrude’s primness 

and racism. Her racism consistently takes the form of generalization, though those 

generalizations shift throughout the play. In the first scene, she pins her hopes for 

future happiness on an imagined likeness between Mr. Solares and her former 

husband. Mr. Solares, she says, is “a manageable man and Spanish men aren’t around 

the house much, which is a blessing. They’re always out…not getting intoxicated or 

having a wild time…just out…sitting around with bunches of other men…Spanish 

men…Cubans, Mexicans…I don’t know…They’re all alike” (209, ellipses in 

original). Gertrude’s elision of her former husband’s friends into a single ethnic 

category leads her to a vision of a possible future that is based on a singular 

experience; as she says a moment later, “that was your father’s life anyway” (209). 

The speech hints at her error, as a few lines later she notes that it is a difference 
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between Molly’s father and Mr. Solares that makes her want to marry the latter: unlike 

Molly’s father, he is rich. In order to justify her choice to ally herself with his wealth, 

Gertrude relies on her sense that “they’re all alike,” but while she is able to attend to 

the differences that serve her (i.e. his money), she is not attentive to the possibility of 

other differences, or able to imagine a future in which she herself will be expected to 

participate in that “jabbering.” 

Gertrude has given up a genteel and quiet life with her daughter, exchanging it 

for a life in Mexico in which there are twelve people “at least” at every meal, and 

where they refuse, according to her, to stop making noise. Not only are there “old 

ladies, babies, men, little girls, everyone jabbering,” there are also “dirty noisy parrots, 

trailing around loose” and “always climbing up the table leg and plowing through the 

food” (277).26 When Gertrude describes Mr. Solares as “a barbarian. A subnormal 

human being,” she is referring in part to his sexism, but she is also referring to the way 

he makes every meal into a social occasion, a quality which she tolerated in her 

previous husband precisely because she was not expected to participate (278). The 

dialogue in the scene invites the audience to join with the wry Mrs. Constable in 

ridiculing Gertrude, as when Gertrude complains that she “didn’t enjoy anything? 

How could I, the way they lived? It wasn’t even civilized,” and Mrs. Constable 

responds, “merrily,” “Great big lunches every single day” (279). Her discomfort is, as 

Mrs. Constable notes, absurd. What’s so terrible about a great big lunch? Yet, 

ridiculous as it may seem, Gertrude’s response encodes more than her racism. For 

                                                
26 Bowles’s invocation of a “dirty, noisy parrot” here might also be read as a joke 
about her life with Paul, who, as Rosamund Reille recounts in Millicent Dillon’s 
biography of Jane, “had a great identification with parrots” (85).  
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Gertrude, eating in this kind of setting involves two uncomfortable forms of social 

assimilation; she must assimilate to both Mexico—which requires a more nuanced 

awareness of and openness to the people around her—and to marriage—which 

requires a more nuanced awareness of herself and her own capacity to be open to 

others or to otherness. Her racism is symptomatic of a larger problem; she is, as she 

admits early on in the play, easily exhausted by any kind of interaction with others. 

She is “not temperamentally suited to boarders” because she “simply hate[s] gossiping 

with strangers,” and “even [her] own flesh and blood saps [her] vitality” (208). In this 

sense, the play’s critique of Gertrude’s racism stems not from its moral or ethical 

status, but from its emotional and interpersonal effects.  

Assimilating to marriage involves both becoming a wife and becoming part of 

Mr. Solares’s extended family, which requires accepting his sister, Mrs. Lopez, the 

play’s most consistently farcical figure. Reading Mrs. Lopez as a figure who 

represents straight marriage helps to clarify how the play critiques straight marriage 

without setting up gay marriage as the necessary alternative. The horror of straight 

marriage, the play makes quite clear, is not straightness per se; it is structural. As other 

critics have pointed out, the play alludes twice to the possibility of queer marriage, 

staging a kind of specular wedding by putting two brides on stage without any grooms 

(more on that later), and in a drunken comment that Mrs. Constable makes about Mrs. 

Lopez shortly after Gertrude returns: 

MRS. CONSTABLE  I’m glad you’re well. How is Mrs. Lopez? If I 
were a man, I’d marry Mrs. Lopez. She’d be my type. We should both 
have been men. Two Spanish men, married to Mrs. Lopez. (277) 
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Savran calls this “the play’s only fantasy of a marriage that could be imagined as 

anything other than a disaster” because it undermines so many of the binaries 

associated with marriage, including gender, sexuality, and the idea that romantic love 

necessitates a dyadic bond (160). Indeed, this might be the only fantasy of a marriage 

that works because it undermines the very idea of marriage. Marriage shapes this 

fantasy precisely because it is a fantasy about Mrs. Lopez, whose relationship to the 

idea of marriage is overdetermined by the consistent use of her married name and by 

her constant references to marriage. She knows that marriage is a farce, and she revels 

in it, poking fun at her brother’s attempts and tossing rice whenever she spies a bride 

or someone who might be one.  

The problem of marriage is underscored in the play’s touching and absurd final 

moments, which stage what is meant to be Gertrude’s birthday dinner. Thanks in part 

to the intervention of Mrs. Lopez, the scene dissolves into the realization that this 

dinner party is an impossible one. Both marriages, Gertrude’s and her daughter’s, are 

clearly in crisis, but the solution Gertrude imagines, in which she will rebuild the 

summerhouse as a way of reuniting herself with her daughter, is untenable. Despite its 

exploration of the connections between women, the play does not position the mother-

daughter bond as a solution to the problem of straight marriage. On the heels of this 

realization, Mrs. Lopez and her daughter Frederica enter, carrying shopping bags, full 

of excitement about the meal they are planning to prepare for the party. Their 

enthusiasm is clearly genuine, as they hug and kiss the other women, ordering 

limonadas for all and pulling a chicken out of the bag for Gertrude to admire, asking 

her to “pinch him,” to “see how much fat he got on him” (289). Gertrude gives in for a 
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moment, before remembering that this is her party, that she is not in Mexico, and that 

she has prepared a menu of foods she likes: a “light meal” of “jellied consommé and 

little African lobster tails” (290). The stage directions tell us that she is “In a fury 

manifestly about the chicken. But her rage conceals panic about MOLLY” (290). This, 

however, cannot be quite true. For the scene to work, her rage must feel real and 

cannot conceal her panic completely.  

The scene works, in fact, only because the stakes of the menu are so high, both 

for Gertrude and for Mrs. Lopez and Frederica. This is consistent, it seems, with the 

way Jane lived her own life; as Paul put it, “Jane’s worry was that a choice had to be 

made and every choice was a moral judgment and monumental, even fatal. And that 

was so even if the choice was between string beans and peas” (qtd. in Dillon, 119). For 

Gertrude, consommé and lobster offer a kind of lightness that feels like escape and 

promises autonomy. They are sophisticated foods, offering indulgence without 

heaviness, and promising a kind of pleasure that is controlled and individual. Not only 

are these the dishes she has chosen, they are dishes that are served individually; she 

won’t be asked to share her lobster tail in the way she is expected to share the 

communal dishes that are passed around Mr. Solares’s table. The stakes are equally 

high for Mrs. Lopez and Frederica, who are invested throughout the play in precisely 

the forms of commensality that Gertrude resists. When Gertrude asks Mrs. Lopez 

“why” the chicken is there, she responds in a way that reveals how deeply she 

connects food and intimacy: “The chicken? He go home. We put him now with his 

rice and his peas” (290). She wants to share the chicken with Gertrude, but she also 

implicitly suggests that her home has become the chicken’s home. Her consistent use 
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of the gendered pronoun here does more than mark her as a native speaker of Spanish. 

The repeated “his” emphasizes the way Mrs. Lopez figures the chicken, his rice, and 

his peas in relationship with each other. Being home is being in her home, but it is also 

being with the appropriate accompaniments. Home is being at a shared table with your 

family; home is being with your rice and your peas. 

If that last sentence sounds absurdly saccharine, like some weird mashup of 

Hallmark and Betty Crocker, that’s part of the horror and part of the joke. Mrs. 

Lopez’s desire for the party to include “jelly and Africa and this one too” is a desire 

for commensality so strong it obscures and attempts to override any kind of difference 

(290). She is a farcical figure in the play not because of her preferences—not because 

she wants to eat chicken and share that chicken—but because she, like her brother, 

refuses to see that others might not want to share a meal with her and might not want 

to eat the kind of meal she wants. Marriage has made Gertrude feel that her life has 

“lost its meaning” because she has “lost her daily life” because she is “living their 

way,” and cannot escape the constant sensory onslaught of living with this extended 

family. Even as she tries to sleep, she “lie[s] awake in the night trying to think of just 

one standard or one ideal but something foolish pops into my head like Fula Lopez 

wearing city shoes and stockings to the beach” (282). Marriage, understood here as 

assimilation to an entire family, has overwhelmed her and robbed her of her 

interiority. On one level, this is clearly her fault; on another level, it is hard not to 

sympathize. As Mrs. Lopez hoists the chicken into the air and her daughter blows a 

festive horn, the audience is treated to precisely the confusion and racket that Gertrude 

described earlier in the play. This insistence on performing intimacy precludes the 
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negotiation of intimacy, producing another kind of gulf between those who share a 

table, and revealing another, louder, version of the horror of straight marriage. Straight 

marriage here isn’t unpleasant because Gertrude is antisocial or because Mrs. Lopez is 

overbearing; it is unpleasant because of the way it produces and exaggerates the 

tensions between them.   

Despite this, gay marriage, which is staged implicitly in the play’s wedding 

scene and echoed in the costuming of this final scene, is not posited as a tenable 

alternative. As Gayle Austin points out, “the absence of the grooms until the leave-

taking at the very end of the scene leaves the visual impression that the two brides 

have just married each other” (70). The play’s dialogue makes it apparent that this 

imagined marriage would not be an idyllic one, but closer attention to the stage 

directions reveals that this strain emerges not just from the tensions between the two 

women, but from the farcical qualities of marriage itself. No wedding takes place on 

stage; instead the scene, which closes the play’s first act, begins at the reception, 

which takes place in Gertrude and Molly’s garden. There is a hot dog buffet. As the 

scene opens, Gertrude and Molly are in their wedding dresses, talking. Molly is eating 

a hot dog, and Gertrude is chastising her: “Molly! You don’t have to stuff yourself just 

because the others stuffed so much that they had to go and lie down! After all, you and 

I are brides … Don’t get mustard spots all over your dress” (246). Molly ignores her 

mother’s instructions, and her “mouth is so full that she is unable to answer” (246). 

We can read these hot dogs, hardly a traditional wedding food, as a joke about 

American-ness (in the same vein as the chop suey and spaghetti with meatballs), but 

we must also, I think, read them as a joke about dicks. Sometimes a hot dog is just a 
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hot dog, and it’s true that these mustard-squirting meats don’t merit an extended 

semiotic analysis. Nonetheless, it seems like a mistake to ignore them, especially when 

considering the visual effects of the scene.  

The presence of a hot dog buffet at a double wedding is already absurd, and 

this is exaggerated by the way the hot dogs are used in the action of the scene. Molly’s 

mouth is so full of hot dogs that she cannot talk, and she remains silent throughout the 

scene, as a hopeful Gertrude and a drunk Mrs. Constable talk with surprising frankness 

about their feelings of loneliness and separation from the world. Throughout this 

conversation, Mrs. Constable keeps offering Gertrude drinks and hot dogs, hoping to 

appease her with sustenance. Mrs. Constable’s desperate proffering of hot dogs echoes 

Mr. Solares’s earlier offers of food, but with a difference. These “lousy hot dogs” are 

not an enticement to seduction; they are the wedding meal, the unexciting party food 

that confirms the legal bond of marriage (247). These hot dogs are, it seems, the first 

manifestation of a kind of marital commensality, a manifestly phallic reminder that 

this is not a queer wedding. Molly eats the hot dogs, even picking some up off the 

grass after Gertrude tosses them away, and these distinct reactions to their shared 

wedding meal show how marriage has deepened the divide between them.  

In this scene, the hot dogs appear as an absurd manifestation of an inevitable 

disappointment. That disappointment is, most broadly, the disappointment of straight 

marriage, but more particularly it is the disappointment that comes out of pinning 

hopes for future happiness on the promise of commensality. Here, we are asked to 

laugh at the hot dogs, and by extension to laugh at the partially eaten wedding cake 

that sits next to them. The play demonstrates quite clearly that the ability to provide is 
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not enough to make a relationship work, but it also demonstrates that eating together is 

not enough either. While sharing a table can bind people together, it can also force 

them apart. Indeed, the thing that keeps Gertrude and Molly from communicating in 

this scene is not the hot dogs themselves, it is the hopes that they represent. The two 

women are divided not by their marriages, but by the concept of marriage, and the 

ideal of togetherness it involves. The play’s vision of a lesbian wedding is disrupted 

and made absurd by the traces of the double heterosexual wedding that precedes it, but 

in the end, it’s not the phallic qualities of the hot dogs that make them signify. The hot 

dogs do so much work in this scene because they are the wedding meal, and they are 

the saddest of jokes: a food that makes us laugh even as it makes visible the emptiness 

of this marriage. 

Here, the farce is a tragic one—its humor inheres in failure—and like A Play 

Called Not and Now, it exposes the structural emptiness of aspiration. Stein’s dinner 

party undoes itself, while Bowles’s dinner parties undo marriage. Yet what of Stein’s 

other dinner party? And what of “Camp Cataract”? These texts, even as they contain 

their own tragedies, offer the possibility of an alternative. The dining room is “just a 

farce” in “Camp Cataract” because it is a theatrical space in which characters are 

compelled to take on roles to which they are ill suited. Sadie performs the role of 

housewife in a way that reveals its essential absurdity. She is a bad cook, whose 

gravies are not only “lumpy,” but also “tasteless,” and whose prodigious shopping 

produces overfull cupboards in which food rots and begins to smell (367). Posed 

against this sensorium of bad housekeeping is her successful performance; even her 

refusal to answer Evelyn’s question can be read as part of that role. Her response is, 
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after all, precisely the question a good housewife is meant to ask when her husband 

comes home from work. What hurts, here, is the necessity of disavowing theatricality, 

the way performance is channeled through convention and subject to standards that 

render it possible to pass or fail. Evelyn’s suggestion, that the dining room might be 

“just a farce,” is a cutting one, but it is also a liberatory one. If the dining room is just 

a farce, there is a humor to those failures, and the possibility of laughing along. 

Indeed, when the theatricality of the dining room is not pinned to a specific goal or 

ideal, it becomes pleasurable and enabling, as it is in What Happened. 

 

As Long as You Want It 
 

While Stein gives us dinner-theatricality as a kind of social potentiality, and 

Bowles uses it to critique the way the normative structure of marriage can 

circumscribe and delimit that social potentiality, Wilder brings us full circle to the 

kind of meal that opened this chapter: the family dinner. In The Long Christmas 

Dinner, theatricality enables certain forms of interpersonal connection and stifles 

others, using repetition to think about the social stakes of rehearsal. Here, repetition is 

not, as it is in Stein, a form of clarification that aims for a specifically cubist kind of 

accuracy and completeness. Instead, it is a temporal process that casts light on the 

distinction between rehearsing the past as a way of clinging to it and embroidering 

upon the past as a way of living with it. When rehearsal becomes rote, it becomes a 

kind of tragedy—in part because in revealing its repetitions and the way it reaches 

back toward an imagined past, Wilder robs the dinner party of its liveness. In doing so, 
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he provides an appropriate counterpoint to the liveness—even liveliness—of the 

parties that Stein and Bowles depict. Yet this counterpoint also exists within The Long 

Christmas Dinner, where it confirms what Stein and Bowles suggest: that when the 

dinner party fosters commensality, it does so thanks to its theatricality, rather than 

despite it.  

The Long Christmas Dinner is in some ways the most conventional play I 

discuss here; in other ways, it might be the least. Its action, at least, is refreshingly 

simple: a series of Christmas dinners melt into each other, as ninety years pass in a 

single act. The stage is set with a long table, a turkey at one end. The actors eat 

imaginary food, and don white wigs as they age, exiting the stage only when they die. 

The only exception to this rule is the nurse, who does not speak; her only role is to 

introduce each baby to the family, pushing them across the stage one by one in a 

perambulator decorated with ribbons that indicate the sex of each baby. The play is 

often celebrated for its sentiment. On the website of the Thornton Wilder Society, 

Jacobina Martin describes it as “a simple, profound reminder of what is important,” 

meaning the constancy of the family and the way “holiday dinners bring families 

together in one place for shared food and conversation.” Similarly, David Radavich 

describes the authorial tone as “both benevolent and affectionate” (46). Reading the 

play alongside the other plays in this chapter, though, helps to demonstrate the ways in 

which it complicates this conventional idea of the family meal as a space of easy 

commensality. 

The family dinner, as staged here, is a space of hope and anxiety, a 

condensation of feeling into stylized action. The family dinner is just another dinner 
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party, even if it is animated by a very different set of tensions. This dinner party, with 

its restrained politeness and painful repetitions, is the opposite of the noisy lunches 

Gertrude so despises in In the Summer House. Instead of a dirty, noisy, parrot, there is 

a well-dressed family that does not notice its own calcification, or the rehearsed 

quality of its conversation. At the very first Christmas dinner in the play, the 

matriarch, Mother Bayard, talks of how she “can remember when there were still 

Indians on this very ground” and her daughter, Lucia, says that she “cried and cried” 

in response to the “splendid sermon” and notices that “every least twig is wrapped 

around with ice. You almost never see that” (3).  A few minutes later, five years have 

passed, and Mother Bayard begins the same tale in the same words as she slowly 

makes her way off stage, in the play’s first death. A few minutes, and an untold 

number of years later, Lucia praises a new minister: “I cried and cried. Dr. Spaulding 

does preach such a splendid sermon” (8). A few minutes and years after that, Lucia’s 

daughter Genevieve looks out the window, noticing that “Every least twig is wrapped 

around with ice. You almost never see that” and then Lucia recounts how her mother 

“could remember when Indians lived on this very spot” (11, 12). A few pages later, it 

is her daughter Leonora who says “Every least twig is encircled with ice.—You never 

see that” (14). These repetitions structure the play, moving through generations with 

almost no variation, and suggesting that the feeling of novelty is always the same. If 

the repetitions in Stein’s plays enact the resonances of pasts and futures within the 

present tense, Wilder’s repetitions do something more like what Stein does in The 

Making of Americans,27 suggesting the continuity of the present tense within the 

                                                
27 This is perhaps unsurprising, given the novel’s acknowledged status as one 
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passage of historical time. The continuous present, here, extends into the longue 

durée. 

When adapting The Long Christmas Dinner into the libretto for Paul 

Hindemith’s opera based on the pay, Wilder condensed these repetitions, changing the 

force of specific lines. The observation about the twigs falls out of the script almost 

entirely; it is repeated only twice (22, 38). Instead, it becomes part of a larger category 

of conversational gambit; it is one example of how “we talk of the snow, of the snow, 

talk of the weather, we talk of the weather” (92). This phrase is sung by Ermengarde 

in a six-voice chorus where characters sing repeated and overlapping variations on the 

same lines, retrospectively categorizing the kinds of conversations that they have had. 

The music is dense as this line is sung, but voices fall silent to give weight to another 

recursion of the opera’s most noticeable repetition, which is also the one that most 

obviously relates to the play’s themes of life and death. While the repeated offer of 

“the light or the dark?” (7, et passim) refers literally to the meat of the Christmas 

turkey, it also refers visually to the light of the stage and the dark portals by which 

character exit when they die. Later, this refrain becomes a part of the same chorus in 

which the characters recount their own inevitable repetitions. The libretto feels, as a 

result, more didactic than the play, and this is emphasized in performance, where 

melodic repetition emphasizes linguistic repetition.  

There is no way, in either the play or the opera, to escape the continuity of the 

Christmas dinner, which is the continuity of the family. What there is instead in the 

play is a way to alter and embrace the performative possibility of that continuity. 

                                                                                                                                       
inspiration for Wilder’s most famous play, Our Town. 
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Genevieve is both subject to the play’s repetitions and aware of them. She repeats her 

mother’s observation about the ice-bound twigs, but she also jokes to her daughter 

about how her mother would always cry and cry at sermons, saying “I suppose 

sermons reminded them of their fathers and mothers, just as Christmas dinners do us” 

(19). This explicit reference to the play’s density of repetition emphasizes its meta-

theatricality, drawing attention to the way continuity is constituted by performance—

here, Genevieve’s critique of past repetition constitutes a new mode of repetition. She 

is not breaking with her mother, she is finding a new way of repeating the old line, 

fitting herself into the same structure. Rather than a moment of rupture, this is just 

“one of those days when everything was encircled with ice” (29). Yet it is clear that 

Genevieve is performing for herself as well as for those who are at table with her, 

reminding herself of her mother at the same time that she distances herself from past 

generations. Rather than simply consolidating the continuity of the family, though, 

these moments complicate it; the play’s structure and staging mean that the past is 

always intruding into the present, just as the present is giving way to the future. The 

present yearns for the past just as the past looked forward to the present, and it all 

happens around the same table, year after year.  

Theatricality is not opposed to authenticity; instead, it is understood as a way 

to achieve a desired affective situation. Fake it ’til you feel it, as it were. Or, rather, 

fake it and see what you feel. Indeed, Timothy Youker has argued that theater was a 

kind of religion for Wilder, and that his plays reflect “a deep desire to use the 

cooperative work of representation and performance to cure the existential loneliness 

that was fundamental to his own exceptionalist definition of American character” (89). 
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There is no denying that The Long Christmas Dinner is a particularly American, and 

even, as Radavich demonstrates, Midwestern, play, and it is suggestive that many of 

the play’s repetitions are references to the landscape and reminders of the colonial 

history that brought the Bayard family there. Yet while Youker carefully delineates the 

contours of Wilder’s definition of American loneliness, it is perhaps enough for my 

purposes to say that this sounds an awful lot like the dream of commensality that we 

have seen throughout this chapter.  

Though the intensity and depth of Wilder’s relationship with music is amply 

chronicled in Janie Caves McCauley’s history of his operatic collaboration with 

Hindemith, his version of the dream of commensality seems to be explicitly theatrical, 

and rooted in a kind of everyday theatricality that he calls homely. Explaining to 

Aaron Copland why his plays are “a-musical” and therefore not suited to adaptation 

into operas, he wrote, “they are homely and not one bit lyrical” (qtd. in McCauley 

273). Wilder’s homely theatricality gives us another version of dinner theatricality, in 

which commensality can be achieved not necessarily around a single meal, but across 

the span of time, through repeated and stylized performance. What brings these 

characters together is not a form of conversation that allows them to communicate 

directly—the one thing they never seem to do—but a shared repertoire that allows 

them to inhabit familiar roles and, in so doing, identify each other’s feelings. When 

repetition is distilled into recap, and “you never see that” becomes “we talk about the 

weather,” it loses its theatrical charge, deepening the feeling of loneliness rather than 

assuaging it. If we talk about the weather, it is because we have nothing else to talk 

about. If we talk, again and again, about the wonder of twigs encircled in ice, we 
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allude to our shared sensibilities: we value the crystalline landscape, the feeling of 

novelty, and the satisfying sound of the word “twig.” The line stands out in this play 

both for its emphasis on aesthetics and for its poetic construction; it feels theatrical, 

rather than pragmatic or factual, as many of the other conversations do. And this is 

what makes this line, this homely moment of performance, work, in a way that the 

rather crashing symbolism of “the light or the dark” does not; it is more than facts, but 

less than opera, a kind of homely theatricality that enables an affective connection 

precisely because it does not insist on one. 

This homely theatricality is what enables commensality at this very long 

dinner. Yet this commensality is neither simple nor complete, and this is not to say 

that the play ends on a happy note. The play ends, to the extent that it does end, with a 

splintered family and with death, as the very old Ermengarde totters into the dark 

portal at the edge of the stage. She is old and alone, and when she leaves the stage, the 

lights go out and the curtain goes down. Yet the play does not entirely end; she has 

just read a letter that posits another performance, at a new house. In this letter, Mrs. 

Bayard tells her that “They’re having their first Christmas dinner in the new house,” 

and Ermengarde adds that “They must be very happy.” Setting a scene that directly 

echoes the opening of the play, she recounts that “They call her Mother Bayard, she 

says, as though she were an old lady. And she says she finds it more comfortable to 

come and go in a wheelchair” (30). This description, including the following 

revelation that the newly re-named Mother Bayard is soon to be a grandmother 

Bayard, tells us that the play is about to begin again, off stage. If some of the lines will 
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be different—this Mother Bayard will not recall when there were Indians on the land, 

but she might recall that her namesake once did—the play nonetheless goes on. 

 When Bowles and Wilder show us the failure of the dinner party, that failure 

is a result not of the party, but of an overly deterministic understanding of what the 

dinner party can do. When the dinner party is an experimental kind of theater, as it is 

in Stein, things happen. Those things may or may not end up being felicitous things, 

but they are things that, nonetheless, sustain a kind of liveness. It is when the dinner 

party is relied upon to consolidate the family or resolve the love plot that it fails (and it 

fails both in its goal and as a party). Yet just as Stein’s characters continue to make 

witty remarks to each other even after their hesitation, the ice in The Long Christmas 

Dinner continues to wrap around each and every twig. It is these remarks, these 

performances, that sustain and activate the social relation.  

 

What has Happened 
 

Dinner-theatricality, then, is a distinctly modernist and distinctly queer kind of 

theatricality, one invested in foregrounding and challenging the boundaries of the 

stage and of the institutions that frame social relations. By staging the dinner party, 

Stein, Bowles, and Wilder position the social relation as a site of enactment and re-

enactment, and the dinner party as a kind of play in which the roles are never quite 

new, but the performances always are. If we understand the theater as a space in which 

discrete pre-scripted scenes are played out in a predetermined order by actors who are 

striving to do so as well as possible, it seems to reduplicate the conditions of the 
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normative fantasy of the good life, with the successful completion of each act marking 

another milestone. When the play comes to an end and everyone rises to clap, success 

is codified. But that is not what happens in these plays; instead of achieving 

something, these plays suggest that commensality operates with a different kind of 

temporality. Commensality, they suggest, emerges not from striving but from 

performing, and not from realism but from repetition and heightened theatricality. 

These plays are not, then, anti-theatrical; instead they invite new thinking about 

theatricality by demonstrating its centrality to both theater and everyday life.  

  By bringing the dinner party to the stage, these plays reveal the ways in which 

the dinner party is itself already a theatrical space. They give us access to a milieu in 

which the line between performativity and theatricality blurs, and invite us to think 

about how the seeming artificiality of theatricality might sustain something authentic. 

Dividing a dinner party into actors and audience emphasizes the syncopation inherent 

in that relation, and the way the party asks its guests to simultaneously play both parts. 

To be at table is not to play a role in the sense that it requires adhering to a singular 

script; instead, it requires an awareness of genre and a willingness to dip into a shared 

repertoire of social gestures. As Michael Benedikt writes in the introduction to Theatre 

Experiment, an anthology that includes both The Long Christmas Dinner and What 

Happened, as well as several more recent plays about eating, one key characteristic of 

twentieth-century American theater is its acknowledgment that “a basic ingredient of 

any honest theatrical act [is] distinct acknowledgement of the theatrical medium” 

(xviii). Drawing attention to the theatricality of the dinner party extends the 

implications of this acknowledgement, suggesting that this same awareness should 
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inform interpersonal interactions, and that there is value in attending to the ways our 

social occasions are made live not by some mystical form of authenticity, but by the 

ways we inhabit the performative possibilities of an event.  

Eating together can produce a feeling of intimacy; to argue otherwise would be 

nonsense. Yet what these plays enact is the way this feeling emerges not simply from 

sharing a literal dish, or from sharing a set of tastes that encode cultural values, but 

also from the ways we interact as we sit around a table. In Toward A Psychosociology 

of Contemporary Food Consumption, Roland Barthes asks himself what food is, and 

answers that it is “a system of communication, a body of images, a protocol of usages, 

situations, and behaviors” (167). If Barthes is more concerned with reading the food 

itself, these plays concern themselves with the question of how these “usages, 

situations, and behaviors” are constituted and what it means to adhere to that 

“protocol.” What they suggest is that rather than adhering to a protocol or behaving in 

ways dictated by a system of etiquette, our dinner parties might work best—might 

draw us together more closely into some kind of commensality—if we understand 

them as opportunities to perform. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 
How It Feels to Be Fed 

 
“She could not help feeling rather as the very young feel when gazing down in to their 
bowl of breakfast porridge (sugarless again this morning for some excellent if secret 
reason) they are told not only to eat it up quickly now, but to remember all the poor 
and homeless children who have no such porridge to come down to in the morning. 
Well then give them my porridge. Please give them my porridge. Give them all the 
porridge they want, but do not ask me to share it with them.”  
 —Olive Moore, Spleen (38) 
 
“All life’s problems had now been reduced to one simple act—to swallow or to choke. 
As I lay in passive revolt, a quizzical thought wandered across my beleaguered mind: 
This, at least, is one picture that will never go into the family album. . . .”  
 —Djuna Barnes, “How It Feels to Be Forcibly Fed” (149) 
 
 

The child who refuses to eat his dinner is a staple of sitcoms and entertainment 

for children, appearing either as a source of humor or as the occasion of a pedagogical 

moment; rarely does the horror of sugarless porridge appear in so-called serious 

literature. The child’s refusal is, in these set pieces, generally revealed to be both 

sympathetic and wrong. The food in question may not taste good to the child, but it is 

good for the child. Undergirding this normative scene is an implicit awareness of a 

potentiality that I have been tracking throughout this dissertation: the disruptive 

potentiality of the pleasure of taste. Moreover, this scene reveals one of the primary 

ways in which that disruptive potential is regulated. The scene of refusal is the scene 

in which the child is taught—or refuses to be taught—to value the abstract concept of 

bodily health and social good over the embodied pleasure of eating. It is the role of the 

mother to reveal the goodness of the food, feeding the child both broccoli and 

information, and training the child to be a proper citizen who understands nutrition, 
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appropriate behavior, and social responsibility; it is the role of the book or TV show to 

shore up the mother’s work. One ideological state apparatus reinforces the work of 

another, the media supplementing and supporting the family. Stories in which an adult 

refuses to eat, though, operate quite differently. 

In 1914, Djuna Barnes voluntarily submitted to a forcible feeding and 

published an account of the experience in the tabloid New York World. The article, 

though quite short, is painful to read, and is accompanied by a photograph that 

emphasizes its horrors: Barnes lies on a table, surrounded by four men, three of whom 

are holding her down while the other inserts the feeding tube into her nose. Barnes 

writes that “it is utterly impossible to describe the anguish” of that violation, which is 

both physical and psychical. As the liquid trickles down the tube, her mind is 

overtaken by visions and her body by pain; she almost faints, and she finds herself 

struggling in “the futile defiance of a nightmare” (150). Barnes’s feeding, though 

characteristic of her performative and often sensational journalistic work, was not only 

a stunt; in addition to attempting to sell newspapers, the piece was a performance of 

Barnes’s solidarity with the hunger strikes of the British suffragettes, who she 

describes as “my English sisters” and “the bravest of my sex” (149, 151). Though 

Barnes does not make an explicit argument for women’s suffrage, she does 

demonstrate the brutality of the government’s response to the hunger strikes of the 

imprisoned suffragettes, giving her readers insight into their experience of force-

feeding by way of her own, in what Julie Taylor calls an “act of embodied empathy” 

(17).  
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Barnes’s description of the pain involved in being fed functions as an 

intervention into the question of what precisely constitutes the social good. Even those 

readers who opposed women’s suffrage were unlikely to endorse Barnes’s dramatic 

vision of “hundreds of women in grim prison hospitals bound and shrouded on tables 

just like this, held in the rough grip of callous warders while white-robed doctors 

thrust rubber tubing into the delicate interstices of their nostrils and forced into their 

helpless bodies the crude fuel to sustain the life they hoped to sacrifice” (150). By 

publishing her account of being forcibly fed in an American newspaper, Barnes makes 

this image available to a wider audience than those listening to the suffragettes’ 

speeches or reading their pamphlets. 

In revealing the pain she suffers during her feeding, Barnes does more than 

expose the maltreatment of the suffragettes; she demonstrates that the violence of the 

act of forcible feeding is not solely dependent upon the emotional or political context 

in which it takes place. Good intentions do not preclude real harm. As Taylor remarks, 

“the scene is staged, performed, self-consciously enacted, yet it remains affectively 

intense” (16-17). Though her experience differs from that of the imprisoned 

suffragettes both before and after she is forcibly fed, her account of the feeding itself 

is remarkably similar. Lady Constance Lytton, who was declared too frail to be 

forcibly fed when she attempted a hunger strike under her own name, but was forcibly 

fed when she dressed in the clothes of a working class woman, describes the doctors 

as uncaring and even violent: “I decided to save all my resistance for the actual 

feeding, and when they pointed to my bed on the floor I lay down, and the doctor did 

not even feel my pulse. Two warderesses held my hands, one my head…. The doctor 
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put the steel gag in somewhere on my gums and forced open my mouth” (110).28 This 

stands in stark contrast to the precision and courtesy of the doctor who feeds Barnes, 

who is both careful and at least outwardly compassionate, responding to her horror 

after the feeding with “pleasant understanding” and “gently” acknowledging the 

resemblance between the clean linen sheet with which she is tied down and a funeral 

shroud (151). Despite these differences in attitude and setting and the emotional 

difference between Lytton’s impassioned protest and Barnes’s self-proclaimed 

“experiment,” the two women both experience being fed as a violation that produces 

the feeling of time being dilated as the will gives way in the face of suffering, a kind 

of “moral poisoning” of the mind (Lytton 110).   

 Other supporters of the suffragettes were at pains to demonstrate the 

difference between the feeding of the suffragettes, who they described as “women of 

very high ideals” who had been “driven to desperation” and mental patients who were 

subject to the same treatment in asylums, arguing that the intentions of the doctors 

who administered the feeding were so distinct as to make the one experience 

                                                
28 Lytton also provides an answer to a question Barnes asks herself during the final 
moments of her feeding: “And if one insisted on choking—what then? Would they—
the callous warders and the servile doctors—ruthlessly persist, even with grim death at 
their elbow?” That Barnes is wondering not about the doctor who is feeding her but 
about those feeding the suffragettes is made clear in the following paragraphs, which 
refer to the doctors’ role in enforcing the law and evoke the specter of “a militant 
choking herself into eternity” (151). Lytton’s account what happens when she chokes 
is chilling: “You cannot breathe, and yet you choke. It irritates the throat, it irritates 
the mucous membrane as it goes down, every second seems an hour, and you think 
they will never finish pushing it down. After a while the sensation is relieved, then the 
food is poured down, and then again you choke, and your whole body resists and 
writhes under the treatment; you are held down, and the process goes on, and, finally, 
when the vomiting becomes excessive the tube is removed. I forgot what I was in 
there for, I forgot women, I forgot everything except my own sufferings, and I was 
completely overcome by them” (110). 
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inhumane and the other banal. In the asylums, the doctors wanted to “get the patient to 

take his food with the least possible inconvenience to himself and everybody else,” 

while the “real object” of the doctors forcibly feeding the suffragettes was to “break 

down that prisoner’s determination” (Mansell-Moullin 308). While the latter half of 

that dichotomy is hard to argue with, the former is disputed both by Barnes’s account 

of her feeding and by contemporary scholarship about mental illness, wherein the 

contention that “the mental state of a lunatic who refuses his food is that of complete 

torpor, almost apathy” would be challenged both for its content and its dehumanizing 

language (Mansell-Moullin 308). Moreover, both sets of doctors might argue that they 

were acting in loco parentis, providing nourishment to those who cannot or will not 

feed themselves.  

Barnes’s performative journalism demonstrates the problem within this 

account of forcible feeding, revealing that the violence of the suffragettes’ feedings is 

not solely a product of the doctors’ paternalistic intentions; even a kindly doctor can 

cause agonizing pain. It is also clear, though, that Barnes’s suffering stems not only 

from the physical violation of the feeding tube, but also from a sense that by being 

forced to eat, she is losing a very elemental kind of control. Her experiment reveals the 

contingency of her sense of sovereignty, as her “spirit [is] betrayed by the body’s 

weakness” and by the doctors’ “brutal usurpation of [her] own functions” (150). The 

most acute betrayal is baldly stated: “science had at last, then, deprived us of the right 

to die” (151). While this particular deprivation might seem custom tailored for the 

queer critic, I am more interested in a subtler kind of deprivation common to both 

scenes of forcible feeding: the deprivation of the pleasure of taste. The tastelessness of 
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the liquids fed to the suffragettes emphasizes their sacrifice; especially in the case of 

wealthy protestors such as Lytton, they are giving up not just sustenance but pleasure 

in pursuit of their cause. The petulant child, on the other hand, protests precisely 

because her porridge is sugarless, because pleasure has been denied to her. Though the 

comparison between a child forced to finish her oatmeal and a woman strapped to a 

table and subjected to a feeding tube might seem overly dramatic—and would 

certainly be dismissed as offensive hyperbole were it to be proffered by said child—

the two scenes do have quite a bit in common. Both are scenes of intervention, in 

which the person doing the feeding interrupts the ability of the person being fed to 

identify and respond to their own desires.  

This chapter examines texts that resist those scenes of intervention, in which 

people refuse to be fed or refuse to feed others. In these texts resistance is often a kind 

of performance. This is straightforward in the case of Barnes, whose account of her 

feeding helps to illuminate the performative elements of the suffragette’s hunger 

strikes, and equally apparent in the account of the sex show that opens the next 

section, and though one wants to be generous to the child horrified by her porridge, 

refusing food is often a way of testing limits. This chapter is staked on the idea that 

thinking through the performative qualities of those refusals can be a way of being 

generous to the child, revealing how dinnertime negotiations are concerned not just 

with the flavor of broccoli, but also with the question of what it means to choose your 

own flavors. It might be a way to put the emphasis back on the subject, as William 

Carlos Williams does in “To a Poor Old Woman,” whose plums “taste good to her” 

(383).  
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Unlike those plums, most of the foods that do appear in this chapter do not 

taste very good; in fact they do not taste much at all. Their tastelessness clarifies their 

role in these interactions; porridge, milk, and scrambled eggs are easy to eat, easy to 

digest, and easy to forget. Nonetheless, they take up space in the belly, and 

substantiate a relationship. Unlike the interactions between eaters and the things they 

eat that I describe in my second chapter, these interactions are primarily interpersonal 

and cultural. Sharing food becomes a way of shaping the other by dictating the terms 

of their pleasure. When food is not itself exciting, it is easy to see that sharing food is 

a form of control. The pleasure of eating is lessened by the blandness of the food, 

making the coercive quality of these scenes all the more visible. If “to live for one’s 

snack is,” as Lauren Berlant argues in Cruel Optimism, “to live by the rhythm of one’s 

own impulse for pleasure,” to be fed is, even when the food itself has a taste, and even 

when the food is happily accepted, to submit to the rhythm of an other (135). That 

other might appear in the person of a mother or a doctor, but the rhythms they enforce 

are socially and culturally constructed. The child must eat because its refusal threatens 

to deform the pattern of the day, and the suffragette must eat because her refusal is 

part of an attempt to reform the workings of government. Both of these forms of 

refusal are, though, also much more radical than that: they are attempts to claim some 

kind of autonomy, and to resist the familial, social, cultural, and governmental 

structures that delimit personal sovereignty.  

To refuse to eat, then, is to refuse to live by another’s rhythm. To refuse to eat 

is to assert one’s individuality and claim agency. To feed, or, more dramatically, to 

insist upon feeding, is to impose on another, to disrupt the sensation of sovereignty 
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and demonstrate how easily the will can be broken or swayed. The novels I discuss in 

the rest of this chapter, Barnes’s own Nightwood and Olive Moore’s underread 

masterpiece Spleen, use the refusal of feeding to develop an erotics and an ethics of 

care as a form of control. Both novels challenge the benevolent archetype of the 

nurturing mother, charting the difficulty of resisting the pleasures, both physical and 

emotional, of feeding and being fed. That resistance becomes a necessity and a site of 

potentiality. Paradoxically, refusing to feed the child becomes a way of freeing the 

child. When the structure of maternal feeding is undone in this way, both mother and 

child are released from the overdetermined archetype of maternity itself. The mother is 

freed to express care differently or not at all, and may be freed from certain forms of 

gendered labor, but what happens to the child is even more complex. Released from 

the normative structures of nutrition and the enfolding embrace of the mother, the 

child is free to figure itself out. In Spleen, this struggle is literalized in the challenging 

relationship between a mother and her child, which is figured through the refusal of 

culturally normative feeding practices, while in Nightwood the metaphorical status of 

this relation is itself at stake. When lovers are figured as mothers and daughters, the 

question of care becomes more, and differently, painful.  

There is actually not much eating in this chapter, in part because, as Elizabeth 

Freeman remarks about Nightwood, “It is notable that nobody in the novel seems to 

consume any food, though Matthew mentions eating a salad and everyone drinks like 

fish” (758). There is more eating (and feeding) in Spleen, but the primary relationship 

is defined by its lack. In both cases, the refusal of feeding is a way of refusing the 

deprivation of taste. In Spleen, where a mother refuses to enforce a regime of 
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blandness on her own child, deprivation takes the form of a diet limited to supposedly 

healthful substances like oatmeal and milk, or any diet that is limited by cultural 

norms. In Nightwood, this deprivation is effected by the mother-child metaphor itself, 

which becomes a way of enforcing monogamy and limiting the possibilities of 

relation. With the exception of the one memorable night when she feeds her eggs, all 

Nora will feed Robin is herself. Though these novels do not understand feeding to be 

as physically violent as the feeding Barnes describes in “How it Feels to be Forcibly 

Fed,” they do figure it as coercive and often dangerous, even when it is also a source 

of sustenance and pleasure.  

 

Feeding and Feeling Good 
 

At the end of their essay “Sex in Public,” Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner 

describe a scene that seems to be the inverse of Barnes’s description of being forcibly 

fed, but that is illuminating in comparison. The scene, which is part of a sex show that 

has been described, or, more precisely, marketed, as “erotic vomiting,” transfixes them 

with its “intimacy and display, control and abandon, ferocity and abjection.” They 

read the scene as a demonstration of the way nonheteronormative sexual acts can 

refuse and thereby expose the grounding of heteronormative sexuality in a discourse 

of privacy, in addition to “unlinking money and family from the scene of the good 

life.” They describe it in detail: 

 
He sits loosely in a restraining chair. His partner comes out and tilts the 
bottom's head up to the ceiling, stretching out his throat. Behind them is 
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an array of foods. The top begins pouring milk down the boy's throat, 
then food, then more milk. It spills over, down his chest and onto the 
floor. A dynamic is established between them in which they carefully 
keep at the threshold of gagging. The bottom struggles to keep taking 
in more than he really can. The top is careful to give him just enough to 
stretch his capacities. From time to time a baby bottle is offered as a 
respite, but soon the rhythm intensifies. The boy's stomach is beginning 
to rise and pulse, almost convulsively. (565) 
 

I quote their description at length in part because their account of the scene is as 

transfixing as the scene itself is to them, and in part to open a question about what 

precisely is erotic in this scene. The vomiting is described a few paragraphs later, but 

it is after this paragraph that Berlant and Warner “realize that [they] cannot leave.”  

If the vomit serves as the climax of this sexual encounter, its erotics are 

developed earlier, in the interplay between the boy’s body and the foods offered by his 

partner. It might equally be described as a scene of “erotic feeding,” and I contend that 

it is this, rather than the more obviously transgressive climax, that gives the scene its 

power. The erotic encounter depicted here is not just one between two boys or two 

men, but also between a boy and the food and milk that he “struggles to keep taking 

in.” This point is underscored by Berlant and Warner’s reporting of the rumor 

circulating through the room, that the boy is “straight,” whatever that means, as well 

as by the absence of the top’s body from their account of the scene. Though they 

disrupt the dyadic staging of the scene by describing the members of the audience as 

“new partners” of the pair on the stage, it can be further disrupted by attending to the 

role of the food itself. It is the food for which the bottom “stretches out his throat,” the 

milk that “spills over, down his chest,” and the fullness of his stomach that causes it to 

“rise and pulse, almost convulsively.” It is both the case that the food mediates 
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between the two men and that the top facilitates the relationship between the bottom 

and the food, allowing this scene to be one that expands both our sense of what sex is 

and our sense of what eating is. 

The queerness of this scene doesn’t arise as a result of the fact that it involves 

two men, nor even just as a result of the way these two men have brought seemingly 

“private” acts into a “public” space, allowing the audience to partake of their pleasure, 

but also as a result of the way these two men have intermingled two types of intimacy, 

that of feeding and being fed and that of fucking and being fucked. What it means to 

be fed, here, is to expand the capacity of the body, to stretch the limits of pleasure in 

order to encompass both a feeling of excessive fullness and the kind of coercion that I 

have been describing as inherent in the act of feeding.  

Queer theory is by no means lacking in accounts of how submission might be 

pleasurable; most of these accounts, though, are framed in terms of sadomasochism, 

rather than the subtler kind of coercion involved in feeding. In an interview that is 

perhaps the most famous of these accounts, Michel Foucault incisively points 

simultaneously toward the relevance of S&M for theorizing pleasure and the problem 

with a myopic focus on sexuality, describing S&M as a process of “inventing new 

possibilities of pleasure with strange parts of their body—through the eroticization of 

the body” at the same time that he dismisses “the idea that bodily pleasure should 

always come through sexual pleasure as the root of all our possible pleasure” (165). A 

Foucauldian understanding of the interpenetration of power and resistance is, of 

course, at the heart of most theoretical accounts of S&M, in which submission is 

revealed to be a position of power and passivity a way of controlling the actions of the 
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dominant or active partner. Another strand of queer theory understands 

sadomasochism as a way of contending with sexual trauma. For example, Ann 

Cvetkovich argues that we might add S&M to the list of queer cultural practices, such 

as drag and butch-femme relationships, that rely on “the subversive possibilities of 

repetition with a difference” to “provide the basis for healing rituals and 

performances” (355). What is being healed, this claim might lead us to ask, in the 

scene of erotic feeding that Berlant and Warner share with their readers?  

Yet, and without denying the culturally reparative effects of repetition and 

performance, I want to sidestep this psychological question, focusing on how “the 

subversive possibilities of repetition with a difference” might do something other than 

heal. In his reading of “How It Feels to be Forcibly Fed,” Nick Salvato argues that to 

read Barnes as a writer who persistently restages childhood trauma is “sanitized, 

reductive, and ultimately impoverishing,” suggesting that the piece be read instead as 

a satirical restaging of the suffragette’s feeding that demonstrates how the former is 

itself a self-conscious performance (140). Salvato reads Barnes as writing with her 

“tongue firmly in cheek,” and aware of how her own journalistic performance mimics 

the suffragette’s feedings not just materially, but also in its performative stakes. In 

both cases, an embodied experience is both performed and narrated in pursuit of a 

political aim, making Barnes’s stunt both an implicit statement of support for the 

suffragettes and a reminder that they put their own suffering to effective rhetorical use 

(144). While—as my readings of satire in my first chapter would suggest—I am more 

interested in the way Barnes’s tongue slips to the back of her throat than the moments 

when it is tucked into her cheek, Salvato’s reading of Barnes offers a necessary 
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corrective to critical accounts of the scene as a recapitulation of childhood trauma and 

helpfully locates the possibility of pleasure in consenting to submit. He describes her 

feeding as an instance of “voluntary coercion,” emphasizing the paradoxical nature of 

Barnes’s (and the suffragettes’) consenting—even asking—to be forcibly fed (143). 

By turning to Elaine Scarry’s discussion of the paradoxical consent involved in 

military enlistment to provide a context for Barnes’s consent to be forced, Salvato 

registers not just a respect for Barnes’s actual pain and an awareness of its political 

efficacy, but also the necessity of a theorization of coercion that is structured by 

pleasure, to supplement to those that think its relationship to pain.  

In the last few years, scholars such as Lauren Berlant and Sara Ahmed have 

shown how feelings of optimism and happiness might be structural impediments to 

flourishing. But what of pleasure? Berlant, whose thinking about eating informs my 

own, likens eating to sex and thought, in that it is a “comforting as well as risky and 

raw-making” exchange, and an ameliorative one (133). But eating, even in Berlant’s 

account, might be more like masturbation than like sex. Eating is an activity that has 

the ability to bind the subject to the world or release them from it, a physical pleasure 

that can draw us out of sociality or reveal our roles in it. Even when I have written 

about people eating together, such as Stuartt at his YMCA luncheon, or all the people 

who look like other people in A Play Called Not and Now, the pleasure of eating has 

been an essentially individual one. Feeding interrupts that. Feeding forcibly raises the 

question of intersubjectivity and relationality. When it feels good to be fed, it is the 

feeling of being made to feel good, a feeling that necessarily comes from someone 

else. 
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This chapter engages with this coercive pleasure in what might seem like a 

perverse way: by turning to novels that are known, to the extent that they are known, 

for their literary and emotional difficulty. Yet Spleen and Nightwood are deeply 

engaged with the question of pleasure. They are hard to read, yes, but that hardness is 

in both cases the result of writing that values aesthetic pleasure and intellectual 

complexity over clarity or simplicity. Moreover, both novels are about the question of 

when pleasure feels good, and when that good feeling might be bad for us—a 

sophisticated revision of the question about broccoli I opened this chapter with. 

Feeding is often thought as an action that incorporates only nurture and care. From the 

baby bottle in the sex show to Barnes’s evocation of pregnancy and the family album, 

images of maternity haunt even the most subversive scenes of feeding. Indeed, most 

literary, filmic, and art historical scenes of feeding are scenes of mothers feeding 

children. I open with the performative violence of Barnes’s feeding and Berlant and 

Warner’s sex show not because I want to contend that performances like this do the 

work of healing some primal wound, but because they do restage this scene of care, 

making visible the coercion inherent in the caring act of feeding another. Care and 

coercion here are intertwined; this coercion results from a desire to protect and a sense 

of responsibility for the other.  

This coercion is, of course, also visible in my first example: that of the child at 

a table, refusing her porridge. Yet this is a form of coercion we are liable to take 

lightly and understand as a necessity: one of the unpleasant tasks of parenting. Feeding 

a child is often, as sociologist Luce Giard describes it, “a body-to-body struggle that is 

engaged by small spoonfulls and big words around the family dinner table: the child 
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wants to be free immediately and will grow up later; the mother asks him or her to eat 

first, that is, to obey now in order to be big, strong, and free later on, but the child 

becomes impatient and cannot wait” (190). As such, this scene invites not only the 

Althusserian reading I’ve given it at the opening of this chapter, but also a reading 

informed by Lee Edelman’s understanding of the child as a figure that organizes the 

social imaginary by embodying an image of innocence and futurity, enacting “a logic 

of repetition that fixes identity through identification with the future of the social 

order” (25).  Here, the child as individual seems to, in resisting its mother, resist that 

imperative, suggesting that, as Kathryn Bond Stockton has argued, there might be a 

certain queerness inherent in the way the child moves through the world. Though 

Edelman’s vision of the child might seem to haunt this chapter, I am thinking aslant of 

him; he argues that queers must oppose themselves to this vision of heterofuturity and 

embrace negativity. My claim is that Olive Moore and Djuna Barnes can help us 

move, as Stockton would, not against, but sideways. In a way that results, no doubt, 

from his focus on conservative cultural objects that do the same, Edelman’s 

theorization of heterofuturity emphasizes the importance of the figure of the child over 

the even more overdetermined figure of mother and child, isolating the child from its 

family and its context. Instead of embodying our opposition to this dominant 

figuration, these novels reveal the ways we might—by thinking through this figure of 

relation—instead refigure the child, precisely by allowing the child to refigure itself.  

It is not the kids who need the manual on “How to Bring Your Kids Up Gay” 

that Eve Sedgwick imagines in her essay of that title, but the parents. This is, of 

course, Sedgwick’s point; she is worried about gay kids, but they aren’t the problem; 
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the problem is a theoretical failure to account for them, “an eclipse of the effeminate 

boy from adult gay discourse” that is “more than a damaging theoretical gap.” 

According to her, the open secret of the effeminate boy haunts the gay adult, 

representing “a node of annihilating, homophobic, gynephobic, and pedophobic hatred 

internalized and made central to gay-affirmative analysis” (21). For Sedgwick, this 

node of hatred is made possible by the way the discourse of masculine gender identity 

elides the figure of the mother, who is, because feminine herself, understood as having 

“nothing to contribute” to the process of becoming-man, which is foundational to the 

process of becoming-human (23). The specificity of Sedgwick’s focus on the 

effeminate boy should not obscure the broader implications of her critique, which 

extend to all kinds of queer and gender non-conforming children and all kinds of 

parenting, pointing toward the ways that queer affirmation can mask other forms of 

stifling normativity. One of the projects of this chapter is to consider how the mother 

can contribute without stifling, and how it might be possible for her to nurture in a 

way that is not coercive. This requires both a radical rethinking of what nurturing 

might look like, and what it might enable.  Instead of thinking about how the mother 

can contribute to the process of becoming-man or becoming-human, it means thinking 

about how she can enable the process of becoming.  

 

Mother’s Milk 
 

While tales from Barnes’s childhood make undeniably titillating reading, it 

would be difficult to trace Olive Moore’s unusual depictions of motherhood to her 
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own childhood experiences, since relatively little is known about her life. As Renée 

Dickinson, whose ongoing research into Moore’s biography may help mitigate this 

lack, recounts, Moore was involved in the Charles Lahr Red Lion Street literary circle, 

was a staff writer for the Daily Sketch, and was married to the Yugoslavian sculptor 

Sava Botzaris (75). The name Olive Moore is a pseudonym, and one that seems tailor-

made for this dissertation. Constance Vaughan, when choosing her nom-de-plume, 

chose Olive because, as her friend Alec Bristow later recounted, “Olive represented an 

acquired taste, dry and sophisticated” and “once the taste had been acquired, her 

readers would want more” (Spleen 131-2). Though Moore’s reception, or more 

accurately, lack thereof, might indicate that her optimism was unfortunately 

misplaced, her choice nonetheless indicates the care with which she chose names. 

Calling her second novel Spleen, then, cannot be understood solely as an homage to 

Charles Baudelaire, or an invitation to compare his ennui and hers. Instead, this title 

explicitly raises the question of influence, evoking both the humoral theories that 

underpin Baudelaire’s use of the word for his title and the literary history that makes 

the reference so immediately legible. Perhaps the best explanation of the title of 

Baudelaire’s Spleen comes from Walter Benjamin, who contends that it is not 

translatable, because of the “abundance of connotations” that stem from its double 

meanings and the contrast inherent in the full title Spleen et Idéal. Both words, he 

claims, “are not just spiritual essences but also an intended effect on them,” asking, 

“doesn’t this ambiguous title also imply that archetypal image and intended effect are 

mysteriously intertwined?” (28-9). This might be one of the central questions of 

Moore’s novel as well. 
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The role of intention in production and reproduction is one of the primary 

concerns of the novel; most obviously, it is about a pregnancy, a birth, and the 

aftermath of that birth. Though the novel opens on the fictional Italian island of Foria, 

the events it narrates begin in England, where its protagonist, Ruth, discovers, to her 

dismay, that she is pregnant. Resisting the conventional ideas of her husband and his 

family, she tries to use her pregnancy to “make something more vital, more exciting,” 

and, in an echo of Ezra Pound’s famous dictum, “something new” (25, 29). This echo, 

along with Ruth’s persistent belief that she “carr[ies her] womb in [her] forehead” 

instead of her belly, and her lament that Socrates’ claim that “some there are … whose 

souls are more pregnant than their bodies” is never applied to women, makes it evident 

that Ruth’s maternal experimentation mirrors the novel’s textual experimentation.29 As 

is so often the case, biological fecundity figures literary and aesthetic fecundity, and, 

as Jane Garrity argues in one of the few pieces of criticism on this novel, “the text uses 

the trope of reproduction to interrogate gendered ideas of bodily normalcy and to 

explore the narrative implications of the idea of pregnancy as a model for women's 

experimentalism” (289). Both the body of the text and the body of the child are 

experiments—with what seem at first to be radically different results. The child, 

Richard, is a deformed and mentally deficient boy whose birth comes as a shock to his 

mother; she has made something new, and her first reaction is horror. Yet, even as 

Ruth reacts to her horror by withdrawing, along with Richard, from England, the 

                                                
29 Her lament notably does not account for Diotima, the priestess who Socrates credits 
with this idea in The Symposium. It is not clear if Diotima actually lived, or if she is a 
rhetorical invention. Either way, her absence from Spleen serves as an ironic example 
of how women’s voices may exist within the philosophical tradition, but their ideas 
are often credited to men. 
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experimentation does not end. Instead, I argue, Ruth experiments with motherhood, 

refusing to feed Richard as a way of refusing the coercive power of nurture.  

Ruth’s experiment, then, might borrow more from Eliot than from Pound. For 

her, pregnancy might be likened to “a particular medium … in which impressions and 

experiences combine in peculiar and unexpected ways” (42). This is Eliot’s 

description of what the poet “has,” but it is also what Ruth seems realize about her 

pregnancy. Moreover, for Eliot, “the progress of an artist is a continual self-sacrifice, a 

continual extinction of personality,” and “a continual surrender of himself as he is at 

the moment to something which is more valuable (40). In exile, Ruth takes this lesson 

to heart, surrendering herself by refusing herself, in order to avoid coercive 

motherhood. The novel, then, is not primarily about disability, but about maternity. 

For Garrity, the novel is differentiated from other modernist writing in which 

pregnancy tropes creativity by its historicist and materialist engagement with 

disability, and its parallel understanding of feminine creativity, and specifically 

experimentalism, as limited by the historical and material conditions of life. Yet the 

novel’s resistance to reducing the role of pregnancy to a purely figurative one is not 

unique; Patricia Moran describes how “figures of female creativity inscribe a maternal 

presence that occludes figuration” in the work of Virginia Woolf and Katherine 

Mansfield, demonstrating the “limitations and contradictions” inherent in the 

metaphor. For Moran, “the woman writer’s impregnation with the Word typically 

occasions eating forbidden fruit,” but Ruth’s pregnancy is influenced by eating in a 

very different way (28).  
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The novel’s central crisis is premised upon the theory of maternal impressions, 

which Cristina Mazzoni describes succinctly as “the ability of the pregnant woman to 

influence in a bodily or psychological manner the child she carries” (11). The most 

familiar and banal instantiation of this theory comes in the form of modern injunctions 

against drinking and smoking during pregnancy, which, backed by the weight of 

scientific and medical studies, have become so widely accepted as to seem to be 

immutable truths. In fact, these are relatively recent prohibitions; as recently as the 

1950s, smoking during pregnancy was common, and might even be recommended as a 

way to keep the baby small. Even more recently, the set of foods pregnant women are 

meant to avoid has expanded to include items ranging from soft cheeses, cold cuts, 

pâté, and many kinds of fish, to alfalfa sprouts, unpasteurized juices, and even herbal 

tea. On the other hand, expectant mothers are now, after years of being told to avoid 

them, advised to eat peanuts during pregnancy, as this may lower the risk of allergies. 

This kind of reversal reveals the extent to which these recommendations are based on 

an incomplete understanding of fetal development, and suggests that they may not be 

quite as completely divorced from earlier versions of the theory as they seem. Science 

aside, they are all cultural norms that take agency and choice away from the pregnant 

woman. Her diet is suddenly no longer hers alone; sharing it with the fetus means 

sharing it with society, and following a culturally approved narrative that is ever-

shifting, but no less authoritative for its inconsistency. As Mazzoni points out, modern 

discourses surrounding the question of what a pregnant woman should or should not 

eat spring from an awareness that “whatever I was eating I was also feeding my child” 

that also informs older superstitions, such as the belief that a pregnant woman should 
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eat whatever foods she craves, lest “a sign of the desired food,” such as a birthmark in 

its likeness, appear on the newborn’s skin (12, 11).  

By this logic, which also is the logic of Spleen, it is not just what a mother eats, 

but also what she refuses to eat, that marks her child. This logic allows Moore to 

engage with and extend the theory of maternal impressions in order to develop an 

ethics of influence, care, and control that is interpersonal, political, and explicitly 

literary. Just as the text’s innovation is influenced and authorized by such literary 

forefathers as Pound and Socrates, Ruth’s innovation is a result of the way she herself 

was raised, as the only child of a beloved father whose radical pedagogical theories 

emphasized freedom in both intellectual and physical ways. One emblem of Ruth’s 

resistance to normative femininity is the fact that her father taught her to walk barefoot 

on the grass, a practice her wealthy in-laws are horrified by. Her insistence on 

continuing this practice during her pregnancy, she believes, leads to Richard’s 

disability, which consists in part of an inability to walk. His feet are “soft loose pads 

of waxen flesh” that hang “loose and shapeless from the ankle,” and she blames 

herself for this, understanding it as a failure and the result of her having “asked of life 

a new form” (49, 58). That asking, that creative impulse, is an attempt to transcend the 

archetype, to move beyond reproduction and repetition into a state of potentiality. Yet 

this potentiality is premised not on eating some kind of forbidden fruit, but on 

rejecting what one is fed, and on rejecting the imperative to feed the child.  

Food, in Spleen, is consistently figured as a material way of transmitting and 

reinforcing social and cultural identity; the foods that are fed to children are, 

throughout the novel, one of the ways that their parents remake them in their own 
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form. This is one of the few things that is true about life both in England and on Foria, 

where Ruth raises Richard: to feed your child is to shape them. To refuse to feed your 

child, then, is not to reject that child, but to reject your own coercive power. In 

refusing to feed Richard, I argue, Ruth rejects not him, but certain qualities of 

motherhood. Though there is little published criticism on the novel—two articles and 

one monograph—it is unanimous in its agreement that Ruth’s first impulse toward her 

pregnancy is to reject motherhood. It diverges, though, in its conception of what 

happens after Richard’s birth. Matt Franks says that “Ruth recoils from and avoids her 

son” and “flees England in shame, leaving her husband and taking her baby to the 

remote Italian island of Foria, where she raises him for the next twenty years” (109). It 

is hard, though, to reconcile the latter half of Franks’s claim with the first; given the 

option to remain with her husband and institutionalize her son, Ruth chooses instead to 

dedicate her life to raising him.30 Framing this choice as a reaction not to her child, but 

to her child’s and her own abject status within a patriarchal system, Dickinson 

describes Ruth’s flight to the island as a shared “self-imposed exile,” in which Ruth 

“abjects them from England,” thereby rejecting the nation that has abjected her (6). It 

is true that, as Garrity puts it, “Both Ruth's and the reader's relation to Richard's 

physicality is a discomforting one,” but as she points out, that relation tropes both the 

                                                
30 The novel’s ending, in which Ruth returns to England to claim her inheritance and 
establish a home for destitute, but not disabled, children, is often cited as further 
evidence for her rejection of Richard. Yet her horror of the idea of putting Richard in 
an asylum suggests that her description of disabled children as “in no sense … worth 
saving” might be, rather than the callous remark it initially seems, a reaction to the 
way the system of asylums and the rhetoric of “saving” places doctors in loco parentis 
and authorizes the kinds of forcible feeding I describe in the beginning of this chapter 
(116).   
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reader’s and its author’s relation to the novel (291). It is, Garrity argues, “an embrace 

of abstraction” that “pushes the analogy between the literal and the figurative” and 

enables Ruth to stop reproaching herself for Richard’s disability (310). Abstraction, 

here, is not merely an aesthetic quality (represented most directly in the novel by the 

“modern” paintings of Ruth’s friend Heinrich Uller), but also linked with the 

movement away from a traditional and realistic artistic tradition. This movement 

toward abstraction and away from stodgy, realistic portraiture is implicitly linked with 

the movement away from traditional motherhood and from, I argue, the imperative to 

feed children and, in doing so, to form them in one’s own image. 

This imperative is revisited throughout the novel, most notably in my epigraph, 

which refers to Ruth herself, who feels, “rather how the very young feel when gazing 

down into their bowl of breakfast porridge” and perceiving it as an inescapable horror. 

Along with the sugarless porridge, she mentally thrusts away “the formal pageantry of 

dead things and dead people,” and “the Hungerford nose and the Stanner eye,” the 

marks of noble lineage of which her husband’s family are wont to boast (38). “You 

will not like it,” she promises her unborn child, promising an interruption in the 

pageantry and in the reduction of each new Hungerford or Stanner child to a 

reproduction of its ancestors (40). An archly ekphrastic tour of a few select portraits of 

Hungerfords and Stanners demonstrates the way that the irregularities of an individual 

face may be rendered invisible by the strength of a familiar feature, showing, too, the 

wealth of both families, which is one obvious benefit of this metaphorical porridge.  

The reproduction of the family and its wealth is as good for its descendants as the 

porridge is for the child, but the tastelessness of the porridge reveals how such 
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seemingly benevolent parental guidance might produce feelings of inevitability and 

disgust, rather than feelings of gratitude.  

If the porridge is a metaphorical link between feeding and the reproduction of 

the family, that link is literalized in the life that Ruth takes up after leaving England in 

order to withdraw from the pressures of her husband’s family. The book opens with a 

scene that is quickly revealed to be a daily one: Ruth watches “the woman take from 

her skirt a piece of bread, break a corner and give it to the child, a calm socratic child 

with stony eyes, and return to her business.” The scene links past and present, as Ruth 

recounts how “morning and evening she had seen them pass, the same woman with 

angry pointed cries, the same stick, the same blows, possibly the same petticoats, the 

same children grown to grandchildren” (7). Here, the relative blandness of the bread 

emphasizes the lack of pleasure in this daily scene. The lulling repetition of the list 

masks the way the final clause collapses generations into each other, conflating 

children with their own descendants—children do not grow into grandchildren; they 

produce them—and suggesting that their likeness stems from the repetition of this 

scene, in which their only role is to stay quiet and eat the bread they are given. Franks 

quotes this scene as evidence of Ruth’s eugenicist attitude toward the islanders, 

arguing that its “incessant repetition [is] coded as generational stagnation” (119). Yet 

this generational stagnation is not unique to the islanders; the tasteless bread parallels 

the tasteless porridge, as both breed sameness. If porridge is a symbol of health and 

wealth, bread becomes, as Pierre Mayol describes it in The Practice of Everyday Life, 

“the symbol of the hardships of life and work; it is the memory of a better standard of 

living acquired the hard way over the course of previous generations” (86). In other 
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words, bread represents an inheritance opposed to that passed down with the sugarless 

porridge, but the food nonetheless links generations together. To Ruth’s eye, the 

child’s stony-eyed docility and acceptance of the bread seem to suggest a kind of 

comfort with their role in the reproduction of the family. 

In another context, the “socratic” quality of the child might seem to imply a 

kind of sly subversion, the kind of acceptance that is itself a leading question. In 

Spleen, though, Socrates is invoked not primarily for his insights, or as is so often the 

case in academia, for his method, but as one of the forefathers of a philosophical 

tradition that fails to account for women’s experiences. Socrates seems, here, to 

authorize a kind of dangerous thinking, both for his foundational role in a 

philosophical tradition in which, as Ruth remarks to her maid, “the soul Dora is man’s 

prerogative, and woman is but the eternal oven in which to bake the eternal bun” (24), 

and for his role in Ruth’s attempt to break with that tradition. Disrupting another 

history by playfully revising an infamous phrase, Ruth enters into a quasi-socratic 

dialogue with herself: “They won’t bake buns? Let them bake cakes. And should they 

not want to bake even cakes? And not only not want, but refuse?” (25). All this baking 

tropes not only pregnancy, but also women’s confinement within the domestic sphere; 

woman both is the oven and is chained to it. Unlike those of the philosophers, her 

creations are both material and domestic: babies, buns, and cakes.  

Ruth’s transformation of “let them eat cake” into “let them bake cakes” 

emphasizes the never-ending task of domestic labor—there must be, after all, 

something for the philosophers to eat—but it also, through its indirect historical 

reference, evokes the dismissal of feminine frivolity. The original phrase is often 
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inaccurately attributed to Marie Antoinette, and while its original source is hard to pin 

down (and was likely even harder to pin down at the time of Moore’s writing), it is 

employed most often to suggest that the Queen, who metonymically represents all 

upper-class women, was simply too involved with the pleasures of her own life to be 

aware of the deprivations of others’. Enjoyable as it might be to find fault with the idle 

rich, Ruth’s revision of this phrase draws attention to the way this interpretation 

diminishes traditionally feminine activities and values, and blames women for their 

own exclusion from the public sphere. To bake, Ruth suggests, is as much of a 

necessity as to eat. Women must bake, both buns and babies, and if they complain, 

then let them have some small amount of fun, some limited creativity: let them bake 

cakes. To bake cakes, though, is not enough.  

Her frustration with philosophy reveals to her the necessity of something new, 

something that exceeds the minor role allotted to feminine creativity. Rather than 

making a cake—a bun, essentially, but sweeter, and a bit more elaborate—she resolves 

to test the bounds of what she can create, to “refuse” to bake anything familiar. 

Refusing to domesticate her own vision, she takes from philosophy the idea that “there 

[is] something adequately wise and noble in such an impersonal choice as beauty,” a 

choice she opposes to “the monstrous fetish of the Family” (46). Though she accepts 

this opposition, she challenges the way it has been gendered, and in so doing, begins 

the process of undermining it. Though she may choose impersonal beauty over the 

family, she does so in a way that reconstitutes the family in order to make room for 

that beauty. Her experiment is an attempt to transform the family into something 

adequate to philosophy, at the same time demonstrating the inadequacy of philosophy 
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itself. What it means for the stony-eyed child to be “socratic,” then, is that the child is 

complicit in the reproduction of its family in a way that makes visible the necessity of 

intervening in that reproduction, or accepting what Janet Lyon calls “the poetic task” 

of making room for “something vital” behind the overdetermined face of disability 

(560). In order to embrace this task, Ruth finds a way of feeding her child—because 

Richard is fed, just not by her—that allows her to avoid culturally normative models 

of nourishment, including the tasteless porridge that so horrifies her. Richard isn’t left 

to starve, but he is also not fed by her or in a way that guarantees his likeness to her.  

Ruth is not, though, always a radical. Her own unwillingness to intervene in 

the cultural reproduction of the family makes this evident later in the novel, as her 

fond response to a friend and her awareness of his investment in a patriarchal social 

convention makes her unable to interrupt it: 

 
And taking a jug which stood under one of the enormous barrels, 
Andrea watched the yellow cloudy liquid pour in, took it in his hands, 
drank some himself first, and then handed the jug to Uller, who offered 
it first to Ruth, who saw the amazement in Andrea’s round eye, knew 
what it meant and wouldn’t have hurt his phallic pride for the world; 
and made Uller drink first and drank after him, though properly he 
should have passed it on to Domenicos, Andrea’s son-in-law who stood 
by and the two men workers and then to the several male children: after 
which she came and the female children. (84) 
 

It is not just the order in which they drink the wine that reveals a paternal lineage, but 

the rules of its production and the fact of its daily consumption. Andrea has grown the 

grapes himself, and his male descendants have trod the grapes to release their juices. 

Questioned as to why the women are tasked with carrying the grapes to the men but do 

not join in the “frenzy of sweat and singing,” Andrea spits out an answer: “you 
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couldn’t let a woman tread the grapes or the wine would be sour and unsalable” (83). 

Women’s participation in the pleasurable part of winemaking would spoil the taste of 

the wine, both interrupting the economic success of the family, and disrupting the 

pleasure of drinking. Yet even as the novel skewers the sexism of this convention, its 

descriptions of daily life on the island often partake of a similar kind of essentialism. 

The pleasure of drinking distinguishes not only men from women, but also 

island children from those raised in England or in other places where health is 

prioritized over taste. Flavor, here, seems to produce vitality. These children are 

healthy precisely because—unlikely as this may seem to a reader convinced by 

modern prohibitions on drinking at either the beginning of the day or the beginning of 

one’s life—they drink wine, accompanied by “earth-coloured bread broken from the 

loaf and stuffed with garlic,” every morning. They drink “the very dew from heaven 

where squeamish pale-faced youngsters the world over dipped their delicate noses in 

glasses of cold milk: cow-juice vs. sun essence” (84). Though this opposition seems to 

handily anticipate Roland Barthes’s remark in Mythologies that milk “is now the true 

anti-wine,” Moore constructs the opposition quite differently, satirically undoing the 

conventional association that Barthes expands upon. Both associate milk with 

childhood, but Barthes, with plenty of irony of his own, makes explicit the trope she 

inverts: “its purity, associated with the innocence of the child, is a token of strength, of 

a strength which is not repulsive, not congestive, but calm, white, lucid, the equal of 

reality” (60). For Moore, it produces “squeamish pale-faced youngsters,” who are 

insulated from reality, rather than given the lucidity, calm, and strength necessary to 
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face it. Its purity becomes a token of weakness, suggesting that it is flavor that 

produces vitality, rather than nutrition.  

 If Barthes’s account of milk is more like that of an overenthusiastic USDA 

representative than like Moore’s, his discussion of wine mirrors hers more closely. He 

emphasizes the transformative effects of wine, describing it as “above all a converting 

substance, capable of reversing situations and states, and of extracting from objects 

their opposites,” but he demonstrates how the ubiquity of this “galvanic substance” in 

fact consolidates a national mythology (58). Similarly, Moore seems at first to suggest 

that the “sun essence” drunk by the island children has a kind of liberating power—

like that ascribed to wine by Barthes’s intellectual (who, we can imagine, might have 

been a friend of Moore’s), who believes that “wine will deliver him from myths, will 

remove some of his intellectualism, will make him the equal of the proletariat,” 

bringing him “nearer to a natural virility” (59). Indeed, a flavorful breakfast of bread 

with garlic and unfiltered wine produces children who will grow up to be like their 

father, whose virility is credited to his status as a wine-drinker, because “mother’s-

milk and wine [are] the only liquids he’d known in his life” (84). Mother’s milk and 

wine have made him a good father, and will ensure that his children continue to carry 

on his legacy. Virility is itself revealed to be a kind of inheritance, inculcated in these 

children not just through genetics but also through mother’s milk and father’s wine.  

Even as the logic of the Italian inheritance relies on a sense of otherness that is 

essentializing, it nonetheless mirrors the logic of the English inheritance, suggesting 

that what is important here is not the implicit racism, but the theorization of how 

shared taste can structure shared identity. Though the island children will avoid the 
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plight of those sad milk-drinking, porridge-eating English children, their futures are 

equally predetermined; they may not have the Stanner eye, but they can look forward 

to passing this same jug of wine to their own children and grandchildren, as 

generations collapse into each other again. This flavor, then, produces virility but 

without variation; the wine is always produced and drunk in the same manner, and so 

it reinforces a kind of tradition.  

Setting wine in parallel to mother’s milk, as two liquids that not only shape the 

body but also determine and delimit the character of the drinker, suggests the key to 

the novel’s unconventional ethics of care: the idea that mother’s milk might have a 

coercive power. I have been arguing, thus far, that just as depriving someone of food 

is a way of asserting control, providing them with a specific taste—be it porridge, 

bread, wine, or milk—can have the same effect. Mother’s milk, in Spleen, becomes 

the material instantiation of “that emotional maternal substance which women ooze as 

a form of adhesive plaster by which mankind is held together, and is decaying” (42). 

To feed the child is, implicitly, to attempt to assert one’s authority over that child, to 

attempt to keep holding mankind together, and to contribute to that decay. In the 

aftermath of her disastrous positivist attempt to influence her child’s formation, Ruth 

responds by distancing herself from her child, in a move that seems at first to stem 

from a kind of disgust, but that I argue instead constitutes a kind of purposeful benign 

neglect, by way of a refusal of maternal influence.  

Ruth’s move away from England—from her late husband’s family, from 

porridge, and from milk—is also figured as a rejection of normative motherhood, as 

she becomes “the englishwoman who was never seen to handle her own child, but who 
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gave it to others to wash and feed and showed distaste when they caressed it” (14). 

Tempting as it may be to read that distaste as a reaction to Richard’s disability, I read 

it instead as distaste at those caresses, and the relation they produce, like the “tentacles 

of tenderness with which [women] seek to bind those near and dear to them” (41). As 

Garrity points out, there is not much evidence in Spleen of “the desire to repair 

Richard's deviance or rescue him from social censure, but we do see Ruth register that 

he embodies an alternative mode of experience” (303). Garrity reads Richard as 

embodying the radical indeterminacy of Moore’s text itself, a destabilizing metaphor 

for language and the creative impulse. Focusing on his “potential for volition and 

excess of meaning,” as Garrity does, allows for a reading of the text that recuperates 

Ruth’s refusal, understanding it as a refusal not of responsibility or of Richard himself, 

but of a kind of maternity that is premised on possessiveness, coercive influence, and 

the desire to reproduce the family in the form of the child (303). 

Rather than a break with her attempt to intervene in creation itself and produce 

“something new,” Ruth’s affectionless style of mothering is a continuation of that 

attempt, an absolute refusal of influence. Leaving England is a way of atoning for the 

pain inherent in her son’s disability, but it is also a way of resisting the imperative to 

be healed, and a move that enables a way of life in which “no one existed for her but 

her child and herself: herself only as an instrument of service” (63). Richard’s 

disability is, she believes, a result of her “imposing her will,” a maternal impression 

accomplished by force (65). The way to atone for this willfulness is to reverse it, but 

her reversal is not the expected one. Rather than accepting the old ways, she gives 

herself over to his newness, allowing it to develop without interference. Not 
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interfering becomes a kind of service, as she gives herself over to not giving herself 

over to him, not attempting to possess or shape him any further. Reading Richard as a 

character who is at the same time not a character, as Garrity does, suggests how he is 

figured in opposition to the social, an excess whose unintelligibility exposes the 

continuity between the milk-drinking English children and the wine-drinking island 

children. Even as one grows up pale and reserved and the other sun-browned and vital, 

both are children whose parents nurture them in culturally normative ways.  

Yet Richard is, of course (to the extent that any character is), not just a site of 

potentiality but also a child, and the obvious counter to my argument here is that a 

child must eat in order to live. Richard is fed, but he is not fed by his mother. One way 

to read Spleen, and one way that might seem implicit in what I’ve been arguing here, 

is to read it as a narrative that, in telling the story of a mother who refuses to nurture 

her child, literalizes a kind of queer rejection of the normative figure of the child. 

While my insistence that Ruth is not rejecting her child may make it obvious that this 

is not my reading of the novel, I do believe that the novel invites this initial reading, 

and indeed that, as I hope I have demonstrated above, the novel is deeply concerned 

with the way the figure of the child organizes the social imaginary, as well as the way 

the social imaginary organizes the body of the child. Rather than literalizing this 

rejection by depicting the rejection of the child, the novel demonstrates instead the 

refusal to impose that normative figure upon the child. One way to embrace the 

queerness of the child, Spleen suggests, is to refuse the intelligibility offered by 

conventional behaviors and metaphors. Feeding the child, whether milk or wine, bread 

and garlic or sugarless porridge, is a way of concretizing knowledge of convention, 
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confirming the child’s role not just in the family, but also in the national imaginary. 

Refusing to feed the child is a way of moving away from this materialization of 

ideology, and fostering queer potentiality in its place. The point here is not to chart 

what foods the child reaches for—a taste for sugarless porridge might, after all, be the 

queerest of tastes—but to enable that reach and to allow taste to develop unimpeded 

by parental expectations.   

The nutritive qualities of milk and wine and bread are not, of course, what 

determine their roles in Spleen. It is their status as exemplary cultural substances that 

literally circulate between people—as in the passing of a jug of wine or the sharing of 

a loaf of bread—absorbing, holding, and transmitting meaning. This same status 

makes wine and milk such excellent subjects for Barthes’s semiotics, allows 

Bachelard to argue for the structural opposition of water and wine, and leads Mayol to 

claim that bread and wine are opposed primarily in the way they function as symbols, 

describing bread as “a static nutritional symbol from the point of view of practical 

cultural experience” and wine as “a socializing dynamic” (97). Perhaps the only 

substance more semiotically rich—if less semiotically mutable—than wine, mother’s 

milk shares with wine its ability to provide, as Barthes puts it, “a foundation for a 

collective morality” (59). By displacing the scene of feeding and refusing the 

signification of mother’s milk, Moore demonstrates the possibility that one could 

reject not the child, or even the figure of the child, but the figuring of the child, 

creating “something new” not by force of will but by allowing it to create itself.  
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Sustenance and Signification 
  

In the first chapter of Nightwood, Djuna Barnes neatly sums up the tension 

between sustenance and signification that animates Ruth’s rethinking of motherhood 

in Spleen. In this moment, the tension is a religious one, as a Jewish infant sucks on 

the breast of a Christian wet nurse “whose milk was his being but could never be his 

birthright” (10). If Moore literalizes the question of how milk might transmit social 

and cultural values, Barnes thematizes the way this transmission shimmers between 

the material and the figurative. The quoted phrase is a metaphor, used to describe the 

way a character appreciates oddity. Yet even as this metaphor is doubled and hinged to 

another set of complex bodily metaphors that describe the “undoing” and 

“rehabilitation” of the Jew through Christian ritual,31 it is also, in a way that’s easy to 

overlook, drawn from the elided past of the character it describes. Though Felix 

Volkbein is a central character in the novel’s opening chapters, he all but disappears 

from the narrative after Robin Vote marries him, bears his child, and then abandons 

them both. Yet before he is abandoned with a child, he is essentially abandoned as a 

child. Throughout the novel, starting in the opening scene, motherhood is entwined 

with control, continuity, and the rupture of death. The novel opens with a birth that is 

also a death, as Felix’s mother names him, “thrust[s] him from her, and die[s]” (3). His 

father is already dead, and thus the orphaned Felix—who both is and is not a Jew, 

                                                
31 For a masterful untangling of these syntactically and conceptually dense metaphors, 
see Elizabeth Freeman’s “Sacra/mentality in Barnes’s Nightwood.” 
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born of a Christian mother and a father who renounced his Judaism and claimed an 

Austrian Barony—is raised, presumably, by a Christian nurse.  

This part of his life is elided from the novel, and the narrator describes it as 

“unknown to the world,” a time spent in some indeterminate place: “some country that 

he has devoured rather than resided in, some secret land that he has been nourished on 

but cannot inherit” (8). Here, again, eating is an activity that provides some kind of 

link, but only a partial one. Like the milk of the wet nurse, the devoured land provides 

nourishment but not a sense of intimacy or belonging. While the Italian children in 

Spleen are both fed and embedded into their culture by mother’s milk and the wine of 

their island, Felix is only fed—by milk that is not his mother’s in a place that is not his 

own. The milk keeps him alive, but it is not a substitute for mother’s milk; it cannot 

provide the intimacy that mother’s milk can. Like Moore, Barnes plays on racial 

stereotypes to make her point. Though both this passage and the later one rely on 

problematic anti-Semitic tropes, neither passage should be reduced to its implicit 

racism. The novel draws on rituals and stories from and about religion and religious 

difference to think through questions of abjection and marginality. Here, Barnes links 

the trope of the wandering Jew to questions of inheritance, nurture, and matrilineality, 

in order to think about motherhood as a bond that both nourishes and binds.  

As Carolyn Allen shows in “Writing toward Nightwood,” Barnes’s early 

stories prefigure Nightwood in their binding together of sexuality, nurture, and 

motherhood. In both Nightwood and these stories, the figure of motherhood serves not 

to domesticate relationships between women, but to reveal their complexity. Allen 

uses the figure of the “little girl” as narrator to trace continuities among several of 
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Barnes’s short stories, focusing primarily on “A Little Girl Tells a Story to a Lady,” 

which was republished in Spillway as “Cassation.” This story, in which a woman 

narrates having been asked by another woman—with whom she has had an ambiguous 

but intimate involvement—to live with her and then, later, to care for her mentally 

vacant child, has obvious resonances with Spleen, as well as Nightwood. When the 

child’s mother, Gaya, invites the other woman, Katya, to stay, she both asks her to 

take on the role of the mother and invokes her own ability to be like a mother to 

Katya, saying “I will bring you breakfast, and luncheon, and supper. I will bring it to 

you both, myself. I will hold you on my lap, I will feed you like the birds. I will rock 

you to sleep” (18). Allen cites this passage as a precursor of Nightwood in its 

articulation of feminine intimacy through the dynamics of motherhood, and for its 

“configuration” of “likeness in difference” (61). Reading the story with a focus on 

non-dyadic configurations reveals another connection to Nightwood’s own 

configuration of mother-daughter relationships.  

In both “Cassation” and Nightwood, the dyadic qualities of the mother-

daughter relationship are opened out into the world. The most obvious example of this 

in the story is the way Gaya brings Katya into her home, attempting to fit her into both 

the role of the mother (to her child) and the role of the child (to herself). Yet this 

attempt is a failure, circumvented, in Allen’s reading, by Katya’s need for 

differentiation (61). What happens instead, though, qualifies that failure. When Katya 

returns to bid farewell to Gaya, the mother dismisses her, saying “I did not know that I 

could do it myself, but you see, I can do it myself” (20), and though we see that “doing 

it” has come to mean finding a likeness with the child, joining her in bed and imitating 
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the buzzing noise that is her only cry, we also see that this is not quite the surrender 

that Nightwood’s Nora describes when she asks the Doctor “have you ever loved 

someone and it became yourself?” (126). Gaya is doing motherhood, while Nora is 

being it. 

Gaya’s appeal to Katya, her offer to “feed [her] like the birds,” is an important 

echo of a repeated scene in the story. Katya, who narrates, begins the tale of her 

acquaintance with Gaya by recounting her habit of visiting a particular café, and 

“eating eggs and drinking coffee, watching the sudden rain of sparrows. Their feet 

struck the table all together and all together they cleared the crumbs, and all together 

they flew into the sky, so that the café was as suddenly without birds as it had been 

suddenly full of birds” (12). At the end of the story, Gaya pays another visit to this 

café, and eats eggs and drinks coffee and watches “the birds coming and going just as 

they used to come and go,” and feels “happy in [her] spirit” (19). In this story, to feed 

someone “like the birds” is not to put out a feeder full of sunflower seeds, thus binding 

them to a location, nor is it to chew their food for them and gently spit it into their 

mouth, thus binding them to you. Instead, to feed “like the birds” is to leave your 

crumbs. Indeed, I want to suggest that Gaya succeeds in her offer to feed Katya like 

the birds, giving her what she can in a time of need and then allowing her—even 

commanding her, in the story’s final lines—to go. Understanding feeding like the 

birds as an alternative, and more positive, model of motherhood helps make sense of 

the Doctor’s insistence that Nora “should” have been a mother to Robin. Robin is, of 

course, named for a bird, and if we follow the Doctor’s orders, she becomes a whole 

flock. According to the Doctor, Nora “should have had a thousand children,” 
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presumably because she offers sustenance, stability, and comfort, but Robin, “who 

should have been all of them,” refuses domesticity and partnership, seeking pleasure 

instead in others’ arms (85). 

If Felix is, throughout his life, denied the maternal bond, Robin continually 

escapes it. After she escapes her marriage and the attendant role of mother to a child 

toward whom she seems to feel no attachment, Robin is frequently figured as a child 

herself, nurtured by the loving and maternal Nora. The figure is somehow both 

excessive and inadequate, and tracing its articulations reveals its instability. Marcus 

calls Nightwood “a narrative which mothers the Other,” but it is also a narrative that 

others the mother (157). Though Nora is consistently figured as the mother to Robin, 

that figure is consistently undermined by the narration. When Nora first appears in the 

novel, for example, the Doctor alludes to her infancy, greeting her happily by 

announcing to the assembled company, which includes Felix though not Robin, that he 

“helped to bring [her] into the world!” (16). Robin is the only character who actually 

bears a child, though she rejects both her biological child and the doll that she and 

Nora call their “child” (122).  

In addition to literally escaping from motherhood by leaving her husband to 

care for their infant, Robin, according to Elizabeth Freeman, “escapes figuration” 

(745). For Freeman, this escape emerges from an ongoing refusal, in which “a figure is 

something like matter pressed into the service of an idea” and “Robin simply refuses 

to let that process come to fruition” (745). This formulation of figuration, which 

describes it as a material process with a definitive goal, helps to clarify the relationship 

between the figurative language of Nightwood and the personal figuration—or escape 
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from figuration—that makes up its plot. The novel is relentlessly, overwhelmingly 

figurative, especially in its descriptions of Robin. Jane Marcus describes it as a text “in 

which language and its possibility for figuration are as potent and explosive as in 

Shakespeare or Joyce,” and this concern with figuration as possibility is mirrored in 

the plot (145). The final scene of the novel depicts, as I argued in my second chapter, a 

negotiation with the boundaries of social legibility and reveals what it means for 

Robin to be “a woman who is beast turning human” (36, italics mine). Turning, here, 

is not an action but a state of being; the participle functions as an adjective, describing 

not what Robin is doing, but what she is like. The phrase “beast turning human” is, of 

course, a figure, but it is one that undoes itself. What Robin “is,” here, is a figure for 

the dissolution of figuration: the ongoing transformation of a woman like a beast to a 

woman who is human. Thus, even as the description becomes unshrinkingly literal in 

that final scene, the figure persists. Perversely, this figure allows her to escape 

figuration; thus her escape is not an undoing, exactly, but more of a fleshing-out. 

One link between Spleen and Nightwood, then, is the way they understand 

figuration. Both novels are concerned with the way the process of figuration might be 

halted, and the way a static, pre-existing metaphor might delimit possibilities of 

meaning or being. In Spleen, the refusal to feed seems at first to be a way of refusing 

to mother but is revealed to be instead a new way of mothering, enabling both a kind 

of self-figuration and a reconfiguration of what it means to mother. In Nightwood, the 

problem is abstracted further. While scenes of feeding do illustrate the problem, what 

is at stake in this novel is not literal motherhood, but the mother-child metaphor. Many 

critics have commented on the pervasiveness of the mother-child metaphor in the 
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novel, but few comment on its historical origins. Robin’s rejection of the lover as 

mother corresponds to a historical shift in the figuration of romantic relationships 

between women. As Martha Vicinus documents in Intimate Friends, nineteenth-

century lesbians found the “idealized language of maternal love an appropriate and 

highly regarded vocabulary to describe same-sex love,” because of its distance from 

the threatening metaphor of heterosexual marriage and its implicit combination of 

nurture and pedagogy (113). By the early twentieth century, though, this metaphor had 

lost its hold. The “nurturing and positive” mother-daughter relationship began to seem 

“dangerous and destructive” to women who had begun to identify and reject the power 

imbalances inherent in traditional notions of the family, choosing informal networks 

of friendship over stifling domesticity (173). Though it was written after this shift, 

Nightwood wrestles with the status of the mother-daughter figure as an aspirational 

figure, rather than replacing it or sensationally revealing it as a polite mask for 

dangerous relationships.   

Most of the critics who have taken up the persistence of this figure in 

Nightwood have approached it from a psychoanalytic angle. This is unsurprising, 

given the novel’s incorporation of Freudian discourse, which emerges, perhaps 

“parodized,” as Jane Marcus argues, or revised, as Carolyn Allen suggests, but 

certainly queered, as Christine Coffman points out, from the mouth of the Doctor. 

Kathryn Bond Stockton provides perhaps the most elegant metaphor for the novel’s 

incorporation of psychoanalysis, describing the novel as “an intricate metaphorical 

skein” which Barnes has used to “embroider” the Freudian notion that lesbianism is a 

way of playing at being a mother and child (93). This ambivalent incorporation of 
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psychoanalysis has enabled readings that compare the mother-child metaphor to the 

Oedipal stage, or read it as pre-Oedipal stage. For Judith Lee, for example, the use of 

this figure “shifts the locus of meaning from the struggle to overcome difference to the 

struggle to establish difference” (212). Reading the novel through a Kristevan lens, as 

Lee does, reveals how the aspiration that structures the relationship between mother 

and child is encoded in the mother-child metaphor. The darker side of this metaphor is 

emphasized in Coffman’s account of the figure; for her, Nightwood, which she 

compares directly to Lacan’s “Motifs” and André Breton’s Nadja, “figures love 

between women as a mother fixation,” in order to critique a symbolic order in which 

same-sex love appears to be a form of madness (104). The Doctor, whose voice 

controls most of the text, is the voice of this critique, which is both enacted in his body 

and explained in his discourse. 

The centrality of the Doctor to the novel’s ambiguous presentation of 

psychoanalysis complicates any straightforward reading of his seemingly wistful 

insistence that Nora and Robin “should” have been mother and daughter. Though the 

doctor loves to talk, he is more often descriptive than prescriptive, and when he 

describes the future, it is as something fated and inescapable. “Should have” implies 

that there were multiple possibilities, and that something went somehow, according to 

some standard, wrong. The standard, though, does not seem to be a moral one, and the 

doctor, who speaks while lying in bed in elaborate makeup, a golden wig, and a 

woman’s nightgown, is an unlikely candidate for the voice of normativity. One likely 

standard, though an unexpected one in his cluttered apartment, is that of tidiness. 
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Tidiness motivates him, a few pages earlier, to suggest another way that Jenny 

Petherbridge might have lived: 

 
How more tidy had it been to have been born old and have aged into a 
child, brought finally to the brink, not of the grave, but of the womb; in 
our age bred up into infants searching for a womb to crawl into, nor be 
made to walk loth the gingerly dust of death, but to find a moist 
gillflirted way. And a funny sight it would be to see us going to our 
separate lairs at the end of the day, women wincing with terror, not 
daring to set foot to the street for fear of it. (83) 
 

If this tidiness has a nightmarish quality—and it must, I think, to any reader with a 

womb—it also has a narrative quality. Tidiness, here, means not cleanliness but 

completeness, and it reveals a desire for narrative closure at odds with the doctor’s, 

and moreover, the novel’s, rambling, digressive style. Nightwood is a text that refuses 

not just linguistic orderliness but also logical order. Caselli describes this passage as a 

“bawdy reversal of the baroque image of progression from old age to infancy” and an 

instance of the text’s “resistance to the heterosexual generative logic of procreation” 

(188, 190). Yet, even as this comic nightmare reverses the logic of procreation, it 

reinscribes the linearity of this progression, suggesting that we are always coming 

from or going towards the womb. In both of these suppositions, the Doctor posits a 

world that is neater than the world of Nightwood. This world is more organized, and 

therefore more legible.  

Figuring Nora and Robin as mother and child makes their relationship more 

legible by fitting it into a binary structure associated with a conventional narrative. As 

Vicinus demonstrates, the mother-daughter metaphor had a domesticating quality that 

did more than make lesbian relationships seem safe, it also “implied a temporary 
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stage” that the younger woman would grow out of (xvii). More than a nineteenth-

century version of “gay until graduation” or “it’s just a phase,” this formulation masks 

its implicit narrative in its explicit approval. Stockton reads it as a figure of 

impossibility and a sign of “the historical prematurity of queer love in the 1930s,” 

dooming Robin and Nora to separate temporalities, because “theirs is a time that can 

never arrive: the time when mother and child can be lovers in the public’s embrace; or 

when mother and child will inhabit the same generation” (93). There is an intriguing 

parallel between the way this figure positions relationships between women as 

acceptable because they are temporally aberrant, and therefore not indicative of an 

aberrant sexuality, and Barnes’s famous disavowal of lesbianism and claim to the 

singularity of the relationship that inspired Nightwood: “I am not a lesbian. I just loved 

Thelma” (Field 137). Indeed, though it can be a useful descriptive shortcut to call 

Nightwood a “lesbian novel,” it is a dangerously reductive one. It fails to account for 

the complexity of all the interpersonal relationships in the novel, including those that 

fit most obviously under the umbrella of the term “lesbian.” Even the relationship 

between Nora and Robin exceeds this label, just as it resists the figure of the mother 

and child, which it “should” fit into, according to the Doctor.  

Like the figure of the birds, the Doctor’s figure exceeds the dyadic relationship 

between mother and child. When the figure appears elsewhere in the novel, it is as we 

expect it: one mother, one child. Each person is assigned to a single role within a 

binary structure. Yet the Doctor prescribes something quite different. Addressing 

Nora, he says, “You, who should have had a thousand children, and Robin, who 

should have been all of them” (85). Though this figure is tidy in its symmetry, it does 
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not describe a one-to-one relationship. Instead, Nora is singular, and Robin is multiple. 

At the moment when the metaphor arises, the Doctor is bemoaning the emotional 

entanglement between Nora, Jenny, and Robin that leaves them all “locked together, 

like the poor beasts that get their antlers mixed and are found dead that way,” (84-5). 

This context suggests that though it may be tempting to read the multiplicity 

embedded in this metaphor as a quality of Robin—the problem of whose subjectivity I 

discuss in my second chapter—it is more properly understood as a structural quality of 

the relationship between Nora and Robin. What the Doctor suggests, I am arguing, is 

that what “should” have happened is a reconfiguration of the mother-child metaphor to 

describe a more flexible bond that encompasses multiple modes of intimate 

connections between women. It is, to develop another of his metaphors, the rigidity of 

the antlers that locks the deer together and the structured system of sexual competition 

that leads them to butt heads in the first place.   

In an interesting echo of “Cassation,” one of the only meals that is mentioned 

in the novel is when Nora makes eggs for Robin. Eggs, of course, suggest both 

maternity and birds, evoking two of the guiding metaphors of the relationship. The 

passage is unusual in its depiction of their intimacy; the years they spend happy 

together are condensed into a few short pages in the novel’s third chapter, and that 

happiness is described as undercut by anxiety, restlessness, and longing. By contrast, 

this passage, though bookended by frustration and heartbreak, describes a few 

moments in which the threats to their relationship seem to recede. Robin has been out, 

drunk, and Nora drags her home with great difficulty and exasperation, striking her 

just as they reach the apartment. The blow produces a surprising and temporary 
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docility in Robin, who, as Nora recounts, “sat up in bed and ate eggs and called me, 

‘Angel! Angel!’ and ate my eggs too, and turned over and went to sleep” (120). The 

act of abuse and the act of nurture are both linked to Nora’s desire to possess and 

protect Robin, suggesting a surprising parallelism between them. Nora’s explanation 

of her desire to protect Robin explicitly evokes the mother-child dynamic, as she 

explains, “ I saw her always like a tall child who had grown up the length of the 

infant’s gown, walking and needing help and safety” (121). Nora hits Robin because it 

feels like the only way to get her home. Nora feeds Robin eggs because it feels like the 

only way to keep her home. Here, feeding is not a material act that contributes to the 

reification of a social relation; instead, it is evidence of the material effects of a figure 

already governing a relation. Nora feeds Robin because she knows what it means to 

mother, and has absorbed this metaphor into her understanding of their relationship. 

Yet her attempt is futile, in a way that reveals the inadequacy of the metaphor. 

Happiness is possible in this moment because, through a combination of violence and 

nurture, Nora has, momentarily, put Robin in the role of the “tall child” who needs 

her, resisting their shared awareness that Robin must hatch and flee the nest.  

This moment of maternal violence offers a more complex vision of the 

relationship between maternity and violence than those where Robin casts away her 

child and her doll. Where Robin is rejecting maternity, Nora is inhabiting it, and this 

enables Barnes to reveal its coercive qualities. Immediately after Nora recounts this 

moment, she and the Doctor offer conflicting interpretations. For Nora, it provides 

evidence that her violence has “befouled” her lover, while for the Doctor it provides 

evidence that Robin’s “innocence” derives from a kind of emotional vampirism, in 
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which “every bed she leaves, without caring, fills her heart with peace and happiness” 

(121). Their conversation seems at first to suggest that one woman or the other must 

be to blame: either Nora’s blow or Robin’s personality that has destroyed an otherwise 

viable relationship. Yet the novel does not allow either interpretation to stand, and 

their conversation turns quickly to Nora’s reminiscences of the ongoing problems 

between them and then to the scene where Robin destroys their “child,” the doll. She 

recounts the horror of the scene, which leads the Doctor into a meditation on the 

problem of girls loving dolls. He describes it as an inescapable and archetypal iteration 

of the mother-daughter metaphor and explicitly raises the problem of aspirational 

resemblance. 

The doll, in the Doctor’s formulation, is both a target of aspiration for the girl, 

and the embodiment of a failed attempt at resemblance, which he links with the 

performance of gender, and in the book’s terms, sexuality. As he puts it, “The doll—

yes, target of things past and to come. The last doll, given to age, is the girl who 

should have been a boy, and the boy who should have been a girl!” (123). Again, the 

prescriptive “should” describes a situation in which a seemingly singular relationship 

is multiplied; the doll at first seems to be linked to Robin, but then the formulation is 

inverted in a moment that suggests that he might also identify with the doll. In this 

doubling, the doll comes to represent a broader kind of gender trouble, which he calls 

both “the immature” and “the third sex,” and which “contains life but resembles the 

doll” (123). If the Doctor’s gender theory seems a bit out of date, he nonetheless 

articulates how the problem of resemblance can become a problem of aspiration, and 

how this particular transformation is effected not only within the maternal relation, but 
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also toward the maternal relation, as intimate relationships between women are framed 

by a model that they necessarily exceed. As he tells Nora earlier, she has been “unwise 

enough to make a formula; [she has] dressed the unknowable in the garments of the 

known” (114).  

Yet the problem is not, I contend, one of unknowability, and this is where 

readings of the novel that are invested in the antisocial thesis break down. Like 

Freeman, I read the novel as one that explores not a resistance to sociality, but a desire 

for it. The problem is not that any single metaphor fails to describe Robin, or that the 

mother-child metaphor fails to describe her relationship with Nora. Instead, just as the 

Doctor expands the mother-child metaphor when he endorses it, the profusion of 

metaphors that surround Robin reveals the inadequacy of any single metaphor, but not 

of metaphor itself. When Freeman describes Robin as unrepresentable, she quotes 

Baron Felix’s remark that he “never did have a really clear idea of her at any time. I 

had an image of her, but that is not the same thing” as evidence for her claim that 

“Robin links the antihuman, the asocial, and the antifigural” (746). Yet, just as I 

argued in my second chapter that we cannot understand Robin as simply antihuman, I 

argue here that we cannot understand her as entirely antifigural. It is helpful to 

remember Stockton’s description of metaphor as a kind of “growing sideways” that 

expands meaning by “by putting people and things rather oddly beside themselves” 

(91). The metaphors that proliferate in descriptions of Robin do not aid readers in 

narrowing their understanding of her. Instead, they expand it, making it more flexible 

and capacious. Metaphor gives us more, rather than less, to work with: nuance, rather 

than precision. Neither Felix nor Barnes’s readers can have a single “really clear” idea 
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of Robin, but we can have a set of ideas, constituted by the figures that accrue around 

her. Robin exceeds figuration in a way that reveals the danger of taking things—even 

material things—too literally.  

This revelation is especially apropos in the context of this chapter, where food 

and eating become much less literal. Eating is, elsewhere in the dissertation, a mode of 

engagement with the world: a pleasure that binds the subject to the world, or offers a 

release from the world. In this final chapter, I have turned to eating as a mode of 

intersubjective engagement, and thus to the question of meaning. Food carries 

meaning, and that meaning has the capacity to cement interpersonal bonds of all kinds, 

ranging from affective and familial, to religious or ethnic. For example, scholars of 

diasporic literature have remarked on the ways that traditional foodways, represented 

by scenes of shopping, cooking, and eating, offer a material connection to a lost 

homeland. Connections like this can unite communities and mitigate alienation, but 

they can also exclude. One obvious example is the way baffling and elaborate place-

settings make class divisions palpable, but taste itself can do this, too. It means 

something different to say “I love Doritos” than to say “I love kale,” even if both 

statements are equally sincere. And while we might, at this moment in American 

history, read kale as a more likely signifier of queerness—since that leafy green is, at 

least as I write this, paradigmatically the food of Brooklyn, Whole Foods, and vegans 

and hipsters everywhere—there are plenty of queers who eat Doritos, too, and there 

are, it might seem, no traditional queer foods or foodways.  

Except, there are. Some of them are in this dissertation: Stein and Toklas’s 

butter belong in this category, certainly, as do Bloom’s organ meat, Bertha’s tomato 
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soup, and pretty much everything Stuartt eats. Others are not. Here, we might ask 

ourselves what would Oscar Wilde eat, and answer: something good. It would also 

probably be something decadent and sophisticated, something rich and delicious. It 

would, like all of the foods listed above, be something that shimmered in excess of 

whatever nouns we used to describe it, something that encoded desire, excess, and 

improbability. It would probably not be broccoli (thought it might also be broccoli), 

and it would be decidedly queer. As Joseph Litvak writes in Strange Gourmets, the 

distinction between good taste and sophistication is that “the latter much more quickly 

arouses the suspicion that it is impure, contaminated from the outset by the desiring, 

and thus disgusting, body” (6). Queer food is often, though not necessarily, 

sophisticated food, but it is always the food we want, and rarely the food we are 

supposed to eat. Queer food is the food that queers want, not because it resists dietary 

norms, but because it isn’t delimited by them.  It is food that carries meaning, but 

whose meaning refuses to be pinned down. Mother’s milk is not queer food until it 

appears in a sex show, which is to say, until it accrues a multitude of meanings that 

intersect and contradict and complicate each other, revealing themselves to be 

metaphors. 

 

The Unfed Child 
 

As Berlant and Warner write in “Sex in Public,” “to be against 

heteronormativity is not to be against norms. To be against the process of 

normalization is not to be afraid of ordinariness” (557). If this chapter is against 
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inflexible or coercive figures, it is not against figuration. If it is against the semiotic 

rigidity that can inhere in the material or figurative mother-child relationship, it is 

certainly not against that relationship. Rather than against, it is for. Specifically, it is 

for finding a way to inhabit that relationship that can, as Berlant and Warner argue that 

sex does, open “a wedge to the transformation of those social norms that require only 

its static intelligibility or its deadness of meaning” (565). Both Spleen and Nightwood 

chart a shift away from the aspiration toward normative understandings of the mother-

child relationship. Rather than foreclosing closeness, though, those shifts reveal 

alternative forms of relationality. In Nightwood, Barnes reveals the domesticating 

qualities of the dominant cultural metaphor for erotic relationships between women. If 

Nora and Robin’s relationship doesn’t, perhaps, work, it is not because it fails to be 

like the mother-child relationship, but because it tries. In Spleen, Ruth’s refusal to feed 

her child is revealed to be a way of keeping her child free both from the asylum to 

which he would have been committed had they remained in England and from the 

equally grim fate of being just like all the other milk-fed English boys.   

If the experimental textual body of Spleen is, as both Dickinson and Garrity 

argue, the literary result of an experimental pregnancy of the mind, Moore’s next 

publication, a set of “notebooks” called The Apple is Bitten Again, might be the textual 

equivalent of the unfed child. While Barnes lets us watch her submit in “How it Feels 

to be Forcibly Fed,” Moore lets us see the results of refusal in this odd little book, 

which consists of excerpts from her notebooks. Here, Moore’s experiment consists in 

resisting gendered expectations and shaking off generic conventions. Spleen is 

unmistakably experimental, but it is also, equally unmistakably, a novel with a plot. 
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This is not true of The Apple is Bitten Again, which both enacts and thematizes the 

break with convention. The first edition’s jacket copy dryly appeals to the same 

sophisticated readers Moore hoped would acquire a taste for her fiction: “In THE 

APPLE IS BITTEN AGAIN Olive Moore has broken right away from the system 

which gets the Successful Female Novelists where they are. From that point of view, 

she definitely has not done “the right thing.” “What a relief!” we can hear the 

sophisticated reader sigh.”32 The book constitutes a break with the literary system both 

in the sly, in-group tone of its jacket copy and in its form, which is provisional, 

fragmentary, and seemingly unstudied. Its jacket description, which calls it, “the rich 

distillation of many notebooks, pungent phrases, the twin notes of gaiety and rebellion 

and a sun-soaked wisdom pervading all of its pages,” suggests something unfinished 

or unrefined about its contents. Not only have they not been shaped into a narrative, 

they have not been subject to editorial intervention; they have not been made to figure. 

And in the first few pages of this strange and wonderful book, Moore writes again, 

with much more humor this time, about the brutal strangeness of the child: 

Negation. People are not to be despised for not doing their own 
thinking. One does not ask of them to be able to think. But one does 
ask of them to be able to function correctly.  
 
One asks of them to be able to sleep, eat, digest, without the aid of ten 
million pills, patent drugs, and irritability. One despises them not for 

                                                
32 The blurbs on the back of the book share the same dry wit and insistence on 
Moore’s exceptional qualities; the poet Richard Aldington writes that the book “ought 
to be recognized. But it seems hopeless to make any impression on the soggy pudding 
of British minds. They only want more soggy pudding to console themselves. I am 
recommending the book personally to friends.” Seemingly in response, the next blurb, 
by Welsh novelist Howard Spring, laments that “few people know anything about the 
work of Olive Moore. Few people are likely to be drawn to it by such commendations 
as Mr. Richard Aldington’s.” 
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not having a life of the mind (which is, and should be, rigorously 
denied them) but in not having a life of the body. They have made their 
choice. They could at least delight in that choice; exaggerate their 
senses; take to their beds with anticipation; their tables with zest. 
 
Yet they take to their beds with fear, their food with indifference, put 
their glasses to their eyes instead of to their mouths, and assault their 
bowels instead of their women.  
 
It is because of this that a child, fresh, new, inquiring, can be such an 
unreal and bitter sight. Much like witnessing a crime one is not able to 
prevent.   
 
 

Here, Moore seems to suggest that bodily pleasures—the exaggeration of the senses 

and the zestful anticipation of sex and eating—might provide an antidote to the 

stultifying repetition of modern life. The “fresh, new, inquiring” child is a bitter sight 

not because they will be corrupted by the seductions of the world, but because they 

will be blinded to them. This is the crime. These children’s inevitable failure to 

function correctly has nothing to do with disability, and everything to do with an 

excess of ability or an overly effective socialization; their competency will dull their 

enjoyment, leaving them unable to “sleep, eat, [or] digest” without “ten million pills, 

patent drugs, and irritability.” Here, as in Spleen, Moore reconfigures the way the 

child’s “innocence solicits our defense,” to borrow Edelman’s phrase (2). If the child’s 

innocence is constituted by its ability to enjoy, then perhaps Moore suggests that the 

best thing we can do is figure out how to bring our kids up gay or bring them up queer, 

allowing signification to shift and acknowledging that gay can mean happy and queer 

can mean strange, and resisting the imperative to do or eat anything but what feels 

good. 
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CHAPTER 7 

 
Coda: Lunch Sandwiches and Reality Poems 

 
In June of 1963, City Lights Books published #18 in its Pocket Poets Series: 

Allen Ginsberg’s Reality Sandwiches. Just over a year later, in November of 1964, the 

less than ten-year-old press published #19: Frank O’Hara’s Lunch Poems. In a letter to 

Lawrence Ferlinghetti, who was the editor of the series, the founder of the press, and a 

friend to both men, O’Hara expressed concern that the title of his volume might 

“sound too much like an echo of Reality Sandwiches or Meat Science Essays,” the 

latter of which was also a 1963 City Lights publication, a book of lyrical essays by 

poet Michael McClure (n.p.).33 Ferlinghetti’s response to O’Hara’s worry was to make 

it into a joke: “What the hell,” he wrote, “so we’ll have to change the name of City 

Lights to Lunch Counter Press.” Ferlinghetti’s joke may be a way of dismissing 

O’Hara’s concern, but it also acknowledges a thematic continuity between the works, 

a shared interest in a particular kind of lunch.34 

                                                
33 “Why I have that association with the latter, I don’t know,” he continued, “maybe 
it’s the meat.” These letters are reproduced in facsimile in an appendix to the 50th 
anniversary edition of Lunch Poems, and include a wealth of delightful jokes about 
lunch. Too many, sadly, to reproduce here. 
34 Many years later, in his introduction to Ralph Cook’s bibliography of the series, 
Ferlinghetti would thank Cook for “cooking up this exact recipe of what went into the 
pot.” Here, again, Ferlinghetti is making a joke. This time it’s a pun on the 
bibliographer’s name. But here, again, Ferlinghetti’s joke is revealing, as the pot he 
describes is distinctly not the American melting pot; instead it is characterized by its 
particularity and heterogeneity. The Pocket Poets Series, he writes “set out to be much 
more than the record of that particular generation,” even as it also serves as an index 
of the Beat Generation and the origins of post-war American poetry more broadly (9).  
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While McClure’s “meat science” is most interested in the idea that all 

creatures, both human and not, are “finally creatures of Meat and Spirit," the other two 

poets are distinctly invested in the human (44). Moreover, they are invested in 

chronicling their historical moment, and they are attuned to the rhythms of American 

life in that moment, to what Elizabeth Freeman might call its “chrononormativity.” 

For Freeman, chrononormativity is “a technique by which institutional forces come to 

seem like somatic facts” as “manipulations of time convert historically specific 

regimes of asymmetrical power into seemingly ordinary bodily tempos and routines, 

which in turn organize the value and meaning of time” (3). The lunch hour, that 

arbitrary amount of time carved out of the middle of the day, is a perfect example of 

this—not only does its regularity naturalize a single, large midday meal, a lunch hour 

set by a boss also dictates the particular hour of that meal and how long it takes, which 

might be an hour, might be half, and might be only fifteen minutes. Yet 

chrononormativity affects even the office workers who are allowed a full indulgent 

hour at whatever time of day they choose, perhaps most perniciously, as it draws a line 

between leisure hours and work hours, subordinating the former to the latter at the 

same time that it relies upon the former to mitigate the latter. Your job seems better, in 

other words, if you have a longer, more flexible lunch break, yet that flexibility is a 

way of ensuring that you understand how much more important your job is than your 

leisure. Thus the lunch break is a paradox: an escape from work that normalizes the 

value distinction between work and so-called “personal time.” 

Ginsberg and O’Hara weren’t writing all that many years later than some of the 

late modernists I discuss in the earlier chapters of this dissertation, but they were 
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writing in a very different world, and with different literary aims. Though it would be 

a few years before the Stonewall Riots brought the question of gay rights to the 

national stage, Ginsberg and O’Hara had a freedom that the modernists did not. The 

two most explicitly queer books I’ve discussed—Gentleman Jigger and Lifting 

Belly—were both published only posthumously, and in both cases, the link between 

their content and their publication status is quite apparent. O’Hara, by contrast, had the 

freedom to be blasé about how “everyone fucks-/ and everyone mentions it and it’s 

boring too that faded floor/ how many teeth have chewed a little piece of the lover’s/ 

flesh” (72). And Ginsberg could write a poem that exhorted his friend Neal (Cassady) 

to join him and be “real heroes now /in the war between our cocks and time/ let’s be 

the angels of the world’s desire/ and take the world to bed with us before we die,” 

listing in the next stanza a set of possible bedmates that includes “girl or fairy sheep or 

dream” (15). Ginsberg had fallen afoul of obscenity laws a few years earlier, but 

“Howl” was ruled not obscene, despite its open depiction of sex acts both straight and 

gay. Yet, at the end of its ecstasies, even this poem forgoes the fairy sheep and submits 

to the mandated rhythms of the working day, returning, “in the morning: and back/to 

my visions, my office” (16). 

These rhythms are another thing that differentiates the 1960s from the 

modernist period, and that differentiates these writers from the modernists. All are 

concerned with the representation of everyday life, but they live and describe very 

different lives. Liesl Olson describes the modernists’ commitment to the ordinary as a 

commitment to “experiences that are not heightened,” and as something that neither 

sanctifies nor ruptures the everyday, expressed instead as a formal and stylistic 
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practice of “representing the underrepresented” (4, 11). This is perhaps closer to 

O’Hara’s project, and the New York School as a whole, than Ginsberg’s or the Beats’; 

where Reality Sandwiches enacts a kind of rupture and describes itself as “scribbled 

secret notebooks, and wild typewritten pages, for yr own joy” (1), Lunch Poems is an 

exploration of what pleasure the lunch hour allows. More modernist, too, is Ginsberg’s 

early work, including the 1947 poem that O’Hara rewrites in the first stanza of “A 

Step Away From Them.” “The Bricklayer’s Lunch Hour” is a slow careful narration 

of events in which a worker eats a sandwich, tosses its empty bag onto the ground, and 

has an encounter with a cat and all the while “it is darkening as if to rain/and the wind 

on top of the trees in the/street comes through almost harshly” (Essential Ginsberg 3). 

These later poems, though (written between 1953 and 1960), are in the experimental, 

ecstatic, and politicized mode of the Beats, their wildness punctuated by the 

occasional reminder of the ordinary. Those reminders are often sandwiches.35 

Though the sandwich was given its name—if not invented—by a British 

nobleman in the 1760s, it has a special place in the history of the 20th century. Indeed, 

food journalist Bee Wilson links his moment of inspiration to the demands of the 

workday, pointing out the unlikeliness of stories that describe the Earl’s desperate 

need for a convenient, easy-to-hand meal as a product of his unwillingness to tear 

himself away from an all-night gambling jag. It is far more likely, given his schedule, 

                                                
35 While sandwiches appear quite often in poetry of the 1960s and beyond, they appear 
rarely in modernist poetry; one exception is, surprisingly enough, “The Waste Land.” 
Here, though, the sandwich appears only as a negative possibility. One of forms of 
waste that does not litter the river in “The Fire Sermon” is “sandwich papers,” and 
thus it is the absence of its empty wrapper that conjures the possibility of sandwiches, 
rather than the meaty thing itself.  
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“that instead of being engrossed at the card table, Montagu was busily at work at his 

desk” (21). As she points out, “the sandwich is the ideal desk-bound meal,” because it 

requires only one hand to eat, leaving the other hand “free to turn pages, sign 

documents, write letters” (21). For the same reasons, the sandwich is also the ideal 

food of the wanderer, who can eat absent-mindedly while walking the streets of the 

city, immersing himself (because in these poems, it is always a him) in the world 

while ignoring his sandwich.  

The sandwich, the rare object to fit as neatly into the workday as it does into 

the time allotted for pleasure, demonstrates the interdependence of these two kinds of 

time. Theodor Adorno describes two manifestations of how, in modern life, “even that 

which is spontaneous and involuntary is being made part of arbitrariness and control” 

(75). First, pleasure is framed as a kind of release, something that will balance the 

demands of work and help stave off neurosis. Second, leisure time is transformed into 

productive time, by the “ever-recurring promise that pleasure trips, sprees, parties, and 

similar events will lead to practical advantages” (75). Thus, a round of golf or a dinner 

with co-workers is made to signify both as a kind of leisure and as a means to business 

success, or a sandwich is made to signify both as a thing that tastes good and as a thing 

that nourishes the body efficiently. Its efficiency derives both from how quickly it can 

be made and eaten and from its form; because it is portable and requires (depending on 

the sandwich) only one hand to eat, it needn’t take up the eater’s full attention. Unlike 

the foods I discuss earlier in this dissertation, the sandwich doesn’t assert itself against 

the world—it doesn’t slow time, like Mansfield’s soup or Williams’s plums, or get in 

the way of conversation, like Bowles’s hot dogs—instead, fits easily into nearly every 
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activity. It offers a counterpoint, a reminder of the increased pace of life. Indeed, even 

if the sandwich enables something that looks very much like the flânerie we so often 

associate with modernism, it reveals the differences between the aimlessness of the 

flâneur and the more orderly route of the office worker, who must fit his leisure into 

an hour and must find his way during that hour to a sandwich shop.  

Though sandwiches recur throughout both books, and in many other poems of 

the 1960s, sandwich is given an extended treatment only once: in the poem that 

provided titles to both Ginsberg’s volume and his friend William Burroughs’s novel 

Naked Lunch. The poem, “On Burroughs’ Work,” sets forth a literary method that is 

quite clearly influenced by his mentor, William Carlos Williams. Here, we have a 

variation on “no ideas but in things,” that is something like “no ideas but in 

sandwiches.” The brief poem reads like a parody of formalist poetry, with its slant 

rhymes and imperfect meter, and is more metaphorical than most of Ginsberg’s 

poems. This is ironic, given its explicit message. In three stanzas, it uses the sandwich 

as a metaphor that expresses an argument against metaphors. The first stanza begins 

bluntly: “The method must be purest meat/and no symbolic dressing” (40). It is not the 

most complex metaphor: the “meat” is what we might colloquially call “the meat of 

the matter” and the dressing is whatever we use to dress it up. This metaphor is so 

straightforward that it’s difficult to explain without sounding redundant. The final 

stanza is equally prescriptive: 

A naked lunch is natural to us, 
 we eat reality sandwiches. 
But allegories are so much lettuce. 
 Don’t hide the madness. (40) 
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Again, the message is direct, and the poem makes no bones about what “the madness” 

is. It’s made explicit in the poem’s language and its form, which is, of course, that of a 

three-stanza sandwich. The outer two stanzas say what the method must be, while the 

middle stanza tells us what the work must present: “prisons and visions” (40). Even as 

the sandwich represents the imperative of realism, it undoes it, emphasizing formalism 

and metaphor instead.  

Sandwiches punctuate both collections. Lunch Poems, for example, opens with 

a conditional: “If I rest for a moment near The Equestrian/ pausing for a liver sausage 

sandwich in the Mayflower Shoppe” (1). This conditional, this possible sandwich, 

opens out into a set of almost magical possibilities in which the city is seen from a 

new angle and momentarily transformed by this pragmatic pause. The sandwich is the 

insistent realism that anchors the heightened imagery of the next two lines, before we 

are brought down further still, back to a reality in which “I have in my hand only 25¢, 

so it’s meaningless to eat!” (1). For both poets, the sandwich indexes both the ideals of 

realism, and a politics of representation that incorporates a full range of experience, 

including wild pleasure, intense pain, and the unremitting boredom of the working 

day.  

For these post-war poets, writing about eating continues to be a way of writing 

about the relationship between the subject and the world, but it is a world that is 

fundamentally changed, and their choice of meals reflects that change. O’Hara’s liver 

sausage sandwich is a far cry from Mrs. Ramsay’s boeuf en daube, and the difference 

is not merely one of class or occasion, though those are undeniably at stake. If 

modernist writers, as I have argued, turned to the sensory experience of eating as a 
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way of thinking through the role of alterity in the felt experience of subjectivity, 

O’Hara and Ginsberg expect alterity, and their sandwiches—which emphasize 

objecthood over taste, and convenience over pleasure—suggest the possibility of 

commonality. Modernist writing about eating reveals new forms of feeling, queer 

pleasures that set the subject aslant from convention, allowing them to enjoy a range 

of flavors and experiences, and set aside the pressures of normativity, if only for a 

moment. Eating is a way of feeling apart. O’Hara and Ginsberg celebrate and 

elaborate their queerness openly, expecting to arrive always already aslant, and thus 

their sandwiches index a kind of democratic experience, the possibility of convergence 

between subjects whose differences are no surprise. Eating, for them, is a way of 

feeling together. 
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